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Abstract

From the 1940s to the 1970s, Toronto built almost fifty-five kilometres of rapid
transit during a period of transformation in a growing metropolitan area. This
dissertation argues that civic officials promoted the subway as an infrastructure that
belonged to all Torontonians and promised to benefit all residents. Behind this
understanding was an assumption held by many subway proponents that a shared public
interest united all inhabitants of the metropolis. Conceiving the subway as a public
technology allowed officials to justify the uneven sacrifices that were demanded of some
groups, so that the city could construct and operate rapid transit, an essential component
of Toronto’s postwar transportation system. The degree to which residents opposed
these sacrifices corresponded to wider ideas about respecting the needs of
neighbourhoods within an exploding metropolis and balancing continuity and change in
the urban environment. The prominence of rapid transit within the city’s plans for
infrastructure expansion, and just as important, its ability to build subways, distinguished
Toronto from most other North American cities during the two decades after 1945. By
the early 1970s, opposition against the other major component of Metro’s balanced
transportation plan – expressways – created a new faith in transit. Ironically, the same
ideas that had led Torontonians to protest against expressways and advocate transit as a
better way to move people also influenced residents to contest the negative consequences
of the subway on the urban fabric.
This dissertation examines the growth of the Toronto subway system, the contexts
of its expansion, and the ways in which it affected the metropolitan area from the 1940s
to the 1970s. It explores shifting meanings of the subway, as viewed through a number
of interconnected themes: ideas and strategies that underpinned technological choices
about urban transportation; the demands of economic growth and the concerns of local
communities; the changing sources of funding rapid transit’s capital and operational
costs; the ways in which the subway altered the built and natural environment;
impressions of safety within the system; and perceptions about the subway’s place within
the social life of the city.
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Introduction - An Icon of Transformation

A few days after the first subway in Canada began rolling down the tracks in
March 1954, television producer Harry Rasky reported on the event for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation’s News Magazine. “The skyline of Toronto this week looked
much the same as it had for many weeks past. And perhaps the people who live and
work in its thousands of buildings look much the same too,” Rasky announced in his
trademark voice, while a camera surveyed Maple Leaf Gardens, the Canadian Bank of
Commerce Building, the Royal York Hotel, the Canada Life Building, and other towering
landmarks in the distance. Yet he admitted that only someone gazing “on the surface”
could perceive the city in a static manner. Below the surface, change was afoot.
According to Rasky, the subway signified a new spirit in the city, if one dug deeper. The
six-minute segment featured footage of engineers draughting rapid transit plans,
construction workers digging through subterranean soils, and spectators watching the
subway project progress under Yonge Street, Toronto’s main thoroughfare. The report
then broadcast clips of the subway opening ceremony, before it surveyed a typical trip
“through the bowels of Toronto” in a rapid transit train. “So you see the skyline of
Toronto has changed, and so have the people,” he observed, as the camera panned from
the top of a new office building to the glass entrance of St. Clair Station.1
Rasky’s report may have been a light-hearted look at an issue long on the minds
of Torontonians, but much truth lay behind the idea that the subway symbolized a city in

1

CBC Archives Online, “Toronto got itself a subway … really!,” originally broadcast on CBC News
Magazine, April 4 1954, accessed September 4 2011,
http://archives.cbc.ca/science_technology/transportation/clips/1099/.
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the midst of transformation.2 The practical conveniences of the Yonge Street subway,
including increased transit speed and decreased traffic congestion along the city’s busiest
street, altered the daily rhythms of life above and underground. “Subway Services,
Sensations, Smells Give City Stamp of Metropolis,” a Globe and Mail headline had
proclaimed in tune with the civic atmosphere the day before rapid transit service began.3
Like the ceremonial traffic light that had turned from red to green to inaugurate rapid
transit operation, the subway seemed to signal a new era in a city that had finally come of
age.
The story of the subway did not end once residents rode its trains for the first time
in March 1954. Toronto embarked upon an ambitious subway building programme from
the 1940s to the 1970s, when the city’s publicly-owned transit authority, the Toronto
Transit Commission (TTC), joined by the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto in the
late 1950s, built 52.9 kilometres of rapid transit across the metropolitan area at a cost of
$3.6 billion in 2011 dollars (figure 1).4 Many factors influenced subway expansion,
including the desire to improve the speed and efficiency of mobility across the
metropolitan area, along with predicted benefits for transit ridership, employment,
development, and the overall productivity of the region’s economy.

2

In this dissertation, I use the terms “Toronto” and “the city” to describe the general metropolitan area that
included the City of Toronto and its surrounding suburbs. I employ “the City of Toronto” or “the City” to
refer specifically to the incorporated local municipality of the City of Toronto, and “Metro Toronto” to
refer to the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, an upper-tier of municipal government established in
1953. For a map outlining the municipal boundaries of the City of Toronto and its surrounding suburbs at
the time of the formation of Metro Toronto, see figure 3.1, found in Chapter Three.
3
Ian M. Ball, “Subway Services, Sensations, Smells Give City Stamp of Metropolis,” Globe and Mail
(hereafter GM), March 29 1954.
4
I have converted imperial measurements to metric, except when I use direct quotations. The 2011 dollar
figure was calculated by entering the dollar amount and last year of construction for each subway project in
the Bank of Canada’s “Inflation Calculator” tool, found at
http://www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/related/inflation-calculator/.

2

Figure 1: Map of Toronto subway system in 1978. Modified by author from map on Wikipedia.

3

Complex processes of planning, promoting, building, and using rapid transit
unfolded within a metropolitan area experiencing rampant change. The City of Toronto and especially its surrounding suburbs - witnessed a demographic explosion in the three
decades that followed the Second World War. From a population of less than 950,000
inhabitants in 1945, the metropolitan area had attracted over 1.3 million new residents by
1975, more than doubling its population and making it one of the fastest growing urban
regions in North America. 5 Although natural increase during the postwar baby boom and
migration from across Canada were two sources of population growth, Toronto also
became home to thousands of immigrants arriving from ever more diverse locales - from
war-ravaged Europe during the late 1940s and 1950s to the Caribbean, China, and South
Asia following the liberalization of Canada’s immigration policies in the 1960s. The face
of the city changed. Toronto’s staid British reputation gave way to a new image of an
exciting, multicultural metropolis. 6 By the 1970s, the rise of separatism in Quebec led to
an exodus of anglophone Quebecers and the relocation of corporate headquarters from
Montreal to Toronto, which further consolidated a shift in power between the two cities
that had been occurring since the early twentieth century.7

5

Toronto Transportation Commission (hereafter TTC), Annual Report (1945), 35; Toronto Transit
Commission (hereafter TTC), Annual Report (1975), 30; Pierre Filion, “Rupture or Continuity? Modern
and Postmodern Planning in Toronto,” International Journal of Urban and Regional Research 23, no. 3
(September 1999): 431. In 1954, the Toronto Transportation Commission became the Toronto Transit
Commission. Both are referred to as “the TTC” in this dissertation.
6
Harold Troper, “Becoming and Immigrant City: A History of Immigration into Toronto since the Second
World War,” in The World in a City, ed. Paul Anisef and Michael Lanphier (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2003), 19-62. The percentage of metropolitan-area residents who claimed British ancestry
decreased from over 72 percent in 1941 to 46 percent in 1981. During the same period, the percentage of
those claiming Italian ethnicity rose from less than 3 percent to almost 12 percent, and Chinese origin grew
from 0.4 percent (within the City of Toronto) to almost 4 percent. The percentage of residents of “other”
ethnic origins such as Portuguese, South Asian, or Southeastern European rose from less than 9 percent to
almost 20 percent. See James Lemon, Toronto Since 1918: An Illustrated History (Toronto: James Lorimer
& Company, 1985), 196.
7
Lemon, Toronto Since 1918, 186. On the competition between Montreal and Toronto for the status of
financial and corporate capital of Canada, and its effects on Toronto’s office-building landscape, see

4

A growing population, in tandem with rising affluence, imposed dramatic changes
on the area’s spatial form. Although suburbanization had been occurring in the area since
at least the late nineteenth century, postwar builders transformed an unprecedented
amount of land on the urban fringe into housing, industry, and commercial development. 8
As one observer remarked in 1956, the tentacles of “the great Toronto metropolitan
squid” seemed to “swallow up” ever greater amounts of territory on the periphery. 9
Meanwhile, the City of Toronto, surrounded by kilometres of suburban growth, sought to
maintain its status as the employment, shopping, and cultural centre of the region. By the
mid-1960s, new skyscrapers began to rise in the central business district, while thousands
of houses gave way to private and public residential redevelopment, epitomized by the
mushrooming of high-rise, slab-shaped apartments. In the decade and a half that
followed the war, the metropolitan area added forty-five thousand apartment units to its
previous stock of fifteen thousand. 10 Binding together these changes in demography,
culture, and urban form was the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto. Known best as
“Metro,” it became the first federated system of municipal governance on the continent
when the province imposed it in 1953 on the City of Toronto and its twelve surrounding
suburbs as a mechanism to build infrastructure for the metropolitan area.11

Gunter Gad and Deryck Holdsworth, “Building for City, Region, and Nation: Office Development in
Toronto, 1834-1984,” in Forging a Consensus: Historical Essays on Toronto, ed. Victor Russell (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1984), 272-319.
8
For a survey of suburbanization in Canada, see Richard Harris, Creeping Conformity: How Canada
Became Suburban, 1900-1960 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004). For a contemporary literary
treatment of life in a fictional Toronto suburb, see Phyllis Brett Young, The Torontonians, 2nd edition
(Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2007 [1960]).
9
Jack McLaren, Let’s All Hate Toronto (Toronto: Kingswood House, 1956), 53.
10
Pierre Berton, The New City: A Prejudiced View of Toronto (Toronto: MacMillan Company, 1961), 28.
11
Albert Rose, Governing Metropolitan Toronto: A Social and Political Analysis 1953-1971 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1972), 28.

5

Although ideas for a subway in Toronto had existed since the early twentieth
century, not until the Second World War did the City again begin to consider seriously a
rapid transit system. A number of contingent factors coalesced in Toronto during the
1940s to make subway construction possible. Government restrictions during the war led
to a massive rise in transit use. The halt in civilian automobile production in 1942 and
the rationing of gasoline and rubber meant an unprecedented number of Torontonians
used transit to commute to and from jobs serving the war economy and to fulfill other
mobility needs. From 1942 to 1945, car registrations decreased in the City from almost
130,000 to less than 120,000 (or 5.15 persons per automobile to 5.81), while revenue
passengers on the TTC’s City lines rose from less than 240 million to over 300 million
rides. 12 By 1942, the Commission began to urge the relocation of its busiest streetcar
lines on their own rights-of-way.
When the war ended in 1945, the TTC had proposed the construction of a 7.4kilometre Yonge Street subway for the use of full-scale rapid transit cars with a capacity
of forty thousand passengers an hour, along with a Queen Street streetcar subway slated
for later construction. High wartime transit ridership and the Commission’s inability to
replenish its capital stock during the conflict created not only a greater need to enhance
its infrastructure, but also $12 million in reserve that could provide the capital for such
improvements. The TTC successfully resisted attempts from City politicians to sacrifice
this amassed wartime revenue for lower fares or road improvements; thus, the transit
authority’s financial ability to begin construction on the Yonge line joined its political
power to push for a subway. These factors proved essential because City Council - in
line with a tradition of fiscal conservatism in Toronto and presumably reflecting the
12

TTC, Annual Report (1942), 31, 33; TTC, Annual Report (1945), 33, 35.
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views of at least some of their constituents - refused to contribute any significant amount
of funds towards the Yonge line’s capital costs, estimated at $28.9 million in 1945. 13
Without the contingencies brought about by war on Toronto’s transit home front, it is
likely the most recent subway plans would have stalled or faded away as many had
before.
Scholars depict the years after the Second World War as an era in which most
Canadians enthusiastically accepted the private motor car. The immense increase in
automobile ownership, use, and infrastructure gives weight to this interpretation.14 Yet,
the massive investment in Toronto’s subway that began in the 1940s and continued in
subsequent decades complicates the narrative of a car-crazed postwar society. The
Commission conceived the rapid transit plan as the centrepiece of its postwar
modernization programme. Along with the purchase of streetcars, buses, and trolley
coaches, the replacement of worn-out track, and other improvements postponed during
war, the TTC promoted and built the subway as the main prong in its strategy to ensure a
future of transit in Toronto, necessary of course for its own organizational survival.
Indeed, the Commission hoped that the Yonge subway would become the first of many
rapid transit lines for the city at a time when North American urban centres devoted most

13

TTC, Rapid Transit for Toronto, 2nd ed. (1945), 6.
Larry McNally, “Roads, Streets, and Highways” in Building Canada: A History of Public Works, ed.
Norman R. Ball (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988), 48-54; Doug Owram, Born at the Right
Time: A History of the Baby-Boom Generation (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), 69-72;
Dimitry Anastakis, Car Nation: An Illustrated History of Canada’s Transformation Behind the Wheel
(Toronto: James Lorimer & Company Ltd., 2008), 55-70. Desmond Morton’s Wheels: The Car in Canada
(Toronto: Umbrella Press, 1998) quickly mentions the opening of Toronto’s Yonge subway line, but in a
chapter on the era entitled “Automobile Affluence.” Dean C. Ruffilli’s “The Car in Canadian Culture,
1898-1983” (PhD diss., University of Western Ontario, 2006) offers a more subtle interpretation. Since the
turn of the century, he argues, Canadians “have had a love-hate relationship with the automobile, being at
once dependent on and suspicious of a technology that promises freedom and yet is profoundly limiting.”
(19) Nonetheless, Ruffilli still states transit was “the forgotten child in the post-1945 freeway mania.” (215)
14

7

of their attention to expressways and other road projects planned to serve the predicted
explosion of automobile ownership.
As people imagined the future shape of the city during the war, members of
Toronto’s nascent planning circles urged a postwar transportation system consisting of
not only expressways for automobile users, but also subways to serve transit passengers.
The lauded reputation of the TTC since its establishment in 1921, and its seat on (and
ability to sway) the City’s new planning board partially explain this phenomenon. The
challenging wartime experiences of passengers who used cramped surface vehicles and
demanded an improved transit alternative also influenced this line of thought. And as the
TTC continually outlined in publicity to residents, the elimination of streetcar lines from
main thoroughfares offered a key reason to build subways. Removing streetcars gave
automobile owners a rationale to support rapid transit: the relocation of transit lines on
their own rights-of-way would increase street capacity for cars. In an era marked by the
promise and growing fulfillment of mass motorization, examination of the Toronto
subway offers a unique route through which we can understand the transportation – and
wider societal - choices made by one metropolitan area over three decades of change.
The opening of the Yonge line followed the formation of the Municipality of
Metropolitan Toronto in 1953. While the City’s population slightly decreased to
approximately 665,000 residents, the metropolitan population grew from less than
913,000 to almost 1.2 million people in little more than a decade. 15

The City sought to

annex its surrounding municipalities, but most suburban dwellers, protective of their local
independence, showed little support for the idea. Following recommendations by the
Ontario Municipal Board, the provincial government of Leslie Frost created Metro as a
15

TTC, Annual Report (1942), 33; TTC, Annual Report (1953), 39.
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response to decades of uncoordinated growth that had been exacerbated after the war.
The province wanted Metro to serve as the apparatus by which the local state could
implement infrastructure in order to better enable the flows of people, goods, wastes,
services, and capital across the area. A desire for sustained economic growth lay behind
the drive for greater efficiency of such flows.16 Along with the construction of sewage
and water systems, schools, expressways, and other major road improvements, transit
became a responsibility of the Metro Corporation. The Act that created Metro expanded
the TTC’s service area from 90 square kilometres of densely-settled land within City
boundaries to 622 square kilometres of territory within Metro. The higher costs of this
enlarged operating area - in tandem with millions of dollars in remaining capital costs for
the Yonge subway, the forced purchase of private bus lines formerly operating in Metro’s
suburbs, and declining transit patronage - hurt the Commission’s economic fortunes. It
would be hard-pressed to cover the majority of expenses of any future subway expansion.
At the same time that the Commission’s financial difficulties mounted, some
suburban voices joined a growing number of City politicians who grasped that Metro
would require more stable transit service if overall transportation performance across the
area was to improve. Frederick Gardiner, Metro’s first chairman, voiced this realization
in 1956. Former reeve of the affluent inner suburb of Forest Hill and an ardent advocate
for expressways and roads, he observed that “you simply cannot provide sufficient
highways and parking space to accommodate every person who desires to drive his motor
vehicle downtown and back each day.” These limits forced Gardiner to conclude that

16

On the essential functions of transportation, water, waste disposal, and energy infrastructure in cities, see
Joel A. Tarr and Gabriel Dupuy, eds., Technology and the Rise of the Networked City in Europe and North
America (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988). The editors visualize infrastructure as “the
technological ‘sinews’ of the modern metropolitan area.” (xiii)

9

“$1 spent on rapid transit is worth $5 spent on more arterial highways and parking
facilities.”17 Despite opposition from some suburban municipalities, Metro Council made
a landmark decision in 1958 to contribute more than half of the $200 million required to
build sixteen more kilometres of rapid transit in the City. In 1963, another downtown
subway opened under University Avenue, connecting with the Yonge line’s southern
terminus at Union Station, and three years later, an east-west crosstown route began
operation along Bloor Street and Danforth Avenue.
The decision in 1958 established a key precedent that confirmed subways would
be part of the metropolitan area’s transportation system. In 1964, Metro planners
released their plan for a “balanced transportation system” that recommended new
expressways and rapid transit routes. Computer studies, they argued, had shown both
modes worked symbiotically to advance the overall performance of the transportation
system and improve the mobility of Metro residents, whether they were automobile users
or transit passengers. During the 1960s, political considerations and operational factors
motivated Metro Council to extend the Bloor-Danforth subway into its suburban
municipalities of Etobicoke and Scarborough, and lengthen the Yonge line into North
York, another Metro suburb. These extensions made the subway a Metro-wide
infrastructure, connecting suburb and City in physical and symbolic ways. Extending the
subway not only enabled the TTC to expand its suburban bus services, but also made it
politically feasible for Metro Council to increase its capital contribution towards rapid
transit to 70 percent. This decision followed the province’s announcement in 1961 to
provide Metro with a $60 million dollar loan to speed up construction of the Bloor17

Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto Council Minutes (hereafter MC Minutes), 1956, Appendix C,
Address by Frederick G. Gardiner, Esq., Q.C., Chairman of the Metropolitan Toronto Council at the
Inaugural Meeting of the 1956 Metropolitan Council on January 10 1956, 4.
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Danforth-University project. Two years later, Premier John Robarts decided his
government would contribute one-third of subway right-of-way costs, at a time when the
province had become concerned with escalating costs of expressway construction, of
which it covered half the costs within Metro. Although the “balance” between rapid
transit and expressways in Metro had favoured the latter in terms of government funding
during the 1950s and early 1960s, this trend began to reverse during the latter 1960s,
when Metro spent almost two times more on rapid transit than on expressways. 18
Toronto invested millions of dollars in subways during an age of fervent automobility
because it believed that the car alone could not solve the metropolitan area’s
transportation needs.
As Metro continued to build what it considered a balanced transportation system,
criticism started to mount within the City and some inner suburbs against the damage cars
were having on the urban fabric. Opponents predicted such harm would escalate as
Metro completed the many unbuilt expressways outlined in its transportation plan of
1964 and more automobiles entered City streets. Signs of hostility against expressways
had been evident during the early 1960s, when residents of the City’s tony Rosedale
neighbourhood successfully caused postponement of the construction of a Crosstown
Expressway planned to traverse their inner-city community. Yet anti-expressway protest
reached a new level when a revolt against the Spadina Expressway exploded in 1969.
Opponents emphasized the expressway’s harmful consequences on the natural and built
environment - its threat to the livability of urban neighbourhoods. Ironically, a political
logjam between various local municipalities in the late 1940s over who would pay for the
18

City of Toronto Archives (hereafter CTA), fonds 220, series 11, file 745, S. Cass, [Metro] Commissioner
of Roads and Traffic to William Dennison, [City of Toronto] Mayor, “Expressways vs. Rapid Transit –
Costs,” April 7 1970, 1.
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road had served as one example of the need for metropolitan-wide governance in order to
get projects off the drawing board and shovels into the ground. The Spadina project
encapsulated Metro’s vision of a balanced transportation system, as it included not only
the controversial expressway, but also a rapid transit line in its median. Despite majority
support for the expressway at Metro Council, and the fact that its northern sections had
been completed, Premier Bill Davis cancelled the road in June 1971 to the applause of
many City dwellers and the jeers of many suburbanites. “If we are building a
transportation system to serve the automobile,” he announced to the provincial
legislature, “the Spadina Expressway would be a good place to start. But if we are
building a transportation system to serve people, the Spadina Expressway is a good place
to stop.”19 Metro’s balanced transportation system was dead.
Davis’s decision implied a new era of transit possibilities in Toronto. The
cancellation, as he described it, was “not a judgement upon the past, but a decision upon
which policies for the future will be built.”20 Within the next few years, the Davis
government increased provincial funding towards the capital costs of transit projects, and
established a framework of transit operating grants. It created the Ontario (later Urban)
Transportation Development Corporation, a crown corporation to study and market
transit vehicles, soon after it announced an ill-fated plan to criss-cross Metro’s suburbs
with “intermediate capacity” rapid transit instead of expressways. Lower suburban
population densities made the high construction and operating costs of more full-scale
rapid transit lines difficult to justify. Nonetheless, the first test for this new era would be
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the fate of the last subway line recommended in the transportation plan of 1964 that had
remained unbuilt: the rapid transit component of the now defunct Spadina project.
Following debate over its proper alignment and construction methods during the early
1970s, the Spadina subway opened in 1978 to connect northwest Metro to the central
City. Numerous expressways listed in the transportation plan were never built: the
Spadina; the Crosstown; the Scarborough; the Richview; and the Christie-Grace. In
contrast, Toronto completed its rapid transit system outlined in the plan two years before
the planners’ goal of 1980.
This dissertation examines the growth of the Toronto subway system, the contexts
of its expansion, and the ways in which it affected the metropolitan area from the 1940s
to the 1970s. It explores shifting meanings of the subway, as viewed through a number
of interconnected themes: ideas and strategies that underpinned technological choices
about urban transportation; the demands of economic growth and the concerns of local
communities; the changing sources of funding rapid transit’s capital and operational
costs; the ways in which the subway altered the built and natural environment;
impressions of safety within the system; and perceptions about the subway’s place within
the social life of the city.
The title of this study comes from a popular TTC slogan that originated in the late
1970s and is still used to describe transit as “The Better Way” to get around Toronto. In
terms of the aims of this dissertation, “Searching for a Better Way” is meant to operate on
a number of levels. First, it reflects the ongoing debate over the proper balance of urban
transportation modes that took place from the 1940s to the 1970s, and continues to the
present. Second, the title emphasizes the importance of discussion about the most
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appropriate routing of rapid transit alignments in order to increase ridership and exert
positive effects on local neighbourhoods and city-wide development. Third, it highlights
the ways in which the story of the subway, at its core, reveals the tensions within
competing ideological visions that sought to make Toronto either a booming metropolis
or remain a livable urban village.
The dissertation argues that civic authorities promoted the subway as a public
technology, that is, an infrastructure that belonged to all Torontonians and promised to
benefit all residents. Behind this understanding was an assumption held by many subway
proponents that a shared public interest united all inhabitants of the metropolis. Since the
1940s, the TTC and other officials had depicted the subway as a vehicle for all citizens, a
technology in which they should have pride. Toronto built its subway system with the
intention to fight traffic congestion and to create a more efficient transportation network
across the growing area. Increasing the speed, capacity, and accessibility of transit along
major corridors was proposed by subway advocates as a means of stabilizing the
downtown, spurring development, raising assessment values, shortening commuting
times, and improving the everyday lives of all residents. They predicted these benefits
when rapid transit was in its planning stages, and they aimed to prove the reality of such
benefits after subway trains began running across the city.
Municipal officials and civic boosters promoted the subway as a public
technology because they needed to construct a political consensus that could justify the
uneven sacrifices rapid transit demanded of certain groups. Building large infrastructure
projects in cities inevitably causes change to the urban fabric and the everyday lives of
residents. In democratic societies, authorities must assert that the benefits of such
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projects outweigh their financial and social costs. “The work of constructing this greatest
single improvement to the transportation system ever undertaken by the Commission will
of necessity cause some inconvenience,” the TTC’s commissioners admitted less than
three months before Yonge subway construction began in 1949. “The benefits to be
gained, however, are so great and far reaching that the Commission is confident everyone
affected will co-operate to the fullest possible extent.”21 Subway construction created
headaches for local businesses. Choices made about rapid transit alignments and
construction methods, motivated by financial factors and attempts to limit traffic
problems during building, forced the relocation of thousands of residents. People who
did not have their homes expropriated but who lived close to the subway faced the
nuisance of train rumblings in their residences. And to some Torontonians, changes that
accompanied the subway inconvenienced their transit habits. But tempering opposition
was the fact that most citizens - including those heavily affected by construction - wanted
the subway. In other words, they believed the benefits of rapid transit for themselves and
the city as a whole outweighed any negative consequences on their neighbourhoods.
The link that subway supporters made between rapid transit and the public interest
reflected political traditions in Toronto. Scholars stress that a dominant strain in the
city’s civic culture has been rooted in the “tory” values of stability, rationality, order, and
centralized decision-making. A belief that an organic, general public interest bound
together all city dwellers was key to this ideology, which urged a mode of governance
dominated by managerial and technical expertise, rather than the democratic impulses of
localized interests. Toronto’s municipal reform movement of the early twentieth century,
led by business and professional elites whose ambitions of civic boosterism sought to
21
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facilitate economic growth, endorsed a corporate, bureaucratic conception of local
government. The movement wanted to reduce the influence of politics in urban
governance, so that municipalities could eliminate corruption and provide services with
greater efficiency - sometimes instead of the private sector - in the name of the general
public interest and economic development. The establishment of the Toronto
Transportation Commission in 1921 as a municipally-owned transit provider exemplified
tory reform sentiment. “[I]f the idea that utilities were public had a spiritual home in
North America, that home would be Toronto,” write historians Christopher Armstrong
and H.V. Nelles. In the postwar era, the tory tradition persisted, and it played a dominant
force in the formation and workings of Metro. Yet Toronto was also home to a
“populist” tradition rooted in grassroots democracy and the interests of neighbourhoods.
Populist ideology, critical of tory governance by experts, saw the basis of urban life in the
local community, rather than an abstract public interest. With roots in Toronto dating
back to the 1830s, populism served as the ideological core of the municipal reform
movement that emerged in Toronto during the late 1960s.22 Tory and populist ideology
formed the spectral ends of the struggle within municipal governance between city-wide
needs and local neighbourhood concerns. In debates over the subway, the values,
22
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perspectives, and interests of Torontonians led to a distinct mix of a tory-inspired sense
of the public interest and a populist belief in the centrality of local communities.
A conception of the public interest motivated subway building, but Torontonians
were often divided over the details. Neighbourhood composition and shifting perceptions
of technology, environmental quality, and the state influenced particular communities to
protest against rapid transit plans. Opposition to negative consequences from subway
construction had been evident within the neighbourhood of Oriole Park during the
planning stage of the Yonge Street subway in the late 1940s. Yet grassroots criticism
was muted during the late 1950s and early 1960s, when the TTC and Metro expropriated
hundreds of properties north of Bloor Street and Danforth Avenue in order to build the
east-west line through areas inhabited mostly by residents of modest means. By the mid1960s, however, affluent neighbourhoods in North Toronto and North York demanded
millions of dollars worth of changes to the proposed northerly extension of the Yonge
subway in order to reduce its impact on their communities. Once again, these citizens
wanted the subway, but were critical of the way in which Metro and the TTC had
selected the proposed alignment and construction methods. Their class, education, and
professional backgrounds also provided them with a privileged position from which they
mounted a successful protest at City Hall. Occurring within a wider North American
context of opposition against urban renewal, expressways, and other public projects, this
trend continued into the 1970s during debates over the Spadina line, when residents again
sought to limit the damage of the subway to the livability of their neighbourhoods.
At the same time that local communities showed a growing concern over the
consequences of subway construction, many Torontonians became increasingly critical of
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the harm caused by the automobile to the urban fabric. As a result, they developed a
greater faith in transit as an alternative for mobility. A constellation of social issues like
environmentalism, civil rights, heritage preservation, and opposition to top-down
planning coalesced in an attack on the car in many North American cities. Most
symbolic of this sentiment was the so-called “freeway revolt” that had begun in San
Francisco in the late 1950s and spread to other urban centres over the next decade. Bill
Davis’s cancellation of the Spadina Expressway was a response to this historical moment,
not only in its halting of the controversial road, but also in the announcement of a new
future for transit in Toronto. In particular, the Davis government promised greater transit
funding, which emphasized the service as a public good that deserved the tax dollars of
Ontarians. Shifts in thought and policy influenced Torontonians to expand the
conception of the subway as a public technology for the benefit of all residents.
Segments of the population who used the subway with difficulty - or were unable to use it
- demanded modifications to the system, while others urged aesthetic improvements to
improve the experience of using rapid transit. As the kilometres of rapid transit in Metro
grew, Torontonians increasingly perceived the subway as an essential part of everyday
life in the city.
The Toronto subway offers an opportunity to study the complex dynamics of a
series of rapid transit mega-projects. Taken together, these subway lines comprised a key
part of an even larger political and technical project: the establishment of a
comprehensive transportation system for a metropolitan area experiencing rapid growth,
technological change, and social transformation. Scholars and policymakers define
mega-projects as massive infrastructure works that rely on scientific knowledge,
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technological expertise, and often significant investment by the state in order to transform
natural and built environments for the fulfillment of prescribed political, economic, and
social goals. The scale of mega-projects reached its apex in the West during the midtwentieth century, when governments of varying ideological backgrounds drew from
what has been categorized as a “high modernist” belief in the ability of humans to use
rationality as a means to improve the greater good in seemingly apolitical ways. 23
Compared to forms of cultural modernism, which emphasized the irrational aspects of the
human condition, adherents to high modernism, its students argue, sought to create social
progress through rational control of populations and environments. But as this
dissertation aims to show, the reality of building infrastructure in the name of the public
interest is a complicated - and inherently political - process. Instigating change within
the urban environment demands sacrifice, and the calculus of benefits and costs unfolds
between various interests within the theatre of power and politics.
Within the past few decades, historians and scholars from other cognate
disciplines have interrogated the political processes behind mega-projects and their
numerous consequences on local communities. Joy Parr’s Sensing Changes:
Technologies, Environments, and the Everyday, 1953-2003 (2010), for example, has
explored the ways in which massive works projects altered the sensorial perceptions of
ordinary people living near or forcibly relocated away from projects such as
23
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hydroelectricity development and military training grounds.24 Compared to other urban
mega-projects planned and built in North America since the mid-twentieth century, rapid
transit is in some ways a unique form of large-scale technology. Whereas urban renewal,
airports, and expressway schemes met escalated resistance from neighbourhood activists
and environmentalists during the late 1960s and 1970s, the popularity of rapid transit
projects increased in North America.25 Since the building of the Toronto subway
occurred mostly between the 1940s and the 1970s, it offers a distinctive lens through
which we can explore change and continuity in social perceptions of urban megaprojects. Ambivalence defined the subway: much of its construction took place during
the “golden age” of mass motorization in Canada, yet criticism of its negative
consequences became more prevalent at the same time as many Torontonians felt a
renewed faith in the possibilities of transit.
Little historical research has been conducted on urban transit in North America
during the postwar period. Scholars have written voluminously on the growth of transit
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Such studies have explored its
influence on political ideology, urban development, popular perceptions of private
utilities, and the ways in which negative sentiments toward transit companies helped to
24
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foster the rise of automobile ownership. 26 Yet historians have neglected more recent
transit history and have concentrated instead on the postwar effects of the automobile on
such rich themes as leisure, race relations, road construction, industrial growth and
decline, and Canada-United States relations. 27 The only full-length academic historical
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work devoted to a post-World War II urban transit system in North America is Zachary
M. Schrag’s The Great Society Subway: A History of the Washington Metro (2006). His
study argues that the building of rapid transit in the United States capital embodied the
vision of the Great Society, a liberal ideology of the 1960s and 1970s that held that
government could play a positive, active role in the lives of its citizens. Schrag also
reveals that the specificities of Washington’s urban history, such as the prevalence of
urban planning since its founding in 1791 and its unique role as federal capital,
influenced the way in which its transportation system unfolded. Complementing
Schrag’s work is Transport of Delight: The Mythical Conception of Rail Transit in Los
Angeles (2005), transportation scholar Jonathan Richmond’s analysis of the modes of
thought behind the push for rail transit in the North American city most often associated
with automobile-induced sprawl. Whereas Schrag offers a mostly positive assessment of
the Washington Metro, Richmond argues that subways and light rail are unsuitable
transportation modes for Los Angeles. 28 Although both scholars arrive at disparate
conclusions, their analyses reveal a shared belief in the fundamental importance of the
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historical geographies of individual cities within the development and performance of
urban transit systems. 29
Schrag and Richmond both underline the ways in which the Toronto subway
influenced organizations that were involved in considering transit in Washington and Los
Angeles. They are not alone in emphasizing the strategies Toronto provided as a city that
had resisted the decline of transit better than most. Scholars and transportation experts
believe that Toronto’s postwar expansion of urban transit, led by its subway building
programme, served as an “important model” to other North American cities that started to
experience an urban mass transit “renaissance” in the 1970s. 30 By this time, cities such
as Montreal, San Francisco, and Atlanta joined Toronto and Washington in spending
large sums on new rapid transit systems. Although the automobile has reigned as the
dominant mode of transportation for everyday mobility for most Canadians since the end
of the Second World War, the persistence of urban transit offers a useful topic for
historians interested in the changing tides of city building in the second half of the
twentieth century. The prominence of Toronto in postwar North American transit history
suggests its subway system is a fruitful place to start.
An examination of the Toronto subway steps on to the sparsely populated
platforms of postwar transit history, but it also contributes to a long tradition of Canadian
historical work on technology. The now canonical works of Harold Innis and Donald
Creighton published during the 1920s and 1930s explored the relationships between
transportation and communication with settlement, natural resource exploitation, culture,
29
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and the challenges of consolidating a national economy across the vast space of northern
North America. In doing so, they advanced interpretations that sought to explain the
ways in which physical geography and connections between resource hinterlands and the
metropole had shaped Canada. 31 During the late 1920s, Carl Dawson and his students in
the McGill Sociology Department conducted a number of studies that investigated the
ways in which Montreal’s metropolitan status – based heavily on its advantages in
transportation and communication - affected the internal structure of the city. 32 More
recently, historian R. Douglas Francis has argued that since the mid-nineteenth century a
“technological imperative” has served as a key thread within Canadian intellectual
thought, in which thinkers have perceived technology as either a facilitator or a threat to
the moral order.33 Others have continued to emphasize the links between nationalism and
various transportation and communication technologies. Indeed, construction of a
transcontinental railroad is often offered as one motivation behind the creation of the
Canadian nation-state in 1867; without “space-binding technology” such as railroads,
radio and television signals, and roads Canada would cease to exist.34 Little surprise,
then, that the creation of an upper tier of municipal government in Toronto drew
inspiration from Canadian federalism, in which the federal government has jurisdiction
31
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over inter-provincial transportation and communications. Ontario Municipal Board chair
Lorne Cumming’s report in 1953 recommended a similar federated structure in Toronto
in order to facilitate infrastructure building across the metropolitan area.35 As Canadian
federalism had informed Cumming’s assessment of metropolitan problems in Toronto,
this study draws inspiration from an older national historiography by examining the links
between the politics of transportation, perceptions of technology, and spatial change,
within the smaller scale of a metropolitan area.
Like all technologies, the Toronto subway was a product of the time and place in
which it developed. Canadian historians have traditionally considered the immediate
postwar years and the 1950s as a distinct historical era that was shattered by the social
changes of the 1960s and the economic uncertainties of the 1970s. However, recent work
argues that the social fragility and consumerist insecurity of the immediate postwar years
indicates a degree of continuity with wartime. Aspirations for a better postwar society
during the hostility and a slow transition to peacetime normalcy marked this “era of
reconstruction,” followed by a period of unprecedented economic prosperity, mass
culture, welfare state expansion, and social consensus that had emerged by the mid1950s.36 Likewise, scholars of massive infrastructure works in the United States outline
the mid-1950s as the start of the “great mega-project era,” defined by a lack of critical
voices from local communities and an unprecedented growth in financing from higher
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levels of government, epitomized by the passing of the Federal-Aid Highway Act in
1956. Yet, this age showed signs of cracks by the mid-1960s when citizen activists
seeking to protect neighbourhoods and natural environments protested the consequences
of massive works. This movement reached high tide in an era of “do no harm” starting in
the mid-1970s, a time that saw reduced state spending and greater mitigation efforts to
eliminate – or at least reduce - the negative effects of mega-projects.37
Phases of subway building and shifting perceptions of rapid transit in Toronto
correspond to these emerging frameworks of periodization, while also suggesting greater
complexity. Discussion about the original Yonge subway took place during wartime,
when the city anticipated war’s end and sought to plan for a postwar city of improved
transportation, housing, parks, and other urban amenities. Torontonians eligible to
participate in the municipal election in 1946 could express their opinion by voting on the
TTC’s rapid transit plan, in contrast to the lack of opportunity for citizens to directly
articulate their support for or opposition to subsequent lines. As we shall see, it also
sparked protest from Oriole Park, a middle-class neighbourhood that questioned the
planned location of a subway yard as proof that the TTC disregarded the consequences of
rapid transit on local areas and the benefits of city-wide planning. And the Yonge
subway, receiving minimal public funds from taxpayers, conforms to a period preceding
the great mega-project era of large capital infusions from the state.
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The Bloor-Danforth-University subway project of the late 1950s and 1960s fits
some of the criteria that characterized the great mega-project era. Built during a booming
economy and as part of a massive growth in infrastructure that followed the formation of
Metro Toronto, the project marked the first time that the state covered the majority of
subway capital costs, and it saw little criticism from local neighbourhoods in the way of
the planned routes. But conflict existed. On the financial front, concern over debt load
motivated Metro initially to fund less than 70 percent of construction costs, an amount
that had been recommended by consultants. The federal government refused to assist in
any direct manner, and the province agreed to contribute only after years of municipal
pressure. Moreover, disputes emerged within Metro Council and its planning
bureaucracy. Some suburban politicians believed that the subway would provide little
benefit for their constituents, so they unsuccessfully fought Metro all the way to the
Supreme Court of Canada. Meanwhile, planners disagreed over not only a suitable
alignment of the east-west line, but also the proper techniques to determine the specific
route. Even within high modernism’s supposedly apolitical era of massive infrastructure
works, politics and disagreement penetrated the Bloor-Danforth-University project.
Yet significant shifts in context, attitude, and outcome emerged in the mid-1960s
and continued into the 1970s. As subsequent chapters will show, changing social values
associated with the 1960s, along with a dawning awareness of the real effects of recentlycompleted mega-projects, influenced a rethinking of the relationships between
technology, urban environments, and the quality of life for people who inhabited such
spaces. Opposition against mega-projects and the political-technocratic structures that
made them possible is a significant but understudied aspect of the questioning of
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authority – at times extending to mainstream society - that scholars and popular memory
associate with “the Sixties.”38 In Toronto, the cancellation in 1971 of the Spadina
Expressway, a road most ardently opposed by middle-class professionals living close to
the city centre, stands as the symbolic moment when the era of great mega-projects
ended. Nonetheless, Metro Council’s decision to add millions of dollars in construction
changes to reduce the neighbourhood impact of the Yonge Subway Northern Extension,
following the claims of respectable residents who depicted the TTC as an organization
with little regard for the rights of citizens, is one example that illustrates brewing tensions
by the mid-1960s. Many of the same concerns that underlay expressway opposition –
threats of expropriation, the eradication of heritage landscapes, and the despoiling of
natural spaces – could also affect perceptions of rapid transit. Moreover, the outcome of
the Spadina subway during the 1970s shows the complicated ways in which rapid transit
intersected with demands that mega-projects “do no harm.” Acts of mitigation, like
restoring green spaces through which the subway passed and preserving a century-old
mansion as a subway station in the name of heritage, failed to go as far as advocates
hoped. A growth in provincial spending on transit in Toronto conformed to trends across
North America at this time, and greater state funds influenced the TTC to include art in
Spadina line stations. But the economic downturn of the mid-1970s and rising
construction costs not only reduced the ambitions of the art programme, but also raised
caution about the availability of capital for future transit expansion.
In terms of place, the subway provides an opportunity to pursue a number of key
issues within Canadian urban history. During the 1970s, cities became an emerging
38
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focus of historical inquiry in Canada as contemporary urban reform movements ignited
an interest in precursors of reform within earlier eras of municipal politics.39 The rise of
social history, first outside and then in Canada, also led to greater attention to the city,
since it offered a site in which to study the impact that industrialization and urbanization
had on the lives of ordinary people.40 More recently, the methodological concerns of
cultural history and environmental history have made their mark on the study of
Canadian cities. Works of cultural history have shown how representation and meaning
produce and reinforce structures of power within cities, as examined through such topics
as spectacle, public space, consumerism, and commemoration.41 Meanwhile, a growing
number of studies in urban environmental history have provided a fresh perspective by
stressing the role of non-human nature - as material reality and as human construct within the development of cities. 42 Both fields have influenced the themes explored in
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this dissertation, from the importance of representations and meanings behind
technology, space, and political power, to the role of the natural environment in shaping
ideas and practices within postwar Toronto.
Scholars are beginning to investigate the ways in which Toronto responded to the
challenges within North American cities in the decades after 1945.43 Although it faced
issues such as suburban sprawl, downtown renewal, and infrastructure demands like other
urban centres, students of Toronto’s postwar history have emphasized a degree of
exceptionalism regarding its early adoption of metropolitan governance and regional
planning, integration of ethnic minorities, preservation of inner-city middle-class
neighbourhoods, relatively low crime rate, and avoidance of the so-called urban crisis
that plagued American cities in the late 1960s and 1970s. This exceptionalist
interpretation dates back to at least the 1970s, when an American journalist described
Toronto as “the city that works,” in contrast to the less successful ways in which
American cities had dealt with contemporary urban issues. Although environmental
degredation plagued Toronto and social problems remained, the city balanced the needs
of stability and growth better than most North American urban centres. The development
of its subway system stands out as one example of the city’s distinct postwar history. Not
surprisingly, proponents of Toronto’s exceptionalism often underline the achievements of
the transit system - subways and surface routes - as a key factor in the overall success of
the city during these years.44
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The subway was not only a material influence on changes taking place in Toronto,
but also a symbol of such change. It was an icon of transformation that embodied various
phases of the city’s postwar history.45 A common thread throughout Toronto’s past has
been the tension between its metropolitan ambitions and its desire to remain a livable
city.46 To use current parlance, should Toronto become a world-class city or stay a city
of neighbourhoods? This question harkened back to the divide between tory and populist
traditions. Since Torontonians interpreted the subway as an expression of urbanism and
metropolitanism, it reflected both positive and negative sentiments towards these
processes. In particular, residents transferred on to the subway their hopes and fears of a
city on the verge of developing too fast and growing too big. The conjunction of
numerous factors in Toronto during the 1940s to the 1970s - massive horizontal and
vertical physical growth, dramatic population increase, global migration, the push to
preserve the livability of inner-city neighbourhoods, modern environmentalism, demands
for inclusion from disadvantaged social groups, and many more – played out within a
technological environment that compressed experiences of time and space in the
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metropolitan area. The subway, then, became a site at which Torontonians considered
greater debates over urban life. Changes and continuities in thought about what made an
ideal city were refracted through competing strategies of how to make the subway not
only a positive space, but also a technology that would exert positive effects on the local
communities through which it passed and the metropolitan area as a whole.
In order to explore the dynamics of subway life and metropolitan growth in
Toronto, the dissertation draws upon a diverse array of sources. Of primary importance
has been material found in the Toronto Transit Commission fonds at the City of Toronto
Archives. This collection includes TTC minutes, reports, correspondences, ephemera,
and over four thousand commissioned photographs of subway construction and
operation, supplemented by information published in the TTC’s annual reports and its
employee magazine, The Coupler. The City Archives also holds the minutes of City of
Toronto Council, Metro Council, and the various committees of both tiers of municipal
government. These minutes have been essential in the attempt to reconstruct debates
about the subway, the metropolitan transportation system, and other political concerns.
The Toronto Public Library’s Urban Affairs Branch also contained a number of rare
planning documents and transportation studies, which have now been transferred to the
Toronto Reference Library. The Archives of Ontario possesses records of the T. Eaton
Company, the Ontario Municipal Board, provincial ministries, and the correspondences
of provincial premiers, while Library and Archives Canada holds documents about the
original Yonge and Bloor-Danforth-University projects in the Norman Douglas Wilson
fonds.
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In seeking to excavate perceptions about rapid transit, I continually aspired to
uncover the thoughts and actions of ordinary people. Ultimately, it is impossible to know
what all Torontonians thought about the technology, but digging deep in the archives
reveals some of these voices in correspondences with politicians and officials. Some
residents picked up a pen and wrote letters about issues like expropriation, train noise,
and the challenges of using rapid transit. The dissertation also draws heavily from
newspapers, especially the Toronto Star and the Globe and Mail. Optical character
recognition-based digital search databases for both papers, while not completely
comprehensive, allowed me to conduct extensive research unfathomable without such a
tool. Newspapers offered not only information on the daily experiences of construction,
transportation technology, passenger observations, and developments in city building, but
also a lively supplement to meeting minutes. I conducted a small number of oral
interviews with individuals whose importance emerged during archival research. Their
memories provided evidence for my arguments, but more important, our conversations
instilled a sense of the living past through their subway stories. Finally, the physical
spaces of Toronto have been an essential source for this dissertation. Whether it involved
walking through a ravine transformed by rapid transit construction, surveying apartment
development, or simply riding the subway, the city became my “archive of place,”
influencing research questions and informing conclusions.47
The dissertation journeys across the subway metropolis in six thematic chapters
arranged in a roughly chronological manner. It embarks with two chapters that analyze
47
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how Torontonians understood rapid transit when the original Yonge subway was still on
the drawing board, under construction, and finally open for operation. Chapter One
focuses on the discussion over whether Toronto should build a subway during the 1940s.
The TTC depicted the subway as the next era of its history by advancing a linear
narrative of technological improvement and social progress, but others thought subways
were an obsolete technology. Chapter Two examines a series of events in which the TTC
and other actors sought to portray the Yonge subway as a public technology, and the
degree to which this depiction aligned with the sentiments of Torontonians. The
affirmative subway referendum in 1946, the atmosphere of construction promoted by the
TTC’s sidewalk superintendent programme, and the celebratory mood of the subway
line’s opening indicate that citizens formed a positive connection with rapid transit. Yet
various controversies still arose throughout the 1940s and early 1950s. The TTC failed to
receive subway funding from the federal government, while the protests of Torontonians
in the path of progress and the hardships of merchants during construction illustrate that
rapid transit may have been symbolically built for all Torontonians, but the costs for
some citizens were particularly high.
Chapter Three investigates the next phase of the subway: the Bloor-DanforthUniversity project and the first rapid transit extensions into the suburbs. It illustrates how
the creation of the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto in 1953 aimed to establish a
political solution for the decades-old problem of uncoordinated growth in the
metropolitan area. The first decade of Metro witnessed deliberations over how strong a
role transit should play within a metropolitan transportation system, and the degree to
which Metro and other levels of government should finance rapid transit construction.
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Meanwhile, the TTC and Metro planners disagreed over the route of a crosstown line.
They also differed over what authority should determine subway routes, and the proper
methods that should be used to arrive at such plans. This “Great Subway Debate,” as
local newspapers called it, concluded in 1958, when Metro Council decided to contribute
a majority of the funding for the TTC’s Bloor-Danforth-University scheme. By the
1960s, subways had become an established part of Metro’s infrastructure plans, but
opinion remained divided over the details of future growth.
Chapter Four focuses on the relationship between the subway and the changing
built landscape of the metropolitan area. It uncovers how individuals and institutions
perceived, promoted, and responded to such transformation. The chapter also outlines a
key shift that started in the mid-1960s, when citizens forced the TTC to redesign its
proposed alignment of the Yonge Subway Northern Extension to an unprecedented
degree in its history. Chapter Five further pursues the shift by exploring the complex
outcome of the Spadina subway, following the cancellation of its expressway counterpart
in 1971. Expressway opponents cheered when Premier Davis announced the proposed
road’s demise and a greater future for transit, yet implementing a northwest rapid transit
line continued the dispute. Influenced by emerging ideas about the place of nature and
heritage in the city, ratepayers and community groups demanded the subway line avoid
not only a ravine, but also the destruction of historic structures in its way.
The final chapter examines subway space as a means to understand the ways in
which a greater faith in transit during the 1970s affected perceptions of the subway as a
public good. It does so by contrasting the objectives of the TTC with the meaning of
rapid transit to others. Since the 1940s, the TTC designed and operated the subway by
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balancing efficiency of cost and service with cleanliness and safety. This stress on
functionality - moving the greatest number of riders with speed and economy - conflicted
with those who saw the subway from other perspectives. Torontonians with physical
disabilities sought to make the subway a more accessible space, which clashed with the
Commission’s goals of efficiency of cost and service. Black youths in the early 1970s
made the subway a meeting place for socializing. During the mid-1970s, a spate of crime
in the system threatened Toronto’s reputation as the “city that works” and challenged the
conception that the subway, as a public technology, was safe for all its passengers. Some
people demanded greater security measures, while others believed creative architecture
and art could enliven passenger experiences. Diverse demands forced the Commission to
negotiate with an older mentality of functionality at the TTC.
Harry Rasky concluded his television report in 1954 by exclaiming that “Toronto
got itself a subway. Really!”48 The inflection in his statement corresponded with the
attempts of officials to promote the subway as a public technology. It alluded to the
sense of civic pride towards the project, a sentiment that the Commission had sought to
inculcate in the minds of the city’s residents, while playing off the daily trials
experienced by thousands of Torontonians as the TTC built a rapid transit line under
Yonge Street in the centre of downtown and other sacrifices demanded for the project.
The comment also suggested that the idea of building a subway in Toronto was not a
recent invention, but rather a culmination of previous failed attempts. The dissertation
now examines the plans that emerged during wartime - within the longer historical
development of transit and the growth of the city - in order to explore the ways in which
subway advocates conceived of a rapid transit system for Toronto.
48
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Chapter One - Using the Past and Promoting Future Rapid Transit Progress in
Toronto
On March 30th, 1954, the TTC celebrated the opening of its Yonge Street subway.
After almost five years of construction and over twelve years of planning, the 7.4
kilometre stretch of rapid transit - from its northern terminus at Eglinton Avenue south to
Union Station - was ready for service. “Today,” a commemorative publication declared,
“Canada’s First Subway is a dream realized, filling the need long felt for a practical
solution of a traffic flow problem that has been a man-sized headache to citizens and city
fathers alike for many years.” Following a short history of the project, the booklet
described a typical subway “traveler of 1954” who “could in imagination take a trip up
that same Yonge Street, back in those ‘good old days’.” This fictional passenger
journeyed not only through space but also time, from “the period of the sixpenny fare
horse bus, and the horse car with its straw for chilly feet, to the first electric car of the
Toronto Street Railway, and the larger, more modern cars of the Toronto Transportation
Commission, . . . to the present day and the swift-moving subway train.”49
The souvenir booklet celebrated the subway by describing Toronto’s newest mode
of transportation within a tradition of technological improvement and civic progress.
Like other TTC reports, publications, and exhibits intended for local government and
ordinary citizens, the booklet demonstrates that the Commission constructed a particular
historical narrative to promote subways within Toronto’s future. The TTC sought to
show that transportation in Toronto since the mid-nineteenth century had seen continual
improvement marked by moments of crisis, which the City overcame through prudent
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investment in technological modernization. A key trend within this narrative was the
evolution towards municipal ownership and operation by an independent board, both of
which reflected the tory tradition’s belief in orderly and efficient governance to serve the
general public interest. The TTC depicted rapid transit as the next phase of improvement
required to overcome the current crisis of traffic congestion in the exploding metropolis.
The end result, the Commission predicted, would bring benefits to all Torontonians.
This chapter examines the ways in which the TTC linked a narrative of past
progress to its rapid transit plans for the future. Analyzing this historical narrative allows
us to survey the contexts of transit and urban growth in Toronto since the nineteenth
century. It also shows how actors within a technological network created and used
historical narratives, and how they sought to legitimize technological choices by placing
them within existing narratives.50 The TTC drew from its heritage as a means of
positioning the subway as a technology with benefits to the public interest that
outweighed its costs. Yet TTC commissioners and staff were not the only ones who
imagined rapid transit through conceptions of time and progress, as politicians and
ordinary people lauded or attacked the subway as either a suitable or obsolete technology.
While the TTC explicitly created texts that used the past to construct a vision of rapid
transit in Toronto, others left behind fragments that reveal how they implicitly saw the
proposed technology in relation to time, the city’s history, progress, and the public
50
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interest. Understandings of the past and conceptions of the future help to explain the
divergent opinions about rapid transit as plans emerged during the 1940s and early 1950s.
The study of uses of the past has emerged as growing field of historical inquiry.
From the holding of historical pageants to the building of monuments, scholars stress
how historical actors, especially the state and institutions, have used the past for a
multitude of purposes, most often to advance interests in the present or visions for the
future.51 Technology has not been much of a focus. One exception is the work of
historian Tina Loo, who questions the interpretation of the modernist project as an
ahistorical ideology. She demonstrates that BC Hydro used the past to implement its
Columbia River Project during the 1960s. It commissioned a history of Renata, a town to
be flooded for the High Arrow Dam. BC Hydro also created a historical narrative of
initial growth in the region, followed by subsequent stagnation, which planners used to
justify hydroelectric development for future gain.52 The need for such narratives is
understandable, since technology, at its root, is related to time. Philosopher Lorenzo
Simpson sees technology as a “set of practices whose purpose is, through ever more
radical interventions into nature . . , to place the future at our disposal.” David Nye also
regards time as a key characteristic of all technologies. Like constructing a narrative,
51
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humans “must see themselves to be living in time” when they create, endorse, and use
technology. If all technologies are based on perceptions of the future, and if all cultures
make meaning by arranging “temporal order out of chaos,” then it is essential to uncover
how people have ordered time as a means to promote or question technology.53
Conceptions of the past, present, and future mattered as Toronto made choices about its
transportation network.

The TTC: a history of making history
The ambition to build a subway was not the first time that the TTC had used the
past to legitimize itself or a programme of modernization. Formed in 1921 as a political
response to citizen dissatisfaction with the city’s privately-owned electric streetcar
system, the TTC praised its recent tradition of service expansion and infrastructure
improvement to local politicians, residents, and passengers during its early years. In
1931, the Commission published a commemorative booklet to mark its tenth anniversary,
accompanied by newspaper advertisements that congratulated itself for its positive
service record and role within the city’s civic progress. These publications justified
municipal ownership of public transportation by describing improvements to the system
since the TTC’s incorporation and tying such enhancements to urban development. In
other words, telling the story of its past became a common activity for the Commission.54
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The TTC relied on these public relations tactics to answer growing criticism from
City councillors during the late 1920s and early 1930s. Members of Council questioned
vehicle overcrowding, the TTC’s refusal to assume the debt of a money-losing electric
railway radial line, and its use of a capital reserve fund to establish Gray Coach Lines, an
intercity bus service. These issues, along with an internal dispute within the TTC
concerning the need for new streetcars, led to a judicial inquiry into the operations of the
Commission. During the 1930s and early 1940s, local politicians continued to question
the TTC’s reserve fund, in which it saved surplus capital from fares in order to balance
annual operating deficits and to finance infrastructure improvements. Local politicians
argued that reserves should be used to lower fares, pay off the City’s growing debt, or
contribute to other local improvements. To counter these attacks, TTC commemorative
publications surveyed the ways in which wise investment had extended service and
improved its rolling stock, tracks, and buildings since 1921.55
The TTC continued to laud its accomplishments in Wheels of Progress (first
edition, 1940), its most authoritative history to date. The 116-page publication stated that
residents who long lived in the city had experienced transit improvements first hand,
whereas youth and newcomers were less aware of the TTC’s success and its influence on
Toronto’s economic and social growth. Long-time residents, the argument went, already
possessed a collective memory of transit before and after the formation of the
Commission: a lived experience of the progressive past. This interpretation overlooked
not only two decades of criticism towards the TTC, but also the intention of the
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celebratory publication to counter such sentiments. Youth and newcomers possessed no
such collective memory “on which to form their views of the present system,” so the
Commission wanted the text to instill a historical memory of transit pride. Realizing that
successful transport demanded positive relations with the public, the TTC hoped Wheels
of Progress would “nurture and increase its most valuable asset of public goodwill.” 56
These publications segmented Toronto’s transport history into a series of stages
based primarily on improved technology and different forms of ownership. Moreover,
TTC histories argued that improved transit directly led to urban expansion and increased
property values.57 Civic progress for the public interest, according to the TTC, was the
end result. The TTC began its tale in 1849 with the establishment of the city’s first
public transit, an omnibus service owned and operated by undertaker and carriage-maker
H.B. Williams. The development of this regular horse carriage service created the
“stimulus” that influenced massive population growth, increased tax assessments, and
fueled the city’s “first vigorous urge to expand” into surrounding fringe areas. This
urban expansion, in turn, prompted the extension of omnibus service to further outlying
districts, as “[r]emote properties, formerly inaccessible, became desirable building sites.”
Toronto had begun its “uninterrupted march of progress to a position of major importance
among cities of the New World.” By 1861, the Toronto Street Railway Company’s
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(TSRC) horse-powered railcars succeeded Williams’ wheeled enterprise, whose omnibus
fought a “brave but futile struggle for existence.” Toronto entered a second period of
growth. The TSRC’s extension of horse car service provided a “constant stimulus to a
vigorous spirit of progress,” and once again the city’s population, municipal boundaries,
and tax assessments rapidly increased. 58
Toronto’s third period started in 1891, when utility magnate William Mackenzie’s
Toronto Railway Company (TRC) took over the system. The TRC began to electrify all
City lines a year later, which “gave new impetus to Toronto’s development.” Yet the
constant betterment of technology, service, and community apparently experienced by all
inhabitants since 1849 was “halted” during the years 1891 to 1921. The company’s
private status made profit, not superior service for the public interest, its overarching
concern. The situation became particularly dramatic after 1910, when the TRC refused
the City’s request to extend streetcar lines into less-populated, recently-annexed areas.
Unlike other private North American transit companies that ran streetcars in order to
facilitate their own speculative suburban residential developments, the TRC did not have
suburban real estate interests. Servicing areas with lower population density cut into the
company’s profit margins, which had already started to decline. The City went all the
way to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in London to argue that the company
had failed to uphold its contract, but the court ruled that the company was not required to
extend service into areas annexed after the 1891 agreement. According to Wheels of
Progress, the failure of the TRC to extend service meant “most of the city’s greatly
increased population and its industrial and commercial activities were practically
confined to the older sections.” The City filled the service gap in recently-annexed areas
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in 1911 when it established three Civic Lines, which marked Toronto’s first venture into
municipally-owned transit. Yet residents in these new districts paid two separate fares to
travel on both systems and, as a result, such areas “remained undeveloped and sparsely
populated.”59
According to Wheels of Progress, the TRC’s overriding concern for profit and its
lack of adequate service hindered the city’s transit system, and therefore its general
progress. Since the TRC’s contract was set to expire in 1921, the company reduced
investment in capital stock, and its streetcars, garages, tracks, and other infrastructure
quickly deteriorated. The system entered a period of crisis. Fortunately, TTC histories
reflected, Toronto’s citizens “readily realized that a unified transportation system
providing . . . service to all parts of the city was absolutely essential to further progress
and development.” Torontonians, so the story went, understood a general public interest
existed, and it was at stake. Such sentiment reached full expression in 1920, when an
“overwhelming majority” of citizens voted in favour of municipal ownership of the
City’s transit system. The referendum represented a culminating wave of what
Christopher Armstrong and H.V. Nelles term “civic populism”: growing confidence
within the business elite and other groups in Toronto that public entities - compared to
their private counterparts - possessed a superior ability to supply essential services to its
urban population. 60
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The Toronto Transportation Commission - governed by an independent board of
three local ratepayers appointed by City Council - began operation in 1921. The
Commission’s histories depict its first three years as a period of crisis resolution, as a $42
million bond, backed by the City, allowed the TTC to modernize the TRC’s dilapidated
infrastructure. The Commission purchased new streetcars, introduced motor buses and
trolley coaches, replaced and extended track, built garages and repair shops, and unified
its fare structure in the “Most Spectacular Engineering Feat of a Decade.” Once again,
transit improvement led to a new era of increased development and raised assessments
across Toronto.61
Technological modernization, according to these publications, became a guiding
principle for the TTC. The nascent but growing use of automobiles motivated the
Commission to use its capital reserves for system improvements, rather than the fare
reductions demanded by some politicians and residents. In 1938, for example, the TTC
introduced to its system 140 Presidents’ Conference Committee (PCC) streetcars. North
American transit providers had designed these streamliners to compete in speed and
comfort with the automobile. 62 The Commission believed that investment in improved
technology – compared to lower fares - showed that passengers rode the city’s streetcars,
buses, and trolleys out of choice, not just necessity. After all, it served passengers in an
era in which “civilization seems to measure much of its advancement through
improvements made in the more material things,” claimed an article on the new streetcars
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in the TTC’s employee magazine. All around, it seemed, innovative technologies
replaced outdated forms, as “everything from jam jars to railroad trains and bridges have
been streamlined, made more beautiful to better appeal to our artistic sense and pride.”
Commission histories depicted a similar improvement in Toronto’s transit system during
the 1920s and 1930s, as the TTC created “the best street car system in North America.”63
Toronto witnessed periods of spatial, demographic, and economic expansion since
John Graves Simcoe established the Town of York as the capital of Upper Canada in
1793. A sheltered harbour on the north shore of Lake Ontario and riparian
communication routes that linked the lake with its northern hinterland offered
geographical advantages for settlement at the site. During the early nineteenth century,
the town became not only a centre of Upper Canada’s political administration, but also
home to the colony’s religious and educational elite. As agricultural settlement extended
into the fertile colonial hinterland, Toronto grew as an important market for goods
coming into and leaving southern Ontario, and a provider of services for the nearby rural
population. Starting in the 1850s, a number of railroads radiating from Toronto further
secured the city’s metropolitan dominance over southern Ontario in trade, political
power, and ideas, while such lines connected the city to other growing urban centres like
Montreal, and later Chicago. Railroads also sparked industrial production in the city
during the second half of the nineteenth century, especially after the federal government
of John A. Macdonald enacted protectionist measures that sought to boost domestic
manufacturing within the new Dominion of Canada. From 1851 to 1901, the population
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of the City of Toronto increased from 30,775 to 208,040 in ebbs and flows that matched
periods of economic boom and bust. Thousands of these inhabitants had migrated from
the British Isles, joined by others from the surrounding hinterland. Growth continued
during the first decade of the twentieth century, when the population almost doubled from
208,040 to 376,538 and the City continued to expand into the urban fringe through a
series of annexations that had begun in the 1880s. By the first decade of the twentieth
century, Toronto became not only a beneficiary of Prairie settlement, but also the
financial centre of the Northern Ontario mining boom, while the promise of cheap hydroelectric power from Niagara Falls further fueled the city’s industrial prowess. Yet it still
remained the second city to Montreal in terms of population, market domination, political
power, cultural influence, and all other markers of national metropolitan dominance.64
TTC publications told a linear narrative of the city’s history in which better
transportation technologies generated service improvements. And service improvements
created civic progress, since better transit assisted the local government in its
responsibility to facilitate the development of real property. The Commission never
explicitly defined “progress,” a term it constantly invoked in its publications. Yet it
implied that progress started with the conversion of land into more intensive residential,
commercial, or industrial uses within the city and its fringe. More intensive land uses
raised property values, created greater tax revenues, and allowed the municipal
government to provide services for its residents. Wheels of Progress did not outline
specific services such as road, park, library, sewage and water provision or fire and police
protection, but it did note that “[e]very person, every property, and every business in the
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city benefits from these services.”65 The TTC claimed that improvements in mobility, as
motors of growth and increased property values, contributed to the public interest. All
Torontonians equally benefited from efficient transit services, not simply real estate
developers and other business interests. A reading of TTC histories creates the
impression that improved transit, in fact, is the only cause of urban growth, as no other
factors - such as the protectionist National Policy, migration, or Toronto’s strategic
geographic location - are mentioned as possible causes of its spatial, demographic, and
economic expansion. According to the Commission, the trajectory of progress in Toronto
advanced as the omnibus and horse-car expanded mobility. This mobility, and thus
progress itself, was threatened by the TRC, but the City resolved this crisis through
municipal ownership, financial investment, and technological modernization. Innovation,
progress, crisis, resolution through innovation, and progress for the public interest
returned through improved technology – this was the TTC’s historical narrative by the
early 1940s.
When the TTC began to consider rapid transit during the early 1940s, it already
possessed a historical narrative with which it could endorse the transportation technology.
The Commission believed it was experiencing a new period of crisis. This time, the
source of crisis was the increasing ownership of private automobiles, not the ownership
of private streetcars. The rising prominence of motorcars sharing the streets with transit,
particularly along the city’s few north-south thoroughfares, created severe traffic
congestion. A majority of people travelling from the growing northern residential areas
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to downtown used Yonge Street and to a lesser extent Avenue Road, two routes that had
their origins in the province’s country road network. Topography and historical
development presented the “underlying cause of these bottle necks.” The Lake Iroquois
escarpment (known locally as “the hill” and located a few kilometres north of the central
business district), the Don Valley to the east and its various tributary ravines to the north,
Mount Pleasant Cemetery, the Canadian Pacific Railway tracks north of Dupont Street,
and Lake Ontario to the south of downtown prevented the construction of alternative
north-south routes (figure 1.1). By the early 1940s, the TTC believed that a streetcar
subway - essentially a new, underground street for public transit - provided the best
solution for the city’s traffic problem. What was required, therefore, was a strategy that
the TTC’s histories had constantly commemorated as a means to overcome crisis: prudent
investment in technology, this time through the provision of transit routes on their own
rights-of-way segregated from private transport.66

Rapid transit as the “Next Development” in Toronto’s transportation history
Planners, engineers, entrepreneurs and local politicians had suggested subways
for Toronto as early as 1909, when the City doubled its territory through a series of
suburban annexations until 1912. London opened the world’s first subway in 1863, while
a streetcar subway in Boston became the first underground intraurban transit line in North
America in 1897. Toronto’s optimism, motivated by an expanding industrial and service
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Figure 1.1: The geography of traffic congestion. Yonge Street is the thickest and longest north-south
band, with Avenue Road directly to the west. Source: TTC, Rapid Transit For Toronto, 2nd ed. (1945),
6. Reproduced with permission of the TTC.
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economy, spurred plans for booster projects like a new Union Station and an improved
waterfront by the recently-established Toronto Harbour Commission. “The time will
come in Toronto’s development,” the Globe wrote in 1909, “when it will be necessary to
mount into the air or burrow in the ground to solve the problem of local transportation.”
That year, business elites on the City’s Board of Trade recommended a subway system to
connect newly-annexed areas to downtown, with the TSR’s annual gross receipts to the
City serving as one source of capital. 67 The Toronto Guild of Civic Art had also
suggested in 1909 a “shallow subway” in its plans for northeast and northwest diagonal
routes into downtown, while a British company offered to build a north-south line under
Yonge Street and an east-west route mostly under Queen Street. The British promoters
lost interest in the enterprise when the City engineer stated that any private subway
franchise would cease in 1921, the date of the TSR’s contract expiration, when the City
anticipated its own takeover of transit operation. 68
The closest Toronto came to building a subway in the first half of the twentieth
century occurred in the early 1910s. Businessman, journalist, municipal reformer, and
City Controller Horatio C. Hocken made a system of subways the key promise of his
1910 mayoral campaign. Although he lost at the polls to anti-subway candidate George
R. Geary, voters overwhelmingly urged on the same January 1910 ballot that the City
request the provincial government to allow it to construct and operate a “municipal
system of subway and surface street railways.” City Council then commissioned the New
York engineering firm of Jacobs and Davies to produce a report on “tubes” to connect the
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growing suburbs with the central business district. The report recommended two
diagonal northeast and northwest lines in downtown underneath new thoroughfares, with
a third line under Bay and Yonge Streets to St. Clair Avenue. Instead of Manhattan-style
apartments in the downtown, Jacobs and Davies asserted that subways would allow
Toronto to “preserve and continue” the tradition of “true home life.” Better transit would
allow the city to expand horizontally and to avoid tenements, a prominent fear at the time
in Toronto, which one local journalist lauded at the time as “a city of homes.” In 1911,
the City engineer, at the request of City Council’s special subway committee, outlined
three routes: a north-south line travelling from the new Union Station under roads nearby
Yonge Street to St. Clair Avenue, and two east-west routes under Queen and Bloor
Streets (figure 1.2). Ratepayers rejected the $5 million Yonge Street scheme by a vote of
11,645 to 8,223 in 1912, as had four of the city’s five newspapers. Hocken’s subway was
still a dream, but it did lead to the provision of a lower deck for a future rapid transit line

Figure 1.2: A 1911 Rapid Transit Plan presented by the City engineer. Source: TT, November 25
1911. Reproduced with permission of the Sun Media Corporation.
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on the soon-to-be built Bloor Street Viaduct.69
Numerous factors drove these early proposals. A subway might sidestep the
TRC’s surface transit monopoly within the City’s 1891 boundaries, or at least cajole the
private company to improve and expand service.70 During this era, automobile
congestion was not a prominent consideration: relatively few cars travelled the city’s
streets compared to the 1920s, although streetcars did compete with horse-drawn
carriages, carts and other slow-moving vehicles. 71 Toronto’s early subway proposals
were part of a larger trend in North America during the first decades of the twentieth
century; even smaller cities like Providence, Rhode Island commissioned rapid transit
reports.72 But Toronto’s fiscal conservatism quashed its subway ambitions. By late
1910, the Globe felt that subways were too expensive. The City was already spending
millions on building a trunk sewer, a water filtration plant, and a municipal electricity
network. “The ratepayers are beginning to grumble at the failure of Council to reduce the
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tax rate as the assessment goes up,” it wrote. By 1913, the mill rate was rising and
economic growth was slowing, as had the City’s desire to annex suburban districts.
Reports in 1912 by transit expert Bion J. Arnold and in 1915 by three City officials
recommended against subways. 73
Although the TTC had discussed subways for Toronto since the late 1920s, it did
not seriously contemplate rapid transit until the early 1940s. In January 1940,
Torontonians rejected a “Traffic Improvement Plan” recommended by the TTC. This
plan, based on the modernist planning principle of the rational separation of urban
functions and uses, sought to expedite traffic between northern Toronto and downtown
by separating private and public transport. One part of the plan proposed to construct a
northwest streetcar right-of-way through the Nordheimer Ravine in order to make
Avenue Road a streetcar-free thoroughfare for automobiles. A controversial aspect of the
plan called for a new road through the elite neighbourhood of Rosedale, although fear of
large expenditures during the early years of war also influenced voters’ rejection of the
scheme. The plan excluded subways, but it did promote the concept of rapid transit:
public transport in its own right-of-way. By late 1941 the Commission had conceived a
more ambitious plan in which streetcars would use downtown subway rights-of-way:
north-south routes under Yonge and Bay Street, and east-west routes under south of
Queen Street (figure 1.3).74
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The TTC subway was undoubtedly the child of civil engineer, transit consultant,
and Toronto native Norman Wilson. He would become a central player in the
development of the subway system, serving as consultant to the Commission for the next
two decades. Wilson believed that transit would continue to play an essential role in the
future of urban transportation. He wrote numerous reports advocating subways,
including a metropolitan-area plan in 1948 that called for the building of rapid transit
lines and expressway routes in order to serve the metropolitan population forecasted for
1975. Wilson, having received his B.Sc. in civil engineering from the University of
Toronto in 1904, worked as a surveyor with the Toronto Harbour Commission and
conducted traffic studies for the newly-formed TTC before starting a private planning
firm with A.E.K. Bunnell. He directed the Advisory City Planning Commission, which
had recommended a subway system for Toronto in the first draft of its report in 1929,
although the committee dropped the suggestion in its final report. During the 1930s, he
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Figure 1.3: Rapid Transit Plan presented to the City’s mayor and Board of Control in early 1942.
Source: TTC, Rapid Transit Proposal (October 1941). Reproduced with permission of the TTC.
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served as chief consultant for subway plans for São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. 75 In 1937,
Wilson and Bunnell submitted to the City’s Board of Control and local newspapers a
rapid transit proposal to triple the street capacity of motor vehicles by placing streetcars
under Yonge Street, from Union Station to slightly north of St. Clair Avenue. They did
not write the report with immediate construction in mind. Rather, the public works
scheme “constitute[d] an ideal project . . . for ending the depression in the construction
industry in this area with its attendant relief problem.” Nothing resulted from the
report.76
Wilson possessed an extensive knowledge of the history of Toronto,
transportation, and urban development. Much of his knowledge came from first-hand
experience gained through decades of work in the city. Wilson’s reports often made
reference to how past technological choices and social conditions not only affected urban
growth, but also created present conditions. His Master’s thesis, completed in 1923,
focused on the relationship between street systems and traffic circulation. It noted that the
unpredictability of the future meant engineering decisions must be based in “light of past
practice and experience, of present tendencies and of future possibilities of traffic
75
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requirements.” His metropolitan transportation plan of 1948, containing chapters entitled
“History of Transit in Toronto” and “History Repeats Itself,” used the same narrative of
crisis and resolution through improvement that had marked TTC commemorative
publications and rapid transit promotions. To Wilson, the city’s narrow streets and other
physical conditions imposed by past decisions motivated the need for rapid transit. But
he also realized that subway plans embodied visions of the postwar future, particularly
increased automobile use. “[W]hatever is built now,” he wrote about subways in 1944,
“will last a hundred years or more.”77
The Commission announced its intention to build a subway when it presented its
Rapid Transit Proposal to the City’s mayor and Board of Control in January 1942.
Mayor Fred J. Conboy and the City’s executive board had requested a meeting to discuss
solutions to current service issues. As factories began to churn out a greater number of
products for war, employment rose rapidly and the transit system witnessed a dramatic
passenger increase. From a Depression-era lowpoint of 147,582,487 revenue passengers
in 1933, the Commission’s ridership mushroomed to 238,991,803 in 1942 and continued
to rise during the war. Wartime conditions placed further stress on the system, as the
federal government restricted automobile use and investment in new transit infrastructure
to meet passenger demand. As a result, the Board of Control received numerous
complaints regarding the “poor service” caused by new demands on the system. When
asked how the Commission planned to overcome this crisis, William McBrien, TTC
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chairman since 1933 with a background in real estate, informed the mayor and the Board
of Control of plans to segregate public and private transport on key traffic routes. After a
request to “have the rabbit out of the hat,” TTC General Manager H.C. Patten read the
proposal to the audience. The Commission hoped to start initial phases of construction
immediately, but it also noted that the project could be postponed to provide work for
discharged soldiers and to alleviate possible postwar unemployment. Initial response at
the meeting was positive. One controller felt the plan “puts the T.T.C. before the public
in a new light. Light is beginning to break.”78
From the beginning, the TTC used its historical narrative to endorse rapid transit
and contextualize its plans for the future. The Rapid Transit Proposal continued the
Commission’s tradition of defining urban transport history in Toronto through specific
eras based on transport technology. The beginning of the report framed rapid transit
plans with a breakdown of the city’s transit history, which demonstrates how the
Commission saw history as a tool to promote itself and future innovations. “Public
transportation in Toronto,” the proposal outlined at its start, “has developed through
several more or less well defined periods.” The “Omnibus Period” (1849-1861) paved
the way for the “Horse-car Period” (1861-1891). The “Electric Street Car Period” (18911921) replaced horse power with electricity, but the private interests of the TRC meant
“an opportunity was undoubtedly lost of developing Toronto and building up a real
transportation system.” The “Period of Co-Ordinated Public Transportation” (1921-
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1941) resolved the crisis, as the municipally-owned Commission unified streetcar, bus
and coach service and “for the first time in the city’s history [Toronto] fully met its
rapidly developing requirements.”79
Yet a crisis of traffic congestion threatened the efficiency of TTC services and,
therefore, the public interest. The Commission claimed traffic congestion during the
1930s and 1940s had caused the decentralization of downtown industry and commerce,
as businesses selected suburban sites with better transport efficiencies. This process
caused decreased property values, reduced tax assessments in the central business district,
and threatened the City’s ability to provide municipal services. Related to
decentralization, the proposal noted that the previous two decades had witnessed not only
improvements to the transit system, but also rising numbers of automobiles. While
conceding that the motorcar was suitable for “the casual evening or pleasure ride,” the
TTC insisted public transit could surpass the car in comfort, convenience for business
purposes, cost, and economy. Most important, the perception that the automobile
exceeded transit in speed represented “more often a difference of impression rather than
actual fact.” But “if streets were freed from parking and tracks kept clear for street cars,”
the proposal suggested, “there would be an enormous increase in the effectiveness and
speed of public transportation service.” Greater efficiency and improved speed of transit
would restore its reputation and allow the system to regain its popularity. 80
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The Commission announced that “The Next Development Should Be Rapid
Transit”: the separation of private and public vehicles that were “trying to operate on the
same narrow streets originally designed for horse-drawn traffic.” Rapid transit would
resolve the traffic congestion crisis while it reversed commercial decentralization and
falling assessments in the city core. The TTC believed it could “do more than any other
agency to stabilize downtown business and real estate values, and it is to the
Commission’s interest[,] as well as the City’s, to do so.” It presented historical examples
from Boston, New York, and Philadelphia since the turn of the century to suggest that the
benefits of rapid transit spread across the whole city, with a particularly marked effect on
property values near specific lines. Continuing its traditional link between improved
transportation and urban growth, the Commission stressed the need for rational land-use
planning in Toronto in order to facilitate the transport-development connection. Two
decades of TTC service may have been a source of pride for Torontonians, but the City’s
failure to enact measures to avert traffic congestion had hurt growth and impeded the
public interest. The TTC hoped rapid transit would coalesce with a new era of planning
in Toronto.81
For almost four years the Commission studied its rapid transit plan with an eye to
the future. It convinced the City Planning Board (CPB), established by the City in June
1942, to include rapid transit in its Master Plan for the City of Toronto (1943), a rational
framework for a forecasted postwar expansion of population and settlement in the
metropolitan area. In order to service this enlarged environment, the planning board
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urged “a program of vast undertakings” such as slum clearance, a green belt surrounding
the current built-up area, water and sewage lines, “superhighways,” and rapid transit
along Yonge and Queen Streets, with subsequent lines planned near Christie and Grace
Streets, and Bloor Street west of University Avenue (the latter two lines to be built in
medians of new superhighways).82 The Master Plan embodied the tory tradition of a
general public interest, as its map united - in visual and conceptual terms - the numerous
local communities of the metropolitan area with the promise of rational planning and
infrastructure provision. The Master Plan developed within the context of a “culture of
reconstruction,” which L.B. Kuffert defines as “the environment and the accompanying
complex of attitudes, opinions, and aspirations directed . . . towards the achievement of a
more satisfying postwar society.”83 Almost as soon as fighting broke out in 1939,
Canadians envisioned a postwar future in contrast to the unemployment, personal failure,
and social pessimism of the Great Depression. Once it became clear the Allies would
emerge victorious by 1943, debates over postwar society reached a “fevered pitch” in
Canada.84
TTC chairman William McBrien, who sat on the planning board, understood the
need to include subways in the Master Plan of 1943. The CPB’s Advisory Technical
Committee accompanied TTC engineers to inspect rapid transit systems in Boston,
Philadelphia, New York and Chicago. The close relationship between members of the
TTC and the CPB, in fact, motivated Alderman J.B. Salsberg to criticize the prominence
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of rapid transit within the activities of the new planning board and to suggest that “the
whole planning [of postwar plans] is toward a subway system.” Since Salsberg was a
communist, he may have believed that rapid transit planning had taken attention away
from public housing, the chief municipal concern of leftists in Toronto during the war.
Nonetheless, the inclusion of rapid transit within plans for postwar Toronto added to the
imagery of the subway as an essential component within the vision of a better city. At
the request of the Board of Control for a list of reconstruction works, the CPB prioritized
the Yonge Street rapid transit line as the third most important postwar project, after a
“Low Rental Housing Project” (later known as Regent Park) and maintenance works
deferred by the war.85
One change of tremendous future consequence was the TTC’s decision in 1944 to
use full-scale subway vehicles rather than streetcars on the Yonge Street line. The
change followed observations by TTC Research Engineer W.F. Irwin, who, after seeing
Boston’s streetcar subway, concluded that “it would be next to physically impossible to
carry the amount of peak hour traffic likely to be attracted to a subway on Yonge
Street . . . at any reasonable satisfactory speed” using streetcars. Irwin also noted that a
full-scale subway would be only $5 million greater in construction costs, and cheaper to
operate. The larger capacity of full-scale trains illustrated optimistic predictions by the
TTC and its consultants of postwar growth in transit use and metropolitan expansion.86
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By late 1945, City Council agreed to submit the rapid transit plan to municipal
voters.87 A key strategy within the Commission’s campaign to win support for rapid
transit linked the past with the future. The Commission distributed a promotional booklet
to attendees of the joint TTC-CPB “City of To-morrow,” an exhibit at Eaton’s College
Park department store that promoted the Master Plan, and also to the public immediately
before the referendum. The brochure stressed that “every alert transit management must
consider carefully the future and the lessons of the past if the interests committed to its
charge are to be safeguarded and adequate service given to its community.” Increasing
automobile ownership over the past quarter century, interrupted during war, foretold a
dramatic growth in motorcar use and worse traffic conditions, while rapid transit would
reverse the “retrograde tendency” of declining downtown assessments and provide
postwar employment.88 The TTC’s efforts came to fruition on January 1 st, 1946, when
Torontonians in all neighbourhoods overwhelmingly voted in favour of the proposal.
As the reality of rapid transit seemed promising, the TTC added the subway to its
commemorative publications. Less than a year after the successful referendum, the
Commission marked its twenty-fifth anniversary by publishing a pictorial review of
Toronto’s transportation history. Once again the TTC compartmentalized the city’s
history into distinct periods. Whereas the Commission’s first period of modernization
during 1921-1923 was “A Step Forward” for civic progress, the overwhelming support
shown by Toronto voters for a rapid transit system marked “A New Step Forward.” Even
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the subway referendum related to the TTC’s distinguished past: the vote had represented
a “public expression of confidence” in the Commission’s policies during the last quarter
century. The rapid transit era was the only section reproduced in colour, which further
emphasized the technology as a positive rupture from previous conditions. By 1953, as
subway construction reached completion, the TTC extended its narrative by literally
adding another chapter to its most recent edition of Wheels of Progress, entitled “Rapid
Transit Opens New Era of Progress for Toronto.”89
The TTC used various methods to promote rapid transit within a narrative of
transportation improvement, civic progress, and the public interest. By doing so, it
created a virtual future through physical means so that Torontonians could imagine a
subway in the city. “The City for To-morrow” exhibit of March 1945 used dioramas and
artist conceptions to show subway plans to residents. These displays, which also
included proposed expressways, forecasted the city “in a wonderful new guise[,] . . . as if
a magic wand had been waved over it” - “gone the old way of transportation!”90 The
Commission also relied on displays at the Canadian National Exhibition (CNE). In 1948,
a year before subway construction began, almost half a million people walked through
the 2,400 square-metre “Caravan of Progress,” comprising “vehicles from yesteryear,
today’s latest transportation vehicles, and tomorrow’s plan for Rapid Transit in Toronto.”
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The Commission displayed different historic transit vehicles, which led attendees to
diagrams, photos, and illustrations of Toronto’s soon-to-be-built rapid transit line. Like
its publications, the TTC constructed in the exhibition tent a narrative of progress for the
public interest, of which the subway was the next chapter.91
Images found in TTC newspaper advertisements and publications also depicted
rapid transit as a rationally-planned technology that would fix Toronto’s traffic crisis and
improve transit service. Overcrowding on transit during wartime had created poor riding
conditions across North American cities, which one observer described as an
“indignity.”92 TTC images, captioned with text, contrasted the present reality with an
imagined, controlled future. An advertisement for rapid transit published in local
newspapers soon before the referendum of January 1946, for instance, juxtaposed
photographs of traffic bottlenecks at prominent city intersections with drawings of what
rapid transit would look like once completed (figure 1.4). Another ad reminded readers
of the havoc that snow had created on streetcar tracks during the previous winter,
whereas the expert-engineered plans for a Toronto subway would overcome the
unpredictability of nature within the transit system (figure 1.5). The comparison of
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Figure 1.4: Photographs of traffic bottlenecks and drawings of rapid transit in TTC referendum
advertisements. Source: GM, December 19 1945. Reproduced with permission of the TTC.
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Figure 1.5: Last winter's snow versus the controlled spaces of rapid transit in TTC referendum
advertisements. “Rapid Transit Lines will be free from weather interference and stations will
provide complete protection for passengers,” the ad proclaims. Source: GM, December 27 1945.
Reproduced with permission of the TTC.
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contemporary photographs with representations of the future idealized rapid transit: the
act of drawing allowed the Commission’s cultural producers to depict a controlled built
environment. The best example of an ordered environment is a fascinating cut-away
perspective of the intersection of Yonge and King Streets, countlessly reproduced in the
TTC’s subway promotions (see also figure 1.5). Related to control was speed, the
essence of rapid transit. TTC publicity included maps that allowed transit riders to
compare their current travel times with a future system. The map showed one way in
which the subway served the public interest: passengers from all districts benefited, not
just those near subway lines.93 Technological representations, whether plans, blueprints,
user manuals or models, exert rhetorical power through their descriptive and abstractive
capabilities. Although receivers of images always possess the power to interpret such
texts, technological representations construct a completely rationalized space of a
controlled future, particularly when compared to unpredictable elements in past and
present environments.94

Why a narrative?
The TTC’s promotion of subways as the next stage within its history raises the
question of why it sought to connect rapid transit with the past and future progress. The
transit authority needed the support of City Council not only to provide political
legitimacy for the project, but also to pass expropriation by-laws and, eventually, to
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provide City-backed bonds for subway construction if the Commission’s capital reserve
could not cover expenses. Local politicians also evaluated rapid transit within a narrative
of time and the concept of progress. During a special meeting on November 30th, 1945,
called to discuss a possible subway referendum, councillors asked the TTC if the
proposed technology would lead to greater progress for the city. Walter Paterson, the
Commission’s chief subway engineer, remembered that a majority of council favoured
automobile expressways as the sole solution to the traffic problem. The subway emerged
victorious only after a councillor asked American transit expert Charles DeLeuw, serving
as a TTC consultant, to describe how urban centres south of the border had faced traffic
issues. He emphasized that the United States’ reliance on the automobile had failed to
solve urban traffic problems. Rather, it led to more drivers, roads, and congestion.
DeLeuw, who had helped to build Chicago’s State Street Subway, noted that the project
had received federal funds, and he predicted that greater government support for transit
would be needed to solve traffic problems in the future. Soon after, the alderman rose
and asked council: “Are we going to let this happen to Toronto? Or are we going to be
progressive legislators?” The councillor’s position, according to Paterson, “won over the
whole council.” Hearing an American transit expert describe past mistakes made by
urban centres in the United States, then, convinced Toronto’s City Council to back rapid
transit and to hold a referendum on the plan.95
The TTC also had to convince the public, and especially its passengers, that rapid
transit was a desirable technology. It wanted voters to support their proposal with a
successful referendum, yet the Commission’s use of the past hints at a wider concern.
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The TTC hoped to attract a high number of passengers to its subway. Rapid transit was
the centre of the Commission’s postwar modernization programme, a series of transit
improvements that sought to increase ridership and reduce automobile use. The future of
the TTC depended on its success. The years following the referendum presented a
number of challenges to the Commission. From 1946 until 1953 (a year before the
Yonge subway opened), car registrations in Toronto more than doubled, while revenue
passengers on the TTC declined from 310,115,600 to 286,851,401. In 1951, the TTC
raised fares, and a year later its employees went on strike. Critics blamed both actions,
firsts in the Commission’s history, on rising subway construction costs. A ride on the
subway would not only fill the TTC’s coffers, but also consolidate its authority as the
provider of an essential service to the city. 96
Convincing Torontonians to use rapid transit presented its own challenges. The
TTC needed to show that the subway would be safe and enjoyable, or at least tolerable.
People often react to transportation technologies they have not experienced with fear and
anxiety. The invasion of electric streetcars and automobiles at the turn of the twentieth
century, for instance, frightened many urban dwellers, including newspaper cartoonists,
who caricatured the physical threats these vehicles posed. Subways created particular
apprehension because their trains travelled in dark, secluded, underground labyrinths
disconnected from the surrounding environment. New York transit authorities faced this
challenge in 1904 when they opened the second subway in North America. Its
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disorienting modern compression of time and space challenged the technological
sensibilities of New Yorkers.97
Almost half a century of increased use of modern technology separated the
opening of Gotham’s subway and rapid transit debates in Hogtown. By the 1940s, many
people perceived subways as technologically backward, since systems built during the
turn of the century began to show their age. Nonetheless, the subway was a new
technology not only to Toronto’s spatial environment, but also to its residents. Letters
published in local newspapers hint that some Torontonians had ridden subways in cities
such as New York and London, but it is probable – although admittedly speculative – that
thousands of city residents had never experienced underground urban transit. Controller
Allan Lamport suggested that the TTC build a model of the Yonge subway in City Hall,
since “so few of our people have travelled . . . far enough to have seen cities that have
underground street railway systems.”98 As they thought about subways, some
Torontonians were apprehensive about the underground. One resident argued that the
sections of the Yonge Street subway planned for open air were “the most desirable
feature of the entire scheme.” Anyone who had experienced subways elsewhere knew
“the depressing mental effect of traveling entirely underground, caused no doubt by the
lack of air and the increased noise which result from traveling in enclosed spaces.”
Another citizen espoused the same sentiment, when he asked, “what would they do in
case of a storm with the power off? The passengers would be like cattle: no possible way
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to get out.” Adding to these fears were Toronto newspaper reports about dangerous
incidents in other cities’ subways, including the death of a former world-record holding
track star who fell off a New York subway platform no less than three months after
Toronto began to build its own underground transit. A Globe and Mail cartoon played on
such fears on the day of the subway’s opening (figure 1.6). It depicts three individuals
descending to the subway platform while looking distraught as they notice Lucifer
ascending beside them. The illustration was more a joke than a criticism of a frightening
new technology like those vehicles in earlier newspaper cartoons, but it still points to
associations of the underground as a liminal space.99
The TTC countered these sentiments with a rhetorical strategy that constructed its
subway as a controlled, modern technology. This mode of public transit promised
positive change for Torontonians by increasing the efficiency and speed of travel on the
TTC. At the same time, however, the Commission realized that advertising the subway
as solely a harbinger of change could overwhelm its passengers and jeopardize its use.
Modern societies have used memory and the past to deal with the overwhelming
transformations deriving from industrialization and urbanization. For example, grocery
store window displays in Toronto at the turn of the nineteenth century advertised
processed, industrial foodstuffs beside natural, traditional forms in order to legitimize
new products. TTC exhibits at the CNE, along with historical literature the Commission
published during the 1940s and early 1950s period, used a similar technique. Exhibits
juxtaposed older forms of public transportation like the omnibus and the wooden streetcar
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Figure 1.6: A cartoon by James G. Reidford tickles Torontonians’ fears of the underground. Source:
GM, March 30 1954. Reproduced with permission of the Globe and Mail.
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with those from the present and the future. Not only did this practice frame the subway
as an exciting modern technology, but it also suggested rapid transit’s place within the
progressive tradition of the TTC. The Commission found an effective compromise
between continuity and change. Its reports, publications, presentations, exhibitions, and
advertisements outlined the subway’s modern features within a soothing history of the
Commission’s own tradition of progressive transportation innovation.100
The TTC also used the past to promote future plans because of an essential motive
behind its aspiration to build rapid transit: the rise of the automobile and the perceived
decline of transit. The TTC expanded its own narrative to challenge those who
questioned the vehicle of progress endorsed by the Commission. Many Torontonians,
along with North American society in general, believed the era of fixed-rail transit whether streetcar, elevated, or subway - was coming to an end. Chicago supplemented its
elevated system when it completed its State Street subway in the early 1940s. In 1944,
Montreal’s private streetcar company proposed a $60 million subway system, while in
1949 California created a rapid transit district for the San Francisco metropolitan area to
plan for the “transportation of passengers by means of rail, monorail, or by other means.”
Cleveland completed a new rapid transit line in 1955, much of which used an old
commuter rail right-of-way. And New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston – all of
which already had rapid transit – made extensions to their systems in the immediate
postwar years. Nonetheless, Toronto was the first North American city to build a new
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subway system in the postwar era, when most American city planners believed that
subways exacerbated an endless cycle of downtown congestion by concentrating highdensity development along their lines.101
Some local politicians and citizens felt that the subway was an outdated
technology surpassed by motorized transport: automobiles and buses. This mentality
conflicted with the TTC’s enthusiasm for rapid transit. But like the Commission, it
understood transportation technology through the concept of obsolescence, which implied
a linear narrative of time. R.M. Chitty, vice-president of the Property Owners’
Association of Toronto, predicted in 1951 that the subway would be “obsolete” within ten
years because its increased passenger capacity risked greater traffic congestion in the
downtown core.102 One common solution for congestion on Yonge Street was the
creation of more traffic lanes by widening the notoriously narrow thoroughfare. During a
meeting in March 1945 with the TTC and the Board of Control, Mayor Robert Saunders
suggested that the $51 million cost of the TTC’s rapid transit proposal might be better
spread “into several types of highways than on one or two arteries. The motor car . . .
will be used more in the future than in the past, and I am not as optimistic as [TTC
officials] that people will ride in subways.”103 Like comments made at City Council
during its subway meeting in November 1945, Saunders believed that the automobile, not
the subway, was the vehicle of the future.
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Other subway critics emphasized that the bus was the future of transit. Starting in
the 1920s, smaller cities across North America had substituted motor buses for streetcars,
a trend that reached most large urban centres in subsequent decades. During the interwar
years, transit providers faced the growing perception that streetcars were an obsolete
technology surpassed by motor vehicles.104 American cities such as Rochester and
Syracuse, one Torontonian noted in 1945, had recently discarded streetcars for buses, and
he claimed that “everybody is pleased.” He also pointed out that New York City’s annual
subway deficit was $50 million. Another individual urged the city to “consider the future
now” and suggested more buses instead of subways: “[m]any large cities – larger than
Toronto – are adequately served by busses [sic] . . . and they cannot all be wrong, can
they?” The letter also included a history lesson that questioned whether Toronto’s
population justified the expense of subways. The United States had built its
transcontinental railroad in the nineteenth century with a population of forty million,
while Canada overspeculated when it constructed three lines to serve ten million people:
“Is Toronto following suit? What a load it may become!” Despite efforts mounted by the
TTC, the fear of obsolescence persisted after the subway opened. In 1957, as the city
discussed its next rapid transit project, an American engineer claimed the subway in
Toronto was a holdover of the nineteenth century. A Toronto Star editorial, noting the
lack of air conditioning in subway trains, asked if “the effort to stay modern in
transportation, whether it be mass transit or auto expressways, isn’t worth half the trouble
and expense involved. Perhaps we should all go back to bicycles and shoe-leather.”105
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The TTC agreed that past trends indicated a postwar upsurge in automobile use,
and it framed rapid transit as a strategy to counter the motor car challenge. Yet its
investment in a new subway system during the immediate postwar years stands out in
contrast to other cities on the continent. What explains this exceptionalism? Of
paramount importance was $12 million in reserves that the Commission had accrued
during the war.106 Because the TTC was owned by the City, more surplus revenue went
towards system improvements, not private shareholders’ pockets. During its first two
decades, the TTC had been a well-managed transit provider compared to its private and
public counterparts in other urban centres. At the time of its formation, the Commission
served a City with the second highest population density on the continent, a characteristic
that developed in part because of the TSR’s refusal to extend service. The TTC may
have criticized the TSR in its historical publications, but an unintended consequence of
the private company’s frugality made the success of its successor possible. After 1921,
the Commission fought off demands for lower fares, money-loosing service extensions,
and, until the 1940s, most municipal taxation. Since it was a City-owned utility, TTC
profits also avoided the federal government’s wartime excess profits tax. Government
restrictions during the war meant that the transit authority could spend little capital on
improvements. This created a backlog of system needs, but it also allowed the
Commission to pay down its debt and expand its reserve fund. Streetcar tracks on Yonge
Street would need replacement, and the TTC had part of the money required to upgrade
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the line to a subway (although it hoped government would also contribute money to the
project). Contingent factors faced by the publicly-owned system during war, along with
the Commission’s ability to convince City Council to keep its hands off most of the
surplus fund, created the financial conditions under which a subway became possible.107
The Commission had faith that rail was essential to Toronto’s transit future.
Buses were appropriate for low density districts, and the TTC added to this fleet after the
war, but its staff argued that greater labour costs made them unsuitable in some areas
with high ridership. 108 While the subway was at the heart of its postwar modernization
plan, the TTC also sought to retain a large streetcar fleet to serve routes with ridership too
high for bus service. In fact, the decision to build a subway relates to the Commission’s
confidence in streetcars, since its initial rapid transit plans - before it decided on larger
cars in 1944 - emerged as a means to enhance its speed and reliability by routing the
vehicle underground. During the late 1930s, the TTC purchased 140 new PCC streetcars,
which historian Donald F. Davis has called “the most extraordinary moment in the city’s
transit history.” The Commission added 150 cars during the war, making it the owner of
quite possibly the largest fleet of modern streetcars in North America. These purchases
created a financial stake for the TTC to continue streetcar operation in the near future.
From 1946 to 1950, it bought 250 more PCC cars. Maintenance staff also extended the
life of over two hundred 1920s-era Peter Witt streetcars during the early 1950s. Most
dramatic was its decision during this time to purchase used PCCs from other cities that
had begun their transition to buses. By 1952, the TTC possessed over seven hundred
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PCCs, the largest fleet in the world. 109 It defended its streetcar retention strategy at a
time when other North American cities had begun to send the vehicle to the junkyard (or
to Toronto). The Commission was able to shelter streetcar criticism from the populace,
especially car drivers, who often led the charge. Streetcars still ran in twenty-five North
American cities, the Commission pointed out, so it was “not alone in its belief that the
street car is still a most valuable vehicle for mass transportation.”110 The TTC positioned
rapid transit as the next stage of its history, but its push for subways was tied to its earlier
investments in streetcars, and the path dependencies these decisions created. Since the
Commission owned and operated all transit services in Toronto, it planned the system as
a cohesive whole, which allowed for larger catchment areas for its subway. The concept
of subways and other transit modes – streetcars, buses, and trolleys – as a total system
became a significant reason for the TTC’s postwar success, best illustrated by the
transfer-free integration of surface routes with its Yonge subway and subsequent lines.

Conclusion
This chapter has explored the ways in which the TTC and other actors used the
past and thought of the future as they debated rapid transit for Toronto. The TTC argued
that the next stage of its history was in a subway, which would help to solve the city’s
transportation crisis through prudent investment in technological improvement. After all,
the transit authority argued, this was the strategy with which it had resolved an earlier
109
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crisis in the 1920s. Others assessed rapid transit by comparing it to motor cars and buses,
two other transportation technologies with a claim to the future. Little evidence exists as
to what extent the Commission’s particular construction of the past led to the Yonge
Street subway, or its success after March 1954. Rather, such a historical narrative formed
the backdrop with which the TTC connected rapid transit to the public interest of the city.
A widespread sentiment across Toronto interpreted the subway’s opening in
March 1954 as a “milestone” in the metropolis’ history, a moment of civic progress that
conformed to a narrative promoted by the TTC since 1942. The big day spurred
Torontonians to think not only about the city’s future but also its past, with particular
emphasis on changing forms of transportation technology. Eaton’s celebrated the new
subway by creating an exhibit entitled “Progress in Better Living” within their Queen
Street and College Street department store windows and in-store display areas. The
exhibit promoted the technological and material advances of the past century, bookended
by “Toronto of the horse-drawn street car and Toronto of the subway.” The displays,
taking its viewers back to the “gaslight era,” exhibited historical artifacts of technology,
including clothing, housewares, toys, and an iron-tired bicycle. Newspapers included
histories of Yonge Street and the city’s transportation to mark the opening. “From these
tender saplings,” one journalist believed, “have developed our mighty transportation
system which now has the new subway as its trunk.” The Toronto Telegram included a
cut-out for readers to record impressions of their first subway trip and offer their
“prophecy” of future transit developments. The newspaper recommended riders keep the
artifact as a “personal link with a history-making day.”111
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Yet the most poignant example of the subway’s first day of service as a moment
for both reflective nostalgia and futuristic optimism must be the atmosphere that
accompanied the last streetcar journeying down Yonge Street on the afternoon of March
30th, now replaced by new subway trains underground. Chartered by the Upper Canada
Railway Society, a local rail-buff organization, the streetcar became the subject of
photographs by enthusiasts and cheers by children as it met its end at the lakefront.
While members of the railway society remained in the streetcar until it parked in the
storage yard, a local reporter observed that “the people began to drift away and the run
down Yonge St. became just another memory.”112 The Yonge subway meant the end of
streetcars along the city’s main thoroughfare, a trend that would likely to continue if the
Commission built more lines. Norman Wilson’s metropolitan transportation plan of 1948
noted that rapid transit expansion in the upcoming decades might completely eliminate
the need for streetcars. As we will see, the end of streetcar manufacturing on the
continent in the early 1950s would add further impetus for Toronto to envision a transit
system comprising solely of trunk subways and rubber-wheeled surface vehicles. 113
These practices show how Torontonians - from the elites and cultural producers of
the TTC, City Council, and Eaton’s to the ordinary citizens watching the last Yonge
streetcar pass by or enjoying a ride on the new subway for the first time - interpreted
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changes to the city’s transit system through a historical framework. Such acts also
demonstrate how citizens understood the public nature of the technology. During 1940s
and early 1950s, the Commission had depicted rapid transit as a technology that would
benefit all Torontonians and had sought to inculcate a sense of civic pride in the project
as an engineering solution to the problems of traffic congestion and downtown
decentralization. Yet the construction of rapid transit also demanded temporary and
permanent sacrifices. The next chapter will examine these dynamics as the TTC built
Canada’s first subway.
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Chapter Two - Making a Public Technology: The Building of Canada’s First
Subway

In September 1948, a year before construction started on Toronto’s Yonge Street
subway, TTC Chief Engineer Walter Paterson faced residents from Oriole Park, a
respectable middle-class North Toronto neighbourhood. The Oriole Park Neighbourhood
Association was protesting TTC plans to build a rapid transit storage yard on nearby land
that the City had recently dedicated as parkland. “When we build this subway there is
going to be a lot of trouble,” the engineer warned. “[B]ut like pulling a sore tooth we’ll
feel better after it’s over.” For Paterson and other individuals responsible for the subway
project, the Davisville subway yards situation represented a controversy in which some
Torontonians criticized aspects of rapid transit plans, a trend that seemed likely to
continue once jackhammers ripped up Yonge Street, wrecking cranes tore down
residential and commercial buildings, and the creative destruction of subway construction
began. 1
This chapter examines a number of events during the period of deliberation,
construction and early use of the original Yonge Street subway in order to analyze the
ways in which the TTC and other actors attempted to promote the subway as a public
technology, and the degree to which Torontonians agreed with this conception. Subway
boosters used various tactics in order to depict rapid transit as an infrastructure that
served the public interest by enhancing the lives of all residents, not just its passengers.
The construction of the Yonge subway, an urban mega-project, demanded uneven
sacrifices from certain groups within the city. Civic officials responded with a strategy of
politics and publicity that sought to not only ignite excitement in the subway building
1
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programme, but also establish a consensus that understood the benefits of rapid transit
outweighed its financial and social costs. The outcome of the subway referendum on
January 1st, 1946, the curiosity present at construction sites fostered by the TTC’s
sidewalk superintendent programme, and the celebratory mood of the line’s opening in
March 1954 suggested that Torontonians felt a positive connection with the new subway.
Nonetheless, a number of controversies emerged during the 1940s and early 1950s. The
federal government rescinded its offer to contribute funds to the project. Complaints
from Oriole Park residents, other Torontonians in the path of progress, and the struggles
of many Yonge Street merchants during subway construction demonstrated how the costs
of rapid transit for some citizens were particularly high, even if it had been built in the
name of the public interest. The TTC strove to minimize the consequences of these
controversies for its own advantage and the success of the new subway.
By linking the benefits of the subway with all Torontonians, the TTC drew from
long-standing associations between the public and transit. “The public” is a fluid concept
that has held various meanings and has been used by diverse social groups of different
historical eras. Sociologist Jürgen Habermas argues that a public sphere emerged in
Western Europe during the eighteenth century, when independent newspapers, coffee
houses, and other institutions served as sites of critical dialogue separate from the private
household and the state. Another conception is associated with “the public interest,” the
belief in an organic unity that binds together the common good of a large, diverse group
of individuals, such as residents of a city.2 The conception of transit as a service for the
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people as a whole had been present since a retired army officer named his commoncarrier, horse-coach service the omnibus - “for all” - when he inaugurated service in Paris
during the 1820s.3 In Toronto, the TTC was a municipally-owned institution with a
mission to further the public interest by delivering transit service with business-like
efficiency and without corruption. Colonel H.S. Cameron, first director of the TTC’s
public relations department, envisioned the TTC’s public to be all people who
represented actual or possible consumers of the organization’s service. 4 Yet the origins
of the Commission, rooted in Toronto’s tory tradition, implied a wider definition by
which the TTC served the public interest of all Torontonians, not just real or possible
consumers of the transit service. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the subway
campaign underlined the numerous social and economic benefits garnered by rapid
transit, including faster and more-efficient circulation and the stabilization of downtown
property assessments, which would help finance the municipal services relied upon by all
residents.
Historian Martin Reuss has described public works as “projects that benefit the
body politic rather than any one institution, public or private.”5 The TTC and other
advocates relied on such an understanding as they endorsed the subway as a public
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technology constructed and operated for the benefit of not only transit operation and
revenue passengers, but also the interests of the city as an abstract whole. In line with a
democratic spirit of the immediate postwar era, the Commission depicted the Yonge
subway as a project that enjoyed the participation of the entire city, even if certain
Torontonians played a more prominent role, while others faced greater consequences.

Government aid and the rapid transit referendum of 1946
Despite the prominence of rapid transit within discussions of Toronto’s postwar
plans, the details of subway construction financing remained contentious. Did a subway
sufficiently contribute to the public interest so that governments should assist with its
capital costs? Or, should the TTC pay all construction costs because rapid transit
benefited only transit passengers? In February 1945, TTC Chairman William McBrien
asserted that the City should purchase property needed for off-street sections of rapid
transit rights-of-way, valued at approximately $4 million for Yonge Street plans and $5
million for its Queen Street counterpart. McBrien insisted that rapid transit improved
traffic conditions for all Torontonians. The City should contribute to the subway so that
the Commission would not be burdened to pay for the whole project from its reserve fund
and from borrowing, both of which represented the past and future fares of transit
passengers. Conditions of total war, which radically expanded the role of government
within the everyday lives of ordinary Canadians and the economy, fostered the belief
within many elements of Canadian society that an enlarged government scope must
continue after the end of the war. Such a mentality trickled down to expectations of local
government: the City Planning Board’s postwar plans were rumoured to cost upwards of
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$200 million. In forecasting such a massive outlay, the Toronto Star asserted: “The war
has accustomed people to huge sums like that in the field of federal finance, and they fall
trippingly from the tongue in Toronto’s municipal discussions.” Yet the newspaper
insisted “Toronto is not the Dominion” and, therefore, “[e]nterprise will have to be
tempered with caution.”6
The Board of Control and Mayor Robert Saunders agreed with the Star’s
prudence, as they adamantly rejected McBrien’s suggestion that the City contribute
towards the cost of subway rights-of-way. In early 1944, the Board of Control urged the
TTC to continue rapid transit studies because “every effort [must] be made by the City
and its affiliated bodies to plan for post-war conditions, especially as regards
employment, so that a sudden cessation of hostilities will not find Toronto unprepared.”
The Commission noted that subway construction would provide over twenty thousand
“man years” of employment, needed to soften the widely-predicted postwar economic
downturn. While the construction of subways as a means to provide labour for
unemployed Torontonians was never the TTC’s main concern, the promise of steady
work for decommissioned factory workers and returning servicemen tied the technology
to the wider goals of postwar society, much of which aspired towards full employment.7
By March 1945, however, members of the board were critical of the fact that the TTC
had not included councillors in their plans. Mayor Saunders and all controllers present at
a meeting on March 6th, 1945 rejected any contribution by the City to the project.8
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Saunders insisted that the Commission could build the subway with its own reserves and
criticized its argument that City taxpayers should contribute to subway construction
because rapid transit facilitated the removal of streetcars and thus improved general
traffic conditions. Furthermore, he alleged that rapid transit along Yonge Street “would
be of no great benefit to ratepayers in the east and west ends of the city, but they would
have to pay,” a statement that neglected the proposed Queen Street counterpart.9
While local politicians questioned the contribution of City money, the
Commission’s rapid transit consulting engineer, Norman Wilson, believed the TTC was
asking the City to contribute too little. Wilson, in fact, offered his resignation in
February 1945 because of his strong objection to the precedent being set by the TTC’s
plan to contribute a majority of subway funds. “My contention is not with the dollar
amount that the Commission should or should not assume,” Wilson wrote to TTC
General Manager H.C. Patten, “but with the way this subscription should be looked upon
or treated.” To Wilson, subways improved the street system; therefore, capital funds
should come from City expenditures, a common practice in previous North American
subway construction financing schemes. Although Wilson continued to perform
consulting work on the Yonge Street subway after 1945, his protest against the TTC’s
proposed funding arrangements illustrates the contentious nature of subway construction
financing.10
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The crux of the debate, then, was whether the subway should be built with taxes
from Toronto’s ratepayers or solely from past and future fares of transit passengers.
McBrien depicted City Hall’s protest against the TTC funding plan as backward thinking
of an era passed. Speaking at a dinner given by the Commission for members of council,
the chairman condemned council for “still living in the depression” and believing its
primary objective was “cutting the tax rate.” This line of thought, he claimed,
overlooked the increase in City tax revenues that would follow the completion of the
subway. Assessments in the central business district below Carlton Street had dropped
$17 million since the depression, yet the Commission argued that rapid transit would
raise assessments and spur development throughout downtown, particularly within one of
the City’s three postwar “redevelopment areas” - the district bounded by Yonge, Carlton,
Church, and Bloor Streets - through which the subway was planned to pass.11
The funding dispute continued between the TTC and City Council until the
federal government tentatively accepted the rapid transit project for a postwar “timing
grant.” In March 1945, TTC General Manager H.C. Patten announced that the federal
government’s reconstruction funds might provide a source of subway capital. 12 Since
Ottawa had begun reconstruction discussions at the outset of the war, policy papers and
reports mentioned the use of federal funds for public works in order to avert a postwar
recession. 13 In April 1945, C.D. Howe, the federal Minister of Reconstruction,
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introduced to Parliament the Liberal government’s White Paper on Employment and
Income, which vaguely mentioned counter-cyclical investment to ensure “a high and
stable level of employment and income.”14 The government held the first meeting of the
Dominion-Provincial Conference on Reconstruction in August, at which Ottawa further
specified that the proposal offered two types of investment: one group of works of
immediate necessity, and a second group of postponable projects to be implemented
during periods of high unemployment. Ottawa would direct the “control of timing” of
construction for accepted projects to ensure such expenditures could act countercyclically. 15
City Council and the TTC hoped that federal money could contribute to the
subway project. On October 3rd, Howe informed the TTC that the subway had been
“accepted and registered” to qualify for a timing grant for rapid transit structures and
fixed equipment (but not rolling stock). Howe’s letter removed the major financial
roadblock between the TTC and City Hall. Federal funds essentially replaced the amount
the TTC had demanded the City pay, although McBrien still insisted that if federal
monies failed to arrive, the Commission would again look to the City to provide costs of
the rapid transit right-of-way. 16 Mayor Saunders soon called a special meeting of council
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to discuss a City-wide referendum on the TTC’s rapid transit plans on election day,
January 1st, 1946. The question read:
Are you in favour of the Toronto Transportation Commission proceeding with the
proposed Rapid Transit System, provided the Dominion Government assumes one-fifth of
the cost [emphasis added] and provided that the cost of the ratepayers is limited to such
amounts as the City Council may agree are necessary for the replacement and
improvement of City services?17

The question’s wording indicates the importance of federal subway funds to City
Council. 18 The motion passed unanimously at the council meeting on November 30th,
1945.
December 1945 was a vital time in the story of Canada’s first subway. Subway
campaigning and the subsequent affirmative referendum vote symbolized a key moment
of consensus in making the subway a public technology: Toronto voters showed that they
believed the benefits of subway construction would be worth its consequences and costs.
McBrien, TTC chairman since 1933, believed that building connections with local
interest groups offered the most constructive strategy to create a pro-subway citizenry.
As we have already seen, the TTC produced newspaper advertisements and a colourful
brochure that underlined the subway as an exciting development promising faster, more
reliable service for transit users and improved traffic conditions for all Torontonians,
along with jobs and stabilized development. Commission officials appeared on radio,
such as newscaster Jim Hunter’s popular programme on CFRB. They also made
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presentations to local businesses, service clubs, neighbourhood associations, and political
organizations. 19
Influential institutions and individuals supported a “yes” vote. In contrast, no
organized opposition during the pre-referendum period emerges in the historical record.
City Council, of course, unanimously supported the rapid transit scheme, as did the City
Planning Board and the Toronto Reconstruction Council, an advisory body created by the
City to ease the transformation from war to peace.20 All three major local newspapers the Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, and Telegram - supported the subway plan in
principle. Nonetheless, the press criticized the destruction of buildings and taxable realty
during the severe postwar housing crisis that would result from the TTC’s plan to build
much of the rapid transit project in ditches (called “open-cut” construction). The Toronto
District Labour Council and individual citizens also questioned the open-cut scheme,
which the TTC had defended as a cheaper construction method outside the downtown
core.21 Whereas retail businesses had played a major role in the promotion of rapid
transit in other subway cities, downtown Toronto merchants did not publicize their
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position. 22 The Toronto Real Estate Board did not take a formal position, although
prominent real estate agent Murray Bosley, partner in the Toronto firm W.H. Bosley and
Co. (located on downtown Wellesley Street), urged the city to “have a little confidence”
in itself and strongly advocated rapid transit. Bosley continued to support the subway
once construction began, echoing the TTC’s literature on the connection between transit,
development, downtown assessments, and municipal services.23
The TTC’s efforts came to fruition on election day as 79,785 voted in favour of
the subway, versus 8,481 against. Not only did every ward support the plan; a majority
endorsed rapid transit in all 863 neighbourhood polling sub-divisions.24 McBrien, a day
after the vote, announced he was “delighted” with the result: it showed “that people have
got away from depression thinking . . . and that they are willing to spend money for
service.” The Star agreed with McBrien’s assessment. Torontonians would have
rejected the project only a “few years ago,” but “Canadians, during the war, have become
accustomed to the expenditure of huge sums of money. This is reflected in their attitude
to provincial and municipal as well as federal outlays.” The TTC’s subway scheme, at
least in the form presented to voters on the January ballot, enjoyed a remarkable amount
of popular support. This is particularly evident when comparing the subway vote with
two money by-law questions approved with much smaller margins by ratepayers on New
22
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Year’s Day, 1946. Like the subway, proposals for the Don Valley roadway and the
Clifton Road underpass were also intended to improve traffic congestion, but were
strictly road – not rail - based projects. Despite the apparent popular belief that the end of
the war crowned the car as king, Torontonians showed more support for a major public
transit infrastructure project than other plans strictly favouring the automobile. Such
enthusiasm, however, must be tempered by the fact that the subway proposal asked little
from Torontonians in terms of direct financial costs.25
The excitement of the subway’s popular endorsement quickly dissipated as a
grant from Ottawa became unlikely. A day after the subway vote, the Star assessed that
there was “little prospect” the rapid transit plan would receive federal aid in the near
future. The postwar economic slump required in order for the TTC to receive Ottawa’s
promised funds had not yet occurred. Most important, the federal government had been
unable to arrive at a suitable constitutional agreement with the provinces, and in
particular Ontario, which opposed the offer of federal funds. McBrien remained
optimistic: he remarked that the TTC could finance initial stages of subway construction
and might not need federal funds until two or three years after construction began.26
The legal necessity of the subway referendum was ambiguous. The act that had
established the TTC in 1921 provided that the Commission must make formal
applications to City Council for additional funds over and above fare revenues. All City
bonds for the TTC were the financial responsibility of the Commission, not City
25
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ratepayers. Yet Clause 15 of the act stated council “may, without submitting . . . to the
qualified electors,” pass by-laws for the issue of debentures, in order to provide the TTC
with funds to improve or extend its transit system. 27 The TTC never indicated it formally
required a plebiscite to construct the subway, although it agreed with the idea of sending
the scheme to the voters. Rather, in the words of McBrien, the TTC desired the “nominal
approval of the people of Toronto, our shareholders.” TTC General Manager W.E.P.
Duncan noted once subway construction started in 1949 that the vote “imposed no legal
restrictions on the Commission, which had full powers in any case to proceed with the
work, but it did serve to indicate that the citizens of Toronto were in full accord with the
rapid transit scheme.”28 The subway vote was not a money by-law, unlike the Don
Valley road and the Clifton Road extension proposals because, according to a Globe and
Mail editorial, the City was not making a “direct financial outlay” toward the subway
plan. Instead, every citizen entitled to vote for Mayor was eligible to support or reject
rapid transit.29
Debate over the subway referendum continued in subsequent years. In particular,
critics argued that the lack of federal funds voided the vote taken in 1946. Less than a
month before subway construction officially began, Ottawa announced it would not
contribute to the rapid transit scheme. Acting Mayor John Innes, after hearing this
information, wondered “[w]hat was the use of putting the rapid transit question to the
people”? Controller Balfour, who had put forward the rapid transit referendum motion at
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the special council meeting in 1945, reflected that the Board of Control saw the subway
referendum as a means to “bring out the vote” (of non-leftists with an opinion on the
rapid transit plan) in order to defeat communist candidates. In 1943, voters elected four
aldermen with Co-operative Commonweath Federation or Labour- Progressive Party
(LPP, formerly the Communist Party of Canada) affiliations, and both parties made
breakthroughs in Toronto during that year’s provincial election. Balfour’s anticommunist motivation failed to prevent the re-election of LPP candidate Stewart Smith to
the Board of Control in 1946. One alderman requested a report on the “legal and moral
aspects” of the referendum and demanded a revote. The City solicitor responded that the
TTC had responsibility for the “construction, control, maintenance, operation and
management of subways and tubes or any other method of overhead local transportation”;
therefore, the vote in 1946 was “accordingly not necessary.” He observed that the
Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) could refuse City bonds for rapid transit, an improbable
outcome. Subway construction would be well underway by the time the TTC required
bonds, since the Commission planned to draw on its multi-million dollar reserve fund to
finance early stages of construction.30 The OMB never instructed the City to hold
another subway referendum when the quasi-judicial board approved the TTC’s first
request for rapid transit debentures issued by the City in 1950.31 The City solicitor’s
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analysis is convincing: it would be difficult, although not impossible, for the OMB to
deny debentures for a project already well underway and the provincial board would not
want to be accused of prolonging the construction project. Multiple motivations lay
behind the subway referendum. At least one councillor thought it could increase voter
turnout against leftist candidates. And for the TTC, the subway referendum illustrated an
overwhelming consensus to start the project. By voting “yes” in large numbers on New
Year’s Day 1946, Torontonians contributed to the understanding of the subway as a
public technology.

“Planning for the people”: the Davisville subway yards dispute
Disputes over the TTC’s rapid transit plan continued after the subway vote. The
Commission continued to face criticism as the subway moved from a period of initial
debate within City Hall, local institutions, and the citizenry towards a phase of impending
construction. Supporting the subway in principle, as indicated by election day ballots,
did not ensure public support for every aspect of the rapid transit proposal. The TTC
hoped that Torontonians would deem the subway a beneficial project, worthy of the
sacrifices its construction required. Debate continued as the time approached when the
TTC would rip up Yonge Street, tear down buildings, create havoc for local businesses,
and force people to observe traffic detours. The TTC risked losing public consent
throughout the process. Because the TTC endorsed the construction of the subway as a
civic undertaking, not only through the referendum, but also through various methods of
publicity, it advanced the impression that all residents were part of the project. Yet this
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strategy also fostered the concurrent possibility of criticism from citizens who opposed
parts of the subway plan.
The construction of the subway stalled for almost five years following the popular
vote of 1946. Although engineering plans were ready by early 1948, the postwar
shortage of labour and construction materials delayed the project. In late 1947, industrial
concerns across Canada and the United States informed TTC Chief Engineer W.E.P.
Duncan that subway construction would be detrimental to the TTC and would add to the
supply shortage problems of the North American economy. The commissioners agreed
with these assessments, and decided to delay construction until 1949. 32
The delay in subway construction meant that Torontonians could continue to
criticize the project while it was still on the drawing board. The Oriole Park
Neighbourhood Association (OPNA) campaign against the TTC’s proposed Davisville
subway storage yards was the most controversial dispute during the post-referendum, preconstruction period. The dispute centred on TTC plans to build a rapid transit storage
and repair yard in a 3.6 hectare tract of land bounded by Yonge Street, Chaplin Crescent,
Oriole Parkway, and the Belt Line railway - 1.4 hectares of which the City had dedicated
as parkland in 1944. 33 The Davisville dispute points to the understudied role of local
communities opposed to the consequences of infrastructure projects during the immediate
postwar years. It also foreshadowed protests that emerged in Toronto during the mid1960s, when residents began to demand costly changes to rapid transit plans in order to
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protect their middle-class neighbourhoods against the negative effects of subway
construction.
While the local park’s southern border faced the old Belt Line Railway and light
industries along it (such as a coal storage facility), residents hoped the green space along with comprehensive city planning - would ensure the continued desirability of the
neighbourhood as a fine residential district of detached, semidetached, and apartment
dwellings, and help to remove the remaining industrial enterprises in the immediate
environs. Residents worried that the subway yards would not only obliterate the new
park, but also continue use of the Belt Line Railway, a failed late nineteenth-century
suburban commuter line now used as a Canadian Pacific Railway spur line. In the
Master Plan of 1943, the City Planning Board recommended the Belt Line, disparagingly
called the “Toonerville steam shuttle” by locals, be replaced by an automobile
expressway, an idea supported by local community members. The subway, then,
promised Oriole Park residents a new means to commute to their places of work,
recreation, and consumption, but its storage yards threatened the livability of their
neighbourhood. Although they wanted rapid transit, a key part of its infrastructure
should be built in someone else’s backyard.34
The Davisville dispute exploded in early 1947, when rumors emerged that the
TTC and City Council were considering the exchange of the City-owned Oriole Park
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lands for a TTC-owned property along Coxwell Avenue in the east-end of Toronto.35 On
March 12th, Oriole Park residents criticized the proposed subway yards in a deputation to
the Board of Control. The OPNA quickly received the support from councillors,
particularly those representing the district. In late March, over three hundred association
members filled a local school auditorium to organize their protest, followed by two larger
rallies in April. Residents, taken as a whole, did not object to the subway in principle. In
fact, 93 percent of the district’s subway referendum voters had supported the plan, a rate
slightly higher than the overall result. Oriole Park, located in North Toronto, was one
area most pundits agreed would benefit most from Yonge Street rapid transit. The
neighbourhood wanted the subway built, but it argued the TTC should construct the
storage yards in a more suitable location, near the northern terminus at Eglinton Avenue,
the Canadian Pacific Railway rail station at Summerhill Avenue, or in the industrial
confines along the waterfront.36
Residents in the area drew on a number of related arguments popular in the
immediate postwar period in order to fight the TTC’s plans. At its root, the OPNA
sought to generate support by linking their local fight with a city-wide need for wise,
expert-led planning that considered the needs of an active citizenry. In this sense, they
drew on tory conceptions of a general public interest to promote populist aims for their
35
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local neighbourhood. Harold Clark, chairman of the Toronto Citizens’ Housing and
Planning Association, influenced Oriole Park residents to broaden their struggle to
include a larger concern over comprehensive city planning. 37 Oriole Park residents
opposed to the yard argued that Toronto needed to enforce strict zoning regulations to
ensure the separation of industrial from residential areas. They claimed the TTC had
overlooked such planning objectives in their selection of the Davisville site. Placing
rapid transit yards in the area would industrialize the district, lowering property values
and creating a slum environment, especially troubling since, in the opinion of its
residents, the neighbourhood was one of a few remaining decent areas in the city in
which to raise a family.
The OPNA constructed an image of the TTC commissioners as an unaccountable
elite who possessed too much influence over the City’s planning board. A “growing
conviction,” argued a letter written by OPNA members, believed city planning was
“dominated by T.T.C. influence,” so that “the only city planning now being carried into
effect is planning by and for the commission and not planning for the people who live in
the city.” This sentiment was particularly pronounced in a rally pamphlet against the
TTC land “GRAB”: “WE WANT PLANNING FOR THE PEOPLE – NOT JUST THE
T.T.C.” One resident even compared the Commission to New York’s legendary
Tammany Hall. 38
A spurt of editorial debate between the city’s three major newspapers in
September 1947 added to the OPNA’s portrayal of the TTC as a secretive body.
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Remarking on the proposed Davisville/Coxwell land “swap,” the Globe and Mail
asserted that “a distinct possibility” existed that “if the TTC’s plans for rail yards at
Chaplin Crescent had not slipped out late last winter and aroused spirited protests from
the area’s residents, the ‘deal’ might have been consummated without any one realizing
its full meaning.” The Star and the Telegram quickly objected to the accusation of
conspiracy. They noted that rapid transit plans, including the location of the subway
yards, had been included in a report released by the Commission in December 1944.
Thus, there was “no concealment whatsoever” by the TTC. The Globe retorted that this
information was, in fact, a “semi-confidential report . . . not intended for public
consumption,” and that TTC “carefully expurgated” all references to the subway yards in
its pre-referendum publicity. S.J. Allin incorrectly claimed that all three papers agreed on
the conspiracy and he congratulated the press for informing Torontonians about TTC
plans “carefully kept from the general public.” Despite the overwhelming expression of
support for rapid transit on referendum day, some citizens felt that the public had been
unaware of the plans to which it had consented.39
Children played a symbolic yet prominent role in the protests because the rapid
transit storage yards threatened the planned playground in the family-friendly district.
The relationship between playgrounds and children reflected the idealism that wartime
and immediate postwar society placed in the young generation. As Shirley Tillotson has
shown in her study of postwar recreation in Ontario, recreational spaces embodied the
desire to inculcate values of democracy and social participation, particularly within
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youth.40 Oriole Park drew on these conceptions as they placed the welfare of
neighbourhood children at the centre of the controversy. Soon after the dispute broke out
in March 1947, a “children’s crusade” of youngsters went door-to-door across the district
to collect signatures from not only concerned adults, but also other youth whose
playground was threatened by the storage yards. “Please, Mr. Mayor,” the petition began,
“don’t let them take our skating rink and park away. We won’t have any place to play!”
Children presented six petitions with the signatures of over seven hundred concerned
youths to Mayor Saunders at City Hall, as members of the press snapped photos later
published in the newspapers. 41
The residents of Oriole Park benefited from their class status and education levels
throughout the dispute. Whereas the city was apparently filled with areas in need of
renewal where mixed land uses had led to poor living conditions, Oriole Park residents
defined their protest as a battle to preserve the neighbourhood as “a good upper-middle
class district,” according to S.J. Allin. Moreover, the OPNA enjoyed the skills and
services of numerous professionals. Lawyer and OPNA member V. Evan Gray’s legal
knowledge, for example, played a strong role in the subway yards fight (he often signed
his letters to newspapers by adding “K.C.”). Five architects and engineers voluntarily
served on the association’s Technical Advisory Committee and used their own
professional qualifications to legitimize a counterplan for the proposed subway yards.
The OPNA may have urged planning for “the people”; nonetheless, the people who made
40
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up the neighbourhood association benefited from the professional expertise of its
members. 42
The City of Toronto Planning Board (CTPB) followed the suggestion of the
OPNA and decided to appoint an outside planning expert to help solve the dispute. 43
Hoping for an objective position, the OPNA remained skeptical that officials and
planners of the city’s planning board could rise above the influence of the TTC. It
desired the opinion of an outsider and insisted that this individual should be a town
planning expert with neither a focus on transportation engineering nor TTC connections.
The CTPB settled on Ladislas Segoe, a consulting engineer and town planner from
Cincinnati, Ohio. The OPNA was convinced that a consultant considering broad
planning principles would surely recommend construction of the yard in an industrial
area, even at a greater expense.44 Yet Segoe’s conclusions, submitted in May 1948,
rejected alternative sites. He recommended a modified Davisville storage yard, so that a
park could still remain in the area (albeit relocated at the expense of six houses). Segoe
argued the use of “protective features,” such as the physical depression of the yards and a
dense screen of trees, could reduce the facility’s noise and visual impact on residential
areas. Landscape architecture and engineering tools, according to the planner, offered a
compromise between all sides. 45
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The OPNA ardently disagreed with Segoe’s report. One executive member of the
association stated the “fight to protect property values in the district and a playground for
our children will definitely continue” and claimed the location of the yards at Davisville
was “absolutely not good planning, good citizenship nor good administration.” The
OPNA attacked Segoe’s emphasis on the initial cost rather than the long-term effects the
yard had on property values and tax assessments. Residents were skeptical, like the
Globe and Mail, “that a six-foot wall and some bushes and trees would in themselves
preserve the residential values” of the district.46
The dispute dragged on until September, when Mayor Hiram McCallum, worried
that the controversy would become an election issue, cajoled the TTC to revise its plans.
The TTC soon developed a new plan, in which the Commission rearranged the subway
yards in a north-south alignment (figure 2.1). The realignment, costing $50,000 more
than the original plans, required relocation of the Alexander Muir Memorial Gardens, but
preserved the 1.4-hectare playground. The revised plan also included a commuter
parking lot for five hundred automobiles. Mayor McCallum, determined “to see that the
rights of the people are protected fully,” agreed with the revisions.47 Nonetheless, the
OPNA now attacked the parking lot, located on land the association thought would be
more suitable for medium-size apartment buildings surrounded by parkland to
supplement areas already set aside for a playground. The constant opposition to TTC
plans started to wear on councillors, such as Alderman Leslie Saunders, who suggested
the Commission consider building an east-west subway, since North Toronto residents
46
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were obstructing rapid transit construction.48 In October, the OPNA dropped its
opposition to the new plan, provided the TTC eliminate the parking lot. The
Commission, tired of the dispute and ready to get on with the project, consented to the
OPNA demand. While some aldermen representing the area attempted to continue the
fight, the new plan received the support of council in early November 1948. After

Figure 2.1: Aerial photograph of the Davisville subway yards environs in 1962. Note the yards'
north-south re-alignment and the Oriole Park greenspace to the west. Source: CTA, fonds 220,
series 12. Reproduced with permission of Northway/Photomap/Remote Sensing Ltd.
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nineteen months of controversy, the Davisville yards dispute was over.49 It ended in a
mixed outcome for the OPNA: the playground would remain, but so would the subway
yard.
The resolution of the Davisville dispute did not mute those along the subway path,
as disapproval over property expropriation and the consequences of rapid transit on the
urban landscape continued. The size of the storage yards and its threat to the playground
may have influenced Oriole Park residents to organize against the TTC, but expropriation
along the line affected only a handful of properties on each street. Unlike middle-class
Oriole Park residents, many residents facing expropriation also lacked the easy channels
to local politicians, legal advice, and planning expertise. The TTC defended
expropriation required for off-street sections by claiming that most buildings along the
subway path were “obsolete.”50 The Globe and Mail, writing about the open cut sections,
wondered why the TTC continued to argue it could not alter plans and limit destruction.
After all, elimination of the open cut south of Bloor Street to a tunnel in early 1946 and
realignment of the Davisville yards in late 1948 illustrated such change was possible. 51
The Yonge subway required the relocation of upwards to three thousand residents,
a phenomenon that would be repeated with subsequent subway extensions. Owners of
expropriated homes along the covered-in and open cut sections north of Alexander Street
claimed they did not receive fair compensation for their homes, as the TTC used tax
rather than market assessment to determine financial packages. Local newspapers
contained heart-wrenching stories of long-time tenants and homeowners forced to
relocate. One woman, residing in a small home south of Bloor Street, had lived in her
49
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modest dwelling for forty years and felt “deeply depressed” when informed that she must
find new lodging. She even claimed to have suffered a heart attack after receiving an
expropriation notice from the TTC. Adding salt to the wound, boarders provided her
income and she did not believe compensation would be sufficient to purchase a new
home in the city’s hot housing market.52
Like the allegations about TTC secretiveness by the Globe and Mail and the
OPNA, these expropriation victims claimed they had been “deceived” by the subway
referendum. One resident argued that the TTC had purposely withheld route details until
after the New Year’s Day vote. Another Torontonian, after hearing the TTC needed her
property for the rapid transit right-of-way, claimed she would have voted “no” in the
referendum had the question been phrased more clearly. She thought the question asked
whether Torontonians wanted financial assistance from the federal government, and
expected a subsequent referendum to authorize the subway project.53 While the TTC
hoped the referendum illustrated public support of the subway project, objections over
details of the project demonstrated that not all residents supported the whole plan.
Nonetheless, Oriole Park was the only neighbourhood that organized to make significant
noise at City Hall, and the expropriation of hundreds of properties went forth as planned.
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“We’re all Sidewalk Superintendents”
Downtown merchants, like Oriole Park residents, wanted rapid transit but
displayed skepticism towards specific aspects of the project. The TTC had decided to
build the downtown segment of the Yonge subway by cut-and-cover method, which
turned the city’s main thoroughfare into a temporary ditch. Merchants located in the
central retail district along Yonge Street worried about the threat to business caused by
disruptive traffic diversions, intolerable dust and dirt, and repulsive noises from
piledrivers, steamshovels, and other machines. Yet downtown merchants realized that
construction was inevitable, and some even took advantage of residents’ fascination with
the subway for their own purposes. They aspired to turn the public into customers with
the aid of the TTC’s “sidewalk superintendent” programme, which encouraged people to
participate in the subway project as spectators. Even so, this advertising technique failed
to completely overcome the criticisms of retailers who continued to believe that subway
construction would hurt their bottom line.
The lack of interest of property owners in securing direct subway entrances to
their commercial spaces foreshadowed the cautious support from downtown merchants to
Yonge Street subway construction. The TTC’s W.E.P. Duncan outlined this
apprehension soon after construction commenced. He believed downtown property
holders were not yet “subway conscious,” as the Commission had failed to convince
commercial owners of the advantages of subway entrances within their buildings. “In
New York, store owners are so anxious to get subway entrances on their premises they
have to be beaten off with a club,” Duncan remarked.54 When the subway opened in
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March 1954, only five sites possessed direct entrances, including major retailers Eaton’s,
Simpson’s, and Woolworths.55
Downtown merchants heard mixed prophesies about the subway’s effect on
shopping behaviour. City realtors and Eaton’s executives predicted that the technological
shift from the streetcar on Yonge Street - with its numerous stops and window gazing
opportunities – to a subway with relatively few station stops (located only at major
intersections) would change the retail habits of shoppers. For example, direct transfers
from streetcars to subway stations minimized the opportunities for “casual retail
purchases” made by passengers who had previously waited for another streetcar rather
than entering the underground.56 Others failed to make distinctions about the uneven
effects of the subway on downtown retail. V.B. Pelz, an American marketing expert,
forecasted that the subway would at first be a boon to downtown business, but the speed
of rapid transit would foster a population shift to less-dense areas, followed by the
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subsequent decentralization of business.57 Subway booster and realtor Murray Bosley
continued to laud rapid transit’s positive effects on downtown business. According to
him, the subway promised to concentrate population in the city and guarantee the
prominence of downtown Toronto’s retail geography. In contrast to those who worried
about the loss of the consumer window gaze, Bosley claimed that “when the subway
opens we shall see more pedestrians on the sidewalks and less congestion on the
streets.”58
Predictions of shopping habits after the subway opening did not solve the problem
of how downtown retailers could attract consumers during the trying days of
construction. Commentators emphasized the general commotion subway construction
caused in the downtown area. One reporter compared the construction site in 1951 to “a
tired old woman whose makeup has gone awry through excessive application,” as the
“once busy commercial thoroughfare today looks more like a combination of dirt track
and sand pile.”59 Business owners blamed subway construction for declining revenues.
W.J. Chapman, Yonge Street jeweler, believed subway construction had caused a 20
percent decline in business, compared to an industry-wide increase of 9 percent across
Canada.60 Some retailers threatened to seek compensation from the TTC, subway
contractors, and the City. 61
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Yet other business owners viewed subway construction as a unique opportunity
for sales promotion. The first subway-themed advertising specials appeared in local
newspapers four days after groundbreaking on September 8th, 1949.62 Joy Frocks, a
Yonge Street female fashions shop, informed newspaper readers during spring 1950 that
the establishment had witnessed “[m]onths of MEN, MUD, and MACHINERY and we
think our Subway is WONDERFUL! even if we do have to sell our beautiful new suits
for only $39.” The advertisement, like other subway promotions, targeted female
consumers: a woman looks affectionately towards a steamshovel surrounded by hardworking labourers (figure 2.2).63 Promotions continued until the subway opened in
March 1954, at which point retailers transformed their advertising themes to underline
the convenience rapid transit now afforded downtown shoppers.64
The “sidewalk superintendent” first became recognized in photographs at the turn
of the twentieth century, as urbanites became fascinated with large building projects
transforming urban environments. John D. Rockefeller is often credited with
popularizing the term after he noticed the interest pedestrians took in the construction of
Rockefeller Center in midtown Manhattan. As a result, Rockefeller implemented a
“Sidewalk Superintendent’s Club” in 1938. Previously, wooden fences obstructed
construction sites in order to prohibit public viewing; Rockefeller opened the midtown
Manhattan construction site to full view, built bleachers for spectators, and even issued
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Figure 2.2: An advertisement illustrating the relationship between female consumers, downtown
retailers, and subway construction. Source: TS, April 19 1950. Reproduced with permission of
Kassile Sapera.
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club memberships. 65
Subway interests in Toronto also promoted the conception of public spectators.
In November 1949, Eaton’s employee magazine, Flash, published a photograph that
documented one of two recent popular window displays by the department store. The
displays, designed by the retail giant’s merchandise display department with the aid of
the TTC, depicted well-dressed mannequins (in the latest Eaton’s fashions, of course)
watching the construction work and offering their own suggestions (figure 2.3). The
exhibit - which mirrored actual sidewalk superintendents in front of the store’s windows “[c]aused almost as much interested comment as the excavation.” It suggested the
mannequins represented a general public observing construction; indeed, a sign on the
left side of the Eaton’s display window announced: “We’re all Sidewalk
Superintendents.”66
Eaton’s, whose main department store was located in the middle of the initial
construction chaos at Yonge and Queen Streets, instigated the idea of subway sidewalk
superintendents in Toronto. In October, J.W. Foster, a member of Eaton’s merchandise
department, informed the TTC that the retailer planned to create window displays about
subway construction that featured “sidewalk superintendent[s].” The TTC agreed to lend
Foster construction equipment so that the displays could depict “exactly what goes on in
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Figure 2.3: Eaton's sidewalk superintendent window display in late 1949.
Source: The Coupler (December 1949): 6. Reproduced with permission of the TTC.
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front of their store, from the standpoint of construction forces as well as observers.” 67 As
the instructions on its display window illustrate - “You stay here while I go to Eaton’s
and shop” - the department store believed this marketing ploy increased consumer traffic
at a time when subway construction restricted the psychological (and in some cases
physical) access to this site of consumption. Eaton’s showed concerns over the negative
effects of subway construction on the company’s trade; for example, it promoted its
College Street store when subway construction took place in front of its main store on
Queen Street. The company even unsuccessfully urged the TTC to begin construction
from the northern half of the route so that rapid transit might terminate temporarily at its
College Street store.68 The department store’s sidewalk superintendent window display similar to smaller retailers’ subway sales - sought to convert the construction area from a
no-man’s land of dust and dirt to an exciting place of entertainment.
By December, the TTC picked up on the popularity of the Eaton’s display. 69
Soon after the Commission released the first of four sidewalk superintendents’ manuals,
which explained various stages of construction in simple terms and colourful drawings
(figure 2.4). The first pamphlet noted the intense interest in the project and asserted that
the “thousands of Sidewalk Superintendents who are on the job every day provide only
one manifestation of this interest.” The pamphlets hoped to “provide the answers to
many questions arising [from] those who have the time to Sidewalk Superintend the job
day by day, as well as to the greater thousands who have had to be content with reports of
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Figure 2.4: Cover of the TTC's Sidewalk Superintendents' Manual, Grade 3 (ca. early 1950s).
Reproduced with permission of the TTC.
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the progress of the Subway construction.” The pamphlets proved to be extremely
popular, not only in Toronto but across Canada. By August 1950, the TTC had published
over sixty thousand copies of the Grade One manual, with a second order twice as large
in production.70 Like its annual CNE displays discussed in Chapter One, the
Commission’s brochures presented a narrative of progress. Grade One explained the cutand-cover construction method that dominated the project until fall 1951, while Grade
Two, released in July 1950, emphasized work starting on the open-cut section. Grade
Three described the modern characteristics of the subway’s twelve stations and, lastly,
Grade Four concerned the final stages of construction: subway cars, signal system, and
trackwork. These pamphlets sought to engage Torontonians in the construction process
in order to educate them on particular construction methods and to depict the safety of
rapid transit. Collect all four, and one was a real sidewalk superintendent. 71
Like Eaton’s sidewalk superintendent display, the TTC designed the manuals, in
part, to help downtown businesses during subway construction. A TTC advertisement in
local newspapers – published as construction resumed after a break during the holiday
shopping season - informed readers that they could obtain copies of the Grade One
manual “in stores fronting on sections of Yonge [Street] where subway construction is
proceeding.” Not only did the Commission’s pamphlets endorse spectators, the TTC also
gave the pamphlets to downtown retailers for distribution, which increased their casual
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traffic at a time when the mess of construction posed obstacles for this key
demographic.72
Impressions of sidewalk superintendents treated the group with a high degree of
interest and sardonic humour. Journalist Bruce West, joining the ranks of sidewalk
superintendents, compared the experience to the rush of immediate danger of “one of
those rail seats at the [Maple Leaf] Gardens during a hockey match.” 73 Watching the
excavation and construction of Toronto’s subway provided a sensorial thrill – tinged with
danger – for the thousands of sidewalk superintendents who interrupted their usual daily
patterns to observe the spectacle. A National Film Board (NFB) short released in 1952
on the economic and demographic postwar explosion of Toronto concluded with a
humorous fictional scene from the construction sidelines. Two men cautiously make
room for an elderly woman on the safety fence. Looking at the excavation below, she
quips: “Well, I hope they know what they’re doing!” 74 This line, in the context of the
documentary’s subject, can be read two ways – a literal reference to the rapid transit
project, but also a hope that political elites and technical experts could guide the rampant
growth of Toronto to benefit the public interest. In other words, sidewalk
superintendents found interest in the fact they were literally watching the transformation
of the city through the digging and jackhammering of the spaces before them.
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While the TTC, Eaton’s, and others suggested that sidewalk superintendents drew
their membership from the general public, 75 existing photographs of the construction site
do not confirm this classless, non-gendered interpretation. 76 In the images, a majority of
subway construction spectators are well-dressed men, probably on their way to or from
places of business. Although dress is a difficult marker of class, particularly in an earlier
era when people commonly dressed in more formal attire in public, construction
photographs illustrate a high proportion of fedoras, suit jackets, and trenchcoats on male
sidewalk superintendents, especially in contrast to the hard hats and soiled overalls worn
by manual labourers working in the subway trenches (figure 2.5). This phenomenon is
largely explained by the prominence of office and other white-collar places of
employment located near sites of subway excavation along downtown Yonge Street.
Moreover, the even gender ratio in Eaton’s sidewalk superintendent window displays
does not appear in photographs of construction onlookers. It may be that women were
inside the downtown stores at the time the photographers took these images, as Yonge
Street retailers hoped, but a more likely explanation is that the act of sidewalk
superintending appealed more to male passers-by than their female counterparts.
Regardless of the class and gender distinctions present within the act of sidewalk
superintending, the promotion illustrates one example of how the TTC sought to make
the subway a public technology. The TTC reflected, in 1954, that there was “an amount
75
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Figure 2.5: Photograph showing the male, middle-class atmosphere of sidewalk superintendents.
Source: CTA, fonds 1128, series 381, file 4, image 5985-3, “Construction, Yonge Street near Front
Street,” September 28 1949. Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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of salty comment and discussion pro and con, which after all is the best possible evidence
of the shared feeling of satisfaction and pride in a notable civic achievement.”77 The
greatest benefit of the sidewalk superintendent promotion for the Commission was the
way in which it turned the inevitable criticisms of construction details into a form of
consent. By allowing, and even encouraging, residents to observe and comment on rapid
transit construction, the TTC realized – at least to some degree - their goal of turning the
subway project into a symbol of civic pride. The Commission fed upon the democratic
imagery of the immediate postwar period by promoting the idea that sidewalk
superintendents, by simply watching the undertaking and being part of the spectacle,
participated in the project.78

“S-Day” and its aftermath: the subway opens and the public responds
On a cold Tuesday, March 30th, 1954, the subway opened to the public. Before
passengers passed through the turnstiles, however, the TTC held an opening ceremony at
its Davisville Station. Local television and radio stations broadcast the event, while a
crowd of approximately five thousand spectators gathered around a bandshell (figures
2.6-2.7). Their attendance illustrated the excitement and sense of civic pride toward the
subway project, unmatched by other infrastructure works in Toronto at the time such as
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Figure 2.6: Subway opening ceremonies at Davisville Station. Source: CTA, fonds 1128, series 381,
file 298, image 11847-21, “Official Opening of Yonge Subway,” March 30 1954. Reproduced with
permission of the City of Toronto Archives.

Figure 2.7: The crowd at subway opening ceremonies. Note the woman on the right taking a
photograph to preserve the moment. Source: CTA, fonds 1128, series 381, file 298, image 11847-19,
“Official Opening of Yonge Subway,” March 30 1954. Reproduced with permission of the City of
Toronto Archives.
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the Gardiner Expressway. 79 The TTC invited all Torontonians to attend the event,
described as a “simple, non-top-hat affair.”80 An “official party” - consisting of TTC
commissioners and upper management, leading politicians, a representative of the British
Gloucester Railway and Wagon Company that had supplied the line’s new subway cars, a
prominent Baptist minister, and their wives – arrived at 11 a.m. in a special bus to hear
“God Save the Queen” signal the official beginning of the ceremony. 81 Speeches by TTC
Chairman McBrien, Mayor Allan Lamport, Metro Toronto Chairman Fred Gardiner, and
Premier Leslie Frost complimented the resolve of ordinary people, the valiant efforts of
labourers, and the visions of political leaders and technical experts. Whereas the public
vied for a good view in the snow, dignitaries enjoyed a privileged position on the
bandstand stage.82
This dichotomy continued after the speeches concluded and Mayor Lamport and
Premier Frost pulled the ceremonial lever. Civic leaders, celebrities, and the media
boarded the subway at 11:50 a.m., en route to Union Station. There, Premier Frost,
flanked by two workers in overalls and hardhats, unveiled “Canada’s First Subway,” a
commemorative plaque that marked the first run from Eglinton to Union Station. The
elite riders then headed to a private luncheon in the Royal York Hotel ballroom. The
private reception was a fitting end to a subway project that the TTC asserted had the
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blessing of Torontonians, but had been directed by municipal officials and technical
experts.83
Rapid transit opened to the public at 1:30 p.m. Estimates suggested that upwards
of 206,000 passengers rode on opening day (figure 2.8). The TTC placed north and
southbound trains in all subway stations, in order to avoid the chaos of people fighting to
be the first subway rider. It also chose 1:30 p.m in hopes that “novelty” riders would not
interfere with rush-hour commuters using the line for the first time. The Commission
predicted the subway opening would attract thousands of passengers unfamiliar with the
new space; therefore, a TTC ad begged the public to “please take it easy. Don’t try to
ride at the same time. With care and courtesy this will be a completely happy day for
Toronto.”84 The TTC realized opening day offered unpredictable possibilities of danger
and success. Although subway token machines temporarily ran dry, the first day of
subway operation went relatively smoothly.
Citizens and public observers drew on a number of themes to understand the
impact that the new subway was having on the city’s consciousness. Newspaper writers,
continuing the historic relationship between booster journalism and transportation
technology, believed rapid transit meant Toronto was now a true metropolis. The theme
of metropolitanism, however, had developed before the subway opening. The NFB short,
Toronto: Boom Town, connected the building of rapid transit to the “factories, mills,
mines and oil fields of a growing nation,” and its centre in the Queen City: “And so with
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Figure 2.8: A crowd of passengers waiting outside Union Station for the subway to open to the public
Source: CTA, fonds 1128, series 381, file 298, image 11847-15, “Official Opening of Yonge Subway,”
March 30 1954. Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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commerce and industry throughout the whole country pacing this new growth comes
Canada’s First Subway.” During a striking montage in the film, the camera shifts from
scenes of natural resource development and industrial production, to the commotion from
the trading floor of the Toronto Stock Exchange, to footage of subway construction along
Yonge Street.85
With the subway opening, however, metropolitanism became more commonplace.
Journalist Ian M. Ball expressed this opinion the day before in an article entitled
“Subway Services, Sensations, Smells Give City Stamp of Metropolis,” which argued
that a majority of the world’s great cities possessed rapid transit systems; in fact, subways
were “virtually a prerequisite of the metropolis.”86 Others, continuing the references to
the past to understand the technology as discussed in Chapter One, remarked that the
subway was part of a long line of transportation methods and routes - stretching back to
native trails along the Humber River - that had made Toronto a centre of trade.87 Fashion
columnist Margot also drew a connection between rapid transit and the city’s growing
stature, albeit in terms of fashion: “Now that we are New Yorkers and Londoners, as far
as transportation goes[,] we have to keep up with the giddy pace we have set ourselves.”
After reviewing the season’s latest trends (available at downtown retailers located near
the new subway), Margot admitted: “I don’t know what this all had to do with the
subway, but, somehow, we all feel more cosmopolitan than we did on Monday . . . and
it’s a pleasantly grown-up way to look on this day, this hour in our history.”88
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The subway opening provided an opportunity not only to reflect positively on the
city’s growth, but also its need to further develop the markers of a great metropolis.
After suggesting that the Yonge subway must be followed by subsequent underground
lines, the Globe and Mail celebrated Toronto as “Canada’s first in all but population –
and soon in that, too,” which must also “act and think big” by providing better housing,
freeways, parking, and recreational and cultural facilities – “everything that goes into the
making of a modern metropolis.”89 Yet columnist Bruce West felt all the talk of
metropolis status was premature. Toronto might have 7.4 kilometres of subway, but true
global cities such as New York and London had hundreds more. Most importantly, West
felt that it was neither expanding urban space nor “pushing the opening button of a new
subway” that created a great city. West continued:
It seems to be it’s always been one of our larger faults – or maybe it’s a virtue –
that we swing from time to time from a rather unbearable kind of modesty to an almost
equally obnoxious kind of pride in dear old Toronto. An observing stranger living among
us might get the impression that we aren’t very sure of ourselves or we wouldn’t act this
way. And he might be partly right. …
Some day – perhaps sooner than we expect – we may suddenly get over that
particular self-consciousness that makes us yell so loudly one day about our
accomplishments and then sneak around for the rest of the year feeling a little
embarrassed about it.
Our pulse will steady down in a nice, confident beat. And when it does, this
strange and intangible change will be felt by all of us. At that moment, some of our
critics in other parts of the nation will start actually liking us as well as just envying us …
On the evening of that day, those who have waited for it probably won’t go
down into the new subway to greet it. Instead, we’ll probably take the ferry across the
Bay and sit there, in the quietness of the evening, gazing fondly upon the million
twinkling lights of the city that finally found its soul.90

To West, then, the subway was a proud accomplishment for Toronto, but it did not make
Toronto a great city. West optimistically longed for the day the Queen City would
became a true metropolis, when its residents began to appreciate “the little ways” that
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made the city a unique place, when its collective consciousness accepted the city’s place
in the world through modest introspection.
Another common theme focused on the general atmosphere within the city after
rapid transit opened to the public. Numerous commentators observed that a carnival or
holiday atmosphere had taken hold within Toronto. While it is impossible to uncover
how all individuals felt about the subway and understood the new rapid transit system as
they rode in the trains for the first time, photographs and discussions of long queues
waiting to use the subway indicate that Torontonians displayed tremendous enthusiasm to
experience the technology. Witnessing the subway for the first time – from its fastmoving trains to the bright, spotless stations - was a novel experience. Unless they had
been to places like New York, Philadelphia, London, or Paris – some of the few cities
that had subways before this time – then they had never experienced a subway.
Torontonians travelled on the subway for pure enjoyment with no particular destination,
school children skipped class to ride the new attraction, and tourists arrived in the city to
use Canada’s first rapid transit line. 91
The feeling of novelty, based partly on the convenience of speed and comfort,
explains the numerous eyewitness accounts of happy, joyful scenes of camaraderie
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between strangers within the subway soon after its opening. Subway commuters
travelled knowing that they gained more time in leisure and with their families, compared
to the crawling rush-hour Yonge streetcars. Whereas the streetcar “breaks the spirit of
even the most cheerful optimist,” one reporter noticed subway passengers wore “an air of
pleased expectation. They appear relaxed, not mad at anyone, polite, gracious, ready to
laugh at anything.”92 The frosty wind and blanket of snow that characterized the weather
on opening day could only have further emphasized to passengers the comforts of the
technology. During the excitement following the subway opening, many Torontonians
associated rapid transit with the modern promise that technological progress improved
everyday life, a view the TTC had supported since it began to promote subways in the
name of the public interest of Toronto in the early 1940s.
The holiday theme, however, developed into a cynicism in which the technology
quickly seemed commonplace. Soon after the opening, observers noted the glum nature
of transit riders – and Torontonians in general – had returned.93 The best example of this
opinion is two cartoons published in artist and humour writer Jack MacLaren’s satirical
roast of Hogtown, Let’s All Hate Toronto (1956). In one image, a group of subway
passengers on opening day have wide smiles on their faces. The succeeding image,
however, underlines a shift three days later: the same riders now had grim expressions as
“[t]hey sat there hating each other.” (figures 2.9-2.10)94 Commentators quickly drew on
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Figures 2.9-2.10: From holiday mood to gloomy anomie during the subway's first week. Source:
Jack McLaren, Let's All Hate Toronto (Toronto: Kingswood House, 1956), 44-45.
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another subway theme that has lasted for decades: the Toronto subway as a sterile
environment that sucks the life out of its weary passengers.
Passengers also compared riding the subway for the first time to a religious
experience or the cycle of life. In this sense, individuals expressed intensely private
meanings of the new subway, diffused through mass circulation newspapers for a wide
reading public. One passenger had witnessed the New York subway and other
technological marvels like airplanes and automobile highways, yet such experiences did
not diminish the joyous feeling of being on “the shiny new cars” in Toronto. As the
subway train rolled north from downtown, “[a] flood of memories” entered the rider’s
mental landscape. To this individual, Yonge Street already contained significant
meaning because the rider remembered travelling north on the street for the burial of
grandparents. The writer even suggested that the transition from underground subway to
the aboveground open-cut was similar to experiencing the resurrection of Christ, by
connecting technological progress, the lifecycle, and the grace of a higher power to the
narrative of travel on the new Toronto subway. 95
An underlying theme of change united all of these cultural meanings ascribed to
the subway. Whether observers understood rapid transit as an expression of a growing
metropolis, the inspiration for a carnival atmosphere, or a religious experience, it
underlined the dramatic changes occurring in Toronto. Commenting on how the subway
influenced the relocation of the city’s popular Easter parade from Sunnyside to midtown
Toronto, a Star editorial suggested the new festival location represented “only one
manifestation of the changes being wrought hereabouts by the opening of the subway. In
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business, in family life, in the pursuit of pleasure, old habits most everyone thought to be
firmly established are giving place to new.” The immensity of technological and social
change, however, presented not only the possibility of promise, but also peril: “Where
are the subways and H-bombs and suchlike really taking us?” the editorial asked. “On
this the experts and the prophets and the man on the street seem equally uncertain.” 96
Torontonians also offered less poetic, more practical analyses of the effects of the
subway on the city’s workings and their own lives. Robert Kerr, Toronto’s Traffic
Inspector, remarked that it had led to a reduction in traffic congestion on major northsouth thoroughfares. City councillors even questioned the necessity of proposed
downtown parking garages, as preliminary observations reported that former downtown
automobile commuters now used the TTC’s “pride and joy.”97 Some businesses
celebrated an increase in sales. Allen Stollery, of the upscale Stollery’s men’s shop
located at the intersection of Bloor and Yonge Streets, remarked that during the first
week of subway operation his establishment “had at least half a dozen people come up
from the downtown who wouldn’t have come but for the subway.” Six additional
customers was no retail revolution, but Stollery’s observation signaled the innumerable
ways in which the convenience and speed of the subway compressed Torontonians’
perception of time and space, in this case with economic benefits for midtown
merchants.98
Other businesses, however, saw the subway cut revenues. The transition from
numerous streetcar stops to a few subway stations hurt many Yonge Street newspaper
vendors, while taxi firms confirmed that the subway had a negative impact on their trade,
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particularly during the peak rush-hour period.99 A clothing store located on Yonge Street
near Dundas Street remarked that the store’s environs were now deserted during the 5
o’clock rush hour. Other merchants resented that the possible revenues from transit
riders might be directed to the large department stores via their direct subway entrances.
And the subway opening did not mean the end of construction for businesses along
Yonge Street, as the replacement of hydro, telephone, and gas lines, along with the final
repaving of the thoroughfare, meant downtown merchants still faced months of more
construction headaches. 100
While compliments on the efficiency, speed, and comfort of the subway filled
newspaper pages and sidewalk conversations, some TTC passengers criticized effects of
the subway on the transit system. The Commission rerouted a number of its buses and
streetcars into subway stations and eliminated others, which caused inconvenience to
Torontonians who claimed that these changes forced them to walk greater distances. 101
The narrow stairwells in stations that caused pedestrian bottlenecks were a common
criticism, and the TTC planned to construct another King Station entrance less than a
month after the subway opened. 102 Other riders, particularly the elderly and the disabled,
complained of the insufficient number of escalators within the system’s stations, as only
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seven of the line’s twelve stations contained the devices.103 No degree of planning and
promotion could overcome all objections from the public on the consequences of rapid
transit in Toronto.

Conclusion
This chapter has surveyed a number of moments within the planning,
construction, and early use of Toronto’s original Yonge Street subway in order to outline
how the TTC, along with other actors within the city, attempted to put forth rapid transit
as a technology in the public interest. In doing so, it has uncovered the understudied role
of civic engagement and public spectacle in the building of urban mega-projects during
the high modernist era of the mid-twentieth century. The chapter has shown how the
story of the Yonge subway demonstrates the validity of recent calls by Canadian
historians to stress the continuities between wartime debates over postwar life and the
actual implementation of plans in the years that immediately followed the conflict. It has
also contributed towards a historical understanding of the social and technological
changes taking place within older urban environments at the same time that the more
widely-known phenomenon of postwar suburbanization began.
The TTC wished to promote a popular perception that its major postwar work
would benefit all Torontonians from the everyday passengers who relied upon the transit
system to other residents who represented possible transit consumers and made the city
home. The City’s Municipal Handbook of 1954, proudly displaying “Canada’s First
Subway” on its cover, agreed with the Commission’s assessment: “The opening of the
subway . . . was a great event in the progress of public transportation in Toronto and
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benefits not only the street car riders, but all users of the streets.”104 The referendum, the
sidewalk superintendent programme, and the opening ceremony illustrate how the drive
to make the subway a public technology was a process by which the Commission
attempted to inculcate a sense of participation and civic pride towards the project within
the hearts and minds of Torontonians.
Yet, depicting the civic nature of the Yonge Street subway also served to justify –
or in some cases conceal - the sacrifices made by certain elements of the population.
Subway construction might hurt like “pulling a sore tooth,” but rapid transit was worth
the immediate pain, promised the TTC’s Walter Paterson. In other words, its benefits
would be worth the costs for all.105 While a vast majority of Torontonians who voted in
the referendum supported rapid transit, a number of groups faced hardships through the
implementation of the plan’s first phase along Yonge Street. The TTC, under the power
of the City’s rapid transit expropriation by-law, forced thousands of Torontonians to
relocate. The OPNA used the movement for comprehensive planning to protest
particular elements of the Yonge subway project that hurt their own neighbourhood.
Downtown merchants, despite advertisements intended to capitalize on construction
fascination, bore the short-term brunt as piledrivers, jackhammers, and bulldozers ripped
apart the city’s main shopping thoroughfare. And labourers - although grateful for the
employment that rapid transit construction provided - faced the risk of injury as their
sweat and toil built a structure “supervised” by others from the sidewalks. But the fear of
construction pain never created a critical mass who effectively opposed the project. Most
Torontonians, including those who faced the brunt of sacrifice, seemed to believe the
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consensus view: temporary inconvenience was worth the permanent improvements to the
city and their own lives promised by the subway.
The Yonge subway opening represented the culmination of years of planning,
promoting, and constructing rapid transit in Toronto. Yet, in many ways the first ride
under Yonge Street also marked a new chapter in the city’s history, as Torontonians and
the TTC quickly demanded more subways. One journalist noted: “They can prate about
their progress! / It’s naught but a shameful sham! / The rich folk ($) got their subway, /
But the poor (¢) still ride a tram.” With the first phase in the TTC’s rapid transit plan
complete, residents living in the less affluent eastern and western ends sought a rapid
transit line of their own.106 As Chapter Three will illustrate, debates over the benefits
and costs of rapid transit continued within the growing metropolis. And discussions of
the next phase of the system - an east-west subway line - now took place within a
transformed political and spatial environment that included not only the City, but also its
surrounding suburban municipalities within the newly formed Municipality of
Metropolitan Toronto.

.
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Chapter Three – The Bloor-Danforth-University Subway Project, Suburban
Expansion, and the “Metropolitan Concept”

In 1955, transit planner Norman Wilson contemplated an east-west subway line
along Bloor Street for the recently-created Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto. In a
report prepared for the TTC, he observed: “[T]he absolute necessity of adequate and
convenient transit service to bind together and integrate a great community such as
Metropolitan Toronto, with its common and inter-related problems, in fact to permit it to
function at all as a ‘community’, cannot be overstressed.” Noting the dramatic spatial
growth within Toronto’s metropolitan area during the past decade, he suggested the next
subway line be built near Bloor Street-Danforth Avenue, with a line under University
Avenue connecting to the Yonge subway, rather than the downtown Queen Street line
endorsed in the referendum of 1946. Wilson advised that rapid transit passengers should
pay for operating expenses, but the cost of rights-of-way and basic structures should be
borne by Metro taxpayers, similar to roads, water, and other utilities, for “[n]o
Metropolitan Corporation expenditure could compare with a Bloor Street subway in
direct benefit to so great a proportion of the Metropolitan population.”1
Fast forward to May 10th, 1968. A silver-coloured subway train, driven by
Scarborough Mayor Albert Campbell, burst into the borough’s Warden Station to
inaugurate the opening of nine new stations, extending into Metro Toronto’s suburbs the
Bloor-Danforth subway line that opened within the City of Toronto in 1966. The train’s
force ripped a streamer emblazoned with “The Subway Comes to Scarborough,” while
photographers snapped pictures. A similar drama took place at Islington Station, now the
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western limit of the subway, as Mayor Edward Horton operated the first rapid transit train
to officially enter the Borough of Etobicoke. Following the train ride, a crowd of
dignitaries gathered at Warden Station. “As of this afternoon,” Metro Chairman William
Allen claimed, “we now have more than 21 miles of rapid transit . . . opened in the past
14 years. No other place in the world has been able to equal that record.” After almost a
decade and a half of subway service in the City of Toronto, Metro celebrated rapid transit
operation in its suburbs, areas that had experienced tremendous population growth during
the past two decades. “The subway welds together, as nothing else, this great
metropolis,” TTC Chairman Ralph Day noted at the ceremonies. An extension of the
Yonge line north from Eglinton Station into North York, continuing the process of
suburban subway expansion, was planned to start within months of the celebration.2
These events - in many ways serving as bookends for the expansion of rapid
transit in Metro Toronto during the late 1950s and 1960s - underline the relationship
between urban growth, infrastructure development, and the establishment of the
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, the upper-tier of the first federated system of
municipal government in North America. Whereas the Yonge subway had been an
undertaking based in the City of Toronto, the Bloor-Danforth-University subway project
symbolized the desire to serve the general public interest of the metropolitan area by
building networks of hard infrastructure in order to enhance the mobility of people and
goods between interdependent areas within Metro. With the formation of Metro,
numerous policy dilemmas emerged over mobility. What emphasis should Metro place
on building infrastructure for public transit as well as for the rapidly expanding number
2
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of automobiles in the area? What methods should be used to determine the location of
such routes? What local municipalities would receive benefits? And how should Metro
pay for the growing demand for transportation infrastructure? To answer these questions,
Toronto looked to wider trends and techniques in North America, but policy outcomes
reflected the city’s distinct political environment and municipal traditions. The lauded
reputation of the TTC and the Yonge subway’s impressive ridership figures suggested to
many policymakers that transit could still serve a useful function in the automobile age.
Just as important, the creation of Metro established governing structures and financial
tools that enabled subway expansion across the metropolitan area. This chapter examines
these issues by tracing the planning and political disputes surrounding Toronto’s second
subway development, the Bloor-Danforth-University project, and the decision made in
the early 1960s to extend the subway into Metro’s suburbs.
Toronto’s metropolitan area witnessed tremendous demographic, spatial, and
economic growth after World War II. From 1951 to 1961, migration from within and
outside of Canada, along with natural increase from the postwar baby boom, caused the
metropolitan population to rise from a little more than 1.1 million to over 1.6 million
people, making it one of the fastest growing urban regions in North America. 3 This
demographic explosion corresponded with rising affluence and a booming local economy
in various industrial, commercial, and service sectors. But growth also challenged the
area’s limited infrastructure. Following decades of suburbanization and increasing
political fragmentation, the Ontario government created the Municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto in 1953 to link the City of Toronto with its surrounding twelve suburban
municipalities. Authorities hoped this new government structure would establish a
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“metropolitan concept”: cooperation between local municipalities to share resources,
build needed infrastructure, and improve services across the metropolis.
Yet the City soon felt that its needs were not being met, as the planning of an eastwest subway line showed. In 1955, Metro Council requested study of a crosstown
subway, which soon led to an intense dispute between the TTC and the staff of the new
Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board over the alignment of Toronto’s next rapid transit
line and the responsibility for Metro transit planning. Only after months of disagreement
over the future of transit in Metro and planning methods used by the Planning Board staff
and the TTC’s consultant, Norman Wilson, did Metro Council side with the TTC’s
proposed Bloor-Danforth-University route. Still the subway controversy continued.
Suburban municipalities protested financial contributions towards a subway they saw as
beneficial only to City dwellers, and the lack of initial subway funding from the federal
and provincial governments escalated the tense situation. By 1964, Planning Board staff
proposed a “balanced” transportation system, which urged a combination of expressways
and rapid transit for Metro. Nonetheless, political and operational factors ultimately
motivated the decision to extend the subway into Metro’s suburbs. The University and
Bloor-Danforth lines saw the state take a greater role in planning and funding subway
building in Toronto, a phenomenon in line with the growth of mega-projects in North
America during the 1950s and 1960s. Such developments were not free of discord.
Conflict occurred within the planning bureaucracy, while some members of the
metropolitan community questioned if the financial cost of rapid transit was worth its
benefits.
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Establishing the “metropolitan concept”
Since its settlement as the Town of York in 1793, Toronto had kept pace with
urban growth by expanding its municipal boundaries, a process that accelerated during
the late nineteenth century. After the annexation of North Toronto and Moore Park in
1912, however, the City of Toronto became critical of increasing expenditures caused by
expanded service provision into new areas, and amalgamation ceased. Yet urban growth
persisted around the City’s periphery. A number of suburbs with diverse class make-ups
and differing levels of industry developed during the first half of the twentieth century.
(figure 3.1).4 Although these municipalities may have been politically separate from the
City of Toronto, they were intimately connected to it. While most residents of industrial
satellites like New Toronto worked close to home, many dwellers of heavily workingclass suburbs like York and East York commuted to jobs downtown and in other
suburban areas. Large numbers of middle class residents in areas like Forest Hill or
Swansea commuted to places of white-collar work still dominant in the City. Places of
employment developed within the suburbs, as numerous factories took advantage of
cheap suburban land and rail connections. City dwellers working in suburban factories
began to move to suburban residential locations near their places of work, though many
workers continued to live in the City and commute to work in the suburbs. By 1953,
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Figure 3.1: The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, 1953. Source: H. Carl Goldenberg, Report of
The Royal Commission on Metropolitan Toronto (1965).
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then, more and more people and goods moved across municipal boundaries in order to
fulfill the needs of production and consumption. 5
Municipal boundaries impeded the growing desire for more efficient
transportation and other municipal services. Most importantly, suburban tax bases were
unable to cover growing municipal expenses by the late 1920s, forcing the province to
take financial control of bankrupt municipalities by 1934. 6 A lack of co-operative vision
prevented action to solve regional problems, namely the need for a unified system of
arterial roads, transit, sewage, and water provision. Frederick Gardiner, Metro Toronto’s
first chairman, gradually realized the need for structural reform. Originally an
isolationist, Gardiner, reeve of the affluent inner suburb of Forest Hill during the 1940s,
began to support metropolitan political unification in 1942 after he observed first hand
the ways in which suburban opposition stalled area-wide projects. His thoughts on
metropolitan matters shifted from an allegiance to the populist tradition, which asserted
the centrality of the local neighbourhood, to the tory tradition of orderly government
intervention for the public interest. By the late 1940s, Gardiner, now vice-chairman and
later chairman of the newly-established Toronto and York Planning Board, once again
witnessed local obstruction stymying plans for a regional public transit system and
improved major roads. Spectacular population growth in the overwhelmingly rural
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townships of Etobicoke, Scarborough and North York after 1945 made the urgency for
region-wide planning even more pressing. Home-hungry residents, facing a severe postwar housing shortage, rapidly settled these outer suburbs in an unplanned fashion, in
many cases without municipal services (hence the myth that some North Yorkers bathed
their babies in ginger ale). Population growth within the City of Toronto was relatively
static, but demands remained for improved infrastructure for its internal needs and the
growing number of suburban commuters entering the City each workday. In 1949, the
Toronto and York Planning Board recommended amalgamation of the City of Toronto
with seven of its surrounding suburbs. It was not alone – the City’s newspapers
supported some form of unification, and a year later, City Council endorsed
amalgamation. In contrast, fear of increased taxes and the loss of local autonomy
influenced most suburbs to oppose amalgamation.7
The amalgamation debate fell under the auspices of the Ontario Municipal Board
(OMB), which since the late 1930s had possessed the authority to define municipal
boundaries within the province. Lorne Cumming, chair of the OMB, rejected
amalgamation in a report published in January 1953, but agreed that the area was facing a
crisis. According to Cumming, “[t]he basic problem to be solved in the Toronto
metropolitan area is indicated in the significant contrast between the underlying social
and economic unity of the area on the one hand, and the illogical and inequitable but
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extremely rigid divisions of political jurisdiction and available taxable resources on the
other.” Cumming recommended a compromise between the status quo and
amalgamation: a two-tier, federated system of regional government with a metropolitan
council in charge of area-wide interests, and thirteen local municipal councils responsible
for local matters.8 All members of City Council, except Mayor Allan Lamport, still
urged amalgamation. Suburban reaction to the Metro idea was mixed. York County
Council, consisting of the area’s suburban municipalities and rural jurisdictions to the
north, voted overwhelmingly against the Cumming report. Like City politicians,
suburban representatives interpreted metropolitan government as a threat to local
democracy. Despite opposition, Premier Leslie Frost pushed a slightly-revised Metro
proposal through the provincial legislature in 1953, and Ontario established Metro
government with the enactment of the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto Act. Metro
Council lacked direct democratic accountability. Its members - comprising the head of
each suburban council and the mayor, two controllers, and nine aldermen from the City
of Toronto - were not directly elected by voters to the new council. Moreover, the
provincial government appointed the first Metro chairman, a head of council who could
only cast tie-breaking votes and whose exact powers were ill-defined. 9
The establishment of Metro posed significant challenges to the TTC. It became
the Toronto Transit Commission on January 1st, 1954 and the board’s membership
expanded from three to five members to include suburban representation. Most
importantly, the service area for which the Commission was responsible increased from
8
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the 90 square kilometres within the City’s densely-populated boundaries to Metro’s 622
square kilometres, much of which was relatively undeveloped. The TTC also faced the
challenge of integrating eight suburban bus lines into its municipal transit system.10
Since the Metro Act of 1953 continued the pre-Metro precedent that TTC revenues match
operating expenses, the Commission expanded into the suburbs at first with hesitancy,
establishing new bus routes when ridership justified operation. The Commission also
created a five-zone fare system in mid-1954, in order to pass operational costs of
suburban lines on to those passengers using these less dense, more costly routes. The
zone fare meant suburban passengers paid a higher fare for travel into the downtown
compared to their City counterparts. Although the TTC simplified its zone-fare system to
three zones in mid-1956 and two in 1962, the system created antagonism among many
suburbanites towards the Commission. In August 1954, for example, an Etobicoke
councillor informed the TTC that the principal criticism from local residents was the
higher cost for a ride of similar distance within the suburbs compared to a journey within
the City of Toronto.11 Suburbanites had paid higher fares to travel into the City core
during the pre-Metro era; nonetheless, they saw zone fares as an unequal impediment of
mobility between suburb and City (and within suburbs themselves), which negated the
promise of metropolitan government.12 In contrast, the City, along with portions of the
densely-settled inner suburban locales included within the central zone, believed zone
fares simply represented a fair distribution of transit service costs.
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In spite of the zone-fare system, the Commission quickly experienced financial
difficulties. Any future subway construction would require assistance from government.
During its first year of metropolitan service in 1954, the TTC witnessed an operating loss
of $2,355,920, which its Annual Report blamed on “a greatly expanded area of
responsibility together with generally increasing costs of furnishing service.” This loss
contrasted with 1953, when the Commission had enjoyed a net profit of $87,839 (but
decreased from $150,388 in 1952). The TTC experienced another operating deficit of
$2,308,563 in 1955, which depleted its fare stabilization reserves accrued during the
1940s. A year later, the TTC witnessed a net income of $837,747, but only after a July
fare increase reduced overall paid passengers from 312,805,021 in 1955 to 303,818,474
in 1956, despite 6,000 more people residing in Metro during the same period. 13
The increasing use of the automobile within the City and especially the suburbs
added to the TTC’s problems. In 1946, the City of Toronto reported 123,900 automobile
registrations, a figure that skyrocketed to 290,000 in 1953. This trend continued in the
1950s, as Metro witnessed 391,400 automobile registrations in 1956, up from 329,009 in
1954.14 Rising automobile ownership not only resulted in greater congestion on Metro’s
roads, but also presented a viable alternative for former transit passengers upset over
service, zones, and increased fares. Moreover, the provincial government contributed to
the growth of automobility. In 1947, Queen’s Park began to provide its cities and towns -
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including Toronto and its surrounding municipalities - with grants to cover one-third of
new road-building costs.15
Commentators observing the early years of Metro, along with scholars ever since,
have underlined infrastructure provision as the reason for its formation. First, the new
Metro government assessed property for taxation and could borrow money without
holding civic referenda. These powers allowed the new government to build services like
roads, sewage lines and plants, and water pipes with greater economic efficiency and less
political roadblock. Second, the City of Toronto’s relatively healthy coffers and high
property assessments contributed towards the services essential for orderly growth in its
surrounding suburbs, in order to avoid further haphazard development that had
characterized previous decades.16 Timothy Colton, biographer of Metro Chairman Fred
Gardiner, believes that “the rule of balance” guided Gardiner’s dealings with Metro
finances, although the chairman did not explicitly outline or name this governing tactic.
Gardiner, according to Colton, “was convinced that he and the metropolitan government
would suffer unless spending decisions observed a basic equity between the suburbs and
Toronto proper.”17 Others, such as Harold Kaplan and Frances Frisken, prefer to use
“parity” as the framework through which City and suburban representatives understood
Metro spending. By parity, these scholars assert that the financing of Metro public works
“was rarely a sum-zero game, in which victories for one side necessarily meant losses for
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the other.” Rather, parity meant that the resources municipalities received from Metro
should be in line with their financial contributions in terms of tax revenues. 18
Gardiner, celebrating the early successes of Metro at the inaugural meeting of the
Metro Council of 1957, announced the degree to which he believed a sense of Citysuburban cooperation had taken hold. “Perhaps the most important accomplishment” of
Metro, the chairman claimed, “is that the Metropolitan Council has adopted a
metropolitan concept. Many were apprehensive that it would be impossible to have
twelve representatives of the City of Toronto and twelve representatives from the suburbs
working in unison . . . to provide this area with the services which it needed. Those who
shared that view have found their fears unfounded.”19 Despite Gardiner’s celebratory
words, needs most prevalent in the City of Toronto - namely public housing and public
transit - were put on the backburner during the first years of Metro.20 In May 1954,
Gardiner remarked that Metro’s early transportation priorities focused on expressway
building, in part because Toronto had recently spent millions on one piece of public
transit infrastructure, the Yonge Street subway (even though the TTC, not the City, paid
for its construction).21 Early Metro Council meetings focused on establishing essential
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expressway routes and consolidating a system of Metro arterial roads. Indeed, Metro’s
first ten-year capital works programme in 1955 did not include any money for subways,
although it included millions of dollars in expressway spending and other public works
such as sewers and water mains to service the mushrooming outer suburbs. A Toronto
Star editorial called the spending plan “a dangerously unbalanced program” because it
overlooked capital aid to transit.22 City members of Metro Council became increasingly
critical of suburban spending priorities, and pushed for an east-west subway as an
essential project for the City of Toronto.

“The Great Subway Debate”
The early years of Metro may have focused on road projects, but in 1955 the
Metro Council Executive Committee instructed the technical staff of the Metropolitan
Toronto Planning Board (MTPB) to report on the feasibility of a combined rapid transitexpressway route near Bloor Street. The recommendation followed demands from City
Council and the TTC for more rapid transit, a call made more urgent after Metro Council
requested functional plans for the Don Valley Parkway. A Bloor Street rapid transit line,
with a University Avenue spur line connected to the Yonge subway, had appeared in
planning documents as early as the Toronto Master Plan of 1943. As the metropolitan
population continued to spread further into suburban areas to the west, north, and east in
the 1950s, the Bloor-Danforth streetcar route became the system’s busiest surface line,
once the TTC replaced the Yonge streetcar with a subway. The TTC began to consider
the Bloor-Danforth-University project – a scheme to be built only within the City of
Q.C., Chairman of the Council of Metropolitan Toronto to the American Planning and Civic Association at
Columbus, Ohio, May 17 1954, 9-10.
22
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Toronto - as the next stage in a network of rapid transit that had begun with the Yonge
Street subway in 1954.23 In May 1956, a Planning Board staff report tentatively agreed
with the need for a Bloor Street-University Avenue subway, built either within the
median of, or separated from, an expressway near Bloor Street. Once the TTC completed
a functional report and Metro Council agreed on financing details, it seemed not long
before shovels would hit the ground.24 In June 1957, however, MTPB staff declared that
recent origin-destination surveys, decreased transit usage, and increased cost projections
suggested a U-shaped route - originating at Bloor Street in the west, Danforth Road in the
east, but travelling under Queen Street to reach the centre of downtown and without a
University Avenue spur – might be a superior alignment (figures 3.2 and 3.3).25
Toronto’s “Great Subway Debate,” as it came to be known, had begun.
The root of this debate centred on the future demand for transit within Metro and
the usefulness of origin-destination statistics, passenger “desire lines,” and computer
technology to determine the planning of transit facilities. The history of transportation
planning statistics is a surprisingly underdeveloped theme of inquiry considering its
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Figure 3.2: Norman Wilson's Bloor-Danforth-University route. Source: MTPB, (Transportation
Division), Report on East-West Rapid Transit and Expressway, Part III, (1957), plate 8. Reproduced
with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.

Figure 3.3: Two variations of the Planning Board staff's U-shaped route. Source: MTPB
(Transportation Division), Report on East-West Rapid Transit and Expressway, Part III (1957), plate 8.
Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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influence on the shape of cities and everyday lives of ordinary people. 26 Experts in
Toronto disagreed over what technical methods could best predict individual mobility
choices that originated from personal needs and aggregated to form mass transit
movements. Whereas TTC representatives predicted future transit use would match
population increase, MTPB technical staff argued rising automobile ownership signaled
the decline of transit. Planning Board staff believed their use of statistical projections
offered the most scientific method to predict future ridership behaviour, a method they
hoped to expand as they continued their transportation studies in preparation for the first
official plan for Metro. TTC planners remained skeptical of the validity of certain
statistical surveys and computer simulations in the design of rapid transit lines; instead,
they believed the complexity of passenger behaviour and the economics of transit meant
that the most heavily-used streetcar routes served as the best indicator of feasible subway
lines. 27
Both bodies saw the conflict as an opportunity to consolidate their control over
Metro transit planning. The Metro Act established the Planning Board and made it
responsible for area-wide, comprehensive planning, including preparation of an official
plan containing proposed land uses, population densities, and transportation plans. But
the act also stipulated that the TTC hold on to its pre-Metro control of transit planning.
And because future rapid transit lines required capital funding from the Metropolitan
26
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Corporation, Metro Council had to accept the ultimate decision in terms of alignments.28
During a decade characterized by the rising authority of expert opinion, the experts of the
TTC and the MTPB used different strategies – stressing long-standing experience or use
of innovative methods – to construct their authority and to convince decision-makers of
the right subway routes.29 Metro Council opted for the TTC’s Bloor-Danforth-University
route, based on the long-standing transit planning experience of the Commission and its
veteran consultant, Norman Wilson.
Metro Council, after receiving the MTPB staff’s preliminary report, instructed the
TTC to complete plans for the Bloor Street-University Avenue transit project, “either
wholly or partly separate from or in conjunction with an Expressway” by the end of
1956.30 The Commission engaged Wilson to head the task, and in January 1957 he
recommended a Bloor-Danforth-University subway separate from an east-west
expressway. 31 Wilson believed that the primary purpose of rapid transit in dense urban
areas was the elimination of surface transit vehicles; combining rapid transit with limitedaccess roads led to inconvenient station locations for transit passengers. 32 In March,
Chairman Gardiner, whose dominant role within Metro garnered him the infamous
28
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nickname “Big Daddy,” accused the TTC and Wilson of violating the instructions of
Metro Council. According to the chairman, the TTC had declined to cooperate with
Metro planners and refused to consider a combined subway-expressway facility. As a
result, the MTPB staff embarked on its own study of a combined route.33
The Planning Board staff published a report in June 1957 that urged
reconsideration of a Bloor Street-University Avenue subway route. Preliminary results of
two origin-destination surveys - which asked transit riders where they came from, where
they intended to go, and for what purpose - indicated that the main “desire lines” of
transit passengers originated first in the east and west (along Queen Street) and then
northeast and northwest, destined for downtown (figure 3.4).34 Planning staff questioned
the extensive rapid transit network proposed by Wilson in his report, which envisioned
three east-west lines and four north-south lines across Metro, adding almost one hundred
kilometres of rapid transit by 1980. His proposed grid system of rapid transit comprised
not only Yonge, University, and Bloor-Danforth lines (with suburban extensions), but
also lines along Queen Street, Eglinton Avenue, and a double-leg route linking northwest
and northeast Metro to the City core (figure 3.5). Wilson based his network on the
MTPB staff’s population distribution estimates for 1980, and the belief that transit usage
would at least equal population growth. Another new influence was the end of streetcar
manufacturing in North America, a vehicle he saw as a “disappearing utility.” Wilson
believed a system of subways, supplemented by freewheel surface vehicles (buses and

33
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Figure 3.4: Central Fare Zone Desire Lines. Source: MTPB (Transportation Division), Report on
East-West Rapid Transit and Expressway, Part III (1957), plate 6. Reproduced with permission of the
City of Toronto Archives.
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Figure 3.5: Detail of Wilson's proposed rapid transit network for 1980. Source: Norman D. Wilson,
Report to the Toronto Transit Commission on Bloor-University Rapid Transit Subway (1957).
Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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trolley buses), was the only way in which Toronto could maintain transit service in an era
of diminishing streetcars and suburban population growth. In fact, these factors
influenced a growth in size of his proposed rapid transit system since he had conducted a
similar transportation planning exercise for the metropolitan area in 1948. 35
In contrast, the MTPB staff reported that recent trends indicated a per-capita
decline of transit use in Metro and other North American metropolitan areas. 36 Along
with increased cost estimates, the staff asserted that the next rapid transit line might be
Metro’s last, which made the selection of a proper alignment in terms of maximum
passenger usage of great importance:
If, as [Wilson’s] report assumes, transit lines will be built both on Bloor and on Queen
Street, then the question of priority between the two while not unimportant, is not
decisive. Similarly, if the consultant[’]s assumption of four future north-south lines is
correct, then there is little doubt that one of them should be on University Avenue. If, on
the other hand, as present findings indicate, transit demand will never be large enough to
justify more than one line from the East and West and one line (in addition to the existing
Yonge subway) from the North, then it is imperative to select those specific alignments
which will be able to concentrate the greatest number of transit trips, and the study of
37
existing and anticipated future desire lines of travel assumes crucial importance.

The staff thus advised further comparison of alternative routes, including a U-shaped
alignment. The Planning Board staff wanted to test this radial alignment, a “compromise
solution” that might serve Metro’s travel demands with a lower cost than the moreextensive, grid-like rapid transit system proposed by Wilson. In particular, a U-shaped
route eliminated the need for a University Avenue spur to connect Bloor-Danforth
subway passengers to the downtown. The planning staff proposed computer simulations
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to indicate a favoured route, based on data from the origin-destination survey and with
time saving, along with cost, serving as the deciding variables.38
Gardiner remained fairly quiet on the subject of subways in the early years of his
chairmanship. His presentation in May 1954 to the American Planning and Civic
Association criticized the attempt of the TTC to “derrick automobile riders out of their
cars and on to the public transportation system” and disparaged the TTC position that
movement of people, not vehicles, formed the basis of traffic problems. 39 By January
1956, however, Gardiner stressed the limits of automobility and the importance of rapid
transit as an integral part of an effective Metro transportation system. “[W]e must
immediately give consideration to additional rapid transit if our rapidly increasing
population is to be moved with anything approaching economy and efficiency,” the
chairman informed Metro Council in language that embodied the tory tradition’s
conception of a general public interest. Gardiner observed that “[i]t is the experience of
every large city in America that a succession of new expressways is not the answer to
efficient and economical movement of traffic. . . . [Y]ou simply cannot provide sufficient
highways and parking space to accommodate every person who desires to drive his motor
vehicle downtown and back each day.” These limits forced Gardiner to conclude that
“[a]dditional rapid transit is the only answer. It is a snare and a delusion to keep on
spending tens of millions of dollars on highways because the province will subsidize
them 50% when we know that beyond a certain stage that $1 spent on rapid transit is
worth $5 spent on more arterial highways and parking facilities.” While warning of
rising interest charges on capital barrowing, Gardiner stated that the Metro Council of
38
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1956 had to decide whether it would “compound the confusion by building more
highways or relieve the tension by constructing additional rapid transit.”40
The factors influencing Gardiner’s new emphasis on rapid transit are difficult to
ascertain. In 1970, Gardiner remembered that as far back as 1953 he had envisaged
another transportation facility, the Spadina Expressway, as “a combined expressway and
public transit line to serve the Metro of the future,” based on Chicago’s Congress Street
(later Eisenhower) rapid transit-expressway project then under construction.41 By
January 1956, the Planning Board predicted automobile demand for the Spadina
Expressway promised to outstrip road capacity, and suggested a combined rapid transitexpressway facility. 42 Another consideration was the impact of the new Yonge Street
subway, which had increased transit ridership and lessened auto traffic. A Commission
survey of transit passengers at Eglinton Station revealed that 14 percent of surveyed
subway riders previously had used their automobiles to commute to work. Surface transit
lines had experienced passenger losses in recent years, but the subway witnessed an
annual passenger increase. According to the TTC, its ridership “exceeded all
40
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expectations.”43 Outside of Toronto, big city mayors in the United States started to
emphasize the value of transit by the late 1950s, when they unsuccessfully pressured
Washington to contribute towards commuter rail costs as it had begun to do with the
federal interstate highway system. 44 In 1957, however, Gardiner became more
apprehensive about subway building in the near future. Despite the impressive scale of
infrastructure growth during the 1950s, Metro had to make choices. Rising interest rates
forced Metro to slow its capital spending, including an east-west subway, and the
chairman proposed a two-mill capital levy45 to ensure the completion of needed public
works. “We’ve got to have a reasonable combination of rapid transit and arterial
highways,” remarked Gardiner. “If we weren’t faced with such things as $80,000,000 for
water, $25,000,000 a year for schools, $35,000,000 to $40,000,000 required by local
municipalities for their works, we could do it, but we have to pick and choose.”46 The
early years of Metro saw an expansion in capital spending on infrastructure, yet a limit
existed as to how much the public purse was willing to spend.
City voices accused the MTPB staff of recommending further studies because
Gardiner wanted to stall an east-west subway decision. The Star, supportive of a quick
subway start, explained that while the next MTPB staff report on an east-west subway
would not be ready until 1958, the design of a crosstown expressway was complete,
43
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which demonstrated a preference for expressways held by the staff and their “chorusmaster” Gardiner. The Telegram published an editorial cartoon in which Gardiner serves
expressways to a Toronto resident, while the diner imagines a delicious turkey, somehow
symbolic of an east-west subway (figure 3.6).47 The East-West Subway Association was
formed by merchants along Bloor and Danforth (especially near Bay and Yonge) in
September 1957 to promote the Bloor-Danforth route, and believed the MTPB staff were
“under the domination” of Gardiner and “appear[ed] to be trying desperately to search for
reasons to build the subway on the “U” shaped Queen Street route.” The association
brochure hoped that the subway alignment “will be based on judgement rather than
statistics, good sense rather than technology, and the wishes of the people rather than on
special interests.”48 City politicians sitting on Metro Council also demanded a quick
resolution, such as Mayor Nathan Phillips, who in a controversial radio broadcast
criticized unnamed “subway stallers” as “plain, unadorned, defeatists.”49 In November
1957, Murray Jones, Metro Planning Commissioner, announced his staff’s final subway
report would now be ready by year’s end. Metro’s Executive Committee decided to hold
a special meeting in early January 1958, at which Metro Council could hear both sides
explain their preferred alignments.50
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Figure 3.6: Gardiner serves expressways, while Torontonians want subways. Source: Toronto
Telegram, August 29 1957. Reproduced with permission of the Sun Media Corporation.
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At the meetings, the TTC and Norman Wilson based their authority on the
Commission’s proud tradition of transit planning in Toronto and the decades-long
professional experience of Wilson. The Commission emphasized the seventy-three-yearold Wilson’s time-tested expertise “as an experienced, able planning and transit
consultant – and a great Canadian and a native of Toronto.”51 The TTC report began
with eight pages listing the qualifications of its staff, with three pages alone dedicated to
Wilson’s curriculum vitae, including his role in planning the “highly successful” Yonge
subway. 52 Wilson’s overview of transit planning factors noted four elements: the
topography of an area, operational practicalities, the private or public ownership of the
transit operator, and “the temperaments and habits of mind of the inhabitants.” He
asserted that the last element derived from “the city’s own experience and history; their
interests, aspirations and prejudices; their municipal consciousness, civic pride, or lack of
it; the general social state, income, and outlook of the citizens, etc., etc. In short, all the
complex factors that make the city a living organism, give it its own individuality, and
differentiate it from other cities.”53
Wilson’s belief in the distinct nature of cities and the complex collective
behaviour of their inhabitants explains his opposition to the heavy use of origindestination statistics and computer simulation models, tools of simplification. In a
private correspondence to TTC Chairman Allan Lamport, Wilson expanded in great
detail about the incalculable variables inherit in passenger behaviour. While the Planning
51
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Board staff emphasized travel time as the key variable in their computer simulations, he
argued a holistic conception of convenience lay behind passengers’ preferred transit
routes:
Convenience is an integration of many tangible and intangible factors, ranging from such
matters as current weather, the possibilities of a comfortable ride, a seat, well lighted and
well kept cars, propinquity of the service to the passenger’s points of origin and
destination, a simple routing easy to be understood and followed by the passenger, a
direct trip if possible, but easily made transfer if such is needed, the fare payable, the time
required for the trip, and not least the general temperament of the passenger, and the
general purpose and urgency of the trip, his ability to read his newspaper on the way, or
study his fellow passengers, to be carefree because car free.

These variables fluctuated not only with each individual passenger, but also depending on
the time of day. Wilson observed a concrete example of the intangible elements of
passenger behaviour a few months earlier: a significant number of northbound Yonge
Street subway passengers chose to ride south from Queen Street Station to Union Station,
sacrificing overall travel time in order to obtain a seat on the ride north. Therefore,
Wilson believed these “elusive factors” could not be – and in fact may never be – reduced
to “mathematical terminology” required for computer simulations. Instead, transit
planners should observe passenger movements “in gross,” which change “slowly and
gradually.” Real passenger flows, then, along with knowledge of an area’s physical,
socio-economic, and historical conditions, provided the best indication of future transit
trends.54
To Wilson, passenger movements on the present TTC system illustrated the need
for a Bloor-Danforth subway alignment, which would replace the system’s busiest
streetcar line. This rationale, of course, had explained why the TTC built the Yonge
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Street subway as its first rapid transit project. And like the case for the Yonge subway,
Wilson’s report contained a passenger flow diagram that exemplified such a rationale in
visual terms: the thickest east-west band on the map represented the Bloor-Danforth
streetcar route. As Wilson explained in his report to Metro Council, “[t]he public has
built the Bloor [streetcar] line to its present record capacity because it is what they
wanted. They could have built up other east-west routes . . . . But the public does as it
wishes, [and] the majority use the Bloor route. [emphasis in original]”55 Wilson’s transit
planning beliefs mirror other TTC tactics that intended to demonstrate - in
straightforward ways - the need to serve the common good by building a subway along
Bloor-Danforth. As part of the TTC’s east-west subway campaign, Commission
Chairman Lamport ended a rush-hour Yonge Street subway tour for Metro councillors at
the crowded Bloor Station. Here, in an effort to illustrate the gravity of Toronto’s
subway needs, they witnessed the long line of commuters waiting to board overcrowded
Bloor-Danforth streetcars. Toronto Alderman and Metro Council member Herbert
Orliffe noted his “natural inclination” favoured a Bloor-Danforth alignment, whereas “[i]t
would require some very convincing evidence” to change his mind.56 Metro planners’ Uroute, in contrast, demanded greater weight on statistics - the “technologies of trust” in
modern society57 - since Metro Torontonians had no choice but to imagine such a route.58
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Wilson’s attack on statistical methods and computer simulations put the Planning
Board staff and their methods on the defensive. The planners hoped the subway
experience represented an early effort of many future studies to predict the most suitable
system of expressways, rapid transit lines, commuter train lines, and other facilities. The
preparation of a transportation plan was essential to the creation of an impending official
plan for Metro Toronto by the MTPB. Taken as a whole, the transportation plan sought
to outline a comprehensive series of mega-projects, based on principles of rationality and
expertise, in order to provide the metropolitan area with infrastructure suitable for the age
of mass motorization. At stake for the Planning Board, then, was not only the proper
alignment of Metro’s east-west subway, but the efficacy of its methods for transportation
planning in general. As a body formed in 1953 with a lack of institutional legacy,
research based on accurate statistical methods promised the best means to build authority
for the Planning Board and its staff. “[T]o be effective, you have to collect much
information,” respected American planning consultant Walter Blucher told his MTPB
colleagues in February 1955. “And you’ve got to do this job quickly, because you’re on
trial.”59 Criticism mounted against these methods, therefore, attacked the heart of the
MTPB’s existence and threatened its future plans.
The Planning Board staff criticized Wilson’s “antiquated” transit planning
methods. Murray Jones, explaining that a U-route would carry forty thousand more
passengers on an average workday, suggested the Commission’s methods may have been
suitable in 1928, but not 1958. Reminding council of the gravity of a $200 million rapid
previous computer-based transit predictions. But the use of Yonge Street subway passenger behaviour still
did not prove that transit behaviour would be similar on proposed routes. LAC, Norman Douglas Wilson
fonds, vol. 40, file 15, M.V. Jones to Mr. Chairman [Gardiner] and Members of the Metropolitan Council
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59
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transit investment, he remarked that the TTC was “willing to rely on past experience to
do its planning for to-day and to-morrow.”60 Jones depicted his MTPB staff’s methods as
reliable, unbiased, forward-thinking, and completely modern, a “combination of practical
experience and scientific method.” Dismissing Wilson’s arguments on the subject, Jones
explained it was possible to measure passenger behaviour using “the same kind of
process that every modern business uses” to predict market demand, so “it would be
somewhat less than intelligent if advantage was not taken of advanced methods.”
Compared to present traffic flows that represented real passenger movements, he claimed
that computer simulation based on theoretical passenger movements gave a more
accurate comparison of proposed subway alignments. Computer analysis provided a
reliable measure of the number of Torontonians who would “vote” for each alignment, a
questionable response to Wilson’s suggestion that passenger choice made the Bloor
streetcar line the system’s busiest surface route.61
Ordinary citizens played an ambiguous role within the east-west subway debate.
Toronto housewife Mary Young provided an early criticism of the TTC’s BloorDanforth-University alignment. Using everyday observation rather than complicated
statistics, she believed that dominant travel demands originating from northeast and
northwest Metro into the central core suggested a V-shaped subway: two straight rapid
transit lines connecting northeast and northwest Metro to downtown.62 Young’s routes
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were similar to plans dating back to 1909-1911 for diagonal subways, although it is
unclear if she knew the likeness. Toronto’s Board of Control, impressed with her ideas,
asked her to come down to City Hall to explain the route. The TTC was less amused, as
its General Manager W.E.P. Duncan characterized the plan as “just one of those amateur
ideas which are always being presented.” The Planning Board staff tested a V-shaped
subway, but rejected the plan as less favourable than their U-shaped or Wilson’s BloorDanforth-University alignments.63 A failed motion at Metro Council put forth by
Toronto’s William Dennison to give Metro the power to hold a referendum on the eastwest subway meant citizens did not have a direct opportunity to vote on the subway
plans, unlike 1946. “The grass-roots feeling toward Metro,” the alderman stated, “is that
it represents municipalities, not people.” A subway referendum, in contrast, “would give
residents the feeling of participating.” Gardiner, urging opposition to the proposal,
believed a subway vote might pass by a majority of the electorate, but not within all
thirteen municipalities of Metro. And, most important for Gardiner and the metropolitan
concept, a tight subway vote would underline disunity within Metro. Gardiner, always
the pragmatist, sought to limit the influence of petty politics and ordinary people on
decision-making for the east-west subway, in line with the technocratic aura of the great
mega-project era and the tory tradition’s anti-democratic conception of the public
interest.64
Gardiner indicated for the first time his support for the Bloor-Danforth-University
scheme in February 1958, after the TTC and MTPB staff had refused to compromise. If
the Planning Board failed to recommend a route, Gardiner announced, Metro Council
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would make the decision. The Board, on a motion moved by Mayor Phillips,
recommended Bloor-Danforth-University, and in March 1958 Metro Council adopted the
TTC alignment.65 Gardiner admitted the weight of experience that Wilson displayed
during his performance at the Metro Council subway meetings influenced his conversion.
The chairman had sided with Wilson, the planner of the older generation who emphasized
social complexity, rather than the younger Jones and his tools of simplicity. Gardiner had
changed his position on the necessity of further studies; now, the TTC’s proposed
alignment served best the current need for rapid transit. And the TTC, as the operator of
Metro’s transit system, bore the brunt of operating a subway alignment with which the
Commission did not agree. He also commented on the differing perspectives on future
transit ridership held by the TTC and MTPB staff. While lauding the Planning Board
staff’s “very modern techniques” for current population trip assignments, Gardiner noted
these simulations had not studied the relation between future populations and routes – the
next studies recommended by Jones. “[O]nly time and experience,” Gardiner stated,
would prove future estimates “to be correct or otherwise,” and the TTC had proven adept
in planning transit lines to serve future populations. The chairman concluded his report
with a note of optimism: whereas a “philosophy of despair” characterized rapid transit
systems in the United States, Gardiner hoped the next subway line could convince car
owners to leave their vehicles at home, like the 14 percent of Yonge Street subway riders
at Eglinton Station who had previously commuted via automobile. Moreover, transit
usage had improved in Metro during the second half of 1957 compared to the same
period in 1956. “We must not become infected with paralyzing fear that the day of
65
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transit is over,” the chairman insisted.66 During a decade that historians remember for its
faith in expert authority and love of the automobile, the Metro chairman had exerted his
influence to solve a dispute in which professionals disagreed over what scheme of rapid
transit expansion would best serve the public interest of the metropolitan area.

Financing the Bloor-Danforth-University subway
Metro Council accepted the subway project “in principle” after a twelve-hour
meeting on March 18th, 1958, but it failed to establish a suitable financing arrangement.
The energy spent on route planning now shifted towards the more prosaic question of
allocating costs between the TTC and Metro Council. A Globe and Mail editorial
asserted that the council adoption was “little more than a formality” that “set the stage for
controversies that could tear the [Metropolitan] community apart.” Along with its
potential impact on development and its place within the Metro transportation system, the
details and distribution of the subway project’s final cost remained unsettled.67 A number
of suburban representatives mounted a loud but ineffective campaign against Metro
financing as a suburban burden with benefits overwhelmingly slanted towards City
dwellers. Moreover, subway financing in the 1950s and 1960s demonstrated the cautious
approach of higher levels of government towards transit investment. Whereas Ottawa
used constitutional arguments to balk at repeated requests for money, Queen’s Park
slowly recognized the benefits of rapid transit in terms of the economics of infrastructure
building for its treasury and the efficiencies of moving people within the metropolitan
transportation system.
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A survey of the organizational structure of the TTC by the management
consulting firm J.D. Woods & Gordon Limited, requested by Metro Council in May
1956, suggested methods of subway financing. The Woods & Gordon report of April
1957 pointed out that historically municipalities paid the capital costs of transit rights-ofway through paving the streets on which transit vehicles travelled. Yet the City of
Toronto had violated this principle in 1945 when it refused to pay right-of-way costs for
the Yonge subway. Although the consultants recommended that the TTC remain
responsible for its Yonge subway debts, they also suggested Metro pay the costs of the
next subway’s right-of-way, including land, structures, station entrances, lighting and
escalators (estimated at $123 million), while the TTC would be responsible for non-rightof-way costs, such as rolling stock, storage yards, power and signal systems (estimated at
$59 million). The report advised that the TTC should pay 4 percent of its annual gross
revenues to Metro during east-west subway construction, and Metro should gain title to
lands purchased to build the subway. In May 1957, Metro Council agreed with
conclusions in the report in principle, but delayed a final decision. 68
Metro Council again debated its financial contribution towards the BloorDanforth-University project in July 1958. Gardiner urged suburban councillors to “see
the vision of a greater Metro area” and vote to finance the subway, since “Metro is
greater than the sum of the 13 municipalities.”69 Council agreed to purchase the land
required for the right-of-way and pay half of all other construction costs, leaving the TTC
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to cover the rest. This financing formula, in which Metro contributed approximately 55
percent and the TTC 45 percent, stopped substantially short of the Woods & Gordon
recommendation that Metro contribute 70 percent. In a 16-8 vote, representatives from
Forest Hill, East York, Leaside and Swansea - inner suburbs located at least partly within
the first transit zone - joined their City counterparts to pass the agreement. In contrast,
the remaining suburban council members demanded in vain a single Metro-wide fare or
funds for local concerns in exchange for their support.70 Nonetheless, the resolution
marked a key moment in Metro Toronto’s evolving role in transit, as Metro solidified its
responsibility for capital contributions to future rapid transit projects. While the TTC had
paid for the Yonge subway through past and future fares from transit passengers (its
reserve fund and debentures), all Metro taxpayers would contribute towards a majority of
the Bloor-Danforth-University project costs, whether or not they used transit. Such a
development promoted the belief that the public interest was served by Toronto’s
subway, a technology built for the general benefit of all citizens. 71
The chairman’s insistence on a Metro debt ceiling dictated a longer construction
period for the subway than engineering required. As Richard White has commented,
Metro proudly announced its ability to borrow massive sums of money at lower interest
rates than was possible without the creation of Metro, for the federated municipality
enjoyed a favourable credit rating with New York capital markets.72 Yet, as we have
seen, Gardiner remained cautious over the ratio of the Metro capital budget derived from
70
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borrowed funds, despite rising tax revenue coming into its coffers. The chairman’s
hesitancy became particularly notable after late 1956, when the Bank of Canada and the
United States Federal Reserve instituted tight money policies to curb inflation threats.
Interest rates on debentures available to Metro rose from 3.5 percent in 1954 to 5.3
percent in 1957. In response, Gardiner convinced Metro Council to impose the two-mill
property tax levy in order to reduce Metro’s reliance on debentures through - in the
chairman’s words - a “pay-as-you-go policy.”73 In 1958, Gardiner proposed a $100
million annual cap on Metro borrowing, a figure that he admitted “was a nice round
number.” And although the TTC announced that, in strictly engineering terms, the BloorDanforth-University project could be completed in less than six years, Gardiner insisted
on dragging out the project over a lengthy ten-year, three-stage plan to keep Metro
debentures under control.74
The successful passage of a subway financing plan in July 1958 failed to create
harmony within Metro. Instead, the decision to tax ratepayers two mills to build the eastwest subway enraged many suburban politicians, who interpreted the move as an attack
on the principle of fiscal balance between local municipalities and, thus, the metropolitan
concept. The lakeshore municipalities of Mimico and Long Branch used rhetoric from
the populist tradition to lead the charge against subway financing. Located on the
western fringe of Metro along Lake Ontario, these small municipalities were outspoken
critics of TTC service and claimed the zone-fare system benefited City dwellers at the
expense of suburbanites. Long Branch Reeve Marie Curtis and Mimico Mayor Edward
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“Gus” Edwards were the only Metro Council members to reject the east-west subway in
March 1958, and they refused support for the subway until the TTC instituted a Metrowide single fare. 75
Restrictions imposed on municipalities by the Ontario government required the
OMB to approve the Metro subway financing plan. The lakeshore municipalities,
Scarborough, Etobicoke, and York opposed the Metropolitan Corporation’s application
during OMB hearings held during August and September 1958. Curtis and Edwards even
announced their plan to request that the OMB order a public vote on the matter, although
the municipal board had no power to do so.76 Other municipalities that voted against the
subway financing arrangement accepted defeat. Weston Mayor Harry Clark, for
example, believed further protest “would divide Metro for years.” 77 Opposition at the
OMB argued that subway financing was ultra vires: Metro, they claimed, possessed no
authority to contribute capital towards transit infrastructure. The suburban critics also
asserted that the dedication of the two-mill levy for ten years of subway construction
abrogated a legal precedent set in 1919, which had ruled that municipal councils had no
right to impose taxes on future councils. 78 Following five days of testimony, the OMB
approved Metro’s application. The board added to the fiscal conservatism of the subway
project, as it required Metro to maintain its ten-year construction staging programme and
ordered a cap of the two-mill property tax levy that Metro could devote annually. 79
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Yet the OMB decision failed to quell opposition from certain quarters. In
December, the TTC met with the lakeshore municipalities to discuss changes to the zone
fare system, yet the issue was tied to the continuing subway debate. Long Branch Reeve
Curtis noted that “the Lakeshore is getting nothing. Central area get[s] the subway. We
pay a double fare and we were paying it before Metro but we didn’t expect to have to pay
2 mills for the Bloor subway. I wish I could divorce [the issues of] the subway and a
single fare but I can’t.”80 Mimico Mayor Edwards added that the TTC had implemented
its zone fare to cover Yonge subway outlays, not suburban operation costs; now,
suburbanites were being asked to contribute to an east-west subway. 81 Nothing was
resolved at the meeting. Mimico, Long Branch, and New Toronto protested the financing
plan all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada, using the same arguments it had
presented at the OMB, only to have the highest court in the land reject their request for a
hearing in February 1959.82 In April, Metro Council dedicated the two-mill levy towards
subway construction in its budget of 1959, and, in a move that conformed to the principle
of balance within the metropolitan concept, City representatives agreed to a uniform
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water rate across Metro that favoured suburban dwellers. 83 That year, the TTC also
extended fifteen bus routes in suburban areas, an unprecedented expansion in Metro. The
Commission noted the losses these lines expected to incur, which would be covered by
profitable lines in the City. 84
Suburban opposition might have been less likely if higher levels of government
had offered financial assistance to the Bloor-Danforth-University project from the outset.
Metro Council recommended in March 1958 that no decision on financing be finalized
until its Executive Committee had communicated with Ottawa and Queen’s Park about
contributions towards subway construction, signaling a prolonged period of intergovernmental conflict that centred on the needs of Canada’s growing cities and the
economic benefits they conferred to the province and the country. What role should the
federal and provincial governments play in the building of subways, an exclusively urban
form of transportation? Gardiner and his Metro colleagues requested funding from both
levels of government by underlining the responsibility of the state towards the public
interest, but their strategy also responded to immediate circumstances and relied upon
different emphases for each political jurisdiction.
Unemployment provided the emphasis for federal subway contributions. In
January 1958, Metro Council hoped that the Diefenbaker government’s recentlyannounced winter works programme, intended to create jobs, offered an opening for
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federal assistance towards the subway. 85 Gardiner requested to meet with Diefenbaker
and relevant cabinet members following the federal election. As a precedent, the
chairman attached C.D. Howe’s letter in 1945 that had provisionally approved a federal
contribution of 20 percent of Yonge Street subway construction costs to curb postwar
unemployment. Gardiner listed a number of recent developments such as the completion
of the St. Lawrence Seaway project and the reduction in oil production in Alberta and
Saskatchewan, which illustrated the “slowdown in the capital expansion of the facilities
of production in Canada.” The country needed to undertake new works projects – like
the subway - to stabilize the economy and reduce unemployment.86
Gardiner also couched his demands with language related to fiscal fairness in
Canadian federalism. Higher levels of government in Canada had a duty to help its large
cities, whose productivity and wealth created a significant component of federal revenue.
After noting that Metro provided 27 percent of all personal and corporate taxes in
Canada, Gardiner lamented that municipal governments relied on property taxes as their
dominant revenue source. The chairman even noted the dramatic increase in Metro’s
population - spurred by the arrival of thousands of postwar immigrants - originated from
policies dictated by federal jurisdiction. “Metropolitan Toronto has no control over
where immigration eventually settles nor does it complain about accepting so many New
Canadians,” Gardiner remarked. “[B]ut it is obvious that Canada’s immigration policy
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. . . does create very substantially increased responsibilities for Metropolitan Toronto in
respect to municipal services.”87 Federal financing of rapid transit would offer one
means to overcome the increasing burden of municipal services.
Yet Ottawa saw no advantage in contributions to subways. The federal election in
June 1957 saw seventeen of eighteen Metro ridings go Progressive Conservative,
followed by a clean sweep when Diefenbaker formed a majority in March 1958. 88 The
federal Minister of Finance, Toronto’s own Donald Fleming, told Gardiner in a
confidential memo that subway financing was not only outside federal jurisdiction, but
also created the impression of favouritism towards Toronto. His government sought to
avoid “the overriding problem of becoming involved in hearing deputations from
municipalities affecting municipal problems.” Fleming had refused requests from other
municipalities, and could not “mak[e] an exception in the case of my own city which will
be used later to my constant embarrassment. Frankly, I do not see what interest the
Federal Government could possibly take in the matter of construction of the subway. It is
purely a municipal problem.”89 Gardiner, following another Metro Council resolution,
pressed Fleming with one more written request for a meeting. Fleming once again
rejected federal involvement.90
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By mid-1960, rising unemployment in Metro led to renewed pressure for Gardiner
to procure federal funds. In June, TTC General Secretary Harry Pettett urged Gardiner to
secure a low interest loan from Ottawa to complete the east-west subway in late 1966,
rather than 1969.91 Four months later, Gardiner wrote to Diefenbaker in the hopes that
worsening unemployment might convince the government to speed-up subway
construction through either a low-interest loan or a direct capital contribution.92
Diefenbaker responded that the situation remained unchanged since the first request in
1958.93
Gardiner’s second attempt to receive federal assistance showed more creativity.
An amendment to the National Housing Act in December 1960 provided federal loans for
the provision of sewage trunk lines and treatment plants within Canadian
municipalities. 94 Gardiner saw an opportunity in this legislation to extend the pledge of
the federal government from sewers to subways.95 He urged the Diefenbaker government
to provide a $58 million loan towards subway construction costs borne by Metro, a lower
percentage than the two-thirds federal loan for sewage infrastructure.96 Since 1954,
Metro had spent $60 million on sewage infrastructure; if the municipality had postponed
needed sewage works, it would now qualify for millions of federal dollars. Yet the
subway, wrote Gardiner, was now “of equal importance and priority to sewage disposal
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facilities.” The official reasoning behind the sewage policy may be the prevention of
water and soil pollution throughout Canada, but federal politicians had also indicated
unemployment relief motivated the policy. 97 Gardiner attached letters from Toronto
politicians and citizens, who urged the federal government to understand the importance
of the subway to the city. One Torontonian, for example, requested Diefenbaker
contribute to the subway because “[y]our government should back all projects creating
employment. The fifty eight million would be spent in Canada. Canada has financed
wars[;] there’s no reason we can’t finance projects.”98
Diefenbaker agreed to meet with Gardiner and his Executive Committee to hear
their most recent submission. But the prime minister indicated caution, as he admitted
that the subway request “is one that is not without difficulty and complexity.” 99 The
Metro delegation emerged from the February meeting optimistic. A week later, however,
the Star reported that it seemed the government had rejected the extension of federal
loans to subways, although plans for a subway in Montreal raised the possibility that
Toronto could see subway aid from Ottawa.100 The Diefenbaker government remained
silent and probably hoped the issue would fade away. Gardiner communicated privately
with Public Works Minister David Walker, lamenting that “there is not a real
97
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appreciation with respect to the federal interest which should be taken in the moving of
traffic within our large metropolitan cities.”101 He soon followed this letter with a speech
to the Ontario Motor League that announced a “national emergency” in urban
transportation and criticized Ottawa for treating transit authorities “as if they had
leprosy.”102 Three days later, Diefenbaker informed Gardiner that cabinet had rejected
the extension of loans to subways. Rapid transit did not relate to the elimination or
prevention of water and soil pollution; therefore, the National Housing Act did not apply
to the construction of transportation facilities. Ottawa possessed no other jurisdiction to
permit a subway contribution, and “any proposal to enact such legislation,” the Prime
Minister admitted, “would open the very broad field of financing of urban transportation,
which is entirely in the field of municipal jurisdiction.”103
Diefenbaker had no intention of supporting urban mass transportation. Journalist
Ron Haggart had expressed skepticism about the potential of progress from the February
meeting: Diefenbaker and Gardiner possessed a long-standing personal animosity. To
Diefenbaker, Gardiner symbolized the Bay Street elite and the “eastern interests” that had
stymied the Saskatchewan lawyer’s political ambitions within the Progressive
Conservative party. Haggart also observed that the prime minister was “not an urban
animal. He has never lived in a metropolis.” A rural, Western outlook, the argument ran,
influenced Diefenbaker’s narrow definition of national problems, which saw subway
funding as a strictly local matter and overlooked how rapid transit reduced urban
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sprawl. 104 Prominent Toronto cabinet members such as Fleming and Walker lacked the
persuasiveness or concern to convince the prime minister otherwise.105 Federal money
for subways in Toronto did not come until Diefenbaker’s fall, when Lester Pearson’s
Liberals rose to power in April 1963 with an election pledge of $400 million in loans to
help municipalities with works projects. Metro received a $29.5 million loan under the
federal-provincial-municipal partnership, which it used for the subway project.106
Metro pressure on the Ontario Government for rapid transit contributions relied
predominantly on the cost-effective nature of subway building to fight traffic congestion.
Since the enactment of Ontario’s Highway Improvement Act in 1901 - the first noneducation grant from Queen’s Park to its municipalities - road building had held a
dominant place within the provincial-municipal relationship. 107 As early as March 1955,
Ontario Premier Leslie Frost refused financial assistance for subway construction,
announcing that the province should “concentrate on meeting traffic and highway
problems without getting into something else.” 108 Metro and City of Toronto authorities
appeared at proceedings of The Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects
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(The Gordon Commission) in 1956 to stress the need for provincial contributions. The
final Gordon Commission report suggested that the provinces “perhaps . . . should be
ready to provide assistance” towards rapid transit systems in Canada’s larger cities
because measures to reduce automobile use alone failed to solve traffic congestion. 109
Nonetheless, Queen’s Park rejected rapid transit assistance, despite spending millions of
dollars on Metro roads and expressways during the 1950s and early 1960s. Only in 1961,
following Diefenbaker’s final refusal, did Ontario decide to provide Metro with a $60
million loan to complete the Bloor-Danforth-University project by 1966. 110 Explaining
the decision to Gardiner, Frost noted that the subway construction speed-up saved Metro
capital expenditures, yet his memo also underlined that the loan was “timely because the
Province has embarked on the greatest municipal roads program in history.”111 Roads
were still Frost’s main concern. Not until John Robarts became premier did the province
decide to contribute directly to subway construction. City of Toronto Mayor Donald
Summerville requested the province fund the Bloor-Danforth subway on the same basis
as Metro road construction because it would replace the need for a Crosstown
Expressway, an increasingly contentious thoroughfare planned to slice through City
neighbourhoods, such as affluent Rosedale. Metro’s suburban municipalities wrote
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similar requests to Robarts. In March 1963, the province announced a subsidization of 33
percent of roadbed costs (but not stations, yards, or equipment) to commence in April
1964.112
Provincial subway funds for Metro raised the possibility of protests from other
areas across Ontario. Gardiner had refused to ask Queen’s Park to contribute towards a
TTC operating subsidy in 1955 because it would lead to similar requests from “every city
in Ontario.”113 Journalist Lee Belland believed that the ability of subways to move
people in a cost-effective, efficient manner was Metro’s only strong argument to Queen’s
Park, since the “provincial government will have to justify to rural areas a major grant
which will apply initially only to Toronto.”114 Correspondence between provincial
officials on the 1963 subway grant further demonstrates this fragile dynamic. The
Assistant Deputy Minister of Highways argued that if the subway contribution “were
included in The Highway Improvement Act, it might give the impression that the
provisions might become generally applicable to all municipalities just as is road subsidy.
If it were included in The Metro Act, then the message would be clear that it was a
specific measure to be dealt with for the specialized purpose.”115 The province ultimately
provided subway financing under the Highway Improvement Act, but the amendment
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stated that the grant applied only to the east-west subway. Any subsequent rapid transit
lines in Ontario required further legislative action. 116
Another factor that stalled provincial subway investment was the faith in the
economic and social benefits of the automobile. Queen’s Park enjoyed lucrative revenue
from its gasoline tax, upon which it drew to develop the provincial road system. “We
contribute to the costs of municipal roads and streets because there is a definite return in
revenue from them through gasoline taxes,” Frost stated in October 1957.117 Not
surprisingly, members of the Ontario automobile lobby used the same rationale to oppose
provincial subway funds.118 The automobile industry provided direct and indirect
employment to thousands of Ontarians; any policy seeking to get people out of cars and
into public transit ran the risk of reducing the province’s economic juggernaut. The
“tremendous contribution” the automobile exerted on the Canadian economy, former
Chairman Gardiner wrote to Frost after both men had relinquished their leadership posts
but still influenced policy, meant “that the motor vehicle must be respected, that it must
be acknowledged as making a great contribution to the economic welfare of this country
and that highways must be provided to take care of these requirements.” Subways did
not match the direct effects of the automobile economy; instead, the ability of rapid
transit to move “hundreds of thousands of individuals daily” in metropolitan areas offered
the economic rationale for financial support from Queen’s Park.119 Gardiner’s
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chairmanship saw a massive expansion of roads in Metro; fittingly, the lasting monument
to his name in Toronto is an elevated lakeshore expressway. But equally important,
Gardiner advocated for transit. Without his leadership, the growth of the subway system
during the late 1950s and 1960s would have been less likely. The arguments he used to
justify financial contributions from Metro and higher levels of government had furthered
the idea of the subway as a public technology.
By 1963, Queen’s Park had come to see the advantages in subway investment.
Premier Robarts, in a press release announcing the policy, remarked that studies had
illustrated the ways in which “a judiciously planned subway system” increased road
capacity, which relieved the province of further expenditures on paved thoroughfares.
“The total effect is impossible to calculate,” the premier declared, “but the benefit is of
such a nature that a provincial grant to assist in subway transit construction is desirable.”
The subway was, in effect, a road, no different than a city street or a King’s Highway,
“notwithstanding the fact that much of it may be located underground.”120 Yet the
subsidy fell short of the requests from Metro municipalities, who advised Robarts to
subsidize half of all costs of the subway like a Metropolitan road.121 A Metro brief to the
Minister of Highways in 1964 urged a subway subsidy on par with Metro roads: “It is
difficult for this Council to appreciate why a distinction (tantamount to discrimination)
should be made between the users of the public transit system, in that the right-of-way
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over which they are proceeding is subsidized by 16 2/3 per cent. less than that which
applies to surface transportation.”122 The disparity between provincial contributions to
Metro roads and subways remained an issue throughout the remainder of the 1960s.
The establishment of limited provincial funding took place within a changing
relationship between the province and its larger municipalities during the 1960s.
Increasing demands for municipal infrastructure assistance pushed Queen’s Park to find
greater economy in its local grants, which is clear in Robarts’ justification for the subway
subsidy. The Robarts premiership witnessed a greater involvement of the provincial
government in Ontario’s transit systems, signified by the launching of the massive
Metropolitan Toronto and Region Transportation Study in 1962. The study led to the
recommendation in 1965 that Ontario establish a commuter train line, which the province
initiated as GO transit in 1967 in order to link commuters outside of Metro to the
downtown and lighten highway demand. The Bloor-Danforth-University subway project,
despite its technocratic similarities with other schemes of the great mega-projects era,
saw hesitancy and even rejection of calls for financial involvement from higher levels of
government. Nonetheless, the province, in line with an emerging awareness within some
North American cities and even the United States government, slowly began to see the
limitations of an urban transportation policy focused solely on the car, as it started to
conceive the benefit of investing in a balanced transportation system for automobile and
transit users in the Toronto metropolitan area.123
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Towards a balanced transportation system
The belief that Toronto required improved infrastructure for automobiles and
transit for the postwar era had existed within planning circles since at least the 1940s.
The concept of a system of “balanced” transportation influenced transit advocates to
campaign for the Bloor-Danforth-University project at a time when Metro had begun to
expand its road network. Yet the weight of balance and proof of its value remained
unclear. Metro planners sought to answer these dilemmas by continuing their computerbased statistical transportation studies, which provided them with an apparently scientific
rationale on which to base their transportation plan of expressways and rapid transit.
Nonetheless, political and operational considerations influenced Metro’s next subway
project, the extension of the Bloor-Danforth line into suburban Etobicoke and
Scarborough.
Following the debates over a crosstown subway during the 1950s, the TTC and
the MTPB discussed rapid transit lines for inclusion in the Planning Board’s first
proposed comprehensive plan for Metro. The plan intended to serve as a guide for land
use and infrastructure development within Metro and its surrounding region to 1980. In
February 1959, the TTC submitted to the Planning Board a rapid transit scheme
consisting of ten rapid transit lines and extensions, based on Wilson’s ambitious plan of
1957. The Planning Board staff again stressed a more limited future for rapid transit and
rejected a number of the proposed lines. The TTC hesitantly accepted the MTPB staff’s
restricted plan, but insisted on the inclusion of a Yonge Street subway extension from its
current terminus at Eglinton Avenue north to Sheppard Avenue. The TTC’s General
Manager of Subway Construction, W.E.P. Duncan, informed Murray Jones that “the
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Commission feels that a program covering 2 miles of subway construction each year
would be reasonable and feasible.” The TTC then accepted a rapid transit line running in
the median of the Spadina Expressway, also in its planning stages, as Metro’s next
subway priority following completion of the Bloor-Danforth-University project.124 In
addition to the Yonge subway (with its northern extension), the plan comprised the
University subway connecting with a Spadina line into North York, the Bloor-Danforth
subway (with the suggestion it be extended easterly into Scarborough and westerly into
Etobicoke when “financially feasible”), and a Queen Street subway, from Roncesvalles
Avenue in western Toronto, east under Queen Street, and then north up Leslie Street to
O’Connor Drive in East York. With approximately 52 kilometres as yet not built, the
subway system included in the plan was more limited than Wilson’s plan of 1957, the
TTC’s recommendations of early 1959, or Duncan’s hope for 3.2 new kilometres of
subway annually to 1980.125
The transportation component of the Planning Board’s first proposed Metro plan
in 1959 was a compendium of previous ideas (dating back as far as the Master Plan of
1943) that offered a “preliminary working hypothesis” for subsequent testing. The plan
identified “the efficient and safe movement of people and goods” by various modes as the
overarching goal for transportation in Metro. The document recommended a number of
expressways and improved arterial roads to serve low density demands, but also
underlined transit investment, because it performed a “most essential function” in the
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journey to work, particularly for central area locations. Of all persons travelling towards
downtown in the morning peak, 70 percent had used transit during the past 30 years and
surveys revealed over 30 percent of Metro families did not own a car. Financial
constraints, however, meant Metro could build only a limited number of rapid transit
lines, with surface routes feeding into these trunk lines. The next two decades of
development and transportation patterns promised to illustrate what components of the
TTC’s “more extensive plan” were required after 1980.126 The plan of 1959 failed to
become a recognized “official plan.” Metro Council chose not to ask the province to
ratify the document, which would have bound council decisions to the plan and forced
alteration of the official plans of Metro’s area municipalities to conform with the plan. 127
The Planning Board staff continued its transportation studies, culminating in the
recommendation of a “balanced transportation system” in its Report on the Metropolitan
Toronto Transportation Plan (1964). These studies took place within the context of the
rise of “classic” postwar transportation forecasting models in North America.
Originating from the rapid growth in systems theory used for advanced military
calculations during World War II, engineers and planners soon began to use complex
mathematical equations and computer algorithms to determine what they considered to be
the proper number of routes and alignments of transportation facilities. The Detroit
Metropolitan Area Traffic Study, completed under the direction of Dr. J. Douglas Carrol
Jr. in 1955, was the first transportation study to incorporate emerging concepts of trip
generation and distribution based on land use zones. The Chicago Area Transportation
126
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Study, another Carrol-led project that concluded in 1962, furthered these theoretical and
technical developments. Similar studies occurred in other cities throughout the late
1950s and early 1960s. 128 MTPB staff were aware of these emerging techniques and they
engaged in correspondence with individuals involved in studies in the United States.129
In February 1962, the new planning commissioner, American-born Eli Comay,
and the Metro Roads commissioner informed council that the design of a “Traffic
Prediction Model” was complete.130 With the assistance of Planning Board consultant
Hans Blumenfeld and the Traffic Research Corporation, Metro officials spent two years
and one million dollars developing a computer model that analyzed transportation plans
and policies. The model, based on gravitational theory from physics, used travel
demands generated by predicted future land uses to test operational variables - transit
speed, frequency, automobile operating cost, and the cost and supply of parking – to
establish an optimal mix of public transit and roads. According to the Planning Board
staff, the model’s “most significant result” was its demonstration that policies favouring
one transportation mode had “narrow limits” on the influence of travel behaviour. “‘All
or nothing’ solutions frequently advocated in public debate” - calls for improved transit at
the expense of roads or vice versa - “are products of wishful thinking or the promotion of
special interests.” Such comments responded to emerging protest of citizens opposed to
expressways. In late 1961, for example, criticism against building a Crosstown
Expressway influenced Metro Council to postpone a decision about interchange lanes for
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the Spadina Expressway. The planning report built upon conclusions from the draft plan
of 1959 to urge an optimal combination of various modes as the best means to
accomplish the goal of an “efficient and safe” transportation system. 131
The Traffic Prediction Model seemed to provide an empirical, quantitative
research method that could verify the ultimate utility of the concept of balanced travel
modes and guide political decision-makers. Metro officials had explained the notion of
transportation balance throughout the 1950s, but as the Traffic Prediction Model studies
proceeded, planners began to use the term with greater frequency. 132 MTPB
Commissioner Eli Comay, in a Traffic Engineering article from 1962 that foreshadowed
the text of the plan of 1964, described the model as “a tool” that offered “a dispassionate
approach to the always vexing problem of public vs. private transportation.”133 In its
simulations, MTPB staff compared two “extreme” transportation schemes: a “transitoriented” system comprising a massive 142-kilometre rapid transit network supplemented
with 98 kilometres of express buses and 187 kilometres of commuter rail, but only 130
kilometres of expressways; a “road-oriented system” consisting of 285 kilometres of
expressways, but only 23 kilometres of rapid transit (the already-built or approved Yonge
and Bloor-Danforth-University subways), and neither express buses nor commuter rail
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(figure 3.7). If a “road-oriented system” emerged most favourable, then the simulations
would suggest a stop to subway expansion.134
The study illustrated shortcomings in each extreme system. The transit-oriented
plan contained an overcapacity of transit lines and in fact increased road congestion,
while the road-oriented scheme still faced heavy congestion, as the diminished transit
facilities pushed users to drive cars. Policy changes also had little impact. For example,
free transit running every minute increased its use by only 48 percent, and eliminated
merely 35 percent of car trips.135 To explain this phenomenon, the report postulated a
“balancing mechanism” inherent in transportation, similar to the laws of physics:
This balancing mechanism may be described quite simply. Every measure favouring the
automobile increases road use and consequently increases congestion and travelling time;
this produces as a reaction, a shift of some travellers to transit. Measures favouring
transit, by relieving street congestion and facilitating higher auto speeds, produce the
opposite reaction – i.e. they induce some additional auto usage. 136

Therefore, a third scheme, a “Balanced Transportation System” was most desirable:
approximately 280 kilometres of expressway and 47 kilometres of rapid transit, with a
supplementary network of arterial roads and express buses (figure 3.8). The balanced
system reduced the number of rapid transit kilometres recommended in the draft plan of
1959, with the Queen subway complex now a proposed streetcar running underground.
All expressways in the draft plan remained, with only small modifications. 137
The conceptualization of balance in Metro took place within a wider North
American discussion on transportation. As expressways started to cut through urban
areas, city governments and urban dwellers across the continent began to reconsider the
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Figure 3.7: The Road Oriented and Transit Oriented Systems. Compare the thick red lines to
contrast the differing size of existing, committed, and proposed rapid transit networks for both
systems. Source: MTPB, Report on The Metropolitan Toronto Transportation Plan (1964).
Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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Figure 3.8: Detail of recommended Balanced Transportation System. Compare the dotted red lines of
rapid transit on this map with the thick red lines of the Road Oriented and Transit Oriented Systems
maps in Figure 3.7. Source: MTPB, Report on The Metropolitan Toronto Transportation Plan (1964).
Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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value of a transportation approach that favoured the automobile and ignored public
transit. Historian Raymond Mohl notes that the passage of the United States Federal-Aid
Highway Act in 1956, which provided billions of federal dollars towards the interstate
road network, aroused criticism from urbanites who felt money also should be spent on
transit. Nascent protests against the destructive impact of expressways on urban
neighbourhoods took place in San Francisco, Washington, and other cities. 138 By the
1960s, arguments in the United States for a multi-modal transportation system began to
have an impact on policy. In 1962, President John F. Kennedy presented a message to
Congress on the need for a “balanced transportation system,” in which transit
complemented automobile infrastructure. The president’s recommendations led to the
Urban Mass Transportation Act (1964), which provided federal finances towards twothirds the cost of new transit infrastructure.139
Metro Planners did not conceive of their Report on the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan of 1964 as a final document to define a static Metro future.140
Transportation theorists have argued that the balance metaphor is problematic because it
obscures complexity and promotes an unobtainable “state of equilibrium” - impossible
for societies in flux. 141 Metro planners used balance as a conceptual framework, but their
awareness of future contingencies, practical considerations, and the need for constant
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research simultaneously revealed its impermanent nature. To borrow the language of
ecology, they did not conceive a climax state of transportation in Metro Toronto. Yet
their studies did imply that individual transportation choices generated an inevitable,
constantly restabilizing equilibrium, which they claimed was best served by a balanced
transportation system. In this sense, Metro planners, under the guise of their computer
studies, sought to legitimize a specific combination of rapid transit and expressways as
the “natural” system for the metropolitan area. 142 The report admitted the financial cost
of the proposed transportation plan, projected at one billion dollars, fell well outside
Metro’s current spending ability and required further assistance from higher levels of
government. The plan also did not consider the “true ‘community’ costs” of various
systems, since planners believed the displacement of residences and businesses could not
fit within a cost/benefit framework that monetized these social impacts. The proposed
transportation system, then, was nothing but “a series of projects, each of which is subject
to detailed study, searching analysis on the political level, thorough and often protracted
public debate, and modification in varying degrees as specific circumstances dictate.”143
Metro’s next subway project - the extension of the Bloor-Danforth line from the
City of Toronto into the suburbs of Etobicoke and Scarborough – illustrated the ways in
which politics, in conjunction with operational factors, weighed heavily on the outcome
of rapid transit plans. The TTC and the MTPB agreed in 1959 that a Spadina rapid transit
route should be Metro’s next subway project, but a dispute soon erupted within the TTC
over whether east-west trains should be routed downtown via University, which Norman
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Wilson believed would reduce transfer movements and overcrowding at Yonge-Bloor
Station. Building the southern terminus of the Spadina line to connect with the
University line at St. George Station would end the possibility of integrated operation,
and in June 1960, Metro Council instructed the TTC to test integrated versus separate
subway operation when the Bloor-Danforth line opened in 1966, putting the location of
the Spadina line’s southerly terminus in question until this later date.144 But the TTC
needed to know the route of the next rapid transit project in order to continue its subway
building programme. In October 1962, the Commission decided that extension of the
Bloor-Danforth line – now under construction – west into Etobicoke and east into
Scarborough had top priority. If council agreed, TTC engineers would design Keele and
Woodbine Stations on the Bloor-Danforth subway as temporary – not permanent –
terminals, at a savings of $1.9 million. 145 Walter Paterson, recently promoted from TTC
chief engineer to general manager of subway construction, noted that the “rapid
development” of the bus services in suburban areas since the late 1950s also warranted
the extensions, as permanent terminals in the suburbs suited suburban feeder buses better
than Keele and Woodbine, located in the denser City.146 Time was of the essence. Metro
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Council announced it “view[ed] favourably” the east-west extensions in November, but a
final decision waited until April 1963, when council adopted the plan in principle. 147
Eli Comay’s planning report on the east-west extensions touched on the
operational and political motivations that brought subways to Metro’s suburbs. By 1980,
transit use along the extensions was projected to outpace bus capacity. Extending the
Bloor-Danforth subway also would bring the ends of the line into areas suitable for
commuter parking lots and allowed subsequent extensions along inexpensive hydro
corridors into the heart of Etobicoke and Scarborough. But the brief placed greatest
emphasis on the ways in which the extensions improved all facets of suburban transit
service and passenger use. Noting that the subway, at present, was “almost exclusively
oriented to the central sectors of the Metropolitan Area,” the expansion of suburban
feeder bus services required to serve the subway “would provide an effective breakthrough for public transit into the suburban areas. Bringing the rapid transit system into
the suburbs should establish beyond any doubt the municipality’s commitment to transit
as one of the essential elements of the total transportation system, designed to serve all of
the developed areas rather than only the more densely-developed sections.” Comay
admitted the existence of cheaper options, such as buses on their own rights-of-way, but
“only the actual projection of rapid transit across the suburban barriers, such as the
Humber River [into Etobicoke] and Victoria Park Avenue [into Scarborough], can be
expected to lead toward a total public transportation system in these areas.” 148
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Extending the subway into suburban territory made the argument that rapid transit
benefited all Metro residents more convincing. It furthered the conception of the subway
as a technology that served the public interest of the whole metropolitan area. Projecting
such an image was particularly important during the early 1960s. The TTC was
increasingly unable to contribute to subway construction costs, and Metro decided to pick
up the difference with the help of provincial funding. As Eli Comay later reflected on
suburban expansion, “subways served a political purpose.”149 In 1962, Metro Council
had agreed to increase its contribution to 70 percent of future subway route construction
costs, in line with the Woods & Gordon recommendation that went unheeded in 1957. 150
William Allen, a City dweller who took over the Metro chairmanship from Gardiner,
wanted public transit to be front and centre on the agenda. “It is obvious that public
transit is the only long-term answer to our problems in this mushrooming area,” Allen
said, as he suggested Metro provide more funds for subways than expressways. 151 A year
later, Metro extended the Woods & Gordon formula to the Bloor-Danforth-University
project, and assumed $34.2 million of the TTC’s unpaid Yonge Street subway debt.152 In
1963, the TTC reduced its fare system to two zones, which cut fares for segments of the
suburban population who now resided within the first zone. Metro Council also provided
the Commission with a $2.5 million operating subsidy to prevent a general fare increase.
The University line, although criticized as a white elephant, opened in February. For the
first time since the creation of Metro, the TTC saw an annual increase in total revenue
149
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passengers.153 Subway expansion into Metro’s suburbs, then, combined operational
advantages with a political symbolism that demonstrated rapid transit was not simply a
project for the City of Toronto.

Conclusion
The subway trains that tore through the streamers at Warden and Islington
Stations symbolized the “break-through” in public transit for Metro’s suburbs that Eli
Comay predicted in his assessment of the Bloor-Danforth extensions. The subway was
now part of the suburban fabric in Metro’s east and west ends, and extension of the
Yonge subway into North York was planned to start soon after. The establishment of
metropolitan governance and the expanded scale of the TTC’s operational responsibilities
in the early 1950s had originated from calls by advocates of the tory tradition who sought
a political solution that could best serve what they conceived as the public interest of the
metropolitan area. In comparison, many large metropolitan areas in the United States
such as Los Angeles, Greater New York City, Chicago, Baltimore, and Washington failed
to enact proposed rapid transit plans and create transit authorities for their regions during
the 1950s and early 1960s because local decision-makers lacked the ability to impose
such schemes over suburban-based opposition.154 Metro Council, with its reliance on
technical expertise and its lack of direct democratic accountability, provided the
framework to overcome local obstruction and raise the capital necessary in order to
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construct water mains, sewers, schools, parks, roads and rapid transit for a booming,
interdependent metropolis.
Yet subway building remained a contested project within governing circles during
the first decade and a half of Metro. City representatives and the TTC demanded that
Metro build an east-west subway to serve the needs of its public transit users, but
numerous Metro suburbs believed that rapid transit served the City at their expense.
Indeed, the politics of subways threatened the fragile relationship between the
municipalities of Metro. Once Metro Council agreed to study an east-west subway,
controversy erupted between the TTC and Planning Board staff over the alignment of the
project, which became an early sign that transit planning in Metro faced an unclear future
with divided jurisdiction. Higher levels of government added to the uncertainty of
subways in Toronto, as Metro officials used different tactics to pressure Ottawa and
Queen’s Park to make financial contributions. Meanwhile, the Planning Board staff
continued to study a total transportation system, in which it emphasized the need for
balance between cars and transit. A Metro-wide consensus never solidified over the
specific mix of expressways and subways recommended by the planners, as opinion
remained divided between the suburbs and the City during the 1960s, culminating in the
loud protests of City dwellers opposed to the Spadina Expressway by 1969. Metro
planners recognized the political influences and operational contingencies that
determined subway decisions, and such factors played a significant role in Metro
Council’s adoption of the east-west subway extensions in 1963.
With the opening of the University line in 1963, the Bloor-Danforth subway from
Keele Street to Woodbine Avenue in 1966, and its extension into Etobicoke and
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Scarborough two years later, Toronto had built over thirty-four kilometres of subway
since shovels hit the ground for the Yonge subway in 1949. The system had become part
of the everyday lives of thousands of passengers who rode its trains to commute to work
or fulfill other daily travel needs. The subway also became an icon of the transformations
taking place in postwar Toronto to people living within and outside the metropolis. In
The New City (1961), a collection of writings and photographs on the city’s transition
from “this town of quiet homes and quiet Sundays, of smug, satisfied Anglo-Saxons” to
“something different,” Toronto resident Pierre Berton and émigré photographer Henri
Rossier depict transportation – and the subway in particular – as a key symbol of the
physical changes and growing urbanity of Toronto.155 Likewise, the 1970 film Goin’
Down the Road, a story of two Nova Scotian men who travel to Toronto in search of
employment and adventure, features a short scene in the subway, along with footage of
the downtown skyscraper skyline, high-rise apartments, the bright night lights of the
Yonge Street Strip, and other markers of the city’s urban identity. 156 The dissertation
now examines one theme of subway life and the transformation of Toronto: the
relationship between rapid transit and the changing landscape of the metropolis.
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Chapter Four - “Development Follows the Subway”: Toronto’s Changing
Landscapes of Rapid Transit

“Toronto’s subway system draws new building like a magnet,” the Toronto Star
reported in 1971. Publicizing a recent study by A.E. LePage, in which the real estate firm
found that half of all apartment construction and 90 percent of office development were
taking place within a close walk of the rapid transit system, the article used a metaphor of
natural attraction in order to describe what seemed like the inevitable growth of high-rise
structures along the subway. Near St. Clair Station on the Yonge line, the article noted,
two thousand apartment suites had appeared during the late 1960s, and almost two
million square feet (approximately 186,000 square metres) of floor space in fifteen office
towers had materialized since the early 1960s. New construction in the area had a value
of $100 million, or $5.5 million in annual property tax revenue for the municipality. 1
This chapter examines particular ways in which Toronto’s Yonge, University, and
Bloor-Danforth subways transformed the built landscapes of the metropolitan area. Such
transformation took place within wider contexts of change in the area’s physical form
during the 1950s and 1960s. A periphery of single-family dwellings rapidly expanded
the population living within Metro’s suburban fringes of Etobicoke, North York, and
Scarborough. Downtown started to see an office tower building boom in the mid-1960s,
following a long period of relative stagnation. Meanwhile, hundreds of high-rise, slabshaped apartments dotted the area, especially after housing prices increased during the
early 1960s. These apartments, many of which sprouted near subway stations, are still a
defining part of Toronto’s landscape.
1
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Tall buildings erected close to subway stations were but one way in which rapid
transit had helped to alter the shape of Metro Toronto since the 1950s. The TTC’s
suggestion to use cut-and-cover construction methods and to build the Bloor-Danforth
line slightly north of the thoroughfare led Metro to expropriate hundreds of properties.
Whereas subway building influenced an incalculable number of indirect changes to the
urban fabric, the swath of expropriation serves as one of the most blatant ways in which
rapid transit changed the city’s physical form and affected those who lived near its path.
Expropriation – the taking of private land by statutory power - is a topic few historians of
North America have explored in depth, a surprising oversight since it lies at the
intersection of the state, individual rights, and notions of property and the public good.2
The Bloor-Danforth construction plan also prompted bureaucrats and politicians
to formulate policies that would draw from the use value of new rapid transit
infrastructure to enhance the exchange value of property and to generate a return on
municipal subway investments for the public purse. Metro Chairman Frederick Gardiner
urged the rezoning of all land near the subway to maximum densities, while the City
showed more caution and sought rezoning only at strategic locations. By the late 1960s,
parking lots sat over much of the Bloor-Danforth right-of-way, but the building of
numerous high-rise structures had been planned, were in progress, or completed near
subway lines. Since the 1940s, the TTC and other subway advocates had predicted
development near rapid transit, with financial and social benefits for all residents of the
metropolis. Rapid transit promoters used various strategies in their effort to illustrate the
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benefits of Toronto’s subway-development connection not only to local audiences, but
also to municipal officials, transit authorities, and real estate interests in other cities.
Yet rapid transit and its landscapes of redevelopment also could be a threat to the
livability of local communities. As such, it threatened to outweigh the benefits of a
technology built to serve the general public interest. During the mid-1960s, affluent
homeowners in suburban North York and the City neighbourhood of North Toronto
mounted a campaign in opposition to a proposed alignment to extend the Yonge subway.
The TTC’s plan would demolish almost three hundred homes in order to build the line
west of Yonge Street via cut-and-cover method, and would require a massive bridge over
Hogg’s Hollow, a valley home to the westerly branch of the Don River, two golf courses,
and a number of expensive residences. A short-lived and largely-forgotten battle
emerged within the wider context of nascent citizen resistance in Toronto and across
North America against urban renewal, expressways, hydroelectricity development
schemes, and other public projects that threatened local communities in the name of the
greater public good. Although the Yonge extension protest shared continuities with
earlier moments of residential opposition against rapid transit plans, it ultimately forced
the Commission to revise the alignment on a scale unprecedented in the history of
Toronto’s subway. In particular, critics highlighted the negative consequences of family
relocation and train noise that had resulted from existing subways, especially the newlyopened Bloor-Danforth line. No longer could municipal authorities in Toronto easily ram
subways through residential areas.
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The dynamics of expropriation: Bloor-Danforth’s “belt of anxiety”
A narrow band of buildings razed during the late 1950s and early 1960s became
one of the most direct ways in which subway building changed Toronto’s urban
landscape. The Bloor-Danforth line required the expropriation of over eight hundred
properties. Contractors demolished hundreds of homes, many of which were two- to
three-storey, detached or semi-detached structures that had been built in earlier phases of
growth during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Along with other
components of Toronto’s great mega-project era – completed portions of the Spadina
Expressway and urban renewal schemes in Moss Park, Alexandra Park, and Don Mount the subway project constituted half of the almost five thousand expropriations that took
place in Metro from 1959 to 1966.3
Expropriation for the line occurred because Metro accepted a construction method
in which the route would be built by cut-and-cover instead of tunnelling, and located
mostly north of, rather than under, Bloor Street and Danforth Avenue. During early
deliberations in the mid-1950s, the TTC considered placing the line within the median of
the proposed Crosstown Expressway, a concept that had originated in the City Planning
Board’s Master Plan of 1943. Planners tentatively located the combined route between
120 and 150 metres north of Bloor Street. With memories still fresh of disruptions from
subway construction on Yonge Street, TTC General Manager W.E.P. Duncan said that
the east-west line should travel underground only where necessary, in order to avoid
similar construction disturbances that had plagued downtown sections of Yonge Street
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years earlier.4 TTC planning consultant Norman Wilson, in his report of January 1957,
also shunned a route under the major east-west thoroughfare “wherever practicable.”
Unlike downtown Yonge Street, he noted, no practical detour routes would exist if
authorities temporarily closed Bloor Street and Danforth Avenue to streetcars and
automobiles. Tunnel boring was possible, but stations would still be built using cut-andcover method: the technique Wilson advised for most of the route. With construction
under Bloor-Danforth improbable, then, he recommended an alignment north of the
street. The University of Toronto, located south of Bloor Street, housed a number of
“monumental buildings so irregularly placed as to render attaining a mutually satisfactory
alignment on the south side unlikely.” In contrast, he claimed that north of Bloor had
“very few buildings of outstanding value or importance,” an opinion with which some
homeowners and residents probably disagreed. At least thirty-six churches were located
within ninety metres north of the street, but Wilson estimated that a northern subway
alignment would require demolition of only three places of worship. North of Danforth
Avenue sat many religious buildings, but his alignment placed the subway under minor
parallel streets where possible, so their destruction would be mostly avoided. 5
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Delay in starting construction, first because of alignment disagreements between
the TTC and Metro’s planning staff, and then as a result of the Lakeshore municipalities’
legal fight, created what journalists labeled the “belt of anxiety” for thousands who were
unsure if their properties would be expropriated. The subway structure’s location became
public knowledge after Metro Council selected the east-west route in March 1958, but the
exact number of required properties in the block north of Bloor-Danforth remained
unidentified. That year, Metro’s lawyers listed properties in a secret expropriation bylaw, locked away from even top officials in order to prevent land speculation. TTC
Chairman Allan Lamport, having sworn with other commissioners not to personally
invest in land needed for the subway, alleged that speculators longed to uncover the bylaw’s details. Journalist Ron Haggart, for example, reported that one investor had
purchased a building near the subway’s western terminal at Keele Street, in hopes of
expropriation and profitable compensation.6
Others showed concern for their own properties. J. Grant Glassco, member of the
elite York Club, asked Wilson for details on the future status of club headquarters,
located on the northeast corner of St. George and Bloor Streets. If plans were not yet
public, then Glassco “would greatly appreciate any information which you might be able
to give me in confidence as to what the situation may be.”7 An east-ender of more
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humble position, after seeing surveyors near his home, expressed his “anxiety” about
expropriation to Mayor Nathan Phillips. The man had resided on Eaton Avenue for thirty
years and thought it “a shame + awful to go along and destroy homes just to convenience
the suburbs[. T]hey went there to live – let them worry about it.” Moreover, his family
“ha[d] the house the way we want it + if we are forced . . . to buy an other [sic] it will
take years to get it as you like.” He predicted that new housing costs would be higher
than the value of his current home, and the City ought to be responsible for the
difference.8 Before revisions in 1968 to the Ontario Expropriation Act, the law required
expropriating authorities to pay only market value for compensation, even if the sum
failed to cover new housing costs.9 Phillips offered sympathy, but underlined that “the
construction of the subway is essential if we are to provide our citizens with fast and
dependable transportation.” To ensure a fair settlement, the mayor wrote, expropriation
victims could negotiate compensation and seek arbitration. 10
On April 21st, 1959 Metro Council passed three expropriation by-laws and their
details became public knowledge.11 Owners received a notification of plans for the
subway route and the expropriated property, a copy of the by-law, and an accompanying
letter. A special information centre received over four hundred inquiries during its first
three days. Although officials reported no complaints during the week following the bylaw’s enactment, those affected offered mixed reactions to news of expropriation, based
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on personal circumstance. 12 A father living on Strathmore Boulevard, a residential street
under which the subway was to travel, lamented expropriation. “We had hoped to sink
our roots here with our children until they are grown. Now I guess that dream is broken,”
he told a local newspaper. Yet other Torontonians seemed content, like a resident on the
same street who hoped that expropriation compensation might enable his family to
relocate near his job in Mimico. Another east-ender, according to neighbours, took
advantage of expropriation before the by-law was passed when she sold her house to a
speculator for $17,000. She moved to Arizona. 13
Typically, Metro’s Subway Property Committee, vested with authority by Metro
Council to negotiate with owners and recommend settlements, presented the owner with a
compensation figure. If both parties agreed on a price, then they closed the deal and
Metro rented out the property until its demolition. If no agreement was reached, then
arbitration proceedings began at the County Court.14 By April 1961, only three cases had
required arbitration, although this number jumped to fifteen two years later, with two
cases reaching the Ontario Court of Appeal. As ground was broken for construction of
the Bloor-Danforth sections in 1962, the property committee had settled with over half
the required properties.15
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Publicized settlements also illustrate the mixed outcome of subway
expropriations. Although these documented cases are unrepresentative of all
expropriations, they suggest some owners suffered financially, while others made profits.
Low compensation for the expropriated meant, in essence, a public subsidy from private
citizens; in contrast, generous payments increased the cost of the project.16 A case of the
latter occurred at 9 Irene Avenue. In 1950, real estate investor Bruno Sergautis
purchased a house situated on a small lot near Ossington Avenue and Bloor Street.
Thirteen days before the east-west subway expropriations became public knowledge, he
sold the house to Raymond and Edna Ball for $24,700. Metro authorities then offered the
Balls $18,500 as compensation, a loss of over $6,000 for the couple. Sergautis bought
back the house from the Balls, minus the couple’s down payment, and he rented out the
property by April 1961. Disagreement over compensation led to arbitration. A county
judge awarded $18,000 to Sergautis, after hearing another west-end real estate veteran who described the house as “shabby inside and out” - note that a finer nearby property
sold for $19,000 in 1957. The judge probed Sergautis to determine if he had known the
details of the subway expropriation by-law. He responded that “[t]here had been some
rumours going about some expropriations but we didn’t know where it [would] be, what
property it would affect, nothing of the kind.” Sergautis then convinced the Ontario
Court of Appeal to increase the settlement to $24,700 (plus court costs) - the sum the
Balls paid – and Metro Council decided not to appeal the ruling to the Supreme Court.
Sergautis, apparently unaware of the specific subway route, came out with expropriation
compensation, the Balls’ down payment, plus the rental income he earned after he
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repurchased the home. Ron Haggart, critical of the ruling, claimed that the case was “one
of the costs of the Bloor-Danforth subway that will show up, a little larger than expected,
on your next tax bill.”17
Rezoning could also lead to generous expropriation compensation. Irma E.
Pattison had owned a two-and-a-half storey, fourteen-room house at 20 Oakmount Road,
north of High Park, taken for the Bloor-Danforth westerly extension. In 1964, Metro
offered Pattison $33,000 for the house, which had been located in an area zoned lowdensity residential. She was unsatisfied with the sum. Following discussions at Metro
Council to extend the subway west, the City, in November 1963, rezoned the area north
of High Park as high-density residential to allow high-rise apartment construction. After
Pattison had vacated and the house had been demolished, the Subway Property
Committee offered her $46,385 because “consideration must be given to the potential
land value of this property, rather than value in use as a single-family residence.”
Rezoning, then, had increased the expropriated property’s value, a situation known in
legal circles as “special adaptability.” One day before Metro Council approved the
settlement, Ron Haggart framed the case as “another kind of expropriation story” to
counter the recent publicity about two York Township families who had been unsatisfied
with expropriation compensation offered for another municipal project and were forced
by police to leave their properties. Haggart felt that the Oakmount Road settlement was
too high and hurt taxpayers, who contributed towards not only construction costs, but
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also increased compensation from “inflated” land values “created” by rapid transit. 18 The
former Pattison property, publicized in Haggart’s column, became an exemplar for
criticism against higher compensation for properties whose increased value had resulted
from the reason for expropriation. 19 In 1970, Ontario changed the Expropriation Act so
that compensation would not consider future uses.20
Proceedings for Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC) property
suggested that expropriation could hurt owners without the recourse to fight for a fair
settlement. The CMCC founded Canada’s first chiropractic college in 1945. That year, it
purchased land on Bloor Street between Bedford Road and St. George Street (now home
to the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education). In 1946, the CMCC erected a building
for teaching purposes, and soon began to bank other properties on the block for future
expansion. A subway by-law had expropriated an eighty-two-foot strip through the
college’s property in April 1959, but in 1961 Metro decided to underpin the teaching
building, as it now required only subsurface rights. Following unsuccessful negotiations
between the college and Metro, County Court Judge J. McDonagh served as arbitrator for
a seventy-day hearing. In early 1965, McDonagh awarded the college $770,000 as
compensation for Metro’s taking of subsurface rights. The judge based his ruling on due
compensation for injurious affection found in Section 337 of the Municipal Act. Due
18
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compensation held Metro, as the expropriating body, responsible for damages resulting
from expropriation. The subway easement, McDonagh believed, made the CMCC’s
expansion plans impossible, and he based compensation on the expropriated subsurface
property’s value to the CMCC, not Metro or the market.21 The Ontario Court of Appeal,
heeding Metro’s request, reduced the award to $143,000 and ruled that damages
following expropriation should be charged against the TTC, not Metro. 22 The Supreme
Court of Canada dismissed the appeal; the settlement remained at $143,000. Touted as
“[o]ne of Toronto’s most celebrated expropriation cases,” the protracted legal battle
scuttled the college’s expansion plans. 23 By 1970, the CMCC had relocated to a new
facility on Bayview Avenue and had launched a civil suit against the TTC.
Although a superior court reduced the initial ruling, Judge McDonagh’s decision
criticized the subway expropriation methods. He noted confusion “in the mind of the
average citizen today” about the distinction between Metro and the contractors engaged
by the TTC for the project. The CMCC, “ground between two millstones,” was unaware
if it was dealing with Metro or the Commission. The CMCC sought compensation from
Metro for damages that took place as a result of the expropriation by-law (including
damages to the teaching building during construction), but Metro admitted responsibility
only for compensation costs for subsurface rights.24 McDonagh criticized the “most
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arbitrary and adamant” attitude from Metro officials, improper for an expropriating body,
and its disregard for the CMCC’s expansion plans. The judge continued:
If what has happened in connection with this property expropriated … is an example of
what goes on in regard to expropriation proceedings and the complete disregard of the
rights of citizens, one cannot help but wonder what the situation is in regard to many
small properties and citizens who own property and who do not have the money to retain
the services of Counsel for their protection, and the advancement of legitimate claims for
damages.25

He observed that “[i]n this day and age the rapid transit system in Metropolitan Toronto
is part of daily life and is for the benefit of the community in general”; nonetheless,
McDonagh urged a review of expropriation powers to help inform “the ordinary
citizen.”26 In other words, the subway served the public good, but civic officials must
respect the concerns of people in the way. The local media publicized the judge’s
criticisms. The Star reported that McDonagh made “a searing indictment of methods
employed by Metro officials in expropriating land for the Bloor St. subway,” prompting
one city controller to repudiate the judge’s statement.27
McDonagh’s ruling conformed to growing alarm in Metro and the rest of Ontario
over the power of expropriating bodies and unfair compensation for the expropriated.
The most common complaint at hearings during the mid-1960s for the provincial Royal
Commission Inquiry into Civil Rights (The McRuer Commission) came from property
owners discontent with expropriation procedures.28 Growing protest also mounted
against expropriation for urban renewal projects in Toronto. Individuals asserted that
compensation failed to cover new housing costs because urban renewal designation often
25
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artificially deflated property values.29 Organizations across the province such as the
Bureau of Municipal Research and the Ontario Branch of the Canadian Bar Association
showed concern over the lack of uniform compensation procedures across the province. 30
Yet Metro Property Commissioner Frank Cavill, chair of the Subway Property
Committee, described compensation as “fair.” “Most people are satisfied,” he claimed.
“After all, I can’t just go out and club a person on the head and say ‘Here, take $50 for
your property’.”31 Cavill’s statement ignored the power imbalance between the
expropriated and expropriating bodies like Metro. Whereas the CMCC could engage
prominent lawyers like Hylliard G. Chappell, legal advice cost too much for many of
modest means along the right-of-way. 32 If expropriated property owners chose to
challenge compensation sums, they faced experienced valuators and lawyers working for
Metro. Contesting compensation was a risk: in 1965, an independent property appraisal
for an average house cost $150 and legal opinion a minimum of $100. The longer a
property owner held out, the more expensive the procedure could become. Douglas
Rochester, another Subway Property Committee member and assistant property director
at the TTC, admitted most owners not only made settlements without outside advice, but
also showed little awareness of all compensated items. 33 Although Bruno Sergautis and
Irma Pattison profited from subway expropriation, it is probable that not all Torontonians
living along the path of the Bloor-Danforth right-of-way had the resources to dispute
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initial offers for their property. For the father whose family dreams had become shattered
through expropriation, monetary compensation could not always replace the emotional
attachment to a home sacrificed for the public interest.34
Little evidence exists of widespread protest against expropriations for the BloorDanforth subway during the 1950s and early 1960s, especially in comparison to the
northerly extension of the Yonge subway less than a decade later. One explanation for
this paucity of opposition is that many residential structures taken by Metro for the BloorDanforth line were rental properties. Most landlords probably had little emotional
investment in these houses and they were concerned primarily with receiving profitable
compensation. A high number of expropriated tracts sat in areas with significant
working-class and ethnic minority populations who may have lacked experience in
voicing their concerns to municipal decision-makers. However, Kevin Brushett has
documented organization efforts during the late 1940s by working-class Toronto
homeowners in order to ensure fair compensation for houses demolished to build Regent
Park, Canada’s first “slum clearance” project. He argues that it is incorrect to think no
working-class activism in city building existed in Toronto until the more well-known
examples of Don Mount and Trefann Court during the late 1960s and 1970s. Brushett
also notes that Torontonians whose homes were expropriated for urban renewal projects
faced fewer relocation challenges until the late 1960s, when redevelopment and the
housing demands of maturing baby boomers reduced the supply of inexpensive
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residential areas in the inner city. 35 And unlike the bulldozing of whole neighborhoods
from other urban mega-projects such as large-scale public housing schemes, rapid transit
contractors demolished only a few houses on each street, which weakened the impetus for
neighbourhood organization against expropriation for the Bloor-Danforth subway.
Torontonians who avoided expropriation but lived near the east-west subway,
feared its consequences on their homes and their everyday lives. As Tina Loo and Joy
Parr have shown, ordinary people affected by the construction of mega-projects in
Canada during the mid-twentieth century experienced the transformation of their
environments through their senses. 36 To those living near the subway, the constant sound
and feel of train vibrations altered the experience of their environment. Soon after the
by-laws had passed in 1959, residents began to worry about noise concerns. 37 Transit
vehicle noise was an old phenomenon, as the squeal from streetcar wheels had been a
common complaint against the technology.38 Metro Chairman William Allen, during a
discussion in 1965 over whether to purchase outright an east-end home under which the
subway had been tunnelled, observed that truck noise from the Don Valley Parkway
reached homes in his Moore Park neighbourhood, but “[w]e have to accept certain things
as part of progress.”39 After the Bloor-Danforth line opened in 1966, Torontonians
petitioned against train noise and vibration, which shook homes and caused sleepless
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nights.40 As the route extended west and east, complaints came from residents living
around east-end Harris Avenue, a local street under which trains ran, and west-end
Clendenan Avenue, where tracks emerged uncovered.41 Clendenan Avenue-area
residents had predicted problems before the westerly extension opened in 1968, when
they asked the TTC to cover the open track. The subway, after all, was supposed “to
benefit the taxpayers[,] and the people in this area are among those who have made the
improvements possible through their own taxes.” Chairman Allen was sympathetic; in
what seemed like a change of opinion from his earlier comments about noise and
progress, he agreed that municipal authorities now had “an obligation to maintain to the
maximum degree possible the quiet possession and enjoyment of any person’s home.”42
Yet the track remained uncovered. TTC General Manager of Subway
Construction Walter Paterson, noting that vibrations were too low to create structural
damage to nearby homes, responded that the Commission had installed rubber pads on
tracks and taken “[e]very reasonable step” to minimize disturbance. The TTC admitted
that noise and vibration caused “a constant problem shared by all other rapid transit
systems,” and hoped that further research might improve the situation. 43 Like
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expropriation cases in which citizens wished to stay or were unfairly compensated, the
squeals and rumblings from trains illustrated the negative side of building a subway
through residential neighbourhoods. By selecting subway alignments that required the
expropriation of hundreds of homes and routed trains close to others, municipal officials
decided to alter the built landscape in order to minimize traffic disturbances during
construction, improve transit performance, and ignite redevelopment. Although little
protest existed during the great mega-project era of the 1950s and early 1960s, such
technical choices imposed permanent social consequences. Building rapid transit to bind
the metropolitan area and to serve the general public interest transformed the urban fabric
in ways that demanded sacrifices from members of the local communities through which
the east-west subway passed. As Toronto’s subway building programme continued
during the 1960s, a growing number of individuals began to wonder if the benefits
promised for all citizens outweighed the costs demanded of themselves and their
neighbours.

High rises and redevelopment dreams, 1957-1962
A swath of expropriation cut across an east-west axis of Toronto in order to
establish a transportation corridor. Yet right-of-way acquisition also presented a
secondary benefit: redevelopment following construction. If rapid transit required
expropriation, then why not plan ahead so that such lands could be used to benefit the
public good? Frederick Gardiner wanted Metro, not the TTC (as had been the case for
TTC adopt a minimum distance between residential buildings and subway lines. It also suggested both
entities establish a policy in which property owners close to subway lines could choose to keep their
properties with added landscape protection or sell their properties at “a fair price.” CC Minutes, Appendix
A, Board of Control Report no. 36, September 18 1968, adopted as amended September 25 1968, 22172219. No evidence suggests Metro or the TTC agreed to the City’s recommendations.
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the original Yonge line), to purchase the Bloor-Danforth rights-of-way; he saw an
opportunity to recover acquisition costs by selling expropriated lands for redevelopment.
If Metro owned the right-of-way lands, then it could assert control over their use and
disposal. The TTC, experiencing increased financial pressures by the mid-1950s, happily
agreed. The Commission possessed no legal power to expropriate more properties than
those required for transit infrastructure. Revisions to Ontario’s Planning Act in 1952,
however, allowed municipal corporations to designate “redevelopment areas” in locations
“desirable because of age, dilapidation, over-crowding, faulty arrangement, unsuitability
of buildings or for any other reasons” and to expropriate properties therein for public or
private redevelopment.44
The role of redevelopment within the east-west subway emerged during the
alignment debates of the mid-1950s. Metro planners asserted that their U-shaped
subway, passing along future Moss Park and Alexandra Park renewal areas near Queen
Street, would be located along sites “far more ripe for redevelopment than the
corresponding section of Bloor.”45 Norman Wilson also used the terminology of urban
renewal to promote his Bloor-Danforth route. The TTC argued that its prediction of
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increased assessments along the Yonge subway had become reality. A study included in
Wilson’s report of 1958 showed that assessments along Yonge Street had risen higher
than the rest of the City, while a map outlined buildings that had been erected near the
thoroughfare since 1950. As will be discussed below, this was the first of a number of
studies that sought to illustrate a direct connection between subway building and
development. “There is every reason to believe,” Wilson asserted, “that the result will be
the same on Bloor and Danforth[,] which are as ripe for development as Yonge Street
was at the time the Yonge Subway was built.”46 TTC General Manager Duncan, echoing
Wilson’s sentiments, argued that the Bloor-Danforth route passed through areas “more
ripe” for apartment and office development, whereas he characterized much of Queen
Street as an industrial landscape unsuitable for profitable development.47
Redevelopment along the Bloor-Danforth right-of-way centred on policies on
rezoning and disposing of subway lands. Although the TTC had promoted the Yonge
subway as a tool for downtown stabilization and urban renewal, redevelopment along the
line proceeded in an ad hoc fashion. Nonetheless, the growing high-rise apartment and
office nodes near Eglinton, Davisville, and St. Clair Stations motivated authorities to see
the Bloor-Danforth subway as an exciting development opportunity. Metro Assessment
Commissioner A.J.B. Gray, for example, predicted apartment and office development
within three hundred metres of both sides of Bloor Street.48 Yet local municipalities held
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responsibility for zoning, so the City had to agree on zoning changes required to make
ambitious development visions along the east-west subway come true.
In January 1958, two anonymous engineers, apparently representing European
clients, expressed interest in providing capital for subway construction. The arrangement
required Metro to not only expropriate more properties than those needed for
construction, but also allow the financiers to build structures exempt from height
restrictions and to use subway air rights without zoning restrictions. 49 Nothing suggests
Metro officials seriously considered private offers to build rapid transit; however,
Gardiner believed private redevelopment could have a role in subway building after the
fact. The chairman, always the pragmatist, envisioned private development along a
subway built with public money. In his statement on project financing, he recommended
that the City rezone all land within three hundred metres of the route for maximum
density in commercial (C.1 V.4) and residential (R.4A V.3) areas, in order for Metro and
the City to realize greater revenue through resale and increased assessments (most of
these lands were zoned C.1 V.1 or R.2 V.2).50 Gardiner claimed that rapid transit would
transform Bloor Street into Toronto’s version of Park Avenue, the exclusive Manhattan
thoroughfare home to tall apartments, office buildings, and a nearby subway line. He
forecasted that “private enterprisers would buy the land for development . . . like bunches
of bananas. They will not buy it with the present ridiculous [zoning] restrictions.”
Mayor Phillips, however, called Gardiner’s suggestion a “dictatorial” attack on the City’s
49
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zoning powers.51 It is likely that Gardiner’s original zoning demand was partly
hyperbole, a political strategy meant to ensure the passage of more limited subwayrelated zoning requirements. When Metro Council adopted the Bloor-DanforthUniversity subway in March, it approved a tamer recommendation from Gardiner on
subway land rezoning, whereby Metro’s financial contribution to the project was made
“on condition that the City of Toronto will upon request of the Metropolitan Corporation
after each stage of the subway is completed give consideration to the advisability of
making any amendments to the Zoning By-law.”52
City planners showed hesitancy over rezoning. Following Gardiner’s statement,
the City’s Board of Control and Property Committee requested advice from the City of
Toronto Planning Board (CTPB).53 Its report rejected blanket rezoning along BloorDanforth lands because current zoning sufficed to accommodate growth to 1980.
Whereas lands approximately 300 metres feet north of Bloor-Danforth along the subway
route consisted of over 400 hectares, only 147 hectares (at moderate densities) of office
space and apartment units would be required to fulfill demand. Wholesale rezoning
along Bloor-Danforth would cause gross overzoning and inhibit City planners’ desire to
direct development towards downtown.54 An earlier City planning report, for example,
had explicitly noted that a Bloor-Danforth subway - instead of a diagonal route leading to
51
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the city centre - “must be viewed with considerable caution.” Growing nodes along
Yonge Street at Bloor Street, St. Clair, and Eglinton Avenue had “drained” building
opportunities away from downtown, the decline of which worried City planners before
inner core redevelopment exploded during the 1960s.55 Ideas raised at Metro Council
suggested the subway would create land speculation, scatter high-density development,
force unpredictable service provision, and lower the quality of amenities in residential
areas. Overzoning, then, “detract[ed] substantially” from redevelopment possibilities,
and might even reduce the economic return of Metro’s investment in right-of-way
lands.56
The report instead urged higher density at strategic locations in order to guide
growth. City planners drew evidence from other (unnamed) subway cities and new
buildings near the Yonge subway to illustrate that development occurred at specific
locations. Only certain sites acted as “effective magnets” because they enjoyed a number
of characteristics, of which subway access was but one. Local planning district studies of
areas close to the Yonge line had revealed other factors: feeder lines entering subway
stations; access to major streets; large properties in single ownership; stable retail areas
already in existence; and the “prestige,” “attractiveness” and “pleasing quality” of the
area.57
City planners also observed that the public interest might be better served if
surplus lands fulfilled municipal needs rather than private development. Streets and lanes
could be widened. Commuter parking near terminals could influence workers to leave
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their cars at the rapid transit periphery, take the subway downtown, and lessen traffic
congestion. Locations desirable for commuter parking would also exert the greatest
office demands; this conflict should be resolved in favour of parking because it “tends to
protect the public investment in the entire street and transportation system.” Retail along
the “commercial ribbons” of Bloor-Danforth could be strengthened with short-term,
customer parking above the right-of-way, replacing current parking on Bloor-Danforth
and minor nearby streets.58 The Parking Authority of Toronto (PAT) influenced the idea.
The City established the PAT in 1952 as the first municipally-owned parking authority in
North America. The PAT constructed its first lots over the Yonge subway between
Wellesley and Bloor Streets between 1952 and 1954, and it used these lots to promote
off-street parking to merchants who wanted to keep on-street parking on major
thoroughfares.59 Subway lands also offered possibilities for school expansion and new
parks, especially small neighbourhood parkettes proposed by the City’s parks and
recreation commissioner. Planning, the report stated, desired to protect the “public
interest,” direct development, and protect private property, but “[z]oning alone will not
achieve these aims.” In particular, the subway required only a narrow swath of land, too
small for apartments, offices, or even parking lots. Authorities might expropriate
additional property in order to ensure high-density development in specific sections. The
report recommended study of small districts, and the establishment of a special
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committee of municipal officials to deal with subway-related development and rezoning
matters.60
The CTPB report failed to settle the project’s redevelopment and zoning issues.
Soon after University subway construction had begun, Gardiner suggested that air rights
sales to apartment and office builders could recover the entire $15 million cost of
property acquisition for the Bloor-Danforth-University project. Under existing zoning,
the Chairman proclaimed, only half the sum could be returned to Metro. Subways
required neighbourhoods of high-density development, not single-family dwellings:
“[Y]ou have people who have a house and they . . . don’t want any change. After all,
we’re building a city.”61 The Globe and Mail noted that he must be aware his Metro
Council had heeded a CTPB report recommendation when it appointed a working group
of Metro, City, and TTC officials to deal with subway zoning and development matters.
The editorial chastised Gardiner for “mak[ing] headlines with wild statements bearing no
relation to the facts,” while the Subway Development Committee was apparently at
work.62
Yet little comprehensive work had been done. The CTPB Zoning and
Development report suggested that subway expropriation by-laws include properties
required for not only rapid transit, but also redevelopment purposes. Not much
60
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coordination had occurred; the Subway Development Committee only began to meet in
March 1959.63 As the University line reached completion in 1962, serious discussion
emerged about policies related to surplus land disposal, rezoning, and air rights. In
March, Metro Council requested details about air rights, with particular attention to the
area bound by St. George Street, Bloor Street, Avenue Road, and Prince Arthur Avenue,
where a property owner had made a rezoning application for higher commercial density
(figure 4.1).64 Metro Planning Commissioner Eli Comay used the St. George StreetAvenue Road area as a case study to illustrate the future challenges of subway land
disposal. Whereas the properties between St. George Street and Bedford Road had little
redevelopment possibilities, he noted that Metro-owned subway lands turned the section
between Bedford Road and Avenue Road into a “strategic block of land.” Comay
remarked that the City had anticipated rezoning the block following rapid transit
operation, since the subway lands, running through the block in an east-west swath, were
zoned for lower commercial density like on Prince Arthur Avenue, not the higher density
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Figure 4.1: Detail of map of St. George Street, Bloor Street, Avenue Road, Prince Arthur Avenue
blocks. Source: CTA, fonds 2032, series 723, file 273, CTPB, “Metropolitan Toronto, Toronto
Transit Commission and City of Toronto Parking Authority Land Ownerships,” September 13 1962.
Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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of Bloor Street.65 In May, Metro Council gave the City an October deadline to complete
a comprehensive development plan for the two blocks.66
A new urgency now prompted the Subway Development Committee to hold
monthly meetings. Metro and the City, according to Comay, were concerned about the
“lack of coordination” of subway construction matters. A reconstituted committee added
the City commissioner of works, a representative of the Metro Property Sales Committee,
and Walter Manthorpe (now the City’s commissioner of development) to the current
membership of TTC officials, Metro and City planning commissioners, Metro and City
traffic commissioners and the Toronto Parking Authority general manager. It also
established three sub-committees: a land use, air rights and reinforcement sub-committee
to study use of Metro-owned and nearby lands; a station plans sub-committee to
recommend road alterations to enhance the flow of feeder transit; a parking subcommittee to suggest lots along the route.67 The clock was ticking for Metro and City
decision-makers to determine the best uses of subway land for the benefit of the public
good.

Strategic blocks of land
Meanwhile, City planners completed their report on zoning and redevelopment
between Bathurst and Sherbourne Streets, with a specific focus on the St. George StreetAvenue Road blocks. City planning staff restated the need to encourage development in
65
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certain areas in order to avoid “sporadic redevelopment” in locations where overzoning
permitted the supply of space to exceed demand. The report suggested minimal changes
based on a redistribution of current zoning densities to guide development at strategic
spots. For example, it advised lower commercial densities in areas east of Yonge Street
in order to encourage the highest density of allowable development – twelve times lot
coverage – at Yonge and Bloor Streets: the main intersection of two subway lines. 68
Prospective drawings detailed one possible plan for the St. George Street-Avenue
Road blocks (figure 4.2). Between Bedford Road and Avenue Road currently sat low rise
structures (except for the Park Plaza Hotel’s two towers on the west side of Avenue
Road), but the plan imagined an ordered space in the modernist style. It envisioned a
cinema, a parking garage, shopping, slab-shaped office buildings, and new hotel
structures, with a pedestrian mall over the subway right-of-way that linked St. George
Station’s Bedford Street entrance with the Park Plaza Hotel, and a pedestrian path under
Bloor Street that connected the block with the University of Toronto’s Philosopher’s
Walk. A comprehensive plan aimed to avoid “limited” economic uses that would hurt
the blocks’ development as an integrated whole. Yet the report warned that fragmented
individual ownerships on small properties – especially between Avenue and Bedford
Road – threatened the area’s potential. A current proposal to build on one of the block’s
parcels, for instance, conformed to zoning regulations, but would hinder the
redevelopment plan. The City might “take action to prevent the redevelopment of this
block on the basis of present ownerships,” but it possessed “no legal instrument” to
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Figure 4.2: Architectural drawing of one possible redevelopment plan for the St. George Street,
Bloor Street, Avenue Road, Prince Arthur Avenue blocks, looking north. Source: CTA, fonds 2032,
series 723, file 273, CTPB to Alderman Thomas A. Wardle, Chairman and Members of the
Committee on Buildings and Development, “Air Rights and Land Use Adjacent to the Bloor
Subway,” September 25 1962. Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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implement comprehensive redevelopment between the numerous property owners, of
which Metro’s subway tract, twenty-four metres in width, was one of many. The City
could use expropriation, but this would require it to designate the block an official
redevelopment area. Another strategy, the report suggested, might allow higher densities
for buildings that conformed to an approved redevelopment plan.69
The CTPB instructed its planners to meet with local ratepayer associations and
businessmen’s groups.70 The Yonge-Bay Bloor Businessmen’s Association
congratulated City Planning Commissioner Matthew Lawson on the report, but urged
higher commercial densities (mostly C.1 V.4) from Bedford Road to Sherbourne Street,
since “no precedent” could illustrate the attraction that this essential section of subway
would generate. Little building had recently occurred - the “calm before the storm” - but
the Association believed that development would quickly proceed once the BloorDanforth subway opened. It also opposed the expropriation of private property as a
means to assemble land for private development.71 The Annex Ratepayers’ Association
(ARA), one of the city’s oldest and most active resident groups, agreed with most of the
proposals, and favoured comprehensive development for the St. George Street-Avenue
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Road blocks, along with the neighbourhood’s other subway lands. 72 The smaller SouthEast Annex Ratepayers’ Association (SEARA), which had splintered from the ARA in
1955 and represented property owners of the St. George Street-Avenue Road blocks, was
also impressed. It emphasized the need to include the south side of Prince Arthur Avenue
in a comprehensive development plan. The alternative, SEARA argued, was the
unfortunate growth of “low grade rooming houses,” a source of fear for Annex
homeowners since the 1920s. High taxes, subway construction (which reduced the
street’s south side lots, eradicating “once beautiful gardens”), and future uncertainty had
caused five of the seventeen properties on the south side of Prince Arthur Avenue
between Bedford Road and St. George Street to sit vacant, which illustrated that the area
could become a “depressed area.” SEARA urged quick action, for Prince Arthur Avenue
had witnessed such rapid deterioration “that a point of no return could be reached in the
very near future.”73
Walter Manthorpe continued to discuss plans with ratepayer associations and the
blocks’ property owners. Since multiple property ownerships worked against
comprehensive redevelopment, Manthorpe believed “alternative methods” of a “radical
character” might be necessary, in which owners transferred their properties to a single
entity. For the Bedford-Avenue Road block, he recommended that the City create a
“Value Schedule”: property owners would pool their land; each property would be
assigned a percentage of the block’s total value. All but one property owner on the block
agreed to participate in a redevelopment scheme, in which a developer had shown
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interest. Since attracting capital was the most challenging aspect of redevelopment,
Manthorpe suggested that the City engage an outside consultant to study project
feasibility. He doubted private developers would commit to such a study, so City
Council earmarked $7,500 for the purpose.74
Redevelopment on the block occurred in a more piecemeal fashion than the
comprehensive manner envisioned by planners in the early 1960s. SEARA members met
in 1964 to create a redevelopment plan, but a year later, Manthorpe was disappointed that
owners had failed to pool land or to agree on a scheme, which illustrated to him the need
to use expropriation powers for redevelopment projects.75 The City’s Buildings and
Development Committee had advised Manthorpe months before that he consider the two
blocks as a redevelopment area to facilitate land assembly by the City. 76 By March 1966,
however, Manthorpe informed the committee that he had not received any “firm
proposals” from developers. The slim chance of substantial investment meant that
designating the blocks as a redevelopment area “d[id] not warrant such action at this
time.”77
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By the early 1970s, property owners had established the Bloor-Prince Arthur
Development Group. In December 1971, Metro agreed to a thirty-three-year lease for a
small, vacant parcel of surplus subway land between Bedford and Avenue Road with
frontage on Bloor Street to McDonalds Restaurants of Canada Limited at an annual rent
of $15,500.78 Metro had acquired the parcel in order to construct the westerly leg of the
subway wye (the highlighted parcel fronting Bloor Street between Bedford and Avenue
Roads in figure 4.1). The Bloor-Prince Arthur Development Group believed the parcel
could be part of a future $60 million, high-density redevelopment scheme; instead, Metro
was promoting “nothing more than another hamburger stand,” which would make the
group’s redevelopment plan unfeasible. Moreover, the McDonalds lease abrogated a
restriction from the parcel’s previous owner that the property not be used as a restaurant,
they claimed. The block, close to prestigious locations like the Royal Ontario Museum,
the Ontario Parliament, and the University of Toronto, deserved a “more aesthetic
treatment” and a higher standard of development than a fast-food restaurant.79
Nonetheless, Metro leased the tract to McDonalds, which soon set up shop.80 Since the
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early 1970s, redevelopment has proceeded on the block, with the erection of hotel and
condominium buildings. Many of the stately former residences on the south side of
Prince Arthur, however, have become readapted as small offices and restaurants rather
than being demolished to make way for large-scale redevelopment. Subway construction
may have quickly eradicated backyard gardens and led to some vacancies, but
redevelopment occurred slowly, in a less-comprehensive manner than the ambitious ideas
of planners during the early 1960s.
Gardiner’s vision of wholesale rezoning along Bloor-Danforth lost out. In 1963,
City planners continued their studies with a report on subway land uses west of Bathurst
and east of Sherbourne Streets. City Planning Commissioner Matthew Lawson saw
redevelopment opportunities only at strategic locations – Pape, Broadview, Sherbourne,
Dundas West, and Keele Stations – while he forecasted little change along the rest of the
route. He predicted a low volume of new office and retail buildings on the westerly and
easterly legs. In contrast, Lawson believed that half of all new apartment construction to
1980, requiring fifty-nine hectares, would be “related to the subway route.” The Keele
Station area, home to deep lots near High Park, and with easy access to the Gardiner
Expressway, possessed advantages for high-rise apartments; in fact, more than half of the
anticipated residential growth along the subway might occur here. As we saw with the
Pattison arbitration case, the CTPB had already recommended rezoning in the area in
May 1962. 81 By May 1965, the Subway Development Committee had adopted the CTPB
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subway land use reports.82 Yet some officials such as Metro Assessment Commissioner
A.B.J. Gray continued to criticize the City’s apparent lack of confidence in east-west
subway redevelopment. Gray asserted that land along the route “should not be retained
as a series of stores and used car lots,” since Metro required rezoning in order to recoup
its multi-million dollar right-of-way investment.83 In 1967, Manthorpe and the CTPB
advised against a Board of Control recommendation for higher densities across the
route.84
At strategically-rezoned locations, a landscape of high-rise apartments replaced
low-rise houses originally inhabited by single families. By 1964, such a transformation
began in the area northwest of Keele Station after City Council agreed in principle to
rezone the area to maximum residential density, although the designation was not legally
binding until its inclusion in the City’s Official Plan of 1969. During the 1960s, a
number of high-rises sprouted in the area. In 1970, Cadillac Developments even sought
to lease part of the subway right-of-way from Metro in order to increase open space for
one project, which it hoped would allow for higher density. Local residents objected to
no avail that the density transfer from the subway (located more than 225 metres away
from the property) would cut off sunlight into their homes. Around the same time,
Cadillac and its partner also faced residents who opposed its plan to build high-rises
along Quebec and Gothic Avenues, the westerly section of the rezoned Keele Station
area. Ratepayers, reform City councillors, and the OMB forced Cadillac to scale down
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the Quebec-Gothic project and preserve homes on the streets.85 The Keele Station area
illustrates in a microcosm the landscape that may have developed if the City had
consented to Metro’s demands for wholesale rezoning along the subway. Yet a new
political atmosphere by the early 1970s - in which residents and City politicians became
increasingly critical of the consequences of large-scale development on residential
neighbourhoods - suggests that Gardiner’s vision of high-rise buildings along BloorDanforth would never have come to fruition. Less than a decade after the line opened,
Toronto’s populist tradition, which understood neighbourhood interests as paramount,
made a strong reemergence within the city’s civic culture. In doing so, it weakened the
tory tradition’s dominant emphasis of top-down city building strategies that muted the
voice of local communities in the name of the general public good.

Parking lots and parkettes: disposing of subway lands
Governments had to agree on a method of disposing of surplus subway lands for
the Bloor-Danforth line. In May 1962, Metro Council adopted a preliminary hierarchy of
priorities. The policy fell in line with recommendations in the CTPB Zoning and
Development report, which had outlined in 1958 that municipal needs deserved higher
priority than private development. The TTC determined all land required for subwayrelated uses, and that which was surplus or had available air rights. When the BloorDanforth subway opened in 1966, the Commission had returned to Metro almost 200,000
square metres of surplus land over 105 blocks. Metro, having purchased the right-ofway, had first option on land required for its own purposes such as commuter parking.
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The local municipality had the next opportunity to obtain land to fulfill its needs. Finally,
Metro offered land for private redevelopment, guided by what it termed “the best public
interest.”86
Much of the subway right-of-way served municipal uses. The most prominent
example was off-street parking. Deryck Holdsworth argues that the Bloor-Danforth
subway, following the establishment of parking lots over the Yonge line, allowed the
PAT to establish a “lengthening bead” of car parks and to develop “a city-wide presence”
based not only on downtown concerns, but also the needs of other areas.87 In 1955,
Norman Wilson had underlined parking lots over the right-of-way as one use of an offstreet Bloor-Danforth alignment.88 Two years later, the PAT’s general manager
announced that his Authority was “anxious” to establish parking over the east-west
subway, and recommended lots at six locations.89 The PAT even used tracts required for
the east-west right-of-way as temporary car parks before subway construction to test
demand for off-street parking.90 The Authority, following a two-year study, established a
plan for forty-one lots along the route, with free parking at Islington and Warden Station
terminals with the purchase of transit tokens.91 The Subway Development Committee
advised against commuter lots between Keele and Victoria Park Stations, since
automobiles heading to and from the lots threatened to congest nearby streets. Clogged
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streets also hurt the efficiency of feeder buses and streetcars, which carried more
passengers than cars. 92 The committee predicted that redevelopment over the subway
would not appear immediately, and surplus lands became temporary sites for parking lots
(figure 4.3).93
Parkettes were another municipal use of surplus subway land that had been
suggested in the CTPB Zoning and Development report. The city’s parks and recreation
commissioner, responding to a Metro inquiry on surplus lands, recommended four
parkette and playground locations to serve as small neighbourhood green spaces. 94 City
Council approved parkettes beside right-of-way parking lots at six sites in order to buffer
car parks from residential areas. 95 Temporary parkettes also developed on surplus
subway lands, as Metro had hoped to pass on to the City maintenance costs of surplus
lands not yet leased or sold for private development. Metro officials received numerous
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Figure 4.3: Parking lots over the east-west Bloor-Danforth subway right-of-way, looking north of
Bloor Street between Bellair and Yonge Streets. Source: CTA, fonds 1567, series 648, file 180, item
13. Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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complaints about the “unsightly state” of surplus subway property, as lots became sites of
weeds, blowing dust, and accumulated litter.96 Chairman Allen, informing one
complainant that he had requested maintenance of the parcels, noted “innumerable
unanticipated problems” from the upkeep of over fourteen kilometres of subway lands
that were now Metro responsibility. 97 The small size of one west-end parcel, bounded by
Irene Avenue, Shaw Street, Carling Avenue and a laneway, made it unfeasible for resale.
To avoid maintenance costs, Metro offered the parcel to the City as a parkette at an
annual rent of one dollar. In response, the City asked Metro to assume the cost of
developing all surplus subway tracts as “sitting-out parkettes,” with the City covering
maintenance costs until other uses needed the lands. Metro agreed to provide water
connections, top soil, and sodding for its surplus lands, with the City supplying
maintenance and park furniture. Metro noted that such properties should be clearly
signed as surplus vacant land, lest residents believe the parkettes were “permanent
feature[s]” in their neighbourhoods.98
Metro Council decided on a policy of leasing surplus subway lands to developers
who wished to build structures above the right-of-way. It also chose to retain ownership
of most property acquired for the Bloor-Danforth subway, especially large parcels.99 A
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report of the Property Sales Committee noted that leasing ensured the protection of
subway structures and passengers. Leasing had other advantages over outright sale. It
would allow Metro to exert more authority over redevelopment. Whereas outright sale
generated a one-time influx of capital, rental agreements could be reviewed in future
years to reflect increased value. The TTC, the report mentioned, leased air rights over its
Yonge subway right-of-way for thirty-year periods, with renewal rights of two additional
terms, in which the Commission could raise rent. And developers preferred leasehold
because they could avoid an immediate outlay for property and quickly start projects,
resulting in increased assessments for Metro and the City.100
Metro had to establish disposal procedures for private development. In April
1965, Toronto Real Estate Board (TREB) President and land assembler G. Warren
Heenan connected the projected $250 million increase in property taxes in the Metro
budget of 1965 with surplus subway land development. Noting that the “present
outmoded system of municipal finance” placed too much pressure on property owners
and not enough on higher levels of government, Heenan offered the services of TREB’s
3,200 members to promote east-west subway development in order to “provide the
assessment dollars to bolster our tax base.” Drawing on growth figures along the Yonge
subway and predicting over two billion dollars in building along the Bloor-Danforth line,
he suggested a publication that outlined subway lands, similar to a recent catalogue used
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by realtors for the Montreal Métro.101 Soon after, Metro Council agreed to follow its
normal procedures for selling property. After publicizing available tracts, Metro’s
property and planning commissioners would forward the “most suitable” proposals to the
Executive Committee, which would then contact the local municipality about rezoning
issues. 102 Metro advertised subway lands for lease or sale in newspapers, but it also took
up Heenan’s catalogue suggestion with the publication of Building Rights over Subway
Sites: 2,000,000 people on your doorstep (ca. 1967). The brochure surveyed almost
280,000 square metres of land along the route, and provided information on property
location, size, subway easements, and zoning. A second catalogue followed when the
Bloor-Danforth extensions opened in 1968.103
The disposal of subway lands to private parties illustrates the most direct way in
which Metro captured the value of its rapid transit investment. By 1972, Metro had
entered sixty-three agreements to lease surplus property on either a short- or long-term
basis, which produced over $700,000 in annual income. It had also sold over $4.5
million in surplus land, and leased at a nominal rate to local municipalities 61 tracts
pending redevelopment. Metro had recouped over 40 percent of the $26.1 million in
property acquisition costs for the Bloor-Danforth-University project, with thousands of
square metres remaining. These figures led the Metro Subway Property Committee to
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conclude that over half the right-of-way costs for a “conventional subway system” could
be recovered within a decade.104 Six years later, Metro was receiving an annual income
of one million dollars from the rental of approximately one hundred thousand square
metres of its total subway property. Metro Deputy Planning Commissioner Donald
Richmond boasted in a United States government publication that Toronto’s subway
demonstrated the ways in which land leasing had the potential to cover rapid transit rightof-way acquisition costs, comprising around 10 percent of project expenditures. 105
More difficult in terms of value capture was the increased values in property not
acquired by Metro that benefited from public subway expenditures. The City’s Core
Area Task Force, a group of Torontonians with downtown interests established by City
Council in 1973 to formulate policies on the inner core, claimed the subway system was
the “best example” of municipal government’s inability to skim income from private
profits made through public investment. Although a percentage of private gain translated
into raised assessments and greater tax revenue, a majority on the Task Force wondered
“why any of this sort of benefit should go to lucky or shrewd land-owners who happened
to own property in the right location at the right time [emphasis in original].” (A
minority, representing downtown property and business interests, felt such profit was
acceptable). Metro Chairman Paul Godfrey made a similar statement; he observed that
developers made massive profits from building high-rise apartments near subways and he
recommended municipal purchase of property along the future Scarborough Rapid
Transit corridor. The Task Force urged further study of innovative tax policies such as
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municipal income and property “betterment levies,” in order to return a greater share of
profit from municipal services.106 Private interests had profited from municipal
investment in a public technology, and Torontonians wanted to extract a greater amount
of wealth from developers for the coffers of local government.

Promoting the subway-development connection
The Core Area Task Force and Chairman Godfrey assumed that subways were
responsible for profitable private development. We have seen the ways in which rapid
transit motivated municipal officials to expropriate land that eventually became subway
tunnels below and numerous parking lots, parkettes, and new buildings above. But how
could one prove that the subway affected the built environment? Was it possible to
measure the extent to which rapid transit had changed land values and uses? What
technologies effectively illustrated such change? Starting in the 1950s, the TTC and real
estate boosters attempted to capture the subway-development connection in statistical,
textual, and visual form, but critics emphasized that rapid transit did not inevitably lead to
development, and when it did, a number of other factors were required. The link between
the subway and public benefits from redevelopment was not a clear line.
A year after the Yonge subway opened, the TTC acknowledged in its Annual
Report of 1955 that rapid transit stimulated construction of commercial buildings along
the route, particularly at its stations. 107 The Commission emphasized the relationship as
it pushed for more lines. In 1956, TTC Assistant Manager of Development W.F. Irvin
conducted the first attempt to calculate the subway’s impact on land values. From 1950
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to 1955 property assessments jumped more than 18 percent in 14 subdivisions along the
Yonge subway, whereas the City’s remaining 36 subdivisions showed an increase of less
than 11 percent. Norman Wilson included these figures in his Bloor-Danforth subway
reports, in which he argued that similar growth could be expected along the east-west
thoroughfare. His report of 1958, for example, compared assessments in subdivisions
along the subway route with the City’s average increase to conclude that over four
million dollars in annual revenue - almost double the annual fixed charges for the Yonge
subway’s off-street right-of-way - could “be ascribed to the increased values created by
the subway facility.”108
Toronto subway boosters often directed their arguments to American audiences.
Presentations about the subway’s impact on development are significant within the
history of North American transit, as postwar rapid transit proponents in the United States
- like those in the San Francisco Bay Area - referenced the Toronto experience as an
example of how transit could reduce the need for expressways and spur private
development.109 James Kearns, TTC assistant general manager of operations, continued
the narrative of a subway-development connection in a talk in front of the American
Transit Association in 1964. He presented updated figures based on Irvin’s assessment
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methodology; yet he recognized the problem of causality. “It may be argued,” Kearns
remarked, “that this increase beyond the normal is not caused by the subway alone but
may also be affected by the fact that Yonge St . . . has always been the main business
street of Toronto. This is very true and naturally conclusive arguments can not be
advanced to prove the validity of any one particular deduction over any other.”110 After
all, Metro planners and the Board of Trade had questioned the “misleading”
methodological premises of the TTC’s studies on subway-related assessment increases. 111
Kearns admitted that the subway had hurt Yonge Street merchants whose stores were
located between stations, but he underlined that this phenomenon simply illustrated
transit’s value to commerce. Development reciprocated its benefits to transit: the TTC
leased or sold its surplus subway property, and nearby apartments and offices generated
subway passengers. Kearns advised other cities that Toronto’s development successes
could be “expected to occur equally” if rapid transit was built near areas with high
population densities. 112
G. Warren Heenan became the most prominent spokesperson for a subwaydevelopment connection in Toronto. In 1968, the journal of the American Institute of
Real Estate Appraisers published Heenan’s “The Economic Effect of Rapid Transit on
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Real Estate Development.” Like presentations he delivered to American audiences,
Heenan argued that rapid transit, as part of a balanced transportation system, created
unparalleled opportunities to enhance property values. All great cities, Heenan claimed,
enjoyed rapid transit. He used Toronto, home to the highest per capita building
expenditures on the continent, to predict that San Francisco’s Bay Area Rapid Transit
(BART) system – under construction at the time - would ignite a “massive” building
explosion. Drawing from Irvin’s methodology, Heenan declared that two-thirds of the
$15 billion in value added in the past decade to Metro Toronto was “attributable” to the
Yonge subway. “If an urban rapid transit system never earned a dime,” he stated, “it
would pay for itself many times over through its beneficial impact on real estate values
and increased assessments.” Toronto was expanding its system, and with completion of
the east-west line extensions, terminal parking, and feeder lines, he estimated that each
subway mile would speed up development in suburban and rural land by three years. 113
Subway promoters also used aerial photographs to show changes in the built
landscape. Aerial photography became an established planning tool in Toronto in 1946,
when the Toronto and Surburban Planning Board commissioned air photos of the lands
that became Metro Toronto.114 Aerial photography also shared a legacy with bird’s eye
maps, commonly used by late-nineteenth-century city boosters to emphasize – and
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exaggerate – urban development.115 Images taken before and after subway operation
expressed rapid transit’s effects on new building in a form more direct than text and
numbers only. Heenan, for example, used photos of new development to supplement the
statistics in his presentations.116 Indeed, transit scholar Robert Cervero notes that aerial
images taken before and after the Yonge subway entered operation “have become
perhaps the most graphic testaments to transit’s city-shaping abilities anywhere in the
world.”117
The juxtaposition of two photos can illustrate change, but images themselves
neither fully signify the cause of change nor its desirability. According to Roland
Barthes, text encodes preferred meanings to newspaper photographs by giving them “a
culture, a moral, an imagination.”118 Publications of aerial photos that promoted a
subway-development connection illustrate this relationship between text and image.
Donald Kirkup, TREB research director, included a number of pre-and post-subway
images in his boosterish Boomtown Metropolitan Toronto: A Photographic Record of
Two Decades of Growth (1969). Boomtown, a collection of aerial photographs taken by
the Lockwood Survey Corporation, also included a short text, some of which was taken
directly from Heenan’s earlier subway speeches. Kirkup presented the subway, along
with expressways and arterial roads, as a major factor for why Metro was witnessing “the
most monumental urban expansion in the history of great cities.” The publication was
115
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peppered with photos of low-density land uses with the Yonge subway under
construction, followed by landscapes of high-rise apartment buildings and office
complexes.119 These images could be interpreted as the remnants of distressing change in
residential neighbourhoods.120 Yet text framed the photos to emphasize the positive
speed and scale of development. One shot of a residential area, where a swath of dirt
replaced homes for the subway open cut, is neutrally captioned: “Toronto, Yonge Street
looking south from St. Clair/April 1951.” On the following page, the text below the next
image reads: “Toronto, spectacular development at St. Clair rapid transit Subway station;
Proctor and Gamble building; only eighteen years later” (figure 4.4).121 Demand for
images that showed subway-related development prompted the TTC Public Relations
Department to prepare Development follows the Toronto Subway (various editions, ca.
1969-1974), a booklet of aerial photographs that also combined text and image to
promote the interpretation that rapid transit led to positive building. Its final aerial
photograph showed downtown, where the subway “created a climate for growth” in
Toronto, “the envy of many larger cities” that had witnessed commercial
decentralization. 122
Ever since City planners in 1958 listed the many factors that influenced the size
and scale of redevelopment near subway lines, commentators have stressed the fallacy of
unicausal accounts that present rapid transit as the sole factor for inevitable
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Figure 4.4: Before-and-after aerial photographs of St. Clair-Yonge area found in Donald Kirkup’s
Boomtown Metropolitan Toronto: A Photographic Record of Two Decades of Growth (1969).
Reproduced with permission of Donald Kirkup and Northway/Photomap/Remote Sensing Ltd.
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development.123 Building near subway stations requires regional growth, developable
property, and public policies like transit-minded zoning regulations. “Rapid transit will
not automatically revitalize and reshape our cities,” Robert L. Knight and Lisa L. Trigg
wrote in a survey of transit-related land use studies in 1977. “[B]ut it can do much – if we
can learn to understand that role and the others which must accompany it.” Knight and
Trigg criticized Heenan’s article for its simplistic methodology and its failure to mention
other considerations that influenced downtown office growth. Although they admitted
that Toronto had experienced the most dramatic growth of all cities with new postwar
transit projects, they reflected that “[m]any policymakers have been misled by [Heenan’s]
widely-publicized overstatement.”124 The subway was a necessary but not sufficient
factor in the shaping of much of Toronto’s metropolitan landscape, and such ambiguity
lay behind the attempt to capture a causal subway-development relationship through text,
numbers, and images. Unsurprisingly, these boosterish efforts emphasized the public
benefits of assessment growth, but ignored the possibility that subway-influenced
development could exert negative consequences on the communities at the epicentre of
change.
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The battle of the North Toronto subway, 1965-1966
The negative consequences of rapid transit on residential neighbourhoods
emerged as a dramatic feature of debate over Metro’s next subway project. The proposed
alignment of the Yonge Subway Northern Extension (YSNE) created opposition from
local communities that sought to protect their neighbourhoods against expropriation,
subway noise and vibrations, and other changes to the urban fabric. As such, the
extension illustrates a shift in perception about subway building in Toronto. The case
shared some legacies with earlier moments of citizen pressure against subway plans. As
we have seen with those who contested the Davisville storage yards during the late
1940s, residents involved in the YSNE alignment dispute wanted a subway. They also
had similar middle-class backgrounds and shared common professions such as law that
helped their campaign be heard at City Hall. Unlike the Davisville dispute, in which
local residents wanted the storage yard built in other areas of the City, the alignment
controversy was a less a strict case of what has become known as the Not-In-MyBackyard phenomenon (or NIMBYism), and more a demand that planners and engineers
build infrastructure in ways that minimize negative effects on local communities.125 Of
course, such acts of mitigation came at a financial cost to the general public: all Metro
taxpayers paid more so that a minority could continue to enjoy their neighbourhoods with
reduced consequences. The desire to maintain property values certainly played a part in
the dispute, but local resistance cannot be reduced to this motive. Rather, land values
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were intimately connected to other social and environmental values that inspired citizens
to demand better subway planning.126
The TTC had been fairly successful at pushing through its plans for the original
Yonge, Bloor-Danforth-University, and Bloor-Danforth extension projects by making
minor revisions to satisfy critics. Although City Council possessed expropriation powers,
the TTC provided all capital costs for the original Yonge subway and determined its final
design. By the mid-1960s, however, Metro Council, now controlling the purse strings of
subway construction and responding to heightened citizen pressure, instructed the TTC to
reconsider its YSNE alignment. This led to not only major revisions and massive cost
increases, but also the satisfaction of local residents. Instead of an off-street route built
by cut-and-cover – similar to the Bloor-Danforth subway – the TTC constructed the
YSNE directly under Yonge Street using tunnel boring, which avoided the expropriation
of 270 homes. The Commission also eliminated plans for a massive bridge over a large
valley, Hogg’s Hollow, by building a coffer dam to route the subway under the Don
River.
As completion of the Bloor-Danforth extensions loomed closer in the mid-1960s,
Metro Council decided on its next rapid transit route. Two lines under consideration
would extend rapid transit into North York, Metro’s largest and fastest-growing suburban
municipality. In 1959, the TTC and the MTPB agreed on rapid transit in the median of
the future Spadina Expressway as Metro’s next subway priority, but questions over
system operation forced Metro Council to select instead extension westerly and easterly
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of the Bloor-Danforth line. Norman Wilson had designed the Bloor-Danforth-University
project as an integrated system in which east-west trains could travel directly downtown
via the University line. Integrated operation, according to Wilson, would increase
convenience, reduce transfer movement, and avoid overcrowding. Critics had questioned
the operational feasibility of integration during the late 1950s. By the early 1960s, TTC
management began to forecast that integrated operation would lead to signal problems
and service delays. Opponents of integration believed that the Spadina line should
connect with the University subway at St. George Station, while advocates of integration
envisioned the line veering south at Cedarvale Park in York Township, running southerly
on Christie Street and then connecting to a future Queen Street subway. In June 1960,
Metro Council instructed the TTC to build the wye track that enabled integrated
operation. Until the TTC could test integrated versus separate operation when the BloorDanforth lined opened in 1966, the Spadina terminus remained undecided. 127
The other route was a northerly extension of the Yonge subway. Since the early
1950s, Torontonians wondered why the TTC had decided to terminate the Yonge line at
Eglinton Avenue, rather than three kilometres north at the City limits. 128 The
Commission pushed the MTPB to include the extension in Metro’s draft Official Plan of
1959.129 In June 1961, following the request of Metro Council and North York’s
planning director, former TTC official W.E.P. Duncan released his Yonge subway
extension study. Duncan recommended a route slightly east of Yonge, built by cut-andcover methods, because it was “the cheapest and most suitable for operating purposes.”
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The alignment also included a bridge that would cross the Don River at Hogg’s Hollow.
At the same time, he cautioned against extending the Yonge line - already reaching
capacity of forty thousand passengers per hour – before construction of the Spadina line,
which could divert passengers and avoid overcrowding on the Yonge subway. 130
In late 1964, David Rotenberg, Metro Council’s liaison representative at the TTC,
stressed that Metro must decide on its next rapid transit line in 1965. 131 The TTC also
underlined the urgency of selecting a route in order to retain its Subway Construction
Branch, a group of designers and engineers established in 1958. Moreover, construction
contractors and workers with subway-building experience had made Metro home. Metro
risked losing these groups, difficult and costly to replace, if an ongoing rapid transit
programme ceased. 132 The Commission noted that a “firm decision” on the Spadina
line’s southerly terminal was impossible until 1966. Instead, it recommended a $57
million northerly extension of the Yonge subway to Sheppard Avenue in North York
using cut-and-cover methods through residential neighbourhoods to the west of Yonge
Street. Extending the subway would reduce surface transit operation along Yonge north
of Eglinton, and improve traffic conditions around Eglinton Station. The TTC also
suggested fewer stations than Duncan’s report in order to reduce costs. In October 1965,
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Metro Council agreed to extend the Yonge subway northerly to Sheppard Avenue, but
did not approve a specific alignment. In particular, it requested the MTPB and the TTC
to reconsider the design of – and need for - the proposed kilometre long high level bridge
crossing Hogg’s Hollow.133
Concern about the YSNE alignment had been brewing before Metro Council
made the line its next route. In March 1963, the Metro Transportation Technical
Advisory Committee recommended that the TTC review Duncan’s report of 1961 “in
view of the new experience regarding subway construction,” which probably referred to
the tunnel boring methods the Commission had used to construct portions of the
University line in the early 1960s.134 This request followed criticism from the York Mills
West Ratepayers Association, described as “North York’s wealthiest ratepayers,” who
worried that a high level bridge would detract from their homes and jeopardize future
uses of Hogg’s Hollow. 135 The CTPB believed that a cut-and-cover alignment off Yonge
Street would hurt the area’s “fine dwellings” and “deprive [the] natural qualities” of
nearby parkland. Moreover, direct public intervention was unneeded to spur the area’s
private redevelopment, one justification for the Bloor-Danforth line’s off-street
alignment. City planners, favouring an extension under Yonge Street using tunnel
methods, criticized the TTC’s overemphasis on cost at the expense of other factors.136
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Metro planners also expressed concerns. Viaducts could cross valleys in aesthetic
ways, consultant Hans Blumenfeld admitted, but the TTC’s proposed structure, 975
metres long with 11 pillars 30 metres high, was “monstruous [sic].”137 They urged the
Commission to engage bridge designers capable of creating “a significant architectural
and engineering achievement which will enhance the visual amenities of the valley.”
Metro Council, when it accepted the YSNE in late 1965, decided to retain the $79 million
originally earmarked for the Spadina line in Metro’s Capital Works Programme until
authorities finalized YSNE costs. This opened up finances for those who opposed the
cheaper alignment west of Yonge and the Hogg’s Hollow bridge to urge greater spending
for a better route.138
Despite these developments, the TTC and the MTPB reconfirmed a west-ofYonge alignment and a high level bridge in March 1966. The Commission rejected a
route suggested by City planners that was closer to Yonge Street because it would disturb
a post office, fire department building, a private school, a library, three churches, and
numerous apartment buildings, and cost $5 million more than the TTC’s alignment,
which ran mostly through residential blocks.139 Metro’s planning and parks
commissioners agreed that the extra millions required to build a shorter, less intrusive
bridge through Hogg’s Hollow could be better used to consolidate the private York
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Downs Golf Course with Metro’s public Don Valley Golf Course, which was threatened
by the high level bridge. Their report to the MTPB also claimed that a high overpass
would provide subway passengers with beautiful views of the Don Valley. 140 After all,
riders had complimented the panorama from the Prince Edward Viaduct, which
connected Bloor Street to Danforth Avenue over the Lower Don River on the new eastwest line. 141 Nonetheless, the York Mills Heights Ratepayers’ Association, a group of
homeowners living west of Yonge Street and near Hogg’s Hollow, called the
consideration of scenic views “the most ridiculous and patently erroneous reason” to
recommend the structure. Subways were supposed to “transport passengers[,] not to
amuse them” at the expense of residents near Hogg’s Hollow.142
The recommendations of the bureaucrats now went back to the politicians on
Metro Council’s Transportation Committee (MTC). The committee, having received
alternative proposals from ratepayer groups, informed citizens that it would hear
representations at its next meeting. 143 The usual policy of Metro Council since the early
1950s had dictated that citizens channel opinions through their local municipalities, a
process that aimed to depoliticize metropolitan governance and enable efficient decisionmaking. But as Metro’s responsibilities increased in the 1960s, a period that witnessed
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the emergence of demands for greater democratic accountability across North America,
people began to question this method that distanced citizen concerns from decisionmakers. 144
Around three hundred individuals attended the next MTC meeting. J.W. Huckle,
a lawyer living in an area of “fine residential homes” near Lawrence Avenue, urged
tunnelling under Yonge Street to preserve houses. The neighbourhood was most opposed
to the future use of the cut-and-cover right-of-way for surface parking, which would
“blight the area even more than the subway itself.”145 Lawyer R.H. Rohmer, a former
North York councillor now engaged by the York Mills Heights Ratepayers’ Association,
also presented a brief. He accused the TTC of having little regard for residential property
rights, an attitude he claimed conformed to “past experience of the public with the TTC.”
Rohmer’s strong charge again reminds us of the ways in which subway construction had
imposed negative consequences on those who had limited means to fight Metro and the
TTC, but it is ironic that such a claim came from a lawyer representing an upper middleclass neighbourhood possessing much stronger abilities to contest both entities. Rohmer
argued that the subway should cross Hogg’s Hollow in a structure directly above Yonge
Street, not to the west where his clients lived. 146 Parents and students of Loretto Abbey, a
nunnery and private girls’ school located near the southern end of the proposed structure,
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had already written letters to Chairman Allen in opposition to the bridge. 147 So had
another resident, who emphasized that the area “ha[d] retained a peaceful, somewhat
rural or country atmosphere, which is very hard to find so close to the City.” With
wooded ravines home to small animals and birds, the resident thought Metro officials
should strive “to preserve – not destroy – these characteristics.”148 Meanwhile, the York
Mills Valley Ratepayers’ Association, representing 450 homeowners east of Yonge in
Hogg’s Hollow, advocated a smaller, shorter bridge crossing the Don.149 TTC Chairman
Ralph Day, caught off guard by the emerging controversy, asserted that an alignment
must be settled by early May. The MTC again decided to hear more thoughts from
citizens before making a decision. 150
Meanwhile, North Toronto residents escalated their efforts. Frank Casey, a
homeowner on Glencairn Avenue, called all those who he estimated would face
expropriation. He also distributed four hundred flyers to advertise an upcoming meeting,
at which local resident groups would decide to unite as the North Toronto Amalgamated
Ratepayers’ Association. The following day, 1,500 individuals signed a petition that
insisted the YSNE be built under Yonge Street using tunnel boring because of their
opposition to “the destruction or disturbance of any residential properties situated either
east or west of Yonge Street as a consequence of the northerly extension” via cut-andcover.151
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As opposition grew, the TTC mounted a counter-offensive. Commissioner
Clarence Downey informed Toronto Star readers that the TTC had studied nine possible
alignments before it selected the route with the lowest costs, least disturbance to
properties, and greatest convenience and speed for its passengers. 152 The route was only
economical because Metro did not compensate properties depreciated by their location
near rapid transit, as one North Toronto resident pointed out. Noting complaints about
noise and vibration from residents along the new Bloor-Danforth line, the individual
questioned why “the TTC apparently feels that it must defend the policy of building
subways on a special right-of-way hacked through residential areas.”153
By late April, the YSNE alignment became a prominent civic issue. North
Toronto residents continued to write letters that expressed concern over expropriation and
subway noise. On April 26th, four hundred residents packed into a joint meeting of
Metro’s Executive and Transportation Committees. Donald Fleming, former alderman
and federal Minister of Finance and Justice, represented the amalgamated North Toronto
ratepayers’ associations. An off-Yonge alignment, Fleming claimed, would cut a “swath
of destruction” through fine residential neighbourhoods. TTC Chairman Day, facing
heckling from the crowd and noting officials required an imminent decision, stood firmly
behind the Commission’s original recommendations. 154 The MTC, however, chose to
heed citizens’ concerns by requesting the TTC to study the cost and feasibility of
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constructing the YSNE by “the most advantageous combination of cut and cover and
tunnel.”155
Opinions varied on the campaign mounted by North Torontonians and residents
near Hogg’s Hollow. The Globe and Mail thought it “ridiculous” to spend $11 million
more for a tunnel alignment, since over a century would pass before municipal coffers
recouped the difference compared to lost property taxes from an off-Yonge route.156
Others agreed that the taxpayer would be hit for an alignment change to help only
affluent homeowners. John McRae, who resided in a working-class, west-end
neighbourhood, announced his candidacy for Ward 7 alderman by picketing City Hall
with a sign that read “$11,000,000 for North York snobs, peanuts for the poor.” He
questioned why municipal politicians went to such lengths to save wealthy homes, yet did
little to help those living on Napier Street, part of an urban renewal site where residents
had recently opposed expropriation.157 Douglas Hamilton, a TTC commissioner with
labour ties, also underlined the class distinction of those opposed to the TTC alignment:
there was little fuss when Metro expropriated working-class homes on the east-end for
the Bloor-Danforth subway, but it was now a “different story” for North Torontonians.158
In September 1966, an audience applauded the MTC’s recommendation to build
the YSNE via tunnelling under Yonge Street and by a coffer dam under the Don River at
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a cost of $68.2 million. The new route, supported by the ratepayers’ associations of York
Mills Heights, York Mills Valley, and North Toronto, avoided most residential properties
and eliminated the Hogg’s Hollow bridge.159 The TTC, in an about-face, had suggested
the new alignment after it received reports from outside consultants in the summer. What
had changed? The TTC had continually objected to the cost of tunnel boring. Expense
was now less of a concern, as the Commission felt increasing urgency for Metro to
approve an alignment. Citizen pressure, legitimized at Metro, also had an effect. The
TTC informed its consulting engineers that the subway should cross Hogg’s Hollow
underground, because the area was home to not only the municipal golf course, but also
“much valuable residential property.” Moreover, Metro had relieved the TTC of
including a provision for future intermediate stations, which reduced grade concerns and
made an alignment under the Don feasible.160
Alignment changes may have satisfied residents near the route, but it also led to
increased labour costs and construction difficulties. Walter Paterson had warned in
March 1966 that tunnelling north of Lawrence Avenue would involve poor soil
conditions that threatened workers with caisson disease (also known as decompression
sickness or the bends) and other hazards. 161 As the start of YSNE construction loomed
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closer, Gerry Gallagher, representative for the Labourers’ International Union of North
America, the union that represented most subway construction workers, noted his
concern about safety problems for tunnellers.162 He soon demanded that the TTC provide
comprehensive medical exams for workers under air pressure and a safety inspector for
each shift. In July 1970, following a jump in YSNE cost estimates from $79 million to
$102 million, TTC Commissioner Crawford Smyth suggested construction workers take
a pay cut. A Commission report claimed labour costs had increased 77 percent during the
five years, whereas general construction costs had risen only 31 percent. Labour leaders,
demanding Smyth’s resignation, underlined that he “must know” that the YSNE
alignment was “changed to a tunnelling project . . . after complaints from citizens groups
over TTC objections. Without discussing merits this sent the cost up several million
dollars. In the tunneling process the contractors ran into soil conditions that not only sent
up costs but hindered worker productivity.” 163 For example, contractors faced difficult
quicksand conditions near Teddington Park Avenue. In the summer of 1970,
groundwater entered tunnel shields and forced the Commission to install an air plant,
which cost upwards to $924,000 and increased labour costs as workers toiled under
higher pressure. By November 1970, Paterson recommended that the Sheppard-to-Finch
section of the YSNE be built by cut-and-cover. Tunnelling would not only take longer to
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complete, but also cost $11 million more than the $31.4 million approved for the section
by the OMB.164
Residents opposed to an off-street alignment and a bridge at Hogg’s Hollow had
exerted enough political power to convince bureaucrats and politicians that the extra costs
to which all residents contributed were worth saving their neighbourhoods in the path of
the YSNE. Ultimately, these protestors objected to the threat of negative change caused
by subway construction. Drawing on their abilities to organize at the neighbourhood
level, and a growing awareness at Metro Council to hear concerns directly from residents,
a short-lived movement ensured that the YSNE route avoided the expropriation of
hundreds of homes, reduced subway noise and vibration, and circumvented unwanted
intrusions like surface parking lots in residential areas and an aboveground subway
structure over Hogg’s Hollow. A shift had occurred in terms of local communities,
conceptions of the public interest, and subway building. Under favourable conditions,
certain groups could now successfully link the continued livability of their own
neighbourhoods with tax revenue and other Metro-wide concerns in order to revise
subway construction plans they believed would threaten the urban fabric.

Conclusion
The changes feared by North Toronto and North York neighbourhoods were some
of the ways in which Toronto’s earlier subways had transformed the built landscape, but
these projects faced little organized opposition. The Bloor-Danforth line created a “belt
of anxiety” that soon became a swath of expropriated properties, and then a stretch of
164
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parking lots and vacant properties, although redevelopment of many tracts did eventually
occur. Subway trains on the east-west route shook homes, caused sleepless nights, and
compromised building foundations. In their study of mega-projects in American cities,
Alan Altshuler and David Luberoff note that “social learning” – an awareness of
problems caused by recently completed projects - influenced citizens to oppose further
urban renewal and expressway plans starting in the mid-1960s. 165 This chapter has
shown that in Toronto a similar phenomenon occurred with rapid transit, another largescale form of urban transportation. Residents living near the YSNE supported subways
in principle, but they objected to the recklessness with which civic officials built new
lines. With negative stories filling the city’s newspapers and conversation on the street, it
is no wonder that the educated, middle-class opponents of the TTC’s proposed YSNE
alignment stressed the problems of earlier subway lines that had been pushed through
neighbhourhoods and the need for politicians to consider what one citizen called the
“human consequences” of public works projects. If authorities did not heed objection to
rapid transit through residential areas, “public opposition to such a policy of subway
construction, already building up as a result of the Bloor subway, will reach major
proportions,” predicted one North Torontonian. 166
YSNE protesters did not rely heavily on the language of reform or stress new
methods of municipal governance, yet the alignment debate took place within the context
of rising citizen opposition against mega-projects across North America, and the
technocratic methods that facilitated their implementation. Since the 1940s, numerous
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officials at the TTC and other institutions in Toronto had promoted the subway as a
public technology that would benefit all residents of the city. But expropriation, train
noise, and other aspects of rapid transit illustrated that building infrastructure to serve an
abstract public interest could have very real and negative consequences on ordinary
people’s lives. Such a realization occurred at the same time as others began to voice
opposition against other municipal projects across Metro, like urban renewal in Napier
Place (Don Mount) and Trefann Court, and the destruction of cottages on Toronto Island
in order to make public parkland. The YSNE debate also predated Toronto’s largest and
loudest campaign of citizen opposition against transportation infrastructure: the Spadina
Expressway. Growing out of nascent objections since the early 1960s, protest against the
Spadina project exploded in 1969. The YSNE dispute, then, should be considered part of
the trajectory of citizen involvement in Toronto and across the continent that demanded
recognition that state policies could cause irreparable damage to the urban fabric and the
lives of citizens. As we will see in the next chapter, the battle of the North Toronto
subway foreshadowed a growing emphasis on preservation and restoration during the
1970s as Metro debated the alignment of the Spadina subway and its effects on Toronto’s
natural and built landscapes.
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Chapter Five - Preservation and Restoration: Mitigating the Spadina Line

On June 3rd, 1971, Ontario Premier Bill Davis cancelled the Spadina Expressway.
“If we are building a transportation system to serve the automobile,” Davis said to the
provincial legislature, “the Spadina Expressway would be a good place to start. But if we
are building a transportation system to serve people, the Spadina Expressway is a good
place to stop.” Planned as a combined expressway-rapid transit project since the late
1950s, Spadina had become a heated issue in Metro Toronto during the years before
Davis’s announcement. Since the cancellation was “a decision upon which policies for
the future will be built,” the premier proclaimed that Ontario would now embark on a
new era of urban transportation that encouraged public transit instead of expressways.
The days of Toronto’s balanced transportation system were over.1
Davis’s Spadina cancellation was a victory for anti-expressway forces, but it did
not end contested visions of the best way to improve mobility for Metro Toronto. Nor
did Davis’s cancellation end debate over the impact of transportation infrastructure on
Toronto’s natural and built landscapes. Metro still faced the issue of the project’s rapid
transit component. After all, the Premier had announced that Ontario, and especially its
largest and capital city, was about to enter a progressive, transit-friendly, era. Yet
implementing a rapid transit line continued the Spadina dispute. Similar personalities
were involved in the subway issue, as citizens and politicians deliberated new plans for
sites originally required for the expressway.
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At the centre of the debate was the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine, a threekilometre, semi-wooded valley (figure 5.1). Metro had planned to build part of the
defunct expressway-rapid transit project on top of the valley’s bottomland, but Davis’s
cancellation put the future of the ravine in limbo. Suburban Metro residents believed that
the ravine still offered an inexpensive subway route. Individuals who favoured such an
alignment emphasized its lower cost and shorter construction time. Most important, they
gauged that a subway would define the valley as a transportation corridor, and keep hope
alive for the Spadina Expressway. Environmentalists and residents living closer to
downtown favoured a subway line under nearby Bathurst Street. To them, a Spadina
route would have operational disadvantages and exert unwanted pressure for high-density
development. They saw the ravine as irreplaceable nature, an ecological space to which
Metro should improve access for light recreation. When Metro Council decided to build
the subway under the valley via a Spadina alignment in 1973, it set aside one million
dollars to “restore” the ravine to the satisfaction of the City of Toronto and the Borough
of York, both of which had opposed the Spadina alignment, and in which the ravine was
located. Advocates of the valley turned to lessening the line’s environmental
consequences. Observers and local residents, however, felt the outcome of restoration
was mixed.
Officials used restoration in an attempt to minimize the environmental impact of
the Spadina subway. This act of mitigation offered decision-makers a strategy to
maintain the fragile consensus that viewed subway building as a practice in the public
interest, within a transformed political environment by the 1970s in which many
Torontonians placed high value in the preservation of treasured spaces within the urban
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Figure 5.1: Aerial photograph of Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine and environs in 1971. Source: CTA,
fonds 220, series 12. Reproduced with permission of Northway/Photomap/Remote Sensing Ltd.
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fabric. According to environmental philosopher Eric Higgs, ecological restoration is
“about making damaged ecosystems whole again” by regulating or reintroducing flora,
fauna, and soils in order to return natural processes to an area.2 During the past quarter
century, environmentalists have debated the benefits of restoration. Some thinkers such
as Robert Elliot and Eric Katz assert that environmental restoration is a “big lie” that
fakes nature. This interpretation, however, divides humans from nature. Others admit
the shortcomings of restoration, but believe the practice offers a chance to bridge this
dichotomy and increase popular awareness of the web of relationships that connect
humans to the natural world (and vice-versa). Higgs, for example, advocates “focal
restoration,” which encourages ordinary people to “get their hands dirty, literally” by
volunteering their labour for restoration projects as a form of citizen participation and
engagement. Despite their differences, both those supportive and critical of restoration
worry that the practice can be used to weaken criticism of infrastructure projects that
threaten spaces of environmental meaning.3 This is what happened with the Spadina
subway.
In tandem with the restoration of a natural space was a fight by residents of
Toronto’s Annex neighbourhood to preserve a number of late-nineteenth-century
buildings on Spadina Road that were threatened by subway construction. Locals, with
the support of the Toronto Historical Board, argued that the demolition of these former
residences would sacrifice the streetscape’s integrity and the city’s heritage. Advocates
succeeded in having some structures saved, although others met their fate from the

2

Eric Higgs, Nature by Design: People, Natural Process, and Ecological Restoration (Cambridge, Mass.:
The MIT Press, 2003), 1, 219.
3
Robert Elliot, “Faking Nature,” Inquiry 25 (1982): 81-93; Eric Katz, “The Big Lie: Human Restoration of
Nature,” Research in Philosophy and Technology 12 (1992): 231-241; Higgs, 3-4, 218-219.
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wrecking ball. Most symbolic of the concern for historical preservation was the adaptive
reuse of 85 Spadina Road. Instead of demolition to make way for a subway station, the
TTC bowed to pressure and agreed to use the former residence as a station entrance.
This chapter examines the Spadina subway in order to uncover a growing
emphasis during the 1970s on the restoration and preservation of Toronto’s natural and
built landscapes. The restoration of the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine and the
preservation of Spadina Road buildings reveal a complicated intersection of values about
technology, nature, and the built past during a period of increasing environmentalist and
preservationist consciousness in North America. The design of the Spadina line changed
from a plan to run trains aboveground on the ravine bottomland between expressway
lanes in the 1960s to their placement in the 1970s under the ravine, hidden with dirt,
grass, and trees, at an additional cost of one million dollars. And instead of facing
destruction like so many other structures that had made way for rapid transit in Toronto,
the house at 85 Spadina Road became a station entrance. Following the success of
residential protest during the mid-1960s, which forced the TTC to redesign the Yonge
Subway Northern Extension in order to minimize damage to residences and parkland, the
Spadina subway marked the first time that the TTC placed trains underground to restore
nature and altered station design to preserve the built past. Ravine restoration and
historic preservation for the Spadina subway signify emerging new ideals about nature
and heritage, and their intersection with technology. Each instance also showed that in
the political atmosphere of the 1970s, officials from Metro and the TTC had to make
compromises with local residents in order to continue Toronto’s subway building
programme.
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“The most controversial line of them all,” 1956-1972
The Spadina subway dated back to 1956, when Metro Toronto planners added
rapid transit to plans for the Spadina Expressway, which had been on the planning books
in some form since 1948.4 Hans Blumenfeld, Metro’s deputy planner, claimed that he
conceived a combined freeway-subway facility after Chicago’s Congress (later
Eisenhower) Expressway. 5 Indeed, the Spadina project embodied Metro’s “balanced”
transportation policy, which sought to build expressways and rapid transit across the
metropolitan area. 6 Planners designed Spadina to begin north of Wilson Avenue in North
York and travel south in a depressed right-of-way between Bathurst and Dufferin Streets.
South of Eglinton Avenue, the route journeyed on the bottomland of the CedarvaleNordheimer Ravine (interrupted by a short tunnel section between Heath Street and St.
Clair Avenue), until it connected with the east-west Crosstown Expressway south of
Davenport Road, and continued past Bloor Street in the City. 7 In 1962, Metro Council
voted to build the project, for which the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) quickly
approved capital borrowing costs. Nascent opposition in Toronto City Council, York
Township Council, and local ratepayer groups criticized its high costs and disruptive
effects on neighbourhoods. By this time, objections from residents of the City’s elite
Rosedale neighbourhood had begun to make the future east-west Crosstown Expressway
4

A northwest diagonal “superhighway” is shown in the City Planning Board’s Master Plan for the City of
Toronto and Environs (December 31, 1943), but its location is mostly to the west of future alignments for
the Spadina Expressway. Likewise, Norman Wilson’s A Transportation Plan for Metropolitan Toronto
and the Suburban Area Adjacent (April 1948) proposed a Queen Street subway northerly extension within
this “new Dufferin Highway” (75).
5
Hans Blumenfeld, “Evaluating the Downsview line and what it means to the future,” GM, February 18
1972. Critics of the Spadina Expressway asserted that planners added rapid transit to weaken opposition to
the expressway. See David and Nadine Nowlan, The Bad Trip: The Untold Story of the Spadina
Expressway (Toronto: House of Anansi, 1970), 81.
6
For a description of Toronto’s proposed “balanced” transportation system, see Metropolitan Toronto
Planning Board, Report on the Metropolitan Toronto Transportation Plan (December 1964).
7
For the proposed route of the Spadina project see M.M. Dillon & Company and Fenco-Harris, Spadina
Expressway: A Functional Report (1961), 15-25.
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unlikely, which jeopardized Spadina’s feasibility because more cars would be dumped
onto City streets. Metro’s first two freeways, the Gardiner Expressway and the Don
Valley Parkway, built during the 1950s and the early 1960s, had avoided neighbourhood
destruction. Metro’s other major transportation project during this time, the BloorDanforth subway, had not received any significant opposition about its impact on the
urban fabric. Yet nascent criticism against the Spadina Expressway failed to block the
start of the project or incite greater protest from the citizenry during the early 1960s. In
1966, it opened from Wilson to Lawrence Avenue, with the rapid transit median roughed
in. From Lawrence to Eglinton Avenue, the road was graded but not paved. With the
exception of a storm sewer installed in 1969, no construction had begun south of Eglinton
Avenue. 8
During the late 1960s, a growing environmental movement and downtown-based
opposition to high-modernist, managerial urban planning increasingly made the Spadina
Expressway a key target for citizens opposed to Toronto’s expressway network. It
became “the most controversial line of them all.”9 Two points are of interest for the
subsequent Spadina subway debate. Opponents of the expressway portrayed the
automobile as the enemy of both the built and natural environment. A poster designed by
University of Toronto students to promote a Stop Spadina rally, for example, shows a
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chaotic jumble of cars in a sea of asphalt. (figure 5.2)10 Although rapid transit was part
of the Spadina project, it is nowhere to be seen. Urban thinker Jane Jacobs expressed
similar concerns. Jacobs was author of The Death and Life of Great American Cities
(1961), the leading North American text that attacked top-down city planning and urban
renewal. In 1968, she moved to Toronto in protest against the Vietnam War, just in time
to help with the anti-expressway cause. 11 “I think most people in Toronto recognize that
the ravines [in the city] are very unusual features,” she said in a CBC interview in 1969.
“What is very likely to happen to the ravines if the official minds have their way . . . is
that they will all become highway corridors and poison alleys. They all get full of
exhaust from the cars to say nothing of the general roar of them.” The city’s ravines
would be “pretty well ruined for any use once they have a heavily-used expressway going
through them.” She made no mention of rapid transit’s effects on ravines in the
interview.12
Anti-Spadinaites believed that public transit was the transportation solution. The
scales of Metro’s balanced transportation system, according to them, had swung too
heavily towards cars. Jacobs criticized expressways for their need for expansion of
capacity, which led to an endless cycle at the expense of public transit investment. David
10

York University Libraries, Clara Thomas Archives & Special Collections, Stop Spadina Save Our City
Co-ordinating Committee fonds, ASC04666, unknown artist, “This is the Vic Grassroots movement to Stop
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11
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Figure 5.2: Unknown artist, “This is the Vic Grassroots movement to Stop Spadina Rally on March
18 1:PM Convocation Hall.” Source: York University Libraries. Clara Thomas Archives & Special
Collections. Stop Spadina Save Our City Co-ordinating Committee fonds. ASC04666.
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and Nadine Nowlan, in their anti-Spadina Expressway publication, The Bad Trip (1970),
made a similar argument. While they admitted “a private car on an intricate street
network provides a useful and often necessary degree of flexibility for people travelling
within a large urban centre,” the Nowlans asserted that “this use of cars is hindered if our
streets are clogged with drivers who could be served, and served better, by public
transportation.” After attacking the “mislead[ing]” analysis in Metro’s Transportation
Plan of 1964, they asked if the expressway’s costs would be better spent on rapid
transit.13
In early 1971, the OMB considered a Metro request for the approval of further
capital borrowing because construction costs for the project had risen. Anti-expressway
activists saw a strategic moment to stop the road. The Spadina Review Corporation, a
coalition of expressway opponents, contested the application. After sixteen days of
testimony, the board announced an unprecedented two-one split in favour of completing
the Spadina Expressway. In his dissenting opinion, however, OMB Chair Joseph A.
Kennedy stressed that the project would hurt communities in its path and destroy “a very
considerable amount of the natural beauty in ravines . . . a priceless heritage deserving
strong efforts for their preservation.” Along with spiraling costs, protection of the built
and natural environment from auto-centric planning had persuaded the OMB chair. 14

13
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The Spadina Review Corporation appealed the OMB decision to the provincial
cabinet, which could overrule OMB judgments. After months of speculation, Premier
Davis announced his government’s decision to deny Metro provincial funds needed to
complete the project. The premier was “sensitive to the fact” that his government had
reversed Metro Council’s 25-5 vote to complete Spadina. “But the Government and
Legislature of Ontario have their responsibilities as well, and their interests,” noted
Davis. He recognized the growing “public anxiety and concern” over pollution and
environmental degradation. 15 Coming soon before an anticipated provincial election,
Davis sought to use the expressway decision in order to craft an image of himself as a
progressive leader. “Bland Bill” became “Decisive Davis.” The cancellation followed a
spate of environmentally-minded announcements such as his decision to forbid
commercial logging in Quetico Provincial Park and to provide provincial operating
subsidies for municipal transit systems.16 Since it was his government’s role to serve as
the “final authority,” Davis asserted that the province “must do all we can to maintain the
quality of our urban life, preserve our ravines and parks, [and] conserve our residential
communities, private homes and historic landmarks.” He promised to seek transportation
alternatives acceptable to both suburbanites and City dwellers, and establish new funding

15
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arrangements to meet these needs. Since “the city does not belong to the automobile,”
the province sought to embark on a new era of urban transportation. 17
The responsibility of determining the details of this new era fell on the
Metropolitan Toronto Transportation Plan Review (MTTPR). The province created this
body - consisting of the province’s Ministry of Transportation and Communications, the
Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board (MTPB), Metro Roads and Traffic Department,
and the TTC – in spring 1971. The province requested the MTTPR to review Metro’s
Transportation Plan of 1964, which had stipulated the need for future reappraisal when
planners devised it in the early 1960s. The Spadina decision made the “review of
Metro’s transportation plan more urgent than ever.” In particular, the MTTPR faced the
question of the future of the rapid transit side of the defunct Spadina project.18
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A sub-group of the MTTPR, the Joint Technical Transportation Planning
Committee (JTTPC), studied possible rapid transit alignments. The endpoints of the
route were fixed northerly at the proposed Wilson Avenue Subway Yards in North York
and southerly at St. George Station, the northern end of the University Avenue line.
Schematic criteria reduced eighteen possible routes to five proposed alignments. In
December 1971, the JTTPC recommended “Scheme 9C” (figure 5.3). Like all other
alignments, Scheme 9C would travel south on the aboveground median of the
expressway right-of-way until Eglinton Avenue. But at this point the route used cut-andcover construction method through the Borough of York’s Cedarvale Park in a “covered
structure.” The route avoided the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine as it trekked under
residential streets slightly to the west of Bathurst Street, after which it tunnelled to
Davenport Road. The subway continued south via cut-and-cover under a residential
street, Albany Avenue, before turning east at Bloor Street to St. George Station. The
JTTPC believed the route – travelling through the “Bathurst corridor” – would be
superior to alignments that would traverse the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine. The ravine
routes, Scheme 1 and 1B, ran along what the JTTPC called the “Spadina corridor.” (for
Scheme 1, see figure 5.4)19
The JTTPC’s suggested route failed to materialize. Yet its report further
legitimized the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine as a consideration for the northwest rapid
transit line. Along with cost and operation, the report placed heavy weight on
19
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Figure 5.3: Scheme 9C of the Spadina subway. Source: Joint Technical Transportation Planning
Committee, Spadina Rapid Transit Alignment Study: Evaluation of the Relative Performance of Five
Selected Alignments (1971). Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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Figure 5.4: Scheme 1 of the Spadina subway. Source: Joint Technical Transportation Planning
Committee, Spadina Rapid Transit Alignment Study: Evaluation of the Relative Performance of Five
Selected Alignments (1971). Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.
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environmental factors such as “loss of trees” and “permanent disruption of public and
private open spaces.” As we have seen from statements by OMB Chair Kennedy and
Premier Davis, the state added further authority to such concerns as the 1960s turned into
the 1970s. The Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation Authority had protected
large spaces of Toronto’s ravine system from development in the 1950s as a means to
control floods, a need made painfully obvious by Hurricane Hazel in 1954. Yet these
measures reflected engineering needs rather than the innate value of ravines as spaces of
nature. In 1960, the City of Toronto Planning Board urged the City to preserve its
ravines that were still unprotected by legislation. Nothing immediately substantial came
from the suggestion, but it set the momentum for a growing belief in the inherent value of
Toronto’s ravines in subsequent decades.20
Metro Council decided in January 1972 to refer the JTTPC alignment report to
local municipalities, the MTPB, the TTC, and ratepayers’ associations before its
Transportation Committee (MTC) recommended a route. The MTC received over 150
submissions and requests for presentations before it commenced public hearings in April.
Many of the same politicians and citizens engaged in the expressway fight now shifted
their energy to the rapid transit alignment. Opinion had split into two broad factions:
those supporting the “Bathurst corridor” and the “Spadina corridor.”21 Consensus on the
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shape of the first rapid transit line in Toronto’s post-expressway future would not come
easily.

Different alignments
Proponents of a Spadina rapid transit alignment hoped that a subway running
through the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine would define the space as a transportation
corridor, and lead to an expressway in the future. Numerous briefs submitted to the MTC
illustrate this idea. Esther Shiner, a North York housewife whose GO Spadina
organization became the voice for pro-expressway citizens, favoured the Spadina corridor
for rapid transit. Shiner’s activism for a Spadina Expressway would lead to her election
to North York Council in 1972. “If Scheme 1 is built,” she speculated, “an expressway
can always be added at a later date.” No alignment reviewed by the JTTPC included an
expressway. In fact, TTC General Manager of Subway Construction Walter Paterson
made clear that a subway without provision for an expressway would make it “extremely
difficult” to build a future auto route. Nonetheless, expressway advocates used the MTC
hearings to express their disgust with Davis’s cancellation. To them, Metro’s balanced
transportation policy had been optimal to serve the public interest because subways
“move people,” whereas roads, especially expressways, “move people and goods by
private vehicles.” A balanced system promoted freedom of choice. As Shiner remarked,
“shouldn’t it be my privilege to travel in a nice warm car, if I so desire?”22
22
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Pro-Spadinaites emphasized the Spadina alignment’s lower cost and shorter
period of construction. The JTTPC estimated construction costs of Scheme 1 at $141
million versus $168 million Scheme 9C, a $27 million difference. Because it would run
in the open along the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine bottomland, Scheme 1 did not
require the same degree of cut-and-cover or tunnelling construction as Bathurst corridor
routes. This made it “the logical route with minimum expense and disruption.”23 ProSpadinaites underlined quick completion because the line was to relieve the Yonge
subway, which had become increasingly overcrowded. As the Yonge Subway Northerly
Extension neared completion in the early 1970s, doomsayers forecasted overcrowding on
the system’s most heavily-used line. The pro-expressway and Spadina subway alignment
Toronto Star, distraught over delays in selecting a route, wanted Metro Council “to hold
their next meeting at the Bloor-Yonge subway station any weekday afternoon at 5 pm.”
More important, considering their lukewarm feelings about public transit, pro-Spadinaites
stressed the automobile traffic delays that would occur during construction of a Bathurst
alignment subway. The Yorkdale Merchants Association, for example, feared the “five

held meetings and urged its membership to fight for a Spadina route. According to her, these actions were
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year disruption for traffic,” which would weaken sales for stores in the suburban North
York shopping complex. 24
In contrast, anti-Spadinaites considered the long-term operational health of the
transit system. The TTC favoured Scheme 9C, since this alignment “most satisfactorily
meets the Commission’s operating requirements.” Some anti-Spadinaites, however,
criticized the JTTPC and its Scheme 9C - even though this alignment avoided the
Spadina corridor - because the Committee did not judge what routes would attract more
riders. They also questioned the supposed need to relieve the Yonge Street subway by
connecting the next subway to the University Avenue line at St. George Station.
According to Jane Jacobs and the Nowlans, rapid transit routes should run “under or
beside heavily used transportation arteries,” an argument TTC consultant Norman Wilson
had been making since the 1940s. A diagonal Spadina alignment, “cutting across the
common rectangular pattern of Toronto streets[, was] unlikely to be efficient,” and would
be used mostly during rush hour. Subways ought to replace heavily-used bus or streetcar
routes. Such routes in Toronto had not only proven demand, but also eliminated surface
transit and reduced operating costs. The Spadina alignment, as a further weakness, would
miss the high-density apartments located on Bathurst Street, especially those north of
Eglinton Avenue. 25 Weaknesses in both alignments, along with the desire of local
ratepayers’ associations to avoid construction through residential streets, prompted the
City of Toronto, the Borough of York, and their numerous ratepayers’ associations to
24
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suggest a “Bathurst tunnel” route. It would tunnel north from Bathurst subway station
on the Bloor subway line to Lawrence Avenue, then westward to the Spadina Expressway
(renamed the William R. Allen Expressway in the late 1960s), where it would run north
in the median of the road’s completed portion.26
Both sides held different perceptions of the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine. As
Robert Fulford has written, “ravines are to Toronto what canals are to Venice and hills
are to San Francisco. They are the heart of the city’s emotional geography, and
understanding Toronto requires an understanding of the ravines.”27 Geographer Amy
Lavender Harris notes the centrality of ravines in Toronto-based fiction writing: “they are
at once enigmatic and illuminating, perilous and inviting, forbidden and irresistible. Like
the city itself, the ravines ply all their paradoxes at the same time, and it is precisely their
incongruity that makes them so central in its literature.”28 If the Cedarvale-Nordheimer
Ravine was a useless space, ugly and scarred, then why spend millions of dollars to avoid
the valley? Use it for rapid transit instead. But ravine advocates thought the valley was a
cherished place and sought to prevent further damage. This semi-wooded landscape
provided fuel for the Spadina subway fight.
Pro-Spadinaites depicted the ravine as a wasteland, a space easily recreated or
replaced. A Spadina route’s cheaper cost, claimed its advocates, offered extra money to
turn the valley slopes into landscaped parks. Metro Chairman Albert Campbell believed
that Metro could “completely re-landscape the ravines.” “We could plant palm trees or
26
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tropical flowers and even put glass greenhouses over them,” he exaggerated. North York
Controllers Paul Godfrey and Alex McGovern questioned the need to protect the ravine
because few people visited it. “I’ve been here since 1934,” announced McGovern, “and I
never heard of [the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine] until a short time ago.” North York
ratepayers’ associations agreed. “The importance [the JTTPC report] attached to the
‘ecological’ factor is subterfuge and an attempt to obfuscate the issue,” claimed one
ratepayer group located near the Highway 401-Allen Expressway junction. “The
restoration of the trees etc. would more than compensate for the ‘ravage’ caused to the
valley lands.”29
Pro-Spadinaites also felt that rapid transit travelling aboveground on the ravine
floor would create a more pleasurable subway experience and draw more riders. Former
Metro planner Hans Blumenfeld, echoing his earlier advocacy for a high-level bridge
over the Don Valley for the Yonge subway extension, thought a “pleasant and attractive
ride” through the ravine offered “daylight, and a view of trees and sky provided by a ride
in the open through a park.” Technology and nature would merge in a ravine route for
passenger enjoyment. This opinion came mostly from expressway advocates who
preferred to drive private automobiles rather than ride rapid transit, but it illustrates how
pro-Spadinaites believed that technology could improve nature and allow humans to
observe its splendor (even if from the inside of moving vehicles). As Esther Shiner
remarked, “I can visualize the Subway ride on Scheme 1 through the beautiful ravines
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and not all underground.”30 Geographer Matthew Gandy argues that New York’s interwar
“landscaped parkways” illustrated the modernist faith in the ability of technology to
improve yet draw inspiration from nature, an ideology embodied in the designs of Le
Corbusier and Frank Lloyd Wright. Gandy asserts that the shift to more utilitarian
highway design after 1945 showed a decline of this interwar ideology towards technology
and nature. However, the belief held by some pro-Spadinaites that an aboveground
subway could improve the ravine and create a pleasurable ride shows that this interwar
modernist sentiment still existed within the minds of some North Americans during the
1970s.31
To anti-Spadinaites, the ravine was treasured nature threatened by the Spadina
alignment. Spadina opponents varied their emphasis on the ravine as a reason to favour
alternative routes; however, the valley became the central argument against a Spadina
route as the debate dragged on. Although private residents whose homes backed the
ravine owned much of its slopes, Metro expropriated the bottomland during the late
1950s and 1960s for the expressway-rapid transit line. The ravine, located in the
Borough of York west of Bathurst Street, and in the City of Toronto to the east, was
officially defined as “vacant” space. Yet it was not void of meaning. Anti-Spadinaites
predicted the transformation brought about by subway construction as a tragedy. “The
alteration of the terrain and loss of trees in Cedarvale Ravine could not be undone,” an
environmentalist group warned. “No longer an example of nature in the city, it would
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become a place of gardeners, hoses and lawnmowers, hardly more interesting than
someone’s front lawn.”32
The Ravine Developers, a group of ten citizens living near the CedarvaleNordheimer Ravine, formed in early 1972 to increase public awareness of the valley and
its counterparts. To the group, Spadina subway proposals represented the current threat
to the ravine. After celebrating Davis’s expressway cancellation, The Ravine Developers
awoke in horror to discover that “a new threat presented itself. Some people seemed
intent on putting the northwest subway along the alignment of the defunct Spadina
Expressway.” Members included chairperson Nadine Nowlan, her husband, David, and
Pollution Probe worker Tom Murphy. They hoped a published report would act as an
example to others aspiring to save parklands. The group used the tone of a jeremiad to
justify the necessity of their fight: “Unless we act now to preserve the remaining land,
within another 10 years, the ravines of Toronto may be only another nostalgic
memory.”33
The Ravine Developers released their report, Foxes and Watercress: A Proposal
for the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine, in June 1972. Foxes and Watercress advocated
the protection of the ravine as a space for light recreation. Along with expressways, rapid
transit, and parking lots, The Ravine Developers felt that sports fields and children’s
playgrounds were “incompatible uses” of the valley. Instead, they hoped the community
would enjoy walking, hiking, nature trails, snowshoeing, picnicking, and observing
32
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wildlife and plants.34 Preserving nature for outdoor recreation linked their campaign to
the wider growth of the modern environmental movement.35 In essence, the ravine
should function as a “natural history museum” to educate the public about “conservation
practices.” Drawing from recent psychology studies, the group believed urbanites
required “retreats to the natural environment” because “feelings of confinement
encourage mental illness.” Yet some responses to the urban condition such as retreating
to a private cottage outside the city were “costly and limited to a privileged few.”
Toronto, then, needed to protect the nature in its own backyard for all its citizens, for the
greater good of the city. 36
Leading figures who had opposed the Spadina Expressway such as the Nowlans
were members of the Ravine Developers. Tactics used to scrap the expressway are
evident in Foxes and Watercress. Like the earlier expressway fight, the report presented
economic data to justify the ravine’s protection from use as a transportation corridor.
Nadine Nowlan calculated the value of publicly-owned ravine land at $36 million. Metro
promised to replace parkland in the subway path by establishing new parks in other areas,
which meant higher costs for taxpayers. And because only Cedarvale Park, bordering the
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west of the ravine, was technically recognized as parkland, Metro was not obligated to
replace the valley lands.37
The report promoted a two-pronged approach to save the ravine. Authorities, the
group insisted, must integrate the valley into a unified public parkland, recognized and
protected by municipal by-law. But such action alone would not revitalize the ravine.
Areas of the valley “detrimentally affected by the construction of the South Trunk Drain
Storm Sewer and the preliminary construction of the Spadina Expressway” must be
“restored to their pre-expressway state as much as possible.” Specific examples of
restoration included lowering projected sewer manholes, removing landfill and debris,
and altering slopes where Metro had created a dirt road for expressway construction. The
Ravine Developers also requested Metro to improve pedestrian accessibility to the ravine
with safe, well-marked entrances and paths. A mix of preservation and restoration could
offer urbanites a place to enjoy nature.38
The disparate opinions held by anti- and pro-Spadinaites reflected their divergent
backgrounds. Both groups had different spatial identities. A majority of pro-Spadinaites
lived in Metro’s outer suburbs, particularly North York. Almost all ratepayers’
association briefs supportive of a Spadina alignment, for example, originated in or near a
North York area bounded by Lawrence Avenue, Bathurst Street, Sheppard Avenue, and
the completed section of the Allen Expressway. These residents expected an expressway,
which may have influenced their decision to live in the area. Anti-Spadinaites, in
contrast, usually resided in the inner suburb of York, or the City of Toronto. They
possessed an urban identity that stressed the importance of strong, stable, vibrant
37
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neighbourhoods close to downtown and well-served by transit for the health of the whole
metropolitan area. Political bodies that represented these areas echoed the split. The
MTPB, dominated by suburbanites, recommended Scheme 1, as did the Boroughs of
North York and Scarborough. York and the City of Toronto suggested routes along the
Bathurst corridor.39
Both sides also had contrasting professional backgrounds. Small businesses
submitted a handful of pro-Spadina MTC briefs. The cancellation of the expressway
hindered their professional needs, and a stand-alone rapid transit line offered little help.
“How much thought has [the JTTPC] given to the need of surface Rapid Transportation
by our firm as plumbers[?],” one brief asked. “Do we have to cut our pipes into suitable
lengths to fit into subway doors? Do we have to charge our customers for this additional
service?”40 Anti-Spadinaites, on the other hand, were often members of the new middle
class: educated, affluent professionals employed in the public or non-profit sector.
Geographer David Ley has investigated this group’s role in the gentrification of Canadian
cities since the late 1960s. He argues that the journey-to-work has been an essential
ingredient in the gentrification process. According to Ley, members of the new middle
class have lived close to the concentration of public-sector institutions surrounding the
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central business district. While he does not remark on the new middle class’s sentiments
toward public transit, Ley notes that it has sought to improve alternatives to the
automobile such as walking and cycling. The environment has been another key issue for
the new middle class. The class background of The Ravine Developers reinforces Ley’s
arguments. Two members were professors at the University of Toronto, one worked for a
non-profit environmental organization, while another was a doctor. But we should not
take this analysis too far, as many of the anti-Spadinaite ratepayers’ associations
represented traditionally affluent areas that comprised members of the new middle class
and other privileged classes. Ultimately, a number of factors influenced preferred
alignments, such as residential location, occupation, and class background.41

History does not repeat itself, 1972-1973
In August 1972, the MTC recommended an alignment that the JTTPC had
excluded in its report of 1971. “Scheme 8C” would travel southerly in the expressway
right-of-way median until Eglinton Avenue. It then journeyed through Cedarvale Park
and the section of the Cedarvale Ravine within the Borough of York in a “covered
structure,” before it tunnelled south to Bloor Street. The City’s section of the ravine
would avoid construction, and the MTC stipulated that the portion of the Cedarvale
41
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Ravine through which the subway would pass must be properly restored after
construction. Toronto Aldermen Paul Pickett and Ying Hope, and York Mayor Philip
White, supported the motion, with East York Mayor True Davidson serving as the swing
vote. Representatives from Scarborough and North York opposed the recommendation.
It is unclear why Mayor White and ravine advocate Ying Hope supported construction in
any part of the ravine. Perhaps they felt this was the best possible outcome. Nadine
Nowlan remained skeptical and urged ratepayers’ associations to continue their fight to
preserve the entire ravine.42
Although the MTC had recommended Scheme 8C, Metro Council opted for a
Spadina alignment. Voting for the route were outer suburban representatives from North
York, Etobicoke, and Scarborough, joined by pro-development, “old-guard” City
representatives and East York Mayor True Davidson. York representatives and Toronto
“reform” councillors opposed the alignment. The Metro Council Minutes state:
It is recommended … that Scheme 1B … be approved as the route of the Spadina Rapid
Transit System, subject to the construction of the rapid transit line by cut-and-cover through
the Cedarvale Ravine and the proper restoration of such Ravine and the Nordheimer Ravine
to the satisfaction of the Councils of the Borough of York and the City of Toronto, including
final approval over all grades, levels and contours upon completion of development, design
requirements and above ground projections, and including the restoration of the entire open
space by sodding, tree and shrub planting and asphalt walks, with all costs with respect to
the foregoing being the responsibility of the Metropolitan Corporation [emphasis added].

Metro councillors who had favoured Scheme 1, which would have travelled on the
ravine’s bottomland, voted for a Spadina alignment through the valley, covered with soil.
42
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This route became known as “Scheme 1B modified,” because of the increased estimated
cost of the project by one million dollars for ravine restoration. 43
It is unclear whether the motion would have passed without these restoration
stipulations; those opposed to a Spadina alignment voted against it nonetheless. ProSpadina Metro Council members probably felt that restoration weakened criticism of the
route: a restoration plan, requiring acceptance from the Borough of York and the City of
Toronto, served as a strong rebuttal to opponents. Moreover, pro-Spadina politicians
may now have realized the financial value of the ravine, as Foxes and Watercress had
illustrated. Restoration and a subway through the valley then, was justified to those who
formerly advocated rapid transit travelling on the valley bottom. A restored ravine
parkland made economic sense, but not because of the sociological, spiritual, or
ecological value of preserved nature.
Setting aside one million dollars to cover the subway and restore valley lands
suggests a change in thinking about Toronto’s natural spaces. Officials had used the
word “restoration” in subway documents since the original Yonge line, when the TTC
agreed to spend $6,180 to sod a side slope of Rosedale Ravine Park, which the
Commission had infilled in order to build a subway station and tracks.44 During
preparations for the Bloor-Danforth-University project, the Commission promised to
“restore” parklands in which subway construction took place, like Queen’s Park and
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Willowvale Park (now Christie Pits).45 However, such restoration meant a few tree
plantings at a low sum, nothing like the massive earmark of one million dollars or the
engagement of external, professional landscape architects for the Cedarvale-Nordheimer
Ravine. Nor was restoration a prominent factor in political debates like Spadina.
In early 1973, anti-Spadinaites mounted a new challenge against Scheme 1B
modified. The municipal elections in December 1972 had brought in a “reform” City
Council, increasing the number of City politicians opposed to a Spadina alignment on
both City and Metro Council. Reform councillors had diverse political leanings, as some
drew from Toronto’s populist tradition of citizen participation and the centrality of
neighbourhood concerns, while others aligned closer to the tory tradition of expert
decision-making in the name of the general public interest. Nonetheless, reformers were
united in their criticism of the transportation plans, urban redevelopment schemes, and
city building techniques used at City Hall during the 1960s. The City-dominated Metro
Executive Committee voted 7-2 to suggest that Metro Council select the MTCrecommended Bathurst alignment, Scheme 8C.46 The revitalized fight for a Bathurst
alignment failed. On February 7th, 1973, after five hours of heated debate, Metro Council
voted 15-14 in favour of Scheme 1B modified. But new revisions were added. Most
important, Council agreed to build the subway beneath instead of through the floor of the
45
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ravine. To attract votes from York representatives, the motion removed a subway station
opposed by nearby residents. The station elimination was the deciding factor in the
revote. York Controller Douglas Saunders, who objected to Metro Council’s approval of
Scheme 1B modified in September 1972, now voted for the alignment. With a 14-14 tie,
Metro Chairman Albert Campbell - an appointed official - cast the tie-breaking vote in
favour of the Spadina alignment.47
City Council decided to fight Metro’s application to the OMB. For twelve days,
the OMB heard arguments from area municipalities and twenty-six citizens regarding
Scheme 1B modified. Lawyer J.J. Robinette, who had served as counsel for antiexpressway forces in the OMB case in 1971, represented the City. The City now
opposed the construction of any subway in the Bathurst or Spadina corridors; however, if
forced to chose, it would select Bathurst. The testimony of the TTC’s Walter Paterson
was key. He had previously opposed any Spadina alignment, not for environmental
reasons, but rather its inability to extend to the waterfront in the future. Paterson now
supported the Spadina alignment because he believed that the province’s recent push for
a transit network of intermediate capacity vehicles throughout Metro could provide
another means to service the proposed Metro Centre development, a failed plan that
would have demolished Union Station and erected office, commercial, and residential
buildings on former rail lands near the waterfront.48
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Paterson also exhibited drawings created by the TTC’s landscape architecture
consultants. The sketches illustrated that the ravine’s storm sewer line meant the TTC
could not construct the subway deep enough to preserve its slope. As a result, the valley
bottom would have a hump. York and the City believed that eliminating the hump would
increase subway construction costs by $25 million, and invalidate any cost benefit.
Counsel for York then requested a motion to adjourn the hearing until the TTC could
estimate the increased cost of moving the sewer main and lowering the subway
“completely below the floor of the Cedarvale Ravine as required by the Resolution of the
Metro Council.” Nonetheless, the motion was defeated, and the hearing soon came to an
end. 49
In May, the OMB decided in favour of Metro’s application. The board used the
limited judicial criteria of “need and expediency,” rather than the more holistic
considerations of environment and planning that had guided former OMB Chair
Kennedy’s minority judgment on the Spadina Expressway. Metro had stressed the
alignment’s lower cost and its relief of overcrowding on the Yonge Street subway.
Therefore, Metro was not obligated “to prove that this is the best route, but only [show]
the need and the situation giving rise to it.” The board also stated that the controversial
hump “must be regarded as engineering detail.” Promoting the autonomy of Metro to
determine its own transportation routes, the ruling concluded: “Surely there must be an
area in applications of this kind where the discretion of the elected council should
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prevail.”50 The Toronto Star, pro-expressway and Spadina alignment, believed that the
OMB had underlined “the people’s right to run their own civic affairs.” The door now
opened, according to one editorial, for Metro to return to its balanced transportation
policy. Environmentalists interpreted the ruling differently. Two days after the decision,
the Federation of Ontario Field Naturalists transformed their walk through the ravine into
an OMB protest. One hundred and fifty people, including four City aldermen, heeded the
call to save the valley “from further degradation.” “We are not opposed to the subway
itself,” an advertisement stated, “but we do not believe that parkland and ravines should
be used as expediently cheap routes for transportation.” 51
City Council voted to appeal the OMB decision to the provincial cabinet,
Toronto’s last chance to overturn the alignment. Alderman Colin Vaughan summarized
its position: “The debates, the reports, the hearings, the arguments about the Spadina
rapid transit line have now boiled down and distilled to a single, simple question. Is it
feasible to build a transit line from northwest Metro to the City core without having to
sacrifice a City ravine system?” The flawed TTC landscape drawings and cost increases
offered the strongest arguments to overturn the OMB decision. The City’s petition
rebuked the suggestion that the ravine hump was a mere “engineering detail.” Rather, the
mound constituted an “unwarranted invasion of the public interest in the protection of the
ravines in their natural condition and is a despoliation of an important natural heritage.”
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Davis, after all, had pledged his government’s responsibility to protect the environment
when he cancelled the Spadina Expressway in 1971.52
Yet history did not repeat itself. In Spadina subway issue, Davis’s new selfimage as a promoter of transit infrastructure and a protector of natural spaces came into
conflict. On August 1st, 1973, the province upheld the OMB decision. Two factors
explain why Davis refused to cancel the rapid transit project. The Ontario Conservatives
wanted to show that they valued the autonomy of local government. This is not to say
Davis’s government actually believed this ideology; in fact, the role of the province in the
affairs of Metro actually increased during the early 1970s. But supporters of municipal
autonomy had railed against the Spadina Expressway cancellation, and Davis wanted to
show sensitivity toward the ability of municipalities to determine policy. 53 In January
1973, Davis’s Minister of Transportation and Communications, Gordon Carton,
announced that the province would accept any rapid transit alignment selected by Metro.
“I would like to think that . . . Council can handle its own internal affairs,” he stated.
Davis echoed this sentiment two months later. The press and residents had generated a
sense of urgency when they criticized the length of time authorities had taken to select
(and reselect) a proper route. “In the light of the pressing need for public transit in this
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corridor,” Carton told Metro Chair Campbell, “it is the hope of the [Ontario] government
that construction and implementation of this subway proposal can be expedited as rapidly
as possible.”54 But most important, Davis refused the City appeal because cancelling any
rapid transit project in the aftermath of the province’s expressway decision - and new
pro-transit policy - would send a contradictory message. Davis, apparently so dedicated
to public transit, could terminate such a project only with tremendous difficulty. More
difficulty, in fact, than an expressway.

The reusable past: preserving historic structures
After the provincial announcement, anti-Spadinaites admitted defeat. They now
shifted their energy to ensure that Metro and the TTC built the subway with minimal
damage to the natural and built landscape. The new Metro Chairman, Paul Godfrey TTC commissioner, former North York controller, and supporter of a Spadina
Expressway - announced that he would listen to ratepayers’ associations that wanted to
protect the ravine and their neighbourhoods. In September 1973, City Council
established the Sub-Committee on the Spadina Rapid Transit Line. This body,
comprising City aldermen and representatives from residents’ associations, wanted to
give citizens a participatory role in the design and construction process. Conceived by
reform Alderman Colin Vaughan, the body assisted the City in its power to accept or
reject project details. Embodying Toronto’s populist tradition, it was a small but tangible
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illustration of the reform council’s desire to foreground the needs of neighbourhoods and
bring citizens closer to the apparatus of urban governance. 55
Residents of Toronto’s Annex neighbourhood had pushed for a sub-committee,
and used it to recommend changes to ensure that the line would exert a negligible impact
on their area.56 The Annex Ratepayers’ Association (ARA) criticized numerous aspects
of the project. In particular, it believed unnecessary a subway station planned for the
middle of their neighbourhood on Spadina Road, known as Lowther Station. Along with
a curving subway tunnel that would connect the Spadina line with the University line at
St. George Station, the facility required the demolition of stately buildings on Spadina
Road and Madison Avenue, some of which were eight decades old. Demolition, the
ARA claimed, risked damaging the neighbourhood streetscape and sacrificing the city’s
heritage.
Instead of destruction, the ARA urged preservation. Their suggestions took place
within the context of growing awareness for historic preservation in North America.
Societies have long desired to preserve material remnants of the past, a phenomenon
marked not by a linear narrative but rather periods of ebbs and flows of preservationist
concern. Nonetheless, scholars point to the failed attempt to preserve New York City’s
Pennsylvania Station from demolition during the early 1960s as the catalyst for the
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modern historic preservation movement, marked by stronger laws against the destruction
of buildings deemed historically significant.57 In Toronto, preservation of the built
environment has a deep but little known history.58 During the late nineteenth century, the
York Pioneer Society preserved John Scadding’s 1794 log cabin by moving it to the
Canadian National Exhibition grounds. In 1958, citizens convinced Metro to alter the
Gardiner Expressway alignment in order to avoid destruction of Fort York, and two years
later, City Council established the Toronto Historical Board (THB), an official agency
with a mandate to protect historic sites.59 Yet the successful drive to save old City Hall
from destruction for a commercial-office development during the mid-1960s has become
the symbol for a new appreciation for historical preservation in a city that had
experienced massive change to its urban fabric during the postwar era.60 An equally loud
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fight to preserve Union Station from demolition soon followed. The movement to
preserve historic spaces dovetailed with the “preservation of neighbourhoods,” the theme
of David Crombie’s successful mayoralty campaign in 1972.61
The TTC required demolitions in the Annex before it planned to begin subway
construction in the neighbourhood in spring 1975.62 In March 1974, George Luste,
representing the ARA and a Ravine Developers member, urged the TTC to cancel
Lowther Station, a “dead station” that would cost taxpayers five million dollars. He
presented slides of the buildings his association intended to save, like 85 Spadina Road,
“an old and solid home” required for the station’s entrance facility. “This is a beautiful
house and it would be a shame to lose it unnecessarily,” his brief read. The building,
designed by architect E.H. Herbert and built in 1899 for lawyer Norman Gash, combined
the brick-and-stone of Richardson Romanesque with a triangular pediment from the
Queen Anne style. Luste also suggested the Commission realign a curving subway path
in order to leave eight buildings standing on Spadina Road and Madison Avenue. These
“fine old homes . . . are part of the present streetscape” and were worth $1.4 million in
property values. “To destroy them, their income and tax earnings if they could be saved,”
the brief continued, “would be wasteful.” Instead, Luste suggested that the Commission
construct the curve under the buildings, which would cost only $60,000 per house
($480,000 in total, or $920,000 less than combined property values). Since the subway
would be 4.5 metres below, he proposed that the buildings serve as day-care centres or
other non-residential uses. The City had recently erected a local library over the Bloor
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line, and tenants already used four of the buildings as office spaces. 63 But the TTC’s new
General Manager of Subway Construction J.T. Harvey claimed that Lowther Station was
necessary for a train turn-back facility, a transfer location to the Bloor-Danforth line, and
a future streetcar-bus loop. The commissioners confirmed the building demolitions.64
City Council asked the THB to comment on the buildings. The board
recommended that the City designate the structures as heritage properties because of their
historical and architectural significance (the two buildings on Madison Avenue were
already listed). Heritage designation, under Section 2 of the City of Toronto Act of 1967,
meant that the City could wait sixty days before granting demolition approval. This
discussion period was supposed to serve as a timeframe during which parties could reach
agreement.65 Metro’s Subway Property Committee submitted its demolition request two
weeks before the City adopted the THB designation recommendations.66
The City’s commissioner of development, responding to City Council requests for
a feasibility study on retaining the properties, echoed the ARA’s argument that
preservation made financial sense. A consulting firm had estimated the cost of
temporarily removing structures at no more than $500,000 (excluding underpinning and
legal costs). Neighbourhood resale values had skyrocketed to upwards of $200,000,
thanks to the area’s “central location and prestige image.” Therefore, the commissioner
63
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felt that “the houses could command a market value [following completion of the
subway] to make a cost recovery feasible. Subject to further study, the lands and
buildings, after temporary relocation, could have at least a ‘breakeven’ recovery value.”67
The TTC, on a motion from Commissioner and Metro Chairman Godfrey, announced that
if Metro was willing to pay the costs of temporary relocation, it could relocate some of
the buildings.68
Metro officials became impatient with the City’s refusal to grant demolition
permits. Subway Property Committee member D.W. Rochester asserted that Metro
should not have to wait sixty days because it made the request before the City granted
heritage designation.69 In August 1974, the waiting period ended. “It seems . . . we are
running rapidly into a very serious situation,” Metro’s solicitor wrote to Godfrey about
the City’s stalling. 70 TTC officials, like J.T. Harvey, became critical of the “proliferation
of sub-committees and task forces,” which had “seriously delayed” station approval from
the City. Such action, along with demolition permit delays, had disrupted design,
lengthened the construction schedule, and increased project costs.71 TTC commissioners
claimed that the sub-committees represented “vocal minorities – backed by reform
councillors [or] deformers as they have mostly turned out to be” - who became “so
67
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emotionally involved and hysterical” about their own “narrow field of recommendation”
that they refused to accept the fact that their suggestions were “selfish” and “unfair” to
most citizens. TTC Chairman Karl Mallette echoed these concerns with reference to the
City’s historical designations, which he estimated might postpone the subway’s opening
by a year and increase costs by $15 million. The Commission had reduced the number of
buildings for demolition from fourteen to seven, and it was willing to “trespass” onto
these properties. 72
Further evidence that the City understood heritage designation as a stalling
mechanism from demolition was the THB’s recommendation in July that City Council
not designate 85 Spadina Road as a heritage property “at this time.” The TTC planned to
raze the building in late 1974. At this later date, the City could again consider such
action. The purpose behind the sixty-day waiting period was to delay demolition in order
to reach compromise, but the THB realized that strategic timing of heritage designation
could further postpone demolition. Meanwhile, the City adopted a THB suggestion that
the Commission explore alternatives to demolition.73
TTC approved retaining 85 Spadina Road as a subway station in September
(figure 5.5). J.T. Harvey noted that the Commission had reconsidered demolition during
conversations with the THB and the City’s development department. Adamson
Architects, one of three firms recently commissioned to improve the design for Spadina
line stations, had indicated that the TTC could reuse the structure as a subway entrance
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Figure 5.5: 85 Spadina Road, built in 1899 and readapted for use as a subway station entrance.
Photo by author (2010).
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and also retain its “external architectural character.” Most important, Harvey reported
that the retention of 85 Spadina Road satisfied the THB without increasing project costs.
The City’s Executive Committee applauded the decision. “It’s a victory for the forces of
light,” Mayor Crombie said. Yet seven other buildings on Spadina Road and Madison
Avenue were not as lucky. Although they had been designated as heritage sites, the City
submitted to demolition when it realized preservation would cost over one million
dollars, a figure higher than expected.74
The compromise over 85 Spadina drew from adaptive reuse, in which old
buildings are preserved through new uses. Denver’s Larimer Square and San Francisco’s
Ghirardelli Square popularized adaptive reuse. During the 1960s, developers readapted –
rather than demolished - old commercial and industrial structures at both sites to serve as
specialty shopping and tourist areas. Comparable developments spread across North
America, spurred by an awareness of failed urban renewal plans and rising energy
concerns. According to a report by the United States Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation in 1976, growing concern for the natural environment in the late 1960s
influenced the desire to conserve the built environment through the practice of recycling
buildings. 75 Similarly, Marshall Berman argues that “[o]ne of the central themes of the
modernism of the 1970s was the ecological idea of recycling: finding new meanings and
potentialities in old things and forms of life.” Berman points to a new modernism at
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work in New York’s SoHo district, when artists began to rehabilitate the area through
their own adaptive reuse of vacant buildings.76
Although not all historic structures remained, 85 Spadina became a celebrated
part of the subway line. In 1976, the TTC’s employee magazine, The Coupler,
showcased a photograph of the building as movers temporarily relocated the former home
to the back of the property before returning it to its original location. The magazine
described the building as “an integration of new and old . . . to preserve the character of
the neighbourhood.”77 At the Spadina line’s opening in 1978, an honoured guest was
Mrs. Marguerite Boggs, who had lived at 85 Spadina with her family from the 1940s to
the 1960s. Now in her eighties, she reminisced about the home, for example, recounting
when her son constructed a model railroad on the bottom floor. Little did she know trains
would again travel in the basement. Before passengers entered 85 Spadina in 1978, the
THB had designated the building as a historic landmark. The Coupler predicted that “the
stately Victorian home should be around in its new role as a subway station for many
years to come.”78 The work of local heritage preservationists had ensured that the
mansion still stood, but they had been unsuccessful in their attempt to revise plans for the
Spadina line so that other historic buildings nearby avoided demolition.

In its “natural state”: restoring a ravine
The restoration of the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine, like the preservation of
historic Annex buildings, was a compromise between the needs of transportation
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infrastructure and the desire to minimize its consequences on the urban fabric. The
ravine has experienced changing human uses for centuries. At the time of European
settlement during the early nineteenth century, the valley had a white cedar bottomland.
Settlers stripped much of the ravine’s tree cover before the twentieth century, first for
lumber, then firewood. Second-growth forest subsequently filled much of the logged
space. During the first half of the twentieth century, residents removed underbrush and
planted grass (figure 5.6). According to field notes of Richard Saunders, an amateur
birdwatcher who frequented the area and a professor of history at the University of
Toronto, the ravine was slowly “parkified” by 1935. By this date, a dump known as the
“Spadina Fill” sat in the ravine between St. Clair Avenue West and Heath Street (figure
5.7). The TTC expanded the dump in the early 1950s when it deposited fill from
construction of the Yonge Street subway. The Cedarvale and Nordheimer sections of the
ravine became separated by 1952. Despite these changes, Torontonians used the ravine
for a variety of recreational purposes, particularly birdwatching. During the late 1960s,
Metro tore up the bottomland to install a storm sewer for the expressway-rapid transit
project. This alteration diminished the flow of the ravine’s Castle Frank Brook, a
tributary of the Don River whose erosive power had carved the valley centuries before. 79
Despite the opposition of The Ravine Developers to the Spadina alignment, the
restoration design enacted a number of suggestions that had been listed in Foxes and
Watercress to improve accessibility in the ravine. Landscapers, for example, created a lit
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Figure 5.6: The “parkified” Cedarvale Ravine. Source: CTA, fonds 1231, item 1972, “Cedarvale
Bridge,” April 21 1915. Reproduced with permission of the City of Toronto Archives.

Figure 5.7: The Spadina Fill. Source: CTA, fonds 200, series 372, subseries 1, item 1375, “Dump
north side of St. Clair east of Bathurst,” December 12 1935. Reproduced with permission of the City
of Toronto Archives.
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walking path above the subway that enabled a safer journey for pedestrians. The Ravine
Developers also recommended a pedestrian access to connect the Cedarvale and
Nordheimer sections in their report. Ironically, the creation of St. Clair West Station and
its various entrances in the former Spadina Fill reunited both sections. When the subway
opened, a patron could enter the station at the southern end of the Cedarvale Ravine, walk
along the subway platform, and enter the Nordheimer Ravine. This latter subway
entrance, locked today because of “lack of use and safety concerns,” led directly onto the
ravine floor.80
The success of restoration was mixed. Metro spent more than $600,000 to
regrade and revegetate the ravine following subway construction. The TTC contracted
out the landscape design to Johnson Sustronk Winestein and Associates, a Toronto firm
whose résumé included a number of parks across Canada. Various nurseries carried out
the design. A study in 1980 of the Cedarvale section of the ravine by ecologists Arnie
Gotfryd and Paul Smith criticized the restoration effort. The report condemned the hump
on the valley bottom, a concern noted during the OMB subway hearings. The
restorationists used excavated clay for the covering, which led to poor water drainage and
inhibited revegetation. The ravine’s altered contours reduced the Castle Frank Brook to a
“sluggish, stagnant” stream. The study also noted that new vegetation received improper
care. Landscapers located plantings in areas of salty, road run-off water from nearby
Bathurst Street. Despite protests by the landscape firm and the Borough of York, the
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planting contracts contained no maintenance clause, so trees and shrubs received no
pruning or watering in the months following their planting.81
Anecdotal evidence also indicates how the ravine restoration failed to turn back
the clock to a time before subway construction. Gotfryd and Smith surveyed local
residents who noted the decline of wildlife, especially squirrels, raccoons, and birds.
Although 58 percent of study participants were “satisfied with the way the ravine has
been restored,” 39 percent were “somewhat dissatisfied” and 3 percent “very
dissatisfied.” A majority of respondents believed revegetation on the ravine floor was too
sparse. Torontonians continued to lament the impact subway construction had on the
ravine. One account stated that the subway, along with the sewer installation in 1969,
“destroyed” the valley bottom. “The TTC put a subway through there some years ago,”
another observer noted, “and while they claimed they would restore the ravine as it was,
it’s never been the same and I don’t go there any more.”82
It is unclear why restoration contained such faults, since Metro required York and
the City to approve the restoration design. The City’s Sub-Committee on the Spadina
Rapid Transit walked through the ravine and viewed models that showed landscaping
details before it accepted revised designs, while York liaised with the TTC through its
commissioners of works, and parks and recreation. 83 Regardless, the lack of a
maintenance clause and the inability to lower the subway cover beneath the valley bottom
stand out as the biggest flaws of the restoration. A restoration fix failed to fully recreate
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the ravine in its “natural state.” Technology could not rebuild a space that took natural
forces millennia to create, but decades for humans to radically alter.84
This short survey of the valley’s recent human and natural history illustrates that
the ravine was - and still is – a hybrid landscape. The ravine is not simply a natural space
separate from or despoiled by humans. Instead, it represents a continually changing
relationship between humans and non-human nature, two entities that can never be truly
separated. Environmental history has revealed the reciprocal dynamics of this
relationship throughout time. As Richard White notes, “we cannot understand human
history without natural history and we cannot understand natural history without human
history.” Environmental historians have critiqued the strain of preservationist ideology
that views nature as timeless and void of humans by stressing the ways in which cultures
have constructed the concept of nature and influenced the natural world. 85 In Toronto,
one must go far back in time to find an age in which humans had not etched their
footprint on the valley. The changes in the land brought about by subway construction
and ravine restoration represent an extension of this human-nature relationship.
Underlining the hybrid nature of the ravine does not imply that humans should do
what they please to the earth because all damage can be restored. Such a moral
conundrum hints at the complicated debate over restoration. Many advocates and critics
84
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of restoration share a criticism of the Promethean belief in which humans possess the
ability to restore all “damaged” landscapes. Such a belief seeks to legitimize changes to
the earth by stressing the ways in which affected spaces can be repaired to a previous
state. Eric Higgs describes this mentality as “technological restoration,” a top-down
practice that “sops up our excesses.” 86
A key divide between restoration projects is whether restoration is planned before
or after the act of degradation. Most historical studies of restoration in Canada have
examined situations in which calls for restoration occurred after the most dramatic act of
degradation or destruction had already taken place.87 The Spadina case contained diverse
motivations for restoration. Pro-Spadinaites saw restoration as a political tool to
minimize opposition against the destruction of the ravine before subway construction had
begun. In contrast, advocates of the valley such as The Ravine Developers sought to
avoid further degradation and urged restoration as a means to reverse damage that had
already occurred. On one level, it is ironic that participants thought restoration could
return the ravine to a more “natural” condition through the application of human
knowledge and energy. Yet, on another level, the emphasis that both sides placed on
human uses within the ravine’s future makes this phenomenon seem less contradictory.
Pro-Spadinaites understood the ravine as a transportation corridor, and restoration
seemed to offer a way to advance this definition. Ravine advocates wanted the valley to
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serve as a space of interaction between humans and non-human nature. When forced to
choose, they preferred a ravine of restored green space to a valley of subway tracks.
Despite the shortcomings of restoration, the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine
continued to perform a central function desired by The Ravine Developers: a nearby
space in which Torontonians could escape the stress of the city, experience ecological
processes, and enjoy light recreation. “As you head into the ravine, you can begin
forgetting about city life and concentrate on the ravine’s natural beauty,” one jogger
proclaimed in 1980. These uses would have been less likely if the subway (with or
without an expressway) travelled on the ravine floor. After the subway’s completion,
Metro leased respective sections of the ravine to York and the City. Although both
municipalities varied in the degree of restrictions placed on slopes owned by private
citizens, they recognized the ravine as protected parkland.88 Today, people walk in the
ravine unaware that subway trains pass under them. Natural regeneration has eliminated
many scars of construction, but the hump remains (figure 5.8).

Conclusion
Geographers Maria Kaika and Eric Swygendouw describe the increasing
“fetishization of technological networks” in modernity, as people have detached networks
of water, gas, waste collection, electricity, information, and transportation from the
natural processes and social relations that brought them into existence. They argue that
88
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Figure 5.8: View of Cedarvale Ravine. Photo by author (2009).
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technology shifted in the mid-twentieth century from being a source of freedom to a
necessity. During what they call early modernity, people celebrated technology and the
“urban dowry” of networks – visual cues such as water towers – as symbols of progress
and civic pride. The era of high modernity saw these networks increasingly placed
underground, a practice that subverted their natural processes and social origins to an
ever greater degree. Subways are absent from Kaika and Syngendouw’s work and
complicate their narrative.89
This chapter has offered a case study of one debate over buried infrastructure.
Planners had designed rapid transit to run aboveground between lanes of auto traffic on
the floor of the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine, which they viewed as an inexpensive
solution to the need for a cheap transportation corridor. Yet when the line opened in
1978, soil hid the subway from the landscape. It was out of sight and out of mind.
Walking through the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine today, one must look hard to find
evidence of subway tracks underneath. For example, trees, shrubs, and rock boulders veil
a subway air tunnel (figure 5.9). Although the ravine is a heavily-designed human space,
it is imagined as a natural place. Only a few signs of human influence (the walking path,
for instance) are present within the ravine’s landscape.
The most important questions arising from the Spadina saga are why the line was
buried, and why restoration became a significant component of the project. The design of
the Spadina subway reflects an emerging awareness of the values of nature and heritage.
It also illustrates the ambiguous relationship between such values and modern
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Figure 5.9: Hidden subway infrastructure in Cedarvale Ravine. Photo by author (2008).
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technology. Burying rapid transit below the ravine both disparaged and celebrated the
power of technology. Covering the line with soil recognized rapid transit
as a blight on the landscape, but this act also embodied a faith that technology and nature
could coexist. Ultimately, the restoration of the Cedarvale-Nordheimer Ravine served to
mediate proponents and opponents of a Spadina subway alignment. Pro-Spadinaites like
Esther Shiner and Hans Blumenfeld wanted aboveground rapid transit travelling on the
bottomland of a landscaped park, but their vision did not become reality. Pro-Spadinaites
acknowledged the need for compromise in order to legitimize their favoured alignment,
so they placed the line under the ravine and set aside one million dollars for restoration.
Meanwhile, opponents of a Spadina alignment realized that they lacked the political
power to defeat the route and resigned themselves to restoration. Building preservation
also shows compromise between Annex residents, heritage-minded citizens, and the
TTC. The Commission altered its designs in order to save old properties and to convert
85 Spadina Road into a station entrance, but the high cost of temporary relocation meant
the demolition of others.
Yet we must also recognize continuities. First, economic considerations
influenced decisions to place the Spadina subway under the ravine and preserve historic
buildings. Since Toronto began to construct subway lines in the late 1940s, authorities
used economic calculation to decide whether to situate trains above or underground. The
TTC built the original Yonge line underground in downtown because the high cost of
expropriation would have made aboveground rights-of-way impractical. Metro placed
the Bloor-Danforth line underground in areas in which it hoped to ignite development.
The Spadina subway extended this philosophy. Although ravine advocates failed to
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prevent subway construction in the valley, Metro believed that the extra sum required to
cover the subway and restore the ravine was a wise investment in the public interest. As
The Ravine Developers argued, “this ravine is worth a lot of money.” 90 Similarly, the
TTC agreed to adaptive reuse of 85 Spadina Road after it became convinced that such
action was economically feasible, while higher costs forced the City to balk at the
preservation of nearby buildings. 91
Second, Spadina was not the first time citizen activism had forced changes to
subway design. During the late 1940s, Davisville residents opposed plans to locate the
original Yonge line’s subway yards in their area. Along with their desire to limit
industrial development in a “stable” neighborhood, they emphasized that the yards
threatened the future of Oriole Park, a valued community amenity. The City cajoled the
Commission to redesign the yards in order to maintain the park. In a more recent
example, residents successfully protested against an off-street alignment and a massive
Don Valley bridge for the Yonge Subway Northerly Extension during the mid-1960s.
The TTC, following requests from Metro Council, built the line by tunnel boring under
Yonge Street and eliminated the bridge. This unprecedented level of design change
increased construction costs by millions of dollars. Yet unlike The Ravine Developers or
Annex residents, the arguments of these earlier citizen activists did not centre on the
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innate value of nature or heritage. With Spadina, new citizen concerns were added to old
ones.
The Spadina line was the last major subway construction project in Toronto for
over twenty years. 92 As Bathurst alignment proponents had warned, the Spadina line did
not replace a heavily-used surface route and it failed to attract passengers. Critics called
the line a white elephant.93 Moreover, subway construction costs had been rising
dramatically since the late 1960s, and governments restrained capital spending as the
economy entered a recession in the mid-1970s. “The last two years have been
characterized by an ever-deepening atmosphere of constraint which promises to prevail
into the foreseeable future,” TTC Chief General Manager Michael Warren wrote in 1977.
“[W]ith the completion of the Spadina Subway . . . , the magnitude of the [TTC’s] capital
program will substantially reduce.”94 The City’s planners urged deconcentration through
the creation of office and commercial subcentres in Metro’s suburbs, motivated in part by
a desire to preserve downtown residential neighbourhoods and historic buildings.
Deconcentration, embodied in the City’s Central Area Plan of 1978 and Metro’s Official
92
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Plan of 1980, Metroplan, sought to influence future transit needs by reducing the number
of suburban-downtown commutes and encouraging reverse commuting on existing
subways. 95
Although Montreal, Mexico City, San Francisco and Washington began to build
rapid transit by the late 1960s, Toronto had been the only North American city to
construct a new subway system from the end of the Second World War until Montreal
broke ground for its Métro in 1962 (with the exception of a short route in Cleveland built
mostly on a former commuter line right-of-way during the early 1950s). In less than four
decades, Toronto had constructed over fifty kilometres of subway in an effort to bind the
metropolitan area together with infrastructure that officials claimed would enable
mobility for citizens and spur orderly development. At the heart of this claim had been a
conception of the subway as a public technology, that is, an infrastructure built in the
public interest for the general benefit of the whole civic community. Officials promoted
this understanding to justify not only the financial costs of subway building, but also the
sacrifices demanded of local neighbourhoods, whether it be the temporary
inconveniences of construction or more permanent consequences like expropriation, train
noise, the loss of parks and other amenities, and development pressures. By the late
1960s, residents began to criticize specific aspects of subway building - such as proposed
alignments and construction methods - on a new level. Unlike protests against
expressways, however, citizens rarely questioned the need for improved transit
infrastructure. Instead, they urged municipal authorities to continue subway building, but
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only if they used methods and alignments that minimized negative consequences on the
city’s built and natural environments.
As this chapter has shown, many of the political, social, and environmental issues
that scholars have explored in the Spadina Expressway controversy remained during the
subsequent subway debate, despite the popular image of transit as friendly to natural and
built environments. While not denying that transit possesses a number of advantages
over the automobile, especially in terms of per-capita energy consumption for certain
travel purposes, we must not forget why transit, too, can be perceived as a threat to the
urban fabric. Zachary Schrag’s history of the Washington Metro shows how the
construction of the American capital’s rapid transit system during the 1970s fostered
opposition to the project. Not only did Washington’s park authorities object to the
intrusion of the Metro on parklands and squares, but citizens - many of whom supported
rapid transit as a means to avoid destructive freeways - also criticized the project’s
anticipated negative effects on the livability of local neighbourhoods. A similar situation
developed in Toronto. Individuals who had opposed the Spadina Expressway and urged
Toronto to build better public transit facilities contested the particular route
recommended by Metro Council a few years later.96 The importance of environmental
issues, heritage structures, and citizen participation within the Spadina subway debate
illustrate the influence of changing social values that emerged during the 1960s on North
American city building practices of the 1970s.
The effects of such activism reduced the problems associated with the building of
earlier subway lines in Toronto, but they also came at a price. In conjunction with rising
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labour costs and changing economic circumstances as the decades of postwar growth
came to a close by the mid-1970s, the need for mitigation made subway expansion a
greater financial challenge and a political risk. Ironically, such a development occurred
at a time when many Torontonians placed a renewed faith in the possibilities of transit for
the city’s post-expressway future. The last chapter examines how people used the
subway from the 1950s to the 1970s. While functionality served as the guiding operating
concept for the TTC, others increasingly saw the subway as a public space, and sought to
improve its access, safety, and aesthetics for the public good.
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Chapter Six - Using a Public Technology: Accessibility, Safety, and Aesthetics in the
Subway

A week before trains rumbled under Yonge Street in March 1954, Torontonians
picked up a TTC pamphlet entitled How to Use Canada’s First Subway (figure 6.1). It
was, in essence, a subway user manual. Reading its text and viewing its images
simulated a series of events within a typical journey on rapid transit. A passenger enters
a station, pays her fare, passes by the turnstile, and takes a transfer if needed. Once the
rider reaches her destination, she exits the station and waits for a surface vehicle if
desired. The brochure outlined the proper way that the TTC wanted its passengers to use
the subway. It neglected to mention the possibility that the subway was also a space in
which to loiter, to engage in sexual relations, to hawk wares, to busk, or to inhabit if
homeless. 1
This is not to say the Commission thought such uses were impossible. One week
before the Yonge line opened, TTC commissioners and management met with senior
police officials. Both parties agreed that the Commission should amend its by-laws in
order to “regulat[e] the use of the rapid transit system,” and the TTC soon outlined
undesirable behaviours specific to the subway. It prohibited people from entering at
undesignated entrances, loitering within the system, tampering with equipment, selling
unauthorized materials, distributing literature, and soliciting other passengers. These acts
joined other restricted behaviours such as smoking and spitting on vehicles that had been
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Figure 6.1: The TTC's How to Use Canada's First Subway brochure, released a week before the
Yonge subway opened in 1954. Reproduced with permission of the TTC.
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listed in the TTC’s older by-law, which applied to its entire transit system. Of course,
subway users were also subject to the Criminal Code of Canada.2
The brochure and the by-laws demonstrated the functionality of the subway for
the TTC. At its root, the Commission hoped that the subway would maintain and expand
transit ridership in the automobile age by reducing travel times and increasing
convenience for its passengers in a cost-effective manner. Making the subway the
backbone of the metropolitan transit system and reducing the number of motorcars and
transit vehicles on the road would benefit the public interest of the entire city. As TTC
General Manager W.E.P. Duncan argued in 1957, “[t]here is no question that the
construction of a rapid transit line contributes greatly to the benefit of all sections of the
community and not only to those who travel on it.”3 Whether it was enhanced property
values, growing tax assessments for better municipal services, greater capacity on current
roads and a diminished need for expressways, or simply shorter commuting times, the
subway seemed to offer something for everyone.
In order to achieve these goals, the TTC designed and operated the subway by
balancing efficiency of cost and service with cleanliness and safety. Such attributes
conformed to the operating mission of the Commission. “[T]he sole objective under
municipal ownership is to give the public a maximum of modern and efficient service at
the lowest possible cost,” its commemorative publication Wheels of Progress outlined in
1953.4 This principle had guided TTC operations since its formation in 1921. It was a
body charged with the responsibility to provide common carrier transportation in the City
2
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of Toronto, and after 1954, the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto. The TTC had
been born in the wake of an awareness by diverse segments of society that key services
like transit could be better run by an independent public board of ratepayers compared to
a private company motivated by profit.5 This belief, in part, drew from the city’s tory
tradition, which emphasized the value of corporate, bureaucratic forms of local
government in the name of an abstract public interest. Most important, statute bound the
Commission to build and operate its system in a “self-sustaining” manner from passenger
fares, not government coffers (except as a guarantor of bonds). This stipulation
continued to exist as Toronto’s subway era began.6 To the TTC, rapid transit fulfilled the
transit authority’s primary responsibility: the subway would move passengers with
greater efficiency of cost and service compared to the surface lines it promised to replace.
Yet the Commission realized other factors – cleanliness and safety – were also
essential to the success of the subway and the wider transit system. The importance of
cleanliness, for example, dovetailed with efficiency of cost to influence station designs
that prioritized easy-to-clean surfaces and other maintenance concerns.7 Meanwhile, the
Commission not only lauded its safety record but also underlined amenities like bright
lighting that enhanced passenger security. 8 Cleanliness and safety echoed the realization
at the TTC - dating back to the 1920s - that its services faced competition from the
automobile. It had to offer a strong product to ensure high ridership, one reason for its
push for rapid transit since the 1940s. In 1966, General Manager of Operations John
5
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Inglis stated the need for superior service when he noted that TTC management saw two
types of passengers: those who used transit out of necessity, and those who used it out of
choice. Inglis believed that transit had been successful in postwar Toronto because of its
high social acceptance of riding, its ability to attract passengers of choice. “There are
some cities where a person would rather be found dead than found riding in a public
transit vehicle,” he said. By 1967, the first full year of Bloor-Danforth subway operation,
ridership levels on the whole system would be higher than 1946 - an accomplishment
unique to the TTC among North American transit systems. 9
Limited statistical data validate the depiction of the subway as a technology used
by passengers from diverse class backgrounds. Postwar Toronto, like other Canadian
cities, never experienced a flight of middle-class residents to the suburbs to the same
degree as many urban centres in the United States, in part because of the strong planning
powers of Metro and the relative lack of racially-segregated neighbourhoods in the
City. 10 The persistence of middle-class residents living in the inner city helps to explain
why the transit system maintained its diverse passenger demographics, as does the fast,
reliable service of the new subway in tandem with its well-integrated surface feeder
routes. In the early 1970s, a study for the United States Department of Housing and
Urban Development conducted over four hundred interviews with riders in the Toronto
subway system during off-peak hours. Its report concluded that “[t]he subway serves all
income groups, but serves the middle and upper income groups most.” Although the
interviewers had excluded non-English speakers, which inflated the proportion of riders
9
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from higher income groups, the report documented that people from all income levels
used the subway. Yet, people from various income groups gave different responses as to
why they rode the subway. While all income groups used the subway for its convenience
and speed, affluent riders “overwhelmingly” responded that rapid transit helped them
avoid parking headaches. In contrast, passengers in lower income categories were the
predominant groups to admit that they had “no other means of transportation,” namely,
an automobile. 11 Inglis had accurately portrayed a subway ridership that used rapid
transit out of necessity and by choice. Officials promoted the subway as a public
technology for all residents, but it benefited segments of Toronto’s population for
different reasons.
Attracting riders of choice meant that the Commission had to promote a specific
way that people should use the subway. The TTC conceptualized rapid transit primarily
as a utilitarian infrastructure, not an engaging public space. Functionality was linked to
its understanding of the subway as a technology to move the greatest number of riders
with safety, speed, and economy in the public interest, even if this notion overlooked the
needs of a minority of citizens. As we have seen in previous chapters, the conception of
the subway as a technology of efficiency had been evident since the rapid transit
referendum campaign in 1945, when the TTC promoted the subway’s speed and
convenience, and its rational spaces that eliminated the unpredictability of urban life.
But other people thought that the subway was more than tunnels, tracks, trains,
and moving bodies. The TTC’s stress on functionality increasingly conflicted with
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Torontonians who understood the subway from other perspectives. Civic authorities had
promoted the subway as a technology built and operated in the name of the general public
interest, yet certain groups felt their needs were overlooked and they demanded inclusion
within the official conception of the public good. Others, in a similar vein, felt that the
TTC’s limited understanding of the public interest neglected the integral role of the
subway as part of the daily experience of urban life in Toronto.
This chapter examines these tensions by excavating some situations from the
1950s to the 1970s in which people used – or hoped to use - the subway. Torontonians
with physical disabilities increasingly sought to make the subway a more accessible
space, which conflicted with the Commission’s goals of efficiency of cost and service. A
group of black youths in the early 1970s saw the subway as not only a means of travel,
but also a meeting place for socializing, despite TTC proscriptions against loitering. A
few years later, a spate of violence erupted. Tinged with racism and covered widely in
the local media, it challenged the belief that the subway was safe for all its passengers.
Since cleanliness and safety had served as a counterpoint against crime-ridden American
systems - especially the New York subway - growing perceptions of danger in the
subway mirrored wider fears that Toronto, “the city that works,” might descend into the
same plight as American urban centres. To counter growing concern over personal
safety, the TTC implemented strategies to improve surveillance throughout the subway.
Meanwhile, station design had become the subject of criticism by the early 1970s. Critics
believed that its sterility hindered the subway experience and its place within the life of
the city. Some people even went so far as to suggest that these aesthetic shortcomings
were linked to crime. The debate over safety and aesthetics came to a head during the
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mid-1970s, when the TTC, facing citizen pressure during a period of fiscal austerity,
temporarily decided to postpone its art programme for the Spadina subway. These
groups made different demands on the system, and the success of such demands reflected
not only their varying levels of political power, but also their ability to draw on the
rhetoric of the subway as a public technology for the benefit of all citizens.
By the 1970s, changing political demands and a new economic reality had
augmented the role of the Commission. The TTC increasingly became a public service:
taxes supplemented passenger fares to cover capital and operating costs. A move in this
direction had begun in 1958, when Metro Council decided to use taxpayer dollars for a
majority of construction costs for the Bloor-Danforth-University project. Twelve years
later, passenger fares no longer contributed to subway construction. Funds from Metro,
and increasingly the province, filled the void. After Premier Bill Davis cancelled the
Spadina Expressway, the province also started to cover transit operating deficits, which
regularized one-time grants that had been made by Metro since 1956. Reflecting the
growing influence of the public purse on transit, Metro Council members began to serve
as TTC commissioners in the early 1970s. Suburban politicians sitting on the
Commission used the provincial subsidy to scrap the zone-fare system, which had been a
source of dispute since the 1950s. Passengers could ride across all of Metro with one
fare, but in doing so they expanded the TTC’s operating deficit. 12
Greater government funding joined wider social movements and changing ideas
about urban space to motivate groups such as disability advocates and critics of current
system aesthetics to demand change. Importantly, rising public investment further
12
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legitimized the belief that all Torontonians should benefit from rapid transit, and even
enjoy using it, in the city’s post-expressway era. Nonetheless, one line of thought at the
TTC still emphasized the need to maintain a sustainable cost structure, which its
proponents believed had contributed the city’s transit success in the past. The
Commission’s new role as a public service forced its officials to negotiate demands from
citizens with an older mentality at the TTC that stressed efficiency of cost and service.
Examining the ways in which ordinary people perceived and used the subway
poses a methodological challenge for the historian. Individuals typically record their
opinions in extraordinary moments of concern; these fragments constitute most of the
historical record. Sources used for this dissertation, like TTC meeting minutes,
government reports, and local newspapers, devoted more attention to situations of
concern, not surprisingly, than to the banality of everyday operations. In terms of
subway violence, for example, the TTC criticized the media for inciting fear for personal
safety in the subway because it failed to emphasize the rarity of subway crime. Millions
of passengers passed through subway turnstiles without recording their thoughts. Some
riders were captured in semi-candid photographs taken by photographers whom the TTC
had commissioned to document the opening of new lines and other aspects of subway life
(figure 6.2). These images hardly get to the bottom of the sentiments of subway users,
although the look on passengers’ faces as they entered the trains suggests a degree of
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Figure 6.2: A semi-candid photo of subway users taken by TTC photographer Eric Tussler in 1966.
Source: CTA, fonds 1567, series 648, file 194, item 14. Reproduced with permission of the City of
Toronto Archives.
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confidence in the technology.13 When uncovering past perceptions of the subway, then,
such moments of public concern may be unrepresentative of opinions of passengers and
non-users. Yet focusing on instances of conflict can still inform us of shifting currents.
Since the 1940s, the TTC had promoted the subway as a vehicle for the benefit of all
citizens, as a public technology in which they should have pride. By the 1970s,
Torontonians expanded this definition as they sought to improve its access, safety, and
aesthetics for the public good.

Escalating demands: accessibility, disability, and the “right” to the subway
Some Torontonians sought to make the subway more accessible, so they could
use it with greater ease. Stairs within stations made the subway difficult to use for the
physical disabled, the elderly, parents with strollers, and those with other mobility
restrictions. Over time, disability advocates increasingly pressed the TTC to incorporate
more escalators for those who struggled to walk up and down stairs, and to build
elevators for those unable to do so. They amplified the volume of their demands as
disabled individuals called for greater measures to facilitate their integration into public
life and their duties of citizenship. The weight of their argument grew as taxpayer dollars
supplemented riders’ fares to construct and operate the subway. While the Commission
gradually included more escalators, on at least two occasions during the 1970s it refused
to incorporate elevators that would have made the subway accessible for wheelchair
users. If non-ambulatory Torontonians rode the subway, the Commission argued,
passenger safety and vehicle speed would be jeopardized. Instead, the Commission urged
13
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separate facilities – Wheel-Trans – to cater to the mobility needs of disabled individuals
unable to use the subway and other conventional forms of transit. In recent years,
disability historians have urged scholars to examine disability as a “social category rather
than as an individual characteristic.”14 This exploration of barriers to subway access
builds upon this work by illustrating the connection between the physical construction of
subway stations and the social construction of ability through the exclusion of rapid
transit use.
Escalators had been a controversial part of rapid transit in Toronto since its initial
operation. As illustrated in Chapter Two, individuals with heart ailments, the elderly, and
pregnant women criticized the TTC for including only twelve escalators along the
original Yonge line, leaving five stations with none.15 The Commission, concerned with
construction and operating costs, tried to balance passenger demands with its desire to
minimize escalators. In 1943, TTC consultant Norman Wilson correctly predicted an
“insistent [passenger] demand for escalators” as one reason that he had recommended
shallow subway tunnels with stations close to ground level, compared to tunnelled
subways with deep stations.16 Initial plans for the Yonge subway had called for
escalators at most stations, but the “interests of economy” eliminated many. 17 Consultant
Charles E. DeLeuw, reflecting on the line soon after its opening, confirmed that the TTC
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had located platforms near the surface in order to reduce stair climbing. He
complimented the decision, since “[t]he recent somewhat extensive discussion in the
press as to the need for escalators to eliminate all [emphasis in original] climbing for all
subway patrons proves the soundness of the Commission’s judgment.”18 Nonetheless,
the Toronto Star estimated that stair climbing forced “hundreds of people, possibly
thousands” to avoid the subway. 19 By 1958, the TTC had added at least four escalators to
the line. 20
Along with cost, the Commission was concerned about safety. Subway escalators
led to hundreds of accidents during the 1950s. In an interview in 1959, TTC Chairman
Charles Walton noted that “[e]scalators are always one of our problems. They’re
expensive and they are hazardous. That’s where the public seem[s] to have the most
trouble.”21 The severity of escalator accidents became publicized a year later during
hearings for the provincial Royal Commission on Industrial Safety (the McAndrew
Commission). Fred Ehmke, chief investigator of the Ontario Department of Labour’s
Elevator Inspection Branch, revealed that approximately two-thirds of the province’s 333
escalator accidents during 1957-1958 occurred in the subway. Ehmke blamed users,
rather than the technology itself: “the majority of the accidents . . . are caused by
improper use of them. One can stand at the top of the escalator at Eglinton [Station] . . .
and you would wonder why there are not more people actually killed.” Passengers
rushed up and down, jeopardizing their own safety and those around them. In particular,
18
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the investigator blamed young boys who ran in the opposite direction. Ehmke also
reported that most users overlooked the hand rail, and he urged greater education on
proper use.22 By 1961, TTC General Manager of Operations J.G. Inglis reported a
gradual reduction in subway escalator accidents since the subway had opened. The first
month of operation in 1954 had seen one accident per 57,000 users, but only one per
380,000 occurred during the first six months of 1961. Mishaps had decreased as
passengers became more familiar with subway escalators.23
Although the twenty-station Bloor-Danforth line featured forty-five escalators
when it opened in 1966, people still complained about arduous stair climbing. The most
common objection to the route that the Commission received during the first two months
of service came from 122 passengers who protested the lack of escalators or that the
devices went the wrong way. 24 Many complaints came from the elderly. Escalators took
them from the platform to the mezzanine, but not to the surface. “I just won’t use the
subway anymore,” said one woman. “Instead I walk . . . and take the streetcar.” She
urged the Commission to establish a surface route along Bloor Street and Danforth
Avenue, but the TTC had rejected a similar request by the Danforth District
Businessmen’s Association.25 Another Torontonian was disappointed that the escalator
situation showed no improvement from the Yonge line: “The subway is indeed something
to be proud of, once you have managed to reach it and board the cars. It is fast and clean.
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But the Toronto Transportation [sic] Commission seems to have completely ignored the
fact that the blind, the sick, and the crippled, the aged, and the not-so-aged, also need
transportation.”26 A TTC official admitted inconvenience for some, but maintained that
“for the vast majority” the new line was, in fact, “a great improvement” over the BloorDanforth streetcar.27 Public pressure, nevertheless, resulted in the addition of seven more
escalators to the Bloor-Danforth extensions. 28
The first request from disability advocates for accessible subways found in the
TTC Minutes came from the Canadian Paraplegic Association in late 1965. Its letter to
the Commission also enclosed a copy of the National Research Council’s recent Building
Standards for the Handicapped, a supplement to the National Building Code of Canada
that had illustrated techniques to make structures more accessible for the disabled. TTC
commissioners directed management to report on the issue, but they decided that
wheelchair accessibility in the subway would be expensive and unrealistic. 29
Accessibility demands increased during the 1970s as part of an emerging disabled
rights movement. Motivated by struggles for civil, women’s, and gay rights, disability
advocates fought to improve accessibility to public facilities in order to enjoy
independence. The concept of equal access was at the centre of their movement.
26
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Accessible transportation, essential for participation in society, became a key
battleground. Disability advocates in the United States began to make significant
headway in their struggle for accessible transit. In 1969, the California State Legislature
provided $150 million to make the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)
system – then under construction – accessible for wheelchair passengers. This action
followed the protest of Harold Wilson, a disabled man. A year later, the United States
Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act earmarked two percent of federal capital
funding for transit projects to make transit facilities fully accessible. Disability advocates
celebrated victory in 1973, when a judge ruled that all stations of the Washington Metro,
also under construction, must include wheelchair access. 30
The push for more accessible subway stations in Toronto escalated in 1972. City
Council passed a resolution that urged the Commission to install escalators from platform
to surface in all stations, so that “no citizen is discriminated against because of his or her
physical condition.” The TTC, the motion stated, “was established to provide
transportation to all citizens who wish to use their services,” yet thousands of
Torontonians were excluded from the subway. 31 Metro’s Transportation Committee,
following requests from disability advocates, asked the Commission to report on
modifications – particularly escalators and elevators – that would create an accessible
30
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transit system. When the Bloor-Danforth extensions opened in 1968, the TTC had
developed a policy of installing escalators at main station entrances where passengers
were forced to climb more than 3.8 metres (twenty-three steps), and it had approved
installation of ten additional devices for stations already in operation. By 1972, subway
passengers could use escalators to move from platform to surface at twenty-six of the
system’s forty-five stations, along with all four Yonge Subway Northern Extension
stations under construction. Plans were under way to retrofit six stations, and Kearns
believed it would be possible to include escalators in the remaining five stations with stair
heights in excess of 3.8 metres.32
Kearns showed less interest, however, when it came to elevators. His analysis, in
line with Commission thinking, understood the efficiency of moving the greatest number
of people at the lowest cost as the primary principle guiding subway operation (and other
transit services): “The Rapid Transit system is designed to move the maximum number
of passengers in the shortest time possible. . . . During rush hours the trains are crowded
and any delay in loading and unloading a train disrupts the schedule and affects the
carrying capacity of the system.” In this sense, elevators did not provide the same degree
of benefits as escalators, which also assisted the efficient movement of able-bodied
passengers. Kearns listed other concerns related to passenger safety. The slight incline
of station platforms towards track level threatened the safety of wheelchair users, and he
warned that their evacuation during emergency situations would be difficult. To make
the system completely accessible, all stations required elevators, which posed security
issues (attendants would be forced to rely on surveillance cameras in order to monitor the
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devices). Another consideration, of course, was cost. The TTC’s counsel, for example,
worried that wheelchair users riding the subway would lead to an increase in personal
injury claims. And with unit costs upwards of $200,000, plus annual maintenance
charges, incorporating elevators in all stations had a price tag of $15 million. Kearns
concluded that the creation of an alternative surface system was “a more practical way”
to provide transit for non-ambulatory people.33
Advocates in Toronto continued to press for ways to improve the mobility of the
disabled. Private van companies served Metro’s disabled population, but this service cost
users upwards to $400 a month, a price that impeded their ability to participate in society.
The Action League for Physically Handicapped Advancement (ALPHA), founded in
1967, campaigned for improved, inexpensive alternatives. In summer 1971, ALPHA
chairperson Diane Lewis and two others wrote a critical brief that pointed to how the
TTC lauded itself on the movement of able-bodied residents, but failed to cater to the
needs of those who struggled to use its services. In 1972, ALPHA recommended a doorto-door bus system for the disabled, but it argued that the programme should be a
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temporary measure. Disabled people deserved the same services as all other
Torontonians, and this required design provisions in future transit facilities. 34
Unlike the situation in American cities, Canadian disabled rights groups did not
use the courts to pressure municipal transit authorities to make their systems more
accessible during the 1970s.35 Yet the language of rights was central to efforts to
improve subway accessibility in Toronto. Mary McLaughlin, a Toronto Harbour
Commissioner, appeared in front of the TTC in 1973 to request the transit authority to
build escalators from platform to surface in all stations before the construction of further
extensions. McLaughlin had been unable to use the subway after she broke her leg. Her
temporary plight allowed her to understand the challenge that subway stairs posed to the
elderly, pregnant women, and the disabled:
These are people who have paid for the subway and yet are denied its use by the lack of
escalators. The subway should not exist only for the use of the active and fit among
Toronto’s citizens. To attend to this need is not a matter of charity or kindness to the
disabled or old, but of simple justice. It is the people’s means of transportation and
should be available to all as a basic right.36

Toronto Alderman William Kilbourn also attended the meeting to support McLaughlin’s
request. He suggested that the TTC establish a committee of individuals unable to use
transit who could advise the Commission on accessibility challenges. 37 Both deputations
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prompted the commissioners to ask management to prepare a report that would
recommend additional subway escalators.38
Kearns underlined the use of rights language by groups and institutions - such as
the recently-established Metro Technical Committee on Transportation of the Physically
Disabled – that sought to create an accessible transit system. In another report rejecting
elevators in 1974, he realized that people with disabilities wanted to participate in
society, so it was “difficult to present an opposite position without appearing to be
unresponsive or negative.” Yet TTC management still believed economic and
operational considerations trumped a fully accessible system. Kearns noted that the “first
objective” of disabled advocates was the installation of subway elevators, but he doubted
this would improve the mobility of wheelchair users, since approximately 85 percent of
subway passengers reach rapid transit via streetcars, buses, and other inaccessible modes.
Kearns reported minimal use of elevators in San Francisco’s new BART, the one rapid
transit system that had incorporated the device, and he incorrectly predicted a policy
reversal for BART in the future.39
To thousands of residents, then, the subway remained inaccessible. The Metro
Toronto Transportation Plan Review (MTTPR)’s Transportation for the Disabled,
released in 1974, estimated that twenty-eight thousand disabled Metro residents –
including six thousand in wheelchairs - were incapable of using TTC services. The
MTTPR applauded the TTC’s recent policy to build platform-to-surface escalators in new
subway stations and to retrofit old ones, but the Review rejected elevators because of
38
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cost.40 Instead, the report recommended a special service for disabled people unable to
use transit. Over the past year, the Commission had been meeting with officials and
citizens who sat on Metro’s Technical Committee on Transportation of the Physically
Handicapped, and the TTC agreed to a pilot project to serve “employed or employable
persons confined to wheelchairs or unable to use normal automobile transportation.” 41
By 1975, the Commission had established Wheel-Trans, a para-transit service that served
rush hour work trip needs for almost fifty wheelchair users.42 Following a successful
trial, the province and Metro - both of which split the service’s operating losses expanded its trip purposes and hours of service for a mushrooming user base.43 WheelTrans marked a significant improvement for non-ambulatory residents. But their claim to
the subway had failed. Although disabled advocates linked public investment in the
subway system to concepts of rights and citizenship, their argument could not overcome a
long-standing emphasis on operation costs as the bottom line at the TTC.
More recently, the TTC has begun to include elevators in stations. The TTC
established the Technical Advisory Committee on Improved Accessibility (TACIA) in
1979. It surveyed the transit system, identified obstacles, and requested input from
disabled organizations. TACIA recommended a number of changes, including courtesy
seats for the elderly and disabled on subway cars, stop announcements for the visually
impaired, and more station benches. The advisory committee overlooked elevators
because the needs of non-ambulatory passengers fell outside its mandate.44 However, the
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Commission agreed with a report, Choices for the Future (1989), which suggested
elevators at twenty “key” stations in order to integrate Wheel-Trans as a subway feeder
service. “From the perspective of a segment of the disabled community,” the report
noted, “the inaccessibility of the subway is one of the most important symbols of their
lack of integration into mainstream society.” A growing elderly population influenced
the policy shift, as the TTC predicted a rising number of persons eligible for WheelTrans. The first subway elevators in Toronto began operation in 1996, and the TTC has
since committed itself to make all current and future stations fully accessible. 45 An
increasingly powerful disability rights movement, aided in numbers by an aging
population facing challenges of personal mobility, has forced decision-makers to slowly
incorporate accessibility measures in the subway as part of the public good.

Loitering at “Blackhurst” Station
Whereas disability advocates campaigned to make the subway more accessible for
mobility, black youth conceptualized the Bloor-Danforth line’s Bathurst Station as a
space of sociability. In doing so, they used subway space in a way that challenged the
uses accepted by the TTC, government authorities, and other passengers. For these
youth, the station was an endpoint, rather than a space in between origin and destination.
Those concerned with their plight, however, underlined that this vulnerable demographic
group had turned to the subway station as a last resort, a makeshift meeting place in a city
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that often restricted their presence. Social workers and black community leaders argued
that subway loitering indicated the pressing need for a more suitable recreational space
for young blacks. Such recommendations conformed to official meanings that defined
the subway as a means of efficient movement, not a social destination. Loitering at the
station also represented larger issues within the city: racial discrimination and fears of
crime. Historians have examined the ways in which the enclosed spaces of transit
vehicles served as “moving theatres” that forced peoples of diverse backgrounds into
close bodily contact.46 The case of loitering at Bathurst Station illustrates how the public
spaces integral to transit operation could also become sites of cultural contestation.
Concern over the situation at Bathurst Station grew during the early 1970s. The
first comment on black youth congregating in the subway appears in the TTC Security
Section’s annual activity analysis of 1970. During the latter part of the year, Commission
security had received complaints “with regard to coloured youths loitering” in the station.
In 1970, the system witnessed thirty-one reported incidents of loitering, mostly related to
students from vocational schools that were located near the line, but only three cases
made it to the courts. The situation escalated to the point at which Metro Police placed
Bathurst Station under continuous surveillance. The TTC also posted signs in select
stations that informed passengers of the “No Loitering” restrictions in the Commission’s
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by-law.47 The following year’s security analysis noted that such measures had reduced
loitering to only nineteen cases. Nonetheless, the report still summarized cases of illegal
entry and threats to station attendants by “unidentified negro youths,” including one
individual who wielded a knife at Runnymede Station.48
By early 1972, observers began to argue that the situation at Bathurst Station
represented a growing problem of social alienation. In February, Contrast, a newspaper
serving black Torontonians, published “Crisis on the Subway.” The article reported that
black youth were contravening TTC by-laws in order to hold “rapping sessions” in the
station. The newspaper, noting that both white and black passengers objected to the
presence of the loiterers, foresaw that a “summer crisis [could] be averted” if the youth
were provided alternative recreational facilities.49 Numerous articles followed in March,
tying the situation at Bathurst Station to other cases of racial confrontation across the
city, including “mini riots” that had occurred between Portuguese and black youth during
summer 1971 in Alexandra Park (located near Dundas Street West and Bathurst Street in
a neighbourhood with large Portuguese and black populations).50 Most dramatic was a
front-page exposé that linked conditions faced by underprivileged black youth in Toronto
to the underlying causes of Detroit’s race riots in 1967 and the student occupation at
Montreal’s Sir George Williams University in 1969. “Unless immediate and very
meaningful alternatives are found for these Black youths,” Contrast editor Harold Hoyte
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cautioned, “this city will experience the bloody reality of an encounter that will make the
Sir George Williams University incident look like a Sunday School party.” 51 The
mainstream press caught wind of the issue, as the Globe and Mail quoted Hoyte’s
statement in an article on the black paper.52 The Ontario Human Rights Commission
(OHRC), a provincial body with a mandate to promote equality, worried that the loitering
characterized a wider problem of increasing racial tension. It sent two of its officers to
observe the situation for two weeks and to make recommendations to resolve the issue. 53
Why did some young black Torontonians see Bathurst Station as a social space,
rather than primarily a conduit of mobility? The station featured a large, enclosed ground
level for passengers transferring to busy surface lines, and a small number of stores on its
mezzanine level, including a coffee shop. Location mattered, since the station was
situated near the city’s most prominent black enclave. Known as “The District,” the area
roughly west of Spadina Avenue, east of Dovercourt Road, and south of Bloor Street had
been home to black residents for decades and hosted a number of landmarks, such as the
Third World Bookstore.54 Author Dionne Brand has reflected on the centrality of
Bathurst Station in the social geography of Toronto’s black population during the 1970s.
To her, it represented “the nexus from which we all radiated, the portals through which
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we passed, passing from Negroes into Blacks, from passive into revolutionary.” 55 About
half the youths interviewed by the OHRC resided near Bathurst Station, while others
lived to the east and west. Many of the youths attended high schools near the station.56
The OHRC report observed that during their visits around sixteen to twenty black
youth – mostly males - could be found mingling around the station’s coffee shop on the
mezzanine located one level above the subway platform. 57 A black police officer
assigned to Bathurst Station, a Jamaican immigrant, believed that the act of congregation
at the station derived from Caribbean social traditions, which conflicted with normative
practices in Canada. “Our youths in the West Indies are accustomed to meeting in groups
on street corners and elsewhere without the intervention of the law,” the police officer
explained. 58 The OHRC officers reported that a common explanation for loitering
pointed to the importance of Bathurst Station within the group’s social fabric. The
station served as “a meeting place” to visit friends after school. Many of the youth had
moved away from the neighbourhood, but still had acquaintances in the area. In
particular, the officers underlined an economic justification: assembling inside the farepaid zone of the subway allowed the teens to gather from across the city without paying a
second fare to return home. While a waitress complained that the group spent more time
than money at the station’s coffee shop, their use of subway space implies a strategy of
making do with limited finances. The subway also offered warmth in colder months, as
station loitering was less of an issue during the summer, when the youth met on streets
55
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and enjoyed inexpensive outdoor activities. “The subway is the only place I can find
black people of my age in any large number each day,” one east-end youth said. “I come
here because I have no friends in the area where I live. At the subway, I can relate to my
friends.”59
The OHRC observed that police officers and TTC employees showed less
concern with loitering compared to the “criminal element” found within the group.60
Contrast reported that police accused some of harassing, assaulting, and mugging other
passengers, although one community worker criticized the newspaper for perpetuating
false allegations about the situation at what she termed “Blackhurst Subway Station.” 61
A TTC employee claimed he had been assaulted by one youth, who went to jail but was
soon back at the station. A white patrolling officer accused loiterers of being pimps. He
and other police felt they were too lenient on the group. If the youth had been white, “we
would have cleaned the area out a long time ago,” said the white officer. This opinion
led the OHRC to conclude that racism was indeed present at the station. 62
The OHRC and Contrast agreed with the TTC and other authorities that the
subway station was an improper place of recreation. Instead, black Torontonians needed
their own community centre, the success of which hinged on a location near Bathurst
Station. The youth had turned to the subway, in part, because they had been turned away
from other community centres.63 The OHRC officers reported that the loiterers
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experienced few employment and educational opportunities. Approximately 70 percent
of interviewees had less than a Grade Ten education, and many were unemployed or
worked in low-paying jobs. 64 The report observed no distinct Black Power “political
ideology” within the group that might motivate racial violence, but it warned of escalated
hostility. In one situation, four police officers had interrogated a black youth they
believed possessed a knife – a suspicion proven incorrect - while his friends made
antagonistic comments to police. These encounters risked providing the spark for a more
dramatic conflagration.65 A meeting of community and government organizations in
April 1972 had spurred hope for a black community centre, but by 1975 it still remained
unbuilt.66 Although isolated confrontations continued, the “crisis” at Bathurst Station
seemed to have subsided after spring 1972.67 Nonetheless, the situation illustrated that
the dominant understanding of the subway saw it as a conduit of efficient movement, not
a space of sociability for those with few other places to go.

Subway crime in “the city that works”
The “crisis” at Bathurst Station was not the worst case of subway crime. During
the 1970s, a constellation of violence occurred within the system. These episodes
attracted heavy media coverage, and signaled a growing fear of personal insecurity for
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users and non-users. While conceptions of the subway as a dangerous space were present
since operation began, a heightened concern for passenger safety emerged during the
1970s, especially for Metro’s visual minority communities. Torontonians worried that
the city had reached a turning point, in which subway violence would become
commonplace. Subway crime symbolized the threat of decay for “the city that works,” a
multicultural metropolis that seemed to have overcome the worst aspects of the urban
crisis that had plagued American cities since the 1960s. “The city that works,” a slogan
for Toronto, originated in a December 1974 Harpers article. Like other coverage in the
American popular press during the mid-1970s, the piece depicted Metro Toronto as a
model North American metropolis that had found the right balance of stability and
growth. These articles underlined its federated metropolitan form of governance, its
cleanliness, its apparent mix of racial and ethnic harmony, and its superior transit
system.68
Torontonians perceived specific subway locations as perilous spaces even before
trains ran under city streets. Washrooms found within a small number of stations
emerged as one locale of deviancy. During the early 1950s, the TTC fought pressure
from City Council and the Yonge-Bay-Bloor Businessmen’s Association to include
public washrooms in Yonge subway stations.69 The TTC, however, responded that it
furnished its longer-distance interurban terminals with restrooms, not the subway with its
constant service and short journeys. In other words, the Commission provided
68
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washrooms only when it intersected with its responsibility as a transit provider. 70 The
TTC argued that the $543,000 price tag (and $350,000 in operating costs) was too high.
At this time, only men served as commissioners and upper management, so its decisionmakers lacked strong knowledge of the greater need for public washrooms by women and
children. It also emphasized the possibility of deviant uses. The Commission found that
subway washrooms in other cities “gave undesirable persons an opportunity to use same
for immoral purposes, and also that it was most difficult to keep such places clean.” A
special committee of City Council was satisfied with the Commission’s promise to
include passenger washrooms at Eglinton terminal, and to allow passenger use of
employee washrooms at other stations in emergency cases.71
With expansion of the system, the TTC incorporated washrooms at other rapid
transit terminals and the busy Yonge-Bloor transfer station. As the Commission had
warned, subway washrooms became sites of illegal behaviour, probably for men seeking
same-sex encounters. Similar to the black youth who loitered at Bathurst Station, these
individuals used the subway to participate in socially-unacceptable activities. In 1968,
for example, the courts convicted ninety-eight males of engaging in “indecent acts” in the
Bloor-Yonge washroom. This supposedly growing phenomenon (in tandem with two
bomb threats in TTC washrooms in May 1968) led the City to request the TTC to provide
full-time supervision, which the Commission rejected as a costly charge against the
transit system. 72
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Certain stations gained a reputation as hot spots of undesirable behaviour. Bay
Station, located in the City’s Yorkville neighbourhood, was one spot tinged with danger
when it opened as part of the Bloor-Danforth line in 1966. During the 1960s, Yorkville
developed a reputation as a site of drugs, sex, and countercultural entertainment. As
Stuart Henderson has shown, the area witnessed a diverse crowd of hip youth, bikers, and
suburban tourists who came to Yorkville to experience Toronto’s counterculture.73 Bay
Station intersected with this scene: the TTC’s security boss noted its Cumberland Street
entrance experienced “[s]everal cases of malicious damage . . . the persons responsible
being patrons of Yorkville Village.”74 A year after opening, the TTC decided to close the
entrance at 7 p.m. following complaints of vandalism and inappropriate conduct.75 TTC
Secretary H.E. Pettett recalled that the Commission received numerous complaints about
“young toughs threatening physical injury to both men and women if they did not give
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them money.”76 Nonetheless, the early closure inconvenienced one passenger, who
informed Metro Chairman Allen that the decision denied her “the right to the use of this
subway in the evening hours like anybody else.” The resident, aware of the entrance’s
vandalism problem, thought it no worse than other stations or Bay Station’s main
entrance nearby. 77
Whereas some residents perceived danger in specific locations, others painted the
entire system with incivility. The Scarborough Mirror, a small newspaper serving
Metro’s easternmost suburb, illustrated – if not exaggerated - a belief held by some
suburbanites that subway life exemplified the larger context of urban decay. The article
urged locals to be grateful they avoided the “[p]unks, perverts and thieves” found on City
routes, but it warned readers not to get “smug about it” because “the spreading Metro
subway system could bring them out our way.” Construction of the Bloor-Danforth
extension into Scarborough was underway, and the article argued that rapid transit might
bring more than just better transportation to the borough. The newspaper also pointed out
specific locales of criminal behaviour. It quoted one operator who noted the attraction of
“sexual perverts” and “people of no fixed address” to the subway: “The warmth there
draws them in. You can see them on any night on the University [line] run and they
include exhibitionists who expose themselves while the train is pulling out.”78
Others, however, emphasized the safety of Toronto’s subway compared to other
North American systems. Michael Brooks argues that by the late 1950s New Yorkers
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began to fear their subway. By 1965, articles on subway crime began to fill the pages of
the New York Times. 79 That year, Toronto’s Globe Magazine, reporting one TTC
commissioner’s call for subway car communication equipment, asked: “Will Toronto
descend into subway violence?” The referent, of course, was New York, whose transit
agency had created a 1,200-strong subway police force to combat a 40 percent increase in
violent crime during early 1965. In contrast, the magazine described a ride on Toronto’s
subway to be “as exciting as graham crackers and warm milk.” But the article also
warned that “[i]t may not always be so.” The writer based this prediction on the “lag
theory” of Canadian development, whereby trends in the United States inevitably and
eventually came north of the border.80 Film critic Martin Knelman also compared both
subways in his review of The Incident (1967), a film in which two men terrorize latenight passengers on a Gotham train. The film’s dramatic appeal drew from fears in (and
of) New York. Violence in Toronto’s subway, however, was “more like a joke,” because
it had “all the action of a home for the aged.”81 American tourists and émigrés
underlined the safety of rapid transit in Toronto. A New York Times travel article from
1972 on Hogtown wrote that “[e]ven the subway is safe and clean.” American Vietnam
War resisters who began to move to Toronto in the late 1960s echoed this depiction.
Taking rapid transit north to Eglinton Station, one young resister noted that he “had never
been in a ‘nice’ subway before.”82 These sentiments mirrored statistical evidence. In the
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early 1970s, Toronto enjoyed the lowest violent crime rate of all North American transit
systems serving over one million people.83
Yet a number of incidents during the 1970s heightened perceptions of danger. In
September 1973, the subway was the subject of publicity after three men intimidated
passengers on a morning Bloor-Danforth line car. They allegedly assaulted one male
passenger, while others looked away. The local media began to emphasize subway
crime. A Toronto Star article, for example, led with statements from female interviewees
who had endured threats to their personal safety, including one sexual assault victim. 84 In
response, TTC commissioners considered asking the Attorney General to give out stricter
sentences for transit crimes, but they concluded that the system - despite increased
publicity - was not experiencing a dramatic rise in crime. TTC Chairman Karl Mallette
wrote a letter of thanks to journalist Ron Haggart, who had criticized the publicity as a
“media exploitation” that constructed a false wave of subway crime. Although Haggart
admitted assault and robbery across the metropolis was on the rise, he concluded that
“[i]n the violence business, Toronto still has a long, long way to go.”85 A journalist with
the Star asked the TTC for statistics to compare current rates of violence with previous
years and to determine major crime areas. The Commission rejected his request because
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the publication of such confidential statistics would not be in the “best interests” of their
passengers.86
On the night of November 7th, 1975, the first homicide in the Toronto subway
system occurred. Mariam Peters, a sixteen-year-old from suburban North York, took the
subway to visit her grandfather at Mount Sinai Hospital, located near Dundas Street and
University Avenue. After she got off the train at a deserted St. Patrick Station, she was
stabbed sixteen times on an escalator by an unidentified male suspect who was never
arrested. She died days later. Her youthful innocence, and the symbolism of her death in
a space used by thousands of people, created a fragile situation for the Commission. TTC
Chairman Gordon Hurlburt, whose daughters went to the same high school as Peters,
admitted that the stabbing incident was “a sad day for the TTC.” He announced
uniformed police officers would patrol all University line stations to ensure passenger
safety. Low passenger use at off-peak times made the University line seem especially
dangerous, as noted by the Scarborough Mirror in 1967. Hurlburt, in the wake of Peters’
stabbing, added to this perception when he remarked that he “wouldn’t even let [his] own
daughters ride that stretch of the line after rush-hour.” One resident wondered why the
TTC had waited until a homicide to call for constant police presence on the line. 87
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Less than four months later, more violence hit the subway. This time, however,
the event was tinged with racism, and it influenced perceptions of safety held by
Toronto’s visual minorities. Two white youths attacked Shamsudin Kanji, a Tanzanian
immigrant, on the platform of Islington Station. They spewed ethnic slurs before
throwing him on the subway tracks and breaking both his legs. Similar to the incident in
September 1973, dozens of bystanders watched the violence instead of aiding Kanji. 88
Soon after the assault, the Commission met with Metro police. At the meeting,
Chairman Hurlburt announced that crime on the transit system was static, while overall
ridership had increased three percent in 1975; in other words, the crime rate had declined.
Yet he realized that this statistic failed to curb concern in the wake of recent incidents.
Hurlburt emphasized the need for visible signs that showed the TTC took passenger
safety seriously. One possible measure was a subway police force, similar to those in
some American cities, but Kearns felt this approach unnecessary because the
Commission had its own security staff who patrolled the system and contacted police in
suspicious situations. 89
The TTC and police agreed to establish a joint committee to discuss security
improvements. One benefit of liaising, Hurlburt believed, was greater authority to
include security-related station improvements in the TTC’s operating budget, which
required Metro Council approval. 90 In June 1976, the joint committee’s report concluded
that “[n]o major security problem on the system was identified.” A key reason for the
88
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system’s relatively low crime rate, it noted, was the excellent relationship between the
TTC and police. Whereas some transit providers in the United States had organized their
own police forces, the united jurisdiction of Metro Toronto’s police force allowed for a
“much more efficient approach.” A transit police force in Toronto was therefore
unnecessary, but the joint committee urged greater police patrol of the subway. The
report also recommended against the installation of closed-circuit cameras. After
consulting with other transit agencies and local institutions that dealt with the mingling of
strangers, it suggested that scarce financial resources could be better spent on tactics
more effective than surveillance cameras.91
The TTC approved the report’s recommendations - changes to station structures,
enhanced subway train interiors, and increased police presence - at an estimated cost of
$302,000. Many of these measures dealt with an earlier police security audit’s findings,
which had observed certain stations like Queen’s Park and St. Patrick contained hiding
spots that made passengers more vulnerable to assault. And once on a subway train, the
audit pointed out, “a passenger is completely incommunicado.” The TTC closed hiding
spaces for possible assailants, including forty alcoves throughout the subway system and
non-functional passageways in Queen’s Park and St. Patrick Stations. The Commission
also equipped all subway cars with an easily-accessible passenger assistance alarm that
notified the conductor of emergencies. Moreover, police were asked to boost their
subway patrols. The TTC hoped that detailed analysis of crime statistics would
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determine the effectiveness of the new measures, and be publicized through an improved
information programme.92
More violence soon followed. On New Year’s Eve 1976, a group of intoxicated
youths assaulted two South Asian men on a subway car. The incident, reported as
another racist attack, resurrected memories of the Kanji assault a year earlier. Not
helping matters was an exposé broadcast on an American television network the next day
that interviewed a Toronto-based white supremacist group, reported victims of racial
antagonism, and concluded that the city was a ticking racial “time bomb.”93 Within the
first week of 1977, two other incidents of subway violence took place against South
Asians. 94 The attacks forced residents to not only question the effectiveness of the TTC’s
new security policies, but also to predict a decline in transit use.95 Controversy erupted
within the press and inside the TTC as to why improved emergency measures failed to
ensure passenger safety.96
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With the removal of explicitly racial criteria from Canada’s immigration policy
during the 1960s, the number of South Asians living in Toronto grew dramatically.
These immigrants filled demands for skilled workers at a time when migration from
traditional European sources had been waning. In 1961, slightly over 1,000 South Asians
lived in Ontario. By the mid-1970s, upwards of 100,000 South Asians made up
approximately 5 percent of Metro’s population. For example, many Ismailis came to
Toronto during the late 1960s and early 1970s in order to escape persecution in Uganda,
Kenya, and Tanzania. Toronto’s South Asian demographic consisted of diverse
ethnicities, religions, and identities, and it did not reside in geographical concentrations to
the same degree as other visible minority populations. 97
The subway attacks are significant within Toronto’s history of multiculturalism,
and they remain within the collective memory of the city’s South Asian community.
M.G. Vassanji’s No New Land (1991), a novel about the challenges of Ismaili-Tanzanian
immigrants living in Toronto during the mid-1970s, features a scene in which three
youths push a Tanzanian immigrant of South Asian descent on to the subway tracks in
College Station, while others look on. In the novel, the incident emphasizes the reality of
racism to the immigrants, the press, the police, and other Torontonians. 98 The New
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Year’s Eve incident prompted anti-racist and ethnic groups to speak out about the fear
that visible minorities - particularly South Asians - felt when using the subway. The
Canadian Council for Racial Harmony, for example, asserted that the violence towards
South Asian passengers formed part of the everyday experience of racism felt by the
community. 99 These concerns predated the most recent attacks, but the subway’s public
nature meant the situation provided an opportunity to articulate such anxieties. 100
Racial violence hit at the heart of Toronto’s emerging civic identity as a centre of
multiculturalism. Impressions of harmony between different ethnicities on the subway
developed as soon as passengers rode the Yonge line. Conforming to other
interpretations that viewed the subway as a site of change, Torontonians saw in rapid
transit an ethnic fabric of a city that had quickly transformed from a provincial town
dominated by an overwhelming British population to a polyethnic, multiracial metropolis
receiving immigrants from South and Eastern Europe and, by the late 1960s, across the
world.101 On opening day, 1954, one journalist observed that the passengers on the last
Yonge streetcar were “a more varied and cosmopolitan crew than they used to be.”102
Multicultural rhetoric continued with the opening of the University line in 1963, when
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another journalist wrote that residents had come “from all over the world. Italians.
Indians. Chinese. Germans. English. Homebred Canadians. They all pile into the city’s
subway to make a train ride beneath Toronto unlike any other train ride anywhere.
Where else can you hear so many languages spoken? Where else can you see so many
different kinds of people?”103
With the crosstown Bloor-Danforth line, a greater proportion of the city’s ethnic
enclaves came closer to rapid transit. Seven stations held open houses before service
began along Bloor-Danforth because they were located “in districts with large groups of
foreign-speaking residents[,] many of whom will be using the subway for the first time
on a regular basis.”104 This process echoed New York’s subway during the 1920s, when
expansion into ethnic neighborhoods in Queens and Brooklyn promoted a greater
awareness of cultural diversity in Gotham. 105 A piece by Barrie Hale from 1972
illustrates the perception of the Toronto subway – and the Bloor-Danforth line in
particular - as a space of multicultural connection. It recounts an episode in which he and
his female partner ride the last early morning train from its eastern terminus in
Scarborough to the western end of the line in Etobicoke. Throughout their journey, they
encounter people of diverse backgrounds. When the train reaches the busy Yonge-Bloor
interchange, Hale writes, the crowd is speaking in “at least six languages . . . , not
including at least six dialects of English.” Moments later at Christie Station, “virtually
103
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every language, race, class on earth, every level of wealth,” is represented in the subway
mix: Australian, Greek, black, Scandinavian, and Pakistani. 106
In response to racial conflict – most prominent on the subway – Metro Chairman
Paul Godfrey announced the establishment of a Task Force on Human Relations in his
inaugural address of 1977. At first, Godfrey admitted, he dismissed the situation as
“isolated incidents,” but pressure from groups across Metro convinced him that
government action was necessary. 107 The Task Force, led by Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute President Walter Pitman, conducted consultations with ethnic groups in order to
canvas their opinions on the prevalence of racism. The report underlined violence
towards South Asians that took place in parks, playgrounds, shopping plazas, on the
streets, and in housing complexes, but the much-publicized subway assaults were “the
most obvious examples.”108 Pitman congratulated the recent decision of the TTC to
display the Ontario Human Rights Code in all of its buildings and subway stations, as a
means to promote the subway as a space of equality. The OHRC also embarked on a
campaign to educate passengers about attitudes towards visible minorities using transit
advertising space provided for free by the TTC. Pitman urged Metro Council to continue
its emphasis on fighting racial violence in budget prioritization.109
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The report balanced the safety of the subway with the fears felt by visible
minorities. Pitman believed that “the intensity of the reaction” against the racial violence
on the subway “can be attributed to the fact that Torontonians have great reason to be
proud of their subway system. It is the safest subway in the world.” Nonetheless, South
Asians had informed the Task Force that members of their community now avoided the
subway, and either took alternative forms of transport or stayed home. Whereas 38
percent of violence reported during investigations took place on private property and only
28.5 percent occurred on the TTC, attacks in transit were usually more violent and
anonymous. The report’s fictionalized scenario, based on accounts provided during
consultations, narrates an attack by two white youths on a Sikh man that began on a bus
but escalated in Lawrence Station. Following the attack, the victim enters “a world of
omnipresent anxiety, a world that seems to him to demand that he restrict his movements
and order his life . . . in a way no white Canadian would tolerate.” He demands his wife
avoid the TTC; he allows his children to use the system only if accompanied with an
adult.110 The Pitman report may have lauded the Commission for operating a relatively
safe system, but fear of using the subway was real to visible minorities.
Studies conducted during the mid-1970s provide some statistical evidence on
perceptions of subway violence held by Torontonians. In 1976, a report noted that
subway crime challenged the TTC’s attempt to increase ridership. Phone respondents
and in-person focus group members who participated in the Commission’s first
comprehensive marketing plan had revealed their apprehension for using the system at
night, a threat to the TTC’s strategy of ridership growth during off-peak times. The
researchers did not inquire into differing perceptions based on ethnicity or race, but they
110
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did witness greater concern for security from females, such as one participant who sought
anonymity through reading and avoiding eye contact with strangers as a tactic to maintain
a sense of safety. Male riders, on the other hand, expressed more concern for child safety
compared to themselves. Infrequent riders and especially non-riders most commonly
believed the subway was unsafe, which led the report to suggest that “the experience of
using the TTC goes a long way towards creating more positive attitudes.”111
Such perceptions held by those who rarely used the subway also illustrated the
influence of external sources like the media. A report for the Royal Commission on
Violence in the Communications Industry (the LaMarsh Commission) conducted during
the mid-1970s interviewed one hundred random Torontonians and discovered that thirtyone interviewees thought the subway was the most dangerous place in the city (surpassed
only by taverns). Forty interviewees believed they faced at least a one in one thousand
chance of experiencing an attack in the subway, whereas one in one million was more
accurate. Residents expressed these sentiments within a wider fear of violence across the
city, as seventy-four interviewees felt Toronto was at least “somewhat less safe now”
compared to the previous decade. Although the report was inconclusive as to whether
such perceptions directly related to reportage about subway violence, it criticized the
media for having framed the violence as a growing problem and having tied crime to the
subway, which “increase[d] public fear of usually safe everyday locales.” 112 The TTC
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marketing study reported that one case of subway violence - the Mariam Peters homicide
- had come up during focus group sessions, but “it did not trigger major outbursts on
security.” Some participants, in reference to the stabbing, declared “‘[o]nce is too
much’,” which led the consultants to conclude that their interviewees perceived subway
violence as uncommon.113 Growing fear of subway crime during the 1970s illustrated the
underbelly of a public technology. Officials claimed that rapid transit benefited all
residents, and they sought to ensure the safety of its passengers. But when it came to
using the subway, particular groups that comprised segments of the general public - such
as visible minorities and women - felt more apprehension than others. Unsurprisingly,
the interaction of diverse bodies within the public spaces of the subway mirrored power
relations in the wider society.

A “colourful public place”: art in the Spadina subway
At the same time as Torontonians expressed concern for violence, an overlapping
debate emerged over the need for improved station aesthetics within the Spadina line.
Did the social benefits gained from creating welcoming subway spaces justify its
financial costs? In spring 1974, the Commission decided to hire independent architects
for Spadina stations, in contrast to its usual practice of designing stations in house with
minimal input from architectural consultants. The TTC also chose to integrate public art
within stations. Art in the Spadina line illustrated a growing conviction that subway
attack in the public interest because it had motivated witnesses to provide information to the police that led
to the arrest of the suspects. Royal Commission on Violence in the Communications Industry, Volume 1:
Approaches, Conclusions and Recommendations (Toronto: Queen’s Printer, 1977), 257. The TTC’s
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spaces were essential public places of life in the city. Transit environments enhanced
with art, proponents argued, created pleasure for passengers and reflected the optimism in
transit during Metro’s post-expressway era. Yet the art programme also coincided with a
financial crunch during the mid-1970s, as all levels of government searched for cutbacks
in order to curb inflation and cut deficits. Facing criticism from citizens and the press,
the TTC decided to postpone the project, days after it approved the purchase of ten
artworks. “No public art project in Canada has been surrounded by more publicity or
controversy,” claimed an individual involved in the programme. 114 The postponement
inspired a debate over not only the significance of station aesthetics, but also the value of
art in public places. With concern over subway violence on the rise, some proponents
asserted that art would humanize rapid transit, imbue a sense of civic ownership, and
create a safer city. To others, it was a waste of money.
Factors outside and within Toronto explain the growing push for improved
subway aesthetics. The modernist stations of the original Yonge subway met mostly with
applause from architecture critics and ordinary observers in 1954. The Commission,
paying for the line with its own funds and hoping to keep costs low, sought designs based
on the principles of easy maintenance and efficient passenger movement, with a light
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touch of pastel on interior walls. 115 When Montreal’s Métro opened in 1966, however,
critics began to compare its vibrant stations with those in Toronto. Robert Gretton,
writing in Canadian Architect, lauded the Métro’s “spatially exciting” stations, which
reflected “the dynamic forces at work in Montreal today.” In contrast, Gretton associated
Toronto stations with washrooms. The typical Toronto station comprised “a superbly
functional subway interior, pathologically clean and as colourful as the gent’s toilets that
adorned Victorian England.” The Montreal Métro featured public art and the expertise of
independent architects for sixteen of the system’s twenty-eight stations, whereas the
dominant role of engineers and the TTC’s architects in the design of the Yonge,
University, and Bloor-Danforth subway stations created environments that Gretton
claimed had overlooked “the emotional context of travelling above and underground.”116
Many Torontonians who visited Montreal - like the thousands who saw Expo ’67 experienced its stations and wished for better design in their hometown.117
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Toronto politicians also pressed for better station design. The subway garnered
greater attention as an environment of passenger enjoyment after the Spadina Expressway
cancellation in 1971 inaugurated a post-freeway era in Toronto. In 1973, the City’s Core
Area Task Force, established to enhance the quality of downtown life, suggested
strategies to improve the transit system as an integral public utility, even forecasting the
eventual adoption of free fares. The Task Force, chaired by Alderman Colin Vaughan an architect - underlined the need for enhanced “aesthetic and environmental quality” in
Toronto’s transit system, with particular stress on the subway. Stations required practical
improvements such as clearer directional signs, greater accessibility for elderly and
disabled passengers, and wider platforms. Yet the Task Force also advised that new
subway construction and renovations to the current system should craft “aesthetically
interesting” stations, compared to the “dull and anti-septic” character of current ones.
The Task Force recommended that architects and designers play a leading role in all
future structures, and that the TTC hold a design competition for Spadina stations. 118
Increased funding from the province added to the economic feasibility of
improved station design. Before 1971, provincial contributions to subway construction
covered only roadbeds. Soon after its decision to cancel the Spadina Expressway, the
Davis government decided to cover half of all subway construction expenses. Station
costs now enjoyed provincial assistance, which was soon increased to 75 percent.
Moreover, the province began to subsidize approximately half of all transit operating
losses, with Metro covering the remainder. 119 TTC Chairman Karl Mallette, speaking in
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front of the City’s Public Works Committee in February 1974, noted the current political
“climate” - supportive of transit through capital and operating subsidies – now allowed
the Commission to consider enhanced design for Spadina. According to him, financial
constraints had forced the TTC to build previous subway lines with little thought beyond
functionality. Responding to questions from Alderman Vaughan on the ways in which
the Commission planned to create improved stations, Mallette admitted the oft-made
comparison between Toronto and Montreal. But he also pointed out that the use of
individual architects in the latter city had caused higher maintenance costs: “[i]f they
want to change a light bulb in the ceiling of the station, it would take three men and a
scaffold to change it.” Nonetheless, Mallette announced his Commission was
investigating the possibility of combining structural requirements with greater
architectural creativity. 120 In March 1974, the TTC decided to use independent architects
to design six of its eight stations. The Commission selected Arthur Erickson and
Associates for Eglinton West and Yorkdale Stations, Adamson Associates for Spadina
and Glencairn Stations, and Dunlop, Farrow, Aitken for Dupont and Lawrence West
Stations. The TTC headed design for St. Clair West, a large transfer station, and Wilson
Station, the line’s northern terminal. 121
Two months later, the Commission heard Nina Kaiden Wright propose an art
programme for Spadina. Wright, president of Arts & Communications Counselors, had
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moved from New York City to Toronto in 1972. Her company, a division of the
American public relations firm Ruder and Finn, specialized in corporate arts sponsorship.
Wright had established the poster programme at New York’s Lincoln Center, and also
spearheaded Benson and Hedges’ Artwalls project in Montreal and Toronto. Both
projects embodied her goal to display “superb art in public places.” She believes that the
subway art programme originated during a conversation with Paul Godfrey, Metro
Chairman and TTC commissioner. “Now don’t hold me to this as an absolute truth,”
Wright reflected, “but as I recall . . . , I met Paul Godfrey at a dinner party [and] I said ‘if
Toronto doesn’t do art in the subway, we will practically be the only city that built a new
subway without art,’ and he said to me, ‘why don’t you come and make a proposal?’” 122
City Alderman William Kilbourn also endorsed subway art. In a letter to the
Commission, he claimed that the poor design of its stations - “a vast public latrine” - was
the most common criticism of the subway. To Kilbourn, subway stations were essential
urban spaces, which necessitated “a well-designed and colourful public place . . . for all
those who work and live in a city.”123 Although Godfrey claimed that he had had
difficulty convincing other commissioners to hear Wright, all but one agreed that she
proceed. Wright would discuss the feasibility, locations, and forms of art with the station
architects, and produce a report on the integration of contemporary Canadian art along
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the line. “This is a big-time city now,” she said. “We should stop thinking of Toronto 20
years ago.”124
The consideration of subway art took place within a period of cultural policy
formation in Metro. In February 1973, Metro Council appointed David Silcox, associate
dean of York University’s Faculty of Fine Arts and former Canada Council officer, to
report on ways in which Metro could contribute to cultural development through arts
grants. Silcox would later sit on the subway art’s advisory committee. He argued that a
sea change had occurred in public perceptions about culture. Whereas Canadians had
previously considered the arts a “luxury” and a “frill,” the growth of cultural investment
surrounding Canadian centennial celebrations showed ordinary people the value of the
arts. He claimed that Canadians supported their governments to provide more cultural
resources through taxation. Silcox recommended that Metro set aside one percent of
construction costs for art in public buildings; the federal government had set a precedent
with its one percent for art policy, followed by provincial governments. Metro Council
adopted the report in November, and Silcox became Metro’s first director of cultural
affairs. The percent for art concept had taken root in Metro, but it was not mandatory
legislation. 125
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Soon after Metro Council adopted the Silcox report, Wright submitted her
feasibility study. She concluded that the TTC should embark on a subway art
programme, as all subways around the world that showcased art were proud of their
decision, and planned for more.126 For the next phase of the project Wright suggested an
Art Advisory Committee - comprising herself, station architects, David Silcox, Peeter
Sepp of the Ontario Arts Council, and Alvin Balkind, the Art Gallery of Ontario’s (AGO)
Curator of Contemporary Art – to select artists from an open competition. By early 1976,
the TTC would view models for cost and contract authorization. During debate on the
report, Godfrey asserted that the expenditure represented one percent of the projected $50
million in station costs, and thus offered a “breakthrough” that reflected the desire for art
in Metro. Although TTC Vice-Chairman Gordon Hurlburt questioned the programme’s
estimated $500,000 cost, the Commission unanimously approved the project’s next
phase.127
Wright’s report underlined the ways in which art created dynamic environments
for transit users. “City planners have discovered that the quality of an urban experience
is as dependent upon aesthetics as it is on functional considerations,” the study observed.
It also claimed that “art and architecture is [sic] playing an increasingly important role in
subway construction. Mediocre subways are not being planned because mediocrity is
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always expensive in the long run.” The report’s bibliography included publications that
examined the soullessness of contemporary urban spaces. Leonard Duhl’s edited
collection, The Urban Condition (1963), a number of works by American urbanist Lewis
Mumford, and Jane Jacobs’ The Economy of Cities (1969) shared a common argument
about the significance of cities and the repercussions of sterile, technological
environments on the psychology of urban dwellers. Subway art, then, offered an
opportunity not only to introduce thousands of daily transit passengers to the blossoming
Canadian contemporary art scene, but also to enhance the functional spaces of stations for
the enjoyment of their users and for the public good.128
The Art Advisory Committee selected ten works, and the TTC decided to enter
into agreements with the artists in early January 1976. The programme featured a
number of prominent Canadian artists, including Joyce Wieland, Louis deNiverville, and
Rita Letendre. By early 1976, however, Metro politicians had warned of fiscal austerity
and budget cuts to deal with the recession. Metro Council’s budget sub-committee had
instructed the TTC to reduce their upcoming capital budget, including the postponement
of a short extension planned for the Bloor-Danforth line. Austerity pressures also came
from the province. The same day that newspapers had reported the TTC art purchases,
Transportation Minister James Snow announced a reduction in the province’s transit
operating subsidy. 129 In February 1976, the TTC raised fares by 20 percent, part of a 60
percent increase since March 1975.130 TTC Vice-Chairman and Etobicoke Controller
E.H. “Pete” Farrow - the only elected politician on the Commission - was the sole
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commissioner to vote against the art purchase. He called the programme “superfluous” to
the Commission’s mission during a time of fiscal restraint. Godfrey admitted that he
would have rejected the art project if proposed in early 1976, but the Commission had
already invested over $100,000 in a programme that he predicted people would look back
on with pride.131
Six days later, the Commission reversed its decision and announced an indefinite
postponement as part its reduced capital budget of 1976.132 Chairman Hurlburt had
received three hundred phone calls in one day from residents outraged at the project’s
costs, while Toronto Star columnist Michael Best questioned the Commission’s judgment
during a time marked by “financial restraint by governments everywhere.” He wondered
what value the public would receive, and noted that only descriptions – not models – of
the works were presented at the TTC meeting. 133 Opposition also came from politicians,
including an East York Metro Council member who made a notice of motion to postpone
the programme. Godfrey admitted that the TTC was wrong to commission the art in a
period of austerity. “There are only two kinds of people who won’t change their minds –
fools and dead men,” the Metro chairman said. “And after this, never let it be said that
when the people pick up the phone and write letters the politicians don’t listen.”134
The artistic community quickly mounted a counter-campaign. Art dealers and
artists circulated a petition in galleries, subway stations, restaurants, and on the street,
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while the Professional Art Dealers Association purchased newspaper ad space.135 Art
advocates also countered negative calls by contacting the TTC. Newspapers reported
criticism from the directors of the AGO and the Ontario College of Art on the “lavatory
Byzantine” style of current stations, and thoughts of art community members on the
benefits of subway art. Joyce Wieland, whose Barren Ground Caribou quilt for Spadina
Station was now in jeopardy, offered the most explicit endorsement for subway art: “I’ve
lived in New York, and I can tell you that unless you treat the subway as your own home
it becomes a public urinal and a place to get stabbed in.” 136 Although the Toronto artist
avoided direct reference to the death of Mariam Peters two months before, Wieland
connected station aesthetics to subway safety.
A key move in the art campaign was the decision to show the proposed works at
an open exhibit. Few had seen what the art would look like, which made it difficult to
instill excitement that might justify project costs. The AGO displayed renderings of the
works at an exhibition in February 1976. Wright sought a display “because in order get
public sentiment, if not for it not against it, [people needed] to have some appreciation of
what was coming [and have] an idea that this was important to do.” The exhibit’s
pamphlet stressed the integral relation between art and architecture in Spadina, which
influenced one journalist to write that “this is not art in the subway, but subway as art.”
The exhibit then travelled across Metro, from the Scarborough Town Centre, to York
University, to new City Hall. Meanwhile, Wright pursued contributions from private
citizens and corporations to cover the remaining costs. The Ontario Heritage Foundation
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agreed to receive donations, which made such contributions gifts to the Crown, and thus
tax deductible.137
During the exhibit, both sides of the subway art debate expressed their thoughts
on the programme, the role of government sponsorship for culture, and the purpose of
subways. Some art supporters put forth an environmentalist argument. They underlined
the need for aesthetically-pleasing spaces, if Toronto was to avoid the violence that
seemed to plague American cities. The Star’s Margaret Daly, for example, noted the
recent statement by Joyce Wieland on stabbings and the New York subway. Daly also
referenced the work of architect Oscar Newman, whose Defensible Space: Crime
Prevention Through Urban Design (1972) illustrated a growing belief that equated sterile
environments with the crisis of urban violence in the United States. Daly argued that
“[p]erhaps the longest-term value of the subway art works would not be any elevation of
the TTC’s esthetic standards, but simply its contribution to the humanism that so far has
prevented Toronto from going the dreadful route of some American cities, and kept it a
healthy, vibrant community.”138 York University music professor Austin Clarkson
agreed with this line of thought, which emphasized Toronto’s apparently exceptional
“quality of life,” but worried such success might come to a “tragic” end without
improvement to the urban environment. He also asserted that subway art was a “vaccine”
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against a “possible epidemic” of graffiti in Toronto, as it would instill a sense of civic
pride in graffitists, and so save money on cleaning and policing costs.139
Critics outlined the programme’s cost during a period of financial austerity. The
TTC’s own Pete Farrow led the charge. The Etobicoke politician claimed he was no
philistine - he enjoyed woodworking. Yet the TTC was not in the art business, and the
Ontario government’s transit subsidy reduction forced the Commission to evaluate its
priorities. “[H]ow could I, in all respect for the people of Metropolitan Toronto, vote to
spend half a million dollars more for cosmetic art decoration at this time?” he asked. 140
Others believed an elite minority was pushing the programme at a time when economic
uncertainty forced ordinary people to worry about transit fares and ways to make ends
meet.141 As cultural theorist Malcolm Miles argues, art displayed in public transit spaces
often assumes to appeal to a non-specific “general public,” but “reflects the ideas and
tastes of its advocates.”142 One resident thought the works were chosen
“undemocratically” and proposed the TTC let “the people choose” art for one station,
while another suggested that students paint subway walls with the savings passed on to
welfare costs for children and senior citizens.143 Some residents despised the style of the
works, “these hideous creations they have the audacity to call art.” In contrast to
Wright’s hope for greater art exposure, one letter writer asserted that people should see
art in galleries, “without ripping off riders.” 144 To counter these arguments, supporters
such as Alderman Vaughan reflected on an earlier controversy in Toronto over public art
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spending. In the mid-1960s, residents objected to the cost of Henry Moore’s Three Way
Piece No. 2/The Archer for Nathan Philips Square, but proponents believed the decision
to erect the sculpture now symbolized the metropolis’ maturation.145
The most dramatic criticism came from those who believed that art funds should
be devoted to increased security. The Peters homicide, along with the Kanji assault and
other racist incidents, had brought safety issues into the forefront. Forty residents living
in the Peters family’s neighbourhood noted they were “more concerned with safety than
decoration, efficiency than uplift” in a letter that referenced the teen’s stabbing and other
recent subway attacks. The mother of Mariam Peters, less than a year after her
daughter’s death, presented a petition with seven thousand signatures that requested the
Commission purchase surveillance cameras throughout the University line and equipment
to communicate with police, rather than subway art. Peters did not object to the art
programme in principle, but argued that passenger safety should be a greater priority.
Another woman made the same suggestion in a letter that stressed her fear of using transit
because of her sex. Nina Wright also remembers that some Torontonians believed the
TTC had to choose between art spending and passenger safety (in a memory that seems
to have conflated the Peters and Kanji incidents). “A girl fell off the subway platform
and there was then the whole issue of maybe we should pay for safety, not art,” Wright
reflected, “but . . . they [were] two entirely different budgets.” Her son’s schoolmates
even teased him by suggesting that his mother’s campaign had led to subway violence, a
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false assertion that one suspects the students had heard at home. 146 The debate over art
versus security was based somewhat on false pretences, since the TTC had separate
capital and operating budgets. Subway art fell in the former, while most security
improvements fit in the latter. Both sides shared a desire to make public spaces safe and
enjoyable, but they differed in terms of what technique would achieve such a goal:
aesthetics or surveillance.
The TTC decided to continue the art programme in modified form. In July 1976,
TTC Chief General Manager Michael Warren reported that Wintario, the new provincial
lottery, had agreed to match subway art contributions from private and corporate
donations. To date, the “save the subway art” movement had secured almost $75,000 in
donations, and Wintario promised to match up to $175,000. Funds came from companies
involved in subway construction, subway car supplier Hawker Siddeley, newspapers, and
private citizens. The Commission proceeded with the purchase and installation of
artworks on a gradual basis as more private and Wintario money became available.
Warren estimated that donations would be insufficient to complete the full programme,
so the TTC eliminated a sculpture of tea cups intended for the outside of Spadina Station,
(85 Spadina), the readapted 1899 residence. 147
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Passengers experienced the new subway spaces when the Spadina line opened in
January 1978. Before the opening, Colin Vaughan praised the three architectural firms
whose station designs “disprove the engineer’s theory that practical has to mean
dreary.”148 Wright looks back on the subway art programme as a success because it
placed art in public spaces. 149 Yet some viewers questioned aspects of the final product,
like those who argued that certain works, particularly Wieland’s Barren Ground Caribou
(figure 6.3), were not placed at optimal locations for maximum passenger contact.150 The
Star’s Sol Littman thought the art simply filled the empty spaces created by station
architects; artists should have been an integral part of the design process from the very
start. He observed that most passengers he had interviewed were barely cognizant of the
artworks. Pressure to reduce project costs ultimately “cheapened” the final product. For
example, only half the neon tubes intended for Arc en ciel, Michael Hayden’s light work
for Yorkdale Station, made the final version. “As so frequently happens in Toronto, we
came close to doing something great and then shrank back, fearful that first-class was
more than we could afford and first-rate better than we deserved,” Littman concluded.
“Too bad, because it means always settling for ‘nice’ instead of outstanding; good
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Figure 6.3: Joyce Wieland's Barren Ground Caribou (1978) for Spadina Station is located in an
entrance with low passenger traffic. Photo by author (2010).
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enough instead of inspiring. It suggests a very dull future.”151 A few years later, at the
request of the artist, the TTC dismantled Joy, Rita Letendre’s multi-coloured skylight at
Glencairn Station, after the work had become faded. It also disassembled Hayden’s
masterpiece during the 1990s, citing high maintenance costs.152

Conclusion
As passengers travelled on the Spadina line in January 1978, the neon lights for
Michael Hayden’s Arc en ciel began to flash. Art in stations demonstrated the desire to
improve a subway that many Torontonians believed was an essential public space by the
1970s. They criticized the stress on functionality in the current system and pushed for
dynamism in the Spadina line. Yet an economic recession, reduced operating grants, and
pressure from politicians and citizens had forced the TTC to complete the art programme
in condensed form and with the support of private donors. Thousands of people from
across Metro of different classes, races, ethnicities, ages, and genders used the subway. It
was also a public service, as taxpayer dollars now paid for all subway construction and
some operating costs. Bill Davis’s cancellation of the Spadina Expressway, after all, had
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signaled a new era of transit in Toronto. Why not make the subway a bit more
enjoyable?
The TTC had always wanted people to enjoy the subway, since it sought to attract
a wide ridership that used rapid transit not only out of necessity, but also out of choice.
To achieve this goal, the Commission emphasized cleanliness and safety, balanced by
economy of cost and service, as it conceptualized the subway as primarily a means to
travel from one place to another, not an end in itself; a conduit, not an integral public
space. Art proponents realized that the subway existed chiefly as a transportation system,
but they wished to create vivid experiences for passengers that added to the life of the
metropolis. Doing so might even counter crime. The campaign to use taxpayer dollars
for improved subway aesthetics was only partially won, and competing notions of the
purpose of the subway and the transit system in general remained: was it an infrastructure
rooted in functionality or also a site of urban vibrancy? The art programme struggled to
survive under the city’s tradition of fiscal conservatism at a time of austerity. But it also
showed how shifting understandings of urban life by the 1970s influenced some people to
reconceptualize the subway as a public technology, in which art advocates underlined the
benefits of engaging spaces for the general public interest of all city dwellers.
Seeing stations as a space to enjoy art was one way in which people understood
uses of the subway. Such diverse conceptions show that no single meaning of the
subway existed within the general public of Toronto. Others placed more concern over
lowering fares or ensuring proper surveillance in the system, especially after a spate of
violence during the 1970s prompted many Torontonians to question their personal safety.
For black youth who congregated at Bathurst Station, the subway was a social space.
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Their actions violated TTC restrictions against loitering, but it allowed them to meet
friends, save money, and escape the cold. To disability advocates, the stairs within
stations were a symbolic and literal barrier to full participation in society. Eradicating the
barrier, the TTC argued in the 1970s, would jeopardize its traditional principles of
efficiency of cost and service, even if the inclusion of elevators conformed to its more
recent role as a public service. It was not so much that disabled individuals used the
subway, but that they asserted a right to its use. Like demands from other groups, this
mentality drew from officials’ own rhetoric that promoted the subway as a public
technology for the benefit of all Torontonians, a claim that became stronger with the
promise of growing public investment in transit during the city’s post-expressway era.
The success of these demands, however, rested on each group’s ability to wield power
and influence policy at municipal council chambers and the board room of the TTC.
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Conclusion - Pipe Dreams and the Lines of History

The cancellation of the Spadina Expressway by the Ontario government of Bill
Davis in June 1971 put the transportation plan of Metro Toronto in a state of uncertainty.
With the province no longer funding urban expressways, it seemed the plan that had
evolved in Metro during the 1950s and 1960s for a balanced transportation system was
dead. Davis sought to quell opposition by promising better transit for suburban areas of
Metro. Eighteen months later, he made another significant announcement, but one that
failed to attain the mythic status of his speech that had killed the Spadina Expressway. In
front of an audience at the Ontario Science Centre in North York, the premier outlined a
new urban transportation policy for the province, with particular emphasis on Metro
Toronto. The details of the speech came as a surprise to many, including planners and
transit officials in Metro. At the centre of his statement was GO-Urban, an Intermediate
Capacity Transit System (ICTS) that the Davis government envisioned as the future
alternative to urban expressways. 1
The premier proclaimed that Ontario would become a leader in ICTS, which used
a transit vehicle with a passenger capacity lower than conventional rapid transit, but
higher than streetcars or buses. Proponents claimed that such specifications made it
suitable for areas with population densities too low to justify the cost of subways, yet the
technology promised faster and more dependable service than surface modes because it
could be built on its own right-of-way, either on elevated guiderails or underground. The
province planned to inaugurate GO-Urban, its ICTS programme, across Metro with five
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lines totalling over ninety kilometres, and subsequent lines in Hamilton and Ottawa. The
premier argued that ICTS fit the demands of an urban society undergoing a change in
consciousness about the negative consequences of older transportation forms. Although
he claimed that the province’s highways were a “safe and efficient means” of inter-urban
transportation, Davis emphasized the ways in which the mounting financial, social, and
environmental costs of urban expressways meant such roads failed to solve transportation
needs within cities. 2
The premier then underlined that subways, the conventional transit alternative,
were unsuitable to serve transportation demands in Metro’s suburbs. With escalating
construction costs of $48 million per kilometre - estimated to rise to $64 million per
kilometre within a decade - subway construction “ha[d] reached such a high level [that]
very few if any jurisdictions in the world appear to be capable of continuing to extend
this system.”3 The province, Davis asserted, “must find less expensive ways to move
people,” since Ontarians demanded a growing number of services requiring government
funds. He estimated the cost of ICTS construction would be less than $23 million a
kilometre. It would be smoother and quieter than conventional rapid transit. And unlike
the concentrated development spurred by subways, the lower passenger capacity of ICTS
promised to spread moderate-density development across Metro, making it “an attractive
alternative to high-rise, high-density living and to suburban sprawl.” The provincial
government had been researching the feasibility of ICTS since 1969. As an alternative to
expressways, ICTS probably played a small part in the cancellation of the Spadina
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Expressway. By the early 1970s, it offered a technological fix to a mounting political
liability for the Davis government: the need to find a “people first” urban transportation
solution for Ontario’s post-expressway future.4
In May 1973, the province signed a contract with Krauss-Maffei, a West German
industrial manufacturing company. The new Ontario (later Urban) Transportation
Development Corporation, a provincial crown corporation, had earned exclusive rights to
sell the company’s magnetically-levitated vehicles, driven by linear induction motors and
controlled by a computer, in Canada, South America, and other countries outside of
Europe. The province also announced the building of a demonstration track to test its
ICTS on Toronto’s Canadian National Exhibition grounds. Ontario hoped it had found a
space-age solution to the old problem of urban mobility in an era of growing awareness
of limited natural resources. The rising movement against urban expressways and the
renewed faith in transit across North America during the early 1970s presented an
opportunity for the province’s industrial sector, and the Davis government believed that
GO-Urban could find potential buyers in Canadian cities like Vancouver, Calgary,
Edmonton, Winnipeg, Montreal, and Quebec City, along with foreign markets such as
Buenos Aires and Sydney. 5 Less than six months after the contract was signed, however,
the West German government stopped funding Krauss-Maffei’s ICTS programme. The
deal collapsed. So, too, did the plan for a test track on the exhibition grounds.
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Undeterred, the province decided to press on with GO-Urban, and by summer 1976, it
had developed a prototype vehicle.6
The province hoped to showcase its ICTS technology with a route connecting the
eastern end of the Bloor-Danforth subway to Scarborough’s new Town Centre, a
shopping mall adjacent to the local municipality’s Civic Centre. In 1968, the TTC
considered building a line in Scarborough using surplus downtown streetcars operating
on their own right-of-way, known as light rail transit. With extension of the Yonge
subway underway in North York, some politicians and residents in Scarborough felt
insulted by the streetcar proposal, and demanded an extension of the Bloor-Danforth line
instead. The subway extension idea was rooted less in tenable ridership figures, and
more in the development ambitions of the local municipality. Soon after Davis had made
his ICTS announcement, the Metro Toronto Transportation Plan Review released a report
that recommended the Scarborough line as the first ICTS route because it would run
through a relatively-undeveloped area of Metro that lacked strong transit service.
Although the TTC had begun to construct the line as a light rail route, in 1981 it agreed to
the province’s offer to cover all extra costs if the Commission switched to ICTS. Ontario
now had a line to demonstrate ICTS to interested buyers across the world.7
When the Scarborough Rapid Tarnsit (SRT) line opened three years late in March
1985, it failed to meet the expectations of the province. The SRT had been almost $100
million over budget and it became laden with technical problems. Local residents even
6
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complained of noise, the absence of which proponents had claimed was a benefit that
distinguished ICTS from more conventional forms of rail transit. “It had the capacity of a
streetcar, with the price tag of a subway,” claims one student of Toronto’s transit history.8
Critics of both pro- and anti-expressway persuasion had questioned the space-age vision
of the province’s foray into ICTS since the early 1970s. For example, Streetcars for
Toronto, a citizen advocacy group that had successfully saved the city’s streetcar network
in 1972, pushed for light rail for Scarborough and subsequent lines. Unlike ICTS, they
argued, light rail was a proven technology within and outside Toronto.9 ICTS never
became the technological fix for suburban transportation as imagined by the Davis
government. In fact, its implementation in Scarborough seems to have delayed plans for
subsequent rapid transit lines, as Metro wanted to see the SRT in operation before
deciding on the type of technology to use for future routes.10
By the time the SRT opened, transit planners had returned to subways for future
expansion plans. In May 1985, the TTC and Metro released Network 2011. The report
announced a “feasible and affordable” rapid transit expansion strategy, inspired by the
“incremental” method of subway building that the Commission claimed had been
successful since 1945. The plan would require approximately $100 million in annual
public spending, financed through the 75-25 funding ratio between the province and
Metro that had been established in the 1970s. The report outlined that the most important
objectives of future expansion were improved east-west transit to serve the further
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development of one of Metro’s subcentres, North York Town Centre, and relief from
crowding on the Yonge line, which was running over capacity south of Bloor at peak
hours. Network 2011 proposed a Sheppard Avenue subway line from the Yonge subway
to Victoria Park Avenue (with later extensions east and west), and a Downtown Relief
Line running southwest from Pape Station to past Union Station. It also planned an
Eglinton Avenue line, to run initially as a busway with future conversion to a subway,
and northerly extension of the Spadina line to meet an extended Sheppard line.
Preliminary studies had estimated that within three decades the proposed routes would
reach riderships of fifteen thousand passengers per hour. With ICTS no longer a feasible
option, planners believed this estimate justified the high cost of subway construction.
Despite its misleading title, proponents sought to complete the expansion plan by 2014. 11
Almost thirty years after the announcement of Network 2011, the city has added
less than eight kilometres of rapid transit. This contrasts with the height of Toronto’s
subway building from 1949 to 1978, when the TTC and Metro built almost fifty-five
kilometres of subway in less than three decades. Technological uncertainty, as a result of
the province’s foray into ICTS, delayed expansion plans until the SRT opened in 1985.
Although rapid transit had been politically contentious during the postwar decades, the
rise of neighbourhood activism in opposition to the negative consequences of subways
escalated this phenomenon to a new level by the mid-1960s. In 1982, for example, Metro
Council delayed consideration of future rapid transit lines until after the upcoming
municipal elections, in part because of the threat of local protests against expropriation. 12
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The growth of sprawl outside of Metro Toronto also hindered subway expansion.
In the 1950s and 1960s, the Metro Toronto Planning Board controlled hundreds of square
kilometres of land surrounding its boundaries. Restricting development in these
territories maintained a relatively high population density and a strong level of transit
performance within Metro compared to other North American urban centres. By the
early 1970s, however, the Ontario government not only reduced development restrictions
in these outside suburban municipalities, but also funded infrastructure projects like trunk
sewer lines and numerous highways that facilitated low density living on the fringe.
Metro Toronto contained 71 percent of the region’s population in 1971, but this figure
dropped to 63 percent a decade later. These policies exacerbated Toronto’s transport
issues into a regional problem, as thousands of suburbanites commuted daily into Metro.
By facilitating the population to settle in lower densities over a wider area, the province
hindered the efficiency of transit service and the cost-effectiveness of future subways. 13
A significant reason for the relative slowdown in subway building has been the
pace of political change at the provincial level. Whereas the Progressive Conservative
machine had dominated Ontario politics from 1943 to 1985, since then, five different
provincial governments have sat at Queen’s Park. Transit, as we have seen, became a
key aspect of Bill Davis’s legacy. With his retirement in 1984 and his party’s loss of
power the following year, expansion in Metro became more uncertain. David Peterson’s
Liberal government showed more caution, as they delayed provincial funding for the first
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phase of Network 2011. The NDP government of Bob Rae approved subways for
Sheppard and Eglinton Avenues in 1994, and construction on both lines began the
following year. But no sooner had shovels hit the ground when Mike Harris’s reformed
Progressive Conservatives came to power with their promise of a so-called “Common
Sense Revolution” of dramatic restraint in public spending. Holding an anti-urban bias,
the Harris government “indefinitely delayed” the Eglinton project and eliminated transit
operating subsidies from the province. Although the Harris premiership agreed to
continue funding construction of the Sheppard line, it instigated what many call the “lost
decade” for transit in Toronto. The Tories also eliminated the two-tier Metro system of
government in 1998, when it amalgamated Metro’s local municipalities into the
“megacity” of Toronto.14
Hopes for subway expansion are still prevalent in the new megacity. A visual
example of subway dreams can be found in the number of fantasy maps that residents
have developed over the last decade. Characterized by a multitude of imagined grid and
radial subway lines, and extensions to current lines, these maps exude optimism for a
reinvigorated transit future. For example, uTOpia, a 2005 anthology of essays on the
possibilities of Toronto written during the early days of city-builder David Miller’s
mayoralty, published a companion map designed by cartographer and Toronto resident
Andrew Alfred-Duggan. The map envisions a Toronto of 2017 that features two new
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rapid transit lines and dramatic extensions and express routes for current lines, along with
an Eglinton Skytrain and two new light rail lines.15
These maps also contain a subtle criticism: the decline of subway building - and
the effectiveness of transit in the city in general - means taking the TTC is no longer “The
Better Way.” As one Torontonian recently remarked, the “glory days” of the transit
system are over, following a slow decline from the city’s “golden age” during the
1970s.16 “We have the best 1970s transit system in the world. The problem is that it’s
2010,” contended an unsuccessful mayoral candidate during a stump speech. 17 Fantasy
maps speak to this growing sense of nostalgia for an earlier period of city building within
Toronto’s past. Unlike the kilometres of rapid transit constructed from the 1940s to the
1970s, when Toronto became a model for transit planning and operation throughout
North America, the imagined lines contained in fantasy maps express a sense of
disappointment. Such a mentality glorifies Metro’s heyday during the decades examined
in this dissertation as a period that was characterized by a determined, shovels-in-theground attitude, compared to the languid pace of contemporary projects intended to
provide needed services to residents. Instead of “the city that works,” a moniker coined
by an American journalist visiting the city in the 1970s, some residents and politicians
think Toronto is “a city of no”: a civic culture dominated by an ethos of thrift and a
15
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narrow urban vision. While these commentators typically celebrate some of the city’s
famous “no’s,” such as the decision to save old City Hall from demolition during the
1960s and the cancellation of the Spadina Expressway, they suggest this mindset has also
inhibited progress in the city, including the proper expansion of the transit system. 18
Fantasy maps remind Torontonians that their city, despite its ambitions, is not yet
a global metropolis. These fictive routes underline how Toronto lacks an extensive
subway system on par with those found in London, Paris, Tokyo and other world centres.
Often ignored within these commentataries are the higher population densities of other
subway cities. And in order for such fantasy maps to become reality, much greater and
consistent levels of funding from all levels of government would be required. Yet the
inspiration behind these maps shares continuities with a common impression of the
original Yonge line, in which observers identified subways as the marker of a metropolis.
Fantasy maps also illustrate the idea that the subway is still regarded as a public
technology in which Torontonians should have pride, although this pride has shifted more
to what was built in a previous era of infrastructure development, and less on the
uncertainties of current expansion plans.
This dissertation has traced the dynamics of an earlier period of subway building
in Toronto, and the ways in which rapid transit influenced the growth of the metropolitan
area and the experiences of its citizens. It has argued that civic officials promoted the
subway as an infrastructure that belonged to all Torontonians and promised to benefit all
residents. Conceiving the subway as a public technology allowed officials to justify the
18
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uneven sacrifices that were demanded of some groups in order to construct and operate
rapid transit, an essential component of Toronto’s postwar transportation system. The
degree to which residents opposed these sacrifices corresponded with not only the greater
realities of living in Toronto, but also wider shifts in ideas about respecting the needs of
neighbourhoods within a growing metropolis, and balancing continuity and change in the
urban fabric. The extent to which they were successful in having their demands met by
officials usually depended on their ability to organize at the local level, the resources
available to them, and their awareness of the current atmosphere in municipal politics.
The prominence of rapid transit within the city’s plans for infrastructure
expansion from the 1940s to the 1960s, and just as important, its ability to build subways,
distinguished Toronto from most other North American cities during the two decades
after 1945. The contingencies of World War II and strong leadership at the TTC made
plans for the Yonge subway reality in 1954. The establishment of Metro created a
political structure that could acquire capital and override local objections in order to
continue a programme of rapid transit expansion during the 1950s and 1960s. By the
early 1970s, opposition against the other major component of Metro’s balanced
transportation plan – expressways – created a new faith in transit. Citizens
reconceptualized the relationship between the subway and the public interest. Some
people urged higher aesthetic standards in stations, while others demanded greater
accessibility to the system. Ironically, the same ideas that had led Torontonians to protest
against expressways and advocate for transit as a better way to move people also saw
residents contest the negative consequences of subways on the urban fabric. Subway
building in Metro started to wane.
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Lying at the intersection of urban history, the history of technology, cultural
history, environmental history, and Canadian history, this dissertation has examined a
series of rapid transit mega-projects that unfolded within one of the fastest growing
metropolitan areas in North America. Toronto faced many of the same problems of
inner-city revitalization and rampant suburbanization like other postwar urban centres
across the continent, and officials in Toronto presented rapid transit as an essential part of
the solution to these issues. Proponents of the subway justified its construction with
appeals to the general good, a common technique used to build public works. Yet, unlike
most other technologies built in the name of the public good, the subway was also a space
in which people from all segments of the city came into communal contact in large
numbers as they fulfilled their mundane travel needs. The subway altered understandings
and experiences of a city witnessing dramatic change and rising to national preeminance.
Transit has long held a prominent place within Toronto’s civic identity, and the city’s
accomplishments in rapid transit expansion from the 1940s to the 1970s are a key part of
this pride. Subway building was rooted in Toronto’s tory tradition, which believed that
elites should control an active local government working to serve a general public interest
shared by the entire city, but it had to contend with a populist tradition that emphasized
grassroots democracy and the primacy of neighbourhood interests, a view that became
more popular by the 1970s. The subway not only symbolized these transformations, but
also served as a factor influencing such changes.
The implications of the story told in this dissertation show that challenges arise
when entities build transit in the name of the public good. Constructing large-scale
infrastructure imposes sacrifices on certain members of the general public, and people
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perceive transit as a technology with environmental consequences. Historians cannot
arrive at a final equation of costs and benefits, but they can illustrate the roles of
contingency, path dependency, unintended consequences, and the necessity of
understanding the wider contexts in which people made and evaluated arguments for
technology. By surveying the changing tide of how Torontonians interpreted the
consequences of subway building, this dissertation has uncovered the positive and
negative legacies of the shifts that had emerged by the mid-1960s and continued during
the next decade. Such shifts were linked to larger ideas about the proper relationship
between citizens and decision-makers in the processes of city building in twentiethcentury Canada.
During the 1970s, as the city broke ground for the construction of the Spadina
line, its last new subway route in over two decades, a new icon of transformation arose on
the Toronto skyline. The CN tower, the world’s tallest free-standing structure at the time,
opened in 1976. For almost a decade, the Canadian National (CN) Railways had been
planning the tower as a solution to the need for a telecommunications platform in the
Toronto area. The skyscrapers that had risen in the downtown since the mid-1960s made
television and radio signalling difficult. Changes in transportation also inspired plans for
the tower. The structure was to be part of Metro Centre, a massive complex of business
and residential buildings planned for waterfront rail lands that had become vacant after
switching and freight operations moved north of Metro. Although Metro Centre fell
through, the CN tower has become one of the city’s – and Canada’s - most well-known
symbols. Possibly more than any other moment, the completion of the tower signified
Toronto’s arrival as a national metropolis. But the same political, economic, and cultural
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forces that pressured the city to grow upwards had also made it tunnel underground in the
name of the public interest. In the subway, people witnessed these transformations taking
place everyday, and within it, Torontonians experienced the promises, perils, and
possibilities of urban life during the second half of the twentieth century.
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